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Gocad afternoon, this is a beautiful day for
prelaunch press briefing. That coupled with the fact that we're
going to launch this thing tomorrow, led us to bring to the
podium, going from your left to right, Lt. Gen. James A.
Abraharason, who is the Associated Administrator for the Office of
Space Flight at NASA Headquarters; Al O'Hara, who is the director
of launch and landing operations for the Kennedy Space Center?
Robert O. Aller, who is the Program Director of the TDRSS Program
for NASA Headquarters; Leonard Gerkowski, who is the Vice
President Engineering for Spacecom; and Major Donald J. Green,
who is the Rain Staff Meteorologist for the Air Force h'>re.
And
we'll begin with Gen. Abrahamson.

ABRAHAMSON
The first thing I'd like to say is Happy Easter to
everybody. As you can tell by the weather, we really ara having
a happy Easter, and we're hoping and expecting that
this is going
to be the case tomorrow.
And in fact. Major Green down there,
has guaranteed us that.
I told him that if he doesn't provide a
good weather tomorrow for us, he'll be Captain Green, and if
does, he might be Lt. Col. Green.
Actually, if you did count the
earlier problems we had in the launch, and we don't discount
those in terms of what they've meant and what we had to do about
them, in terms of what it meant tor the program, and of course
the two and a half months delay.
But if you look at the count
Itself, what's happened at this point in time, we have a very
very smooth count, and up until yesterday afternoon, actually, I
think everybody was pretty bored with it.
Yesterday afternoon,
we did have two minor problems, one late in the afternoon, when
a
switch was inadvertently thrown on fuel cell number 1.
And then
there was in addition to that, a minor problem with one of the
pulse code modulator units, and that's a very minor unit.
And Al
will mention, just very briefly, summarize those for you.
But
we're delighted, we think that we have just a fine situation for
launch tomorrow.
And in fact, the weather really is cooperating,
and the only real concern is the upper level winds, and Major
Green will comment very breifly on that, that situation even is
getting better.
So we're constantly looking ahead to the
launch.
Right now, the crew is getting ready, all four of them,
to go out for a last T-38 ride, just to go out and relax
a little
bit with some acrobatics and they're in fine shape and mentally
prepared for the mission. So we're looking ahead to a good
mission.
Thank you.

Al.

AL O'HARA
Well, as General Abrahamson said, we did have a
fine count, and we do have a fine count.
The two problems that
General Abrahamson mentioned, we consider minor in nature, the
pulse code modulation master unit problen> that was mentioned is
merely a bit error that we had that toggled on and off a few
times, and it has not reoccurred.
There are two PCMMUs on the
orbiter, and this one that did have the toggling bit is the
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secondary units we will fly on the other one. We did have
that
unit turned on yesterday, the one that had the bit
problem,
it
did not reoccur during hours of testing.
So basically we put in
a category of an unexplained anomaly and we'll
do some
troubleshooting after Challenger returns,
it is of no concern at
this time, and we're proceeding.
The other problem that General
Abrahamson mentioned, a switch was inadver tenly thrown during
the
switch list portion of our countdown,
if you have looked at the
bar graph, you will have noticed that last night
starting at 5 or
6 o^clock, we did some final switch list positioning in the
Orbiter.
And the procedure was correct, and it was just an
inadvertent throwing of the switch during the running of that
switch list.
The consequence was that a voltage was applied
across fuel cell 1, the fuel cell was not up at the time,
and
the, just to make sure that we did not have any
lingering
concerns, we had a telecon last evening with the vendor, with
our
experts at Downing and JSC.
And the conclusion was, from all the
people that are most familiar with the fuel cells, technical
experts, that we do not have a problem and we are going
to press
on.
We will of course, per the normal countdown, get
into the
fuel cell flow through test beginning at T-10 hours,
which will
occur about 1:10 in the morning.
And then about 4:10 in the
morning, at T-? hours, we will be into the fuel cell
activation.
That will be our final point where will show
ourselves completely that there is no problem. But, we're
confident and as General Abrahamson said, the countdown
has been
very, very smooth.
So if we picked it up last Wednesday
afternoon at 2 p.m. We will rotate the RSS about 10 minutes
after midnight per the timeline, and we don't expect to
have any
glitches.
The last time i briefed you, i believe i did say we
were going to have a 1 hour hold at 3 hours, we did extend
that
to 2 hours in order to assure ourselves that we could
maximize
the opportunity of getting off during the window.
So we will
have a two hour hold at 9, and the countdown bargraph does
reflect that, the current one.
I'd also like to remind you that
the launch window has been extended to 30 minutes.
JSC flight
ops personnel briefed us at the L-3 day meeting on
Friday, and
the weather at Dakar is such that they feel confident
that we can
extend that window up to 30 minutes. So that's the
timeline that
we 11 be working toward tomorrow morning.
The crew is in the
launch team, fire room in good shape. We're anxious to
get back
tonight at 10 minutes after midnight and pickup the count
and add
Chalxenger to our space fleet.
PAO

t^^^^

Okay, thank you.
r.

u

I^^""

^

Mr. Aller

ya'li how happy

I

am to be

reservations every weekend since January to get
2u"'v.
^" ^''^''^ ^^^P^^l"«ys happens in these
n^i^.^f
programs, f^'
there's always some little
glitch that comes up close
We had a little concern on a gyro earlv in the
we have that concern no longer, and we're in r.ood shape.

to launch.

week,
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I'm

Okay, thank you, Mr. Geokowski, did you wish to say
'

GEOKOWSKI
Okay, on terms of detailed status of the
spacecraft, we are sending our telemetry that's coming back from
our spacecraft through the Shuttle to our backup control
center
here at the Cape, as well as to our main ground station in New
Mexico. Both stations are continuously monitoring by computer,
the status of that information, everything looks good, and
we're
ready to go.
PAG

Thank you.

Major Green.

G^E'^N

Yes, we have a high pressure system building into
the area today, it's going to give us a super day for the
launch
tomorrow.
We'll have mostly clear skies, and good visibility,
winds wi?.l be out of the southeast around 10 knots, and
temperature at launch time will be in low to mid 70s. The
weather at the abort landing sites is also looking good. Edwards
is forecasting mostly clear skies out there with
visibilities
unrestricted, winds will be out of the northeast at Edwards
about 15 knots, Dakar is looking good, they'll have scattered
cloudiness and also they'll have easterly winds, unrestricted
surface visibility, they'll have some haze below 10,000 feet.
The only place we're a little bit concerned about right now is
White Sands, they have a front and associated low pressure system
moving through that portion of the United States now that's
giving them some strong surface winds, 30-35 knots, and are
getting some blowing gypsum. We expect that funnel system to be
out of the area and the winds tomorrow about 20 to 25 knots and
the visibility forecasts, from our forecasters out there
are
seven miles,
in the local area aloft, we had three balloons go
up this morning, one at 7:30 and two at 9:30, showing that the
winds, max winds over us right now are about 119 knots.
This is
continuing to advect out of the area and our launch forecast for
the upper level winds tomorrow are between 90 and 100 knots.
in
summary the weather at the launch site and the landing sites are
looking good. We'll be under the dominance of high pressure.
It 11 be hot and sunny here and a good day for
launch.

Okay, thank you.
We're ready for questions here at
^
Kennedy Space Center, and then we'll go to the other centers.
First over in this section.
If t don't call on you by name,
please identify yourself and your organization.

ALBERT SALISDID (BALTIMORE SUN)
In connection with the
reference to Dakar, I was under the impression that you only
needed, that the daylight was the determining factor, but it says
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ight

sensitivity in the manufacturing
t^V^
test L^Zl
as we oS'^K^^^^^K^l^"!.^"*^
go through looking for leaks in arenas that we didn't
expect or didn't look in the past, so I think
that we'?e tuJr.U
tn is problem, of course I'm paid to be
an optimist about it.
I
it into something that'll mean a great
deal
for"Jhrch^.^r"f
^^""^^ downstream. Two and a half months is not a great
"^'^^ ^^i''^^
to assure that we get
^^ter on, had this problem developed,
«nH
^'^^ ^^yi"^ ^""^'y 3 or 4 weeks, it wou'd
h»l
nave been a ma:ior impact.
PAO

Jay Barbery, NBC.

General,

have a 3 part question.
First of all,
will you be able to make your five
^^'^^'^
outline the schedule of
-^'f ^^^r
those 5 missions
for us?
And do you have any reservations
whatsoever about bringing 7 back here for the first
landing
j-anoing near
the Kennedy Space Center?
^
?f'*^^!!'^„
if you get

I

a good mission,

ABRAHAMSON
We're aiming for all five missions. And from
a
launch turnaround viewpoint, we think that we
can do that
And
'^""^
fences in the way we 11
working?
but'!^'2'f
but it will T^"
be very tough.
It will be around the clock
operation, actually with four shifts as opposed
to three, to
"^^^ that operation run. The toughest one
^^fif^K
^' ^"'^ ^°i"9 to 7.
And we're aiming
fir .hL^
for
about tv,
the second week in June for that 7th flight.
We're
""-^^ i" '^"^^^t for the 8th flight.
A^S'^L^
cw^
And
that should
put us^^f^'
in a comfortable position to shift in and
^^'^ f^i^^t' "^'i^^ is a very critical
Spacelab
And that's scheduled for the 30th of September,
and
we ve maintained that schedule.
So from a launch ^Jel^I^t
optimistic in it's type, we have a plan, wfthink
tJai w^.^n
'^^^ toughest and the real unknown for
till ^^h f^nl^?^'^''''f
course
°^
that's an important one to us, is
'
^hf J^^5 2
V^''
""^^^ spacecrafts up, have time tor those
^Sr<? Jo HrTf.
'"'^^
position, be fully checked out.
Sd tJL
f?rf^
O"'^
the spacecrft but also
iht
l^t";^
the TrlLTl.itiV'
ground station
And
I'm sure. Bob, you would like to comment
toughest part of that timeline for number 9 is
?Se 5ol^
opposed to the launch timeline. So one of
Ihl lifLt^t t
i^ that we are planning now, a backup
"11^
=?nmo J^^L^c^''
mission.
And that's going on with the
nr?^i?/?'^.
primarily at the Marshall Spaceflight
Cei?eJ^ AnHhi r''^"
^"f
question
is, can we get efficient science
!
re?ufn*«.5
return
and get sufficient
science data, so that that's a viable
'
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mission.
And that hasn't been answered yet.
The Landing. No we
feel comfortable. Crip was willing to take that on, and you know,
we're landing on a hard surface here, isn't any worse than
landing at the hard surface at Edwards.
And since Edwards,
unlike when I was stationed there, seems to be a lake all the
time, we don't feel bad about that at all.
The only limit for
that will be since we have not gotten the crosswind landing, that
we would like to have, we will limit it to a lower crosswind
situation.
And we think that time of the year, in June, that
unless there's thunderstorms or something in the area which would
be another reason that we wouldn't come in here.
That the wind
situation would be a fairly benign one.
And therefore, we don't
feel uncomfortable about coming here.

BARBERY

Just to follow up, real quick.
If you should run
into any problems at all out there this week, after Challenger's
in orbit, you're not going to hesistate to bring Challenger
in
here, is that correct?

ABRAHAMSON
Yes, that in fact is a backup plan.
Major Green
commented about weather at White Sands, in spite of the lovely
title that we now have of Space Harbor, I don't ever want to qo
there again.
SHERR
(garble) I think this is probably for Al O'Hara.
We have been told during the last debriefing this morning and
then in the release yesterday, that everything was going
absolutely smoothly, there were no problems, and now we find out
there were two, albeit minor problems, that there were some minor
problems. First question is how come we didn't know about it
sooner? The second is, apropos of the fuel cell, what would you
expect to find tomorrow morning at those critical times to
completely satisfy yourself, if there were a problem?

O'HARA

The two problems that were mentioned here came up
late last night, and I think Norm Coffin briefed you all this
mornir.g, I don't know to what degree he was involved in the
discussions last night, l really don't know. And as a matter of
judgement about, you know, whether it's a serious problem or not,
or of any consequence.
Again we consider these both very minor
problems.
That perhaps is the reason Norm did not go into it in
detail.
When we bring up the fuel cells and load them, at that
point in time we'll know whether or not there's any build up
in
the cells that might cause a problem.
It's the electrolysis
problem of a very minute nature like molecules that might be
thare because of the reverse voltage that was applied last
night.
And we're going to, General Abrahamson had a meeting a
few moments ago with our technical people, we're going to do
some
more reviews with the vendor when they arrive to discuss it
further this evening.
We did one thing, I neglected to mention
earlier, we are going to activate the fuel cells about 1 hour
earlier in the count.
The timelines I gave you there are the
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flow through starting about 1 o'clock, we're going to try start
as early as we can after we come back from this break, which will
be shortly after midnight.
The purpose of that is to gain total
confidence in the fuel cells before we go into the locks and
hydrogen loading of the Orbiter itself, and that's the reason for
that.
But again, we do not expect a problem.

SHERR
Just to follow up, worst case, what would happen,
it could knock one of the fuel cells out?

O'HARA
Well, the absolute worst case, which we don't
expect, would be a fuel cell problem that would, you know, could
cause you the fact to have to replace the fuel cell.
But that is
an absolute remote possibility and we certainly would not expect
that, and don't expect that.

Carlos Byars
BYARS
Now that we're onto Challenger with three good
engines, you made the number modifications between Columbia and
Challenger, we're looking downstream to more shuttles, more
engines.
Have you planned ^ny other modifications to these
engines, and if so, what and why?

Good question, Byars. Well, you know that we've
now restricted engine operation to 104 percent.
And my intent in
restricting it to 104 percent is to ensure that we put as little
demand as possible on the very meager spares that we do have and
we'll be in this situation where we just flat don't have many
spares at all for a little more than a year.
After that time,
Eome of the investments that we began to make last year will
begin to, the hardware will be coming out of aligned, and it'll
be a much better situation.
So we will be operating at a lower
percentage of operation. The first time that we think that we
might need 109 percent is when we begin to go into polar orbits
out of vandenberg.
So we're still aiming that we would have that
109 percent capability about that point in time.
Even so, X have
allocated money for a review of some of the troublesome parts in
the engine development program.
And that's to go back and to
look and see if some redesign is warranted to give it higher
confidence that we can operate at that 109 percent level for
longer periods of time.
You know, right now, there are, we have
certain bearings that we don't particularly like, we do change
out, or we go in and inspect the oxygen pumps at intervals that
we don't like.
So from a maintenance viewpoint, even though we
feel that we can reach 109 percent, it's not the operational
configuration that I'd really like.
I'd like it to survive a lot
longer and it's never going to be an airplane engine, but I'd
sure like to push it in that direction a little bit further.
So,
we are going to be careful for a period of time, and at the same
time, look at the life limiting parts.
And we'll be making
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investments in some of that redesign to see if we can improve
that maintenance situation.
PAO

Dave Dooling from the Huntsville Times.

DOOLING
Jim, two questions, first off.
If the fuel cell
were to be lost on orbit, how much of the mission beyond TDRS
deployment would you attempt? And secondly, in your experience
in Aerospace Engineering, have you ever encountered a cluster of
unrelated but frustrating problems croping up so close together
in a program?
I'd hoped you would have asked that of Al, Dave.
Al do you want to comment about the fuel cell.

O'HARA

Well, there are three fuel cells, and the flight
ops folks at JSC of course, are the ones that do the flight
planning. We would not lift off you know, we would not continue
with the count if we had a bad fuel cell, when we bring it back
on the line.

DOOLING

If

it's in orbit...

Yes, we haven't made that judgement yet.
I'm sure
that what you're going back to is STS-2.
At that point in time,
we didn't know very much, obviously about the fuel cells
themselves. And therefore, when we had the fuel cell problems,
we took a very conservative approach and brought the mission in
early.
At this point in time, I think we have a lot more
confidence in the fuel cells. And while I can't oredict at this
point, know exactly what we would do, or I'm not willing to
commit at this point,
i think that the situation is different
than STS-2.
So depending on when it occurred in the mission,
what the characteristics were of the kind of failure, and then of
course, what our technical analysis of the problem might be.
So,
all those would be factors.

DOOLING
Excuse me, about the having failures cluster, or
problems cluster so closely together in unrelated.
These are not, you know these kinds of problems,
are quite typical.
This is a complicated vehicle, and during
every count, we have a few problems and yesterday the fellows
were sort of waiting around, waiting for some little problem to
happen so we could get management involved in it. You know we
like to keep them occupied while they're here.
But really, these
kinds of problems are typical.
I said at the meeting a few
minutes ago, these problems sort of brought us up to the norm.
YOU know, we normally have a few little troublesome problems like
this that we work.
So this is not unusual at all.
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was just wondering in the back room, whether there is any degree
of tension that was similar to the other first when the, just
before the Columbia went up or is it all just old hat.

O'HARA
NO, it never gets old hat,
I think the team is
anxious, fortunately we had this break that we could give them a
rest.
A lot of people have worked a lot of long hours in the
engine world and I think we're ready to go and anxious to see
Challenger fly. This is not the 6th launch, this is the 1st
launch for Challenger, so all of our people are, I'm not, it's a
little different than the 1st flight of Columbia, obviously, but
its a new vehicle and our team is realy anxious to see it fly for
the first time.
We're ready to go.
DEAN

Tension, or anxiety?

O'HARA
No I don't think so, I thir.k they're confident.
They've done alot of work in the last 2-1/2 months and I think
we've got confidence in it. We're looking forward to the mission
not just the launch, its going to be an exciting mission to
follow and we're anxious to get it on its way tomorrow.
PAO
to Houston.
Times.

Okay, we're going to take one question before going
But we'll be coming back.
John Wilford, New York

WILFORD
If for any reason you're unable to launch, to
deploy the TDRS, would you continue with the full mission as
planned now, including the space walk?
We haven't discussed that, my opinion is yes,
that's the way we'd do it. But remember we have 3 opportunities
to launch the TDRS and provided the TDRS itself is in good health
we would like to try all 3 of those.
Bob, would you like to make
any comments about this.

Actually there are 4 opportunities, Abe.
3 on the
first day, and 1 on the second day.
Because I've used the EVA
workstand in the upper part of the bay I'm, I don't know a great
deal about the EVA activity on this mission but I would see no
reason it couldn't be conducted in that area without being
tangled up with the payload in anyway.
As you can see we have one of our customers here
whose going to be very sensitive about it. We have to keep our
customers satisfied.

PAO
Houston.

Okay, we're ready to go to any questions in
Jules Bergman, ABC.

BERGMAN
I have a two part question.
One for Abe and one
for Al O'hara.
The first part is for Al O'Hara.
Do you really
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consider the Shuttle operational after the troubles of the last
months, and then I'll ask the question for Abe.

3

O'HARA

Are you trying to set me up? Nice try, Jules.
Yes, We consider the shuttle operational from our view point of
the systems issue and we've tested these systems through the
first flights, 5 flights.
We certainly do consider it
operational and we see Challenger as one more step down this
operational path.
So yes, the answer is yes we do consider it

operational.

BERGMAN
And as you are going to find out now, Al, T was not
setting you up. Abe, if you were to characterize the way you
feel now after the grief and hysterical moments, that's a media
term, of the last 3 months, what would you say?
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, that was a media term, and I'll leave that to
you.
I won't comment on the hyterical, Jules.
I'd first like to
offer an editorial comment on what Al said, ny, i guess if I
have any real specialty in th« R&D world, its bringing systems
into operational status.
And I've been fortunate enough to be
able to participate in a space system, missile system and an
airplane system, so I have pretty broad experience.
And going
operational is not a gate that you go through, a single gate that
is something that at one point in time, you're magically
annointed operational and then you're there. Not by any means.
First of all there is the level of maturity as a hardware that
has to be achieved.
And my judgement is that we still have somf
maturity that we have to acheive in the Shuttle, in terms of the
hardware.
Perhaps even more important than the hardware itself
is the maturity of the team that is behind that hardware.
And
its the readiness of that team to solve problems.
And If T look
at that, and look at just how well this whole team has responded,
the NASA team, the contractors that are behind them, regardless
of what the faults were in the first place, but how they
responded to solve the problems, then my judgement comes down on
the side of being operational.
Because they did do just a
fabulous job, and if you had lived through the last few months as
we have, examining the engine, solving the problems, pinpointing
them, finding them.
I think you would all share some of that
confidence that I have. Now what was your second comment?
BERGMAN
My second question, not comment was, if you were
to characterize your feeling now after the grief of the last
three months, to eliminate my media question, how do you feel?

ABRAHAMSON

I

feel ready to go.

And good.

That's all the questions from Houston. Coming back
here again then, I think this gentleman in the middle of this row
had his hand up first.
P'^O
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COLLINS
Reid Collins at CBS, General, how are your
philosophical feelings about the lack of a real 3rd flight
readiness test firing. The commander of the mission has said
that he sure would like one.
Would you like one.
ABHAHAMSCW
No, I think that I commented earlier.
Let me
describe this test just a little bit.
In the second flight
readiness firing. We didn't know where the leak was and we had
to say, my gosh, how are we going to solve this thing? There
were several theories. One overall theory was that the leak was
ouside in the sense that there's just a Dantes 7th level of his
inferno, I think if you describe what that really is outside.
And there's a lot of water that's being ionized.
And of course
there is also hydrogen that is not fully combusted that is also
out there. And we did have a hydrogen leak, if you recall, on
both the first and the second one.
It was down in the bell or
the nozzle of the machine, so one of the theories was that there
was a wave of hydrogren being forced in through the outside,
inside the aft compartment.
The second theory is of course that
there was one or more leaks inside. And then we said how are we
going to determine this. We thought the first thing we had to do
was change the pressure situation and by changing the fundamental
pressure inside the aft compartment, and looking then at the
hydrogen concentration over time and comparing that to the first
firing that we could tell if it was outside or inside.
But we
took on another challenge, and if you think about whats going on
in the inside there, you've got a huge purge going on inside this
closed compartement.
It's sort of a hurricane inside of that and
what we did is we tried to produce a model of what that looks
like and then say Okay, with that hurricane going how can we
pinnpoint a leak coming from one of the engines and generally
what that area was.
So we set up a series of mass spectrometer
input on tubes at different places inside the aft compartment.
Then we made the firing itself and we recorded the time history
of the hydrogen concentrations in each of these positions.
But
afterwards what we did is we put a little control pulse of
hydogen, I'm sorrv helium, back through each of those inputs, and
then saw how that changes that pattern and what we were really
able to do was refine our model of what a leak concentration,
where it would come from and what the time history would look
like. Though with the aide of that, we now feel that within
about a cubic foot or so, we can probably predict any reasonably
detectable leak back there. Now that gives me a great deal of
confidence. Remember the reason we did the flight readiness
firing in the first place was structural soundness as well as
leak testing.
Since we demonstrated twice the structural
sounding, and I didn't want to do that again.
I felt very
confident that with this test we now have a leak situation that
we can understand.
So I feel very comfortable with that.
Its
kind of a long explanation, I'm sorry about that.

.
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COLLINS
I appreciate that, but you have had other
modifications that you did and you have not fired the engines in
place with the current mods that have been achieved. I was just
wondering if you would feel more comfortable if it's a matter of
time constraint, money, aereon, what really makes us want not to
do that?

ABRAHAMSON
Well, all of those are real.
I can't say we just
ignore those things.
But, if there were a level yet of
discomfort anywhere amongst the experts that have looked at this
or amongst our ownselves and certainly I assure you that every
one of us take this absolutely as our final responsibility that
we have four lives that are going on that ship.
And in addition
to that, we have the treasure of the nation and frankly the hope
of the space program going on every time.
If we had any real
lingering doubt about that we wouldn't do it. But we now really
feel that we have a very workable test, one that, as I indicated,
we'll put in every, between every flight. And we have confidence
in that test and we proved it by comparing it to an actual
firing
PAO

Bob Gazel from NBC

BOB GAZEL
This is a minor point, but I want to go over it.
If
on the 4 opportunities you don't deploy the satellite, on this
mission, can you land on the runway at Edwards or do we have to,
heaven forbid, go back to White Sands?

ABRAHAMSON

We can land at Edwards.

PAO
Craig Covault from Aviation Week.
And after
Craig's question we're going to go to Marshall for a second and
then come back.

CRAIG COVAULT Abe, on the suit, Abe. It is my understanding
that the problem that caused the switch of Musgrave's really hard
upper torso for his suit is believed to have been a power supply
spike out of the Orbiter,
I also understand
it can be cleared
relatively easily. That's what they found up in the Orbiter.
If
you get a similar spike on either of the two suits in orbit would
you plan to clear it and proceed and secondly, since that suit
that did get spiked is now the backup unit.
Do you consider the
backup to be a 100% viable backup or a slightly subset backup?
ABRAHAMSON
Well, slightly subset Sackup obviously. But, the
point is that that particular unit, f r some reason, seems to
have more susceptibility to a spike and that doesn't mean that it
won't work. It just means that that the prudent course is to
change and use one of the other systems that did not experience
that problem at the time.
A lot less trouble.
PAO

Go ahead, Craig, follow up.
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CRAIG COVAULT And back on the power supply side of the
Orbiter.
it is also my understanding that Columbia's power
supply had some undesirable characteristics as well and you
thought you were over them with Challenger. What are you doing
in the program to make sure you've got power supplies compatible
with suits in the airlock?

ABRAHAMSON
I don't have that answer.
That isn't done yet.
It's clearly one of our action items that we now have to proceed
with.
Right now we've been concentrating on the mission, Craig,
but we will have to do that obviously.
And look at how we
proceed with that. The backup, in this case, is fairly simple,
you just use the battery in the hard upper torso and that's'
good strong capacitor and solves the problem.
PAO

We're going to Marshall for a question there.

TOM KNIGHT WAFFTV HUNTSVILLE Wanted to ask you a question
relative to the jet stream for Major Greene. The, right now,
you've stated that the jet stream has approximately 120 knot
winds.
How far north does that have to move above the Cape
before there would not be any affects on the Shuttle?
MAJ. GREENE
It's not really a case of moving towards the
north. What we have inside the jet stream is a core of maximum
winds.
And that core is moving through the Cape area now.
That
will be moving along the jet stream to the east of us. And from
all the progs that we have and from all the secure models it is
indicative that it will be out of the launch area for tomorrow's
launch.

TOM KNIGHT
You're not expecting any problems relative to bad
times.
There's not going to be any wind affecting the launch at
all?
MAJ. GREENE
Well, we're forecasting any winds for you at 45,000
feet to be about 90 to 100 knots.
And the winds people down at
Johnson will do a load analysis on our ballns and determine
whether it's go or no go.

TOM KNIGHT
How late in the evening could you delay to make
that decision?
MAJ. GREENE
At the real time we continually put up ballons
through the final 24 hours of count and at the real time
operation, every time we put a rawinsonde or a gymsphere up or a
windson, we transmit that data down to Johnson and they take a
look at it and do their loads analysis and do their computer
model on it. So it's real time and we have ballons going right
down to T 0.

TOM KNIGHT

Thank you.
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night salute by PJ and the rest of the

PAO
We're moving over to JSC once again. And they have
one other question there and then we'll come back here.

JULES BERGMAN ABC This is for Major Greene or Al O'Hara I
think.
What is the actual jet stream sheer limit you can take
on
the SIX point stress points on the wings of the Orbiter
as I
understand it? And how quickly does the real time computer
judgement come back from JSC?

MAJOR GREENE
The way I understand it, I'm not an expert on the
model, is that there is no critical value that I can tell
you
that we can go or no go.
It's all according to where the max
winds occurs and what the sheer levels around it are.
It's a
pretty complex model and in order to get the answer for that
you
have talk to the JSC winds folks down at Johnson. We are
forecasting the winds to be within limits that we anticipate
that
are near the normal for April.
And more or less that is what
they have loaded into their max loading program.
But there is
not one value that we can say that if it's above that
value we
can't go or if it's below that value we can go.
BERGMAN
What I'm really asking Al O'Hara then, I guess, is
how close do you come to the acceptable value or to
the no go
value tomorrow based on Major Greene's forecast?
AL O'HARA
We get the go/no go from JSC, Jules. The data it
takes, I believe, 90 minutes to process the data at JSC for
gymsphere. And as Major Greene said we send the data out
and
then 90 minutes later we get a report back of go or no go.
So I
don t have this, it's a complicated program that is run
at JSC
and there are no absolute values you can look at and
draw that
judgement.

PAO
That's all the questions from JSC. Okay, we're
ready for a few more questions here.
Lynn Sheer had her hand up

LYNN SHERR ABC I've got one question that might
require
couple of different answers from different people. First, a
Mr.
Allerd I think.
If Challenger should not be launched tomorrow
how long can the TDRfa«? stay on the pad with the battery
situation
before it has to be changed out and then General Abrahamson,
could you 3ust run down what the constraints, when's the
next
time there would be a launch?

ALLERD
Our capability for launch are 5 consecutive
starting tomorrow. We did get a 3 day window because of days
limitations and we extended that a couple days ago to fivebattery
because of the temperatures we've been experiencing have been
a
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little cooler in the pad.
So we have a 5 day window.
The lUS
had a 6 day window.
So from the payload standpoint we're in good
shape.

ABRAHAMSON
Lynn, you're going to force me to put my glasses on
but I'm going to try to not do that.
(Laughter)
Matter of
fighter pilot's vanity.
I might be forced to.
(laughter)
I
give up.
The lUS comes actually on the 8th. We have both the
TDRSS battery and the cryoload limit.
On the 9th we have an lUS
battery replacement required. And clearly what happens if we
have to go to that lUS battery replacement time, it's going to be
a major recyling.
it'll be several weeks.
So there it is.
LYNN SHERR
I'm not sure I'm clear.
or the 9th week?

ABRAHAMSON

No, on the 9th.

LYNN SHERR

9th of April?

ABRAHAMSON

9th of April,

You're saying the 9th day

right, on Saturday.

LYNN SHERR
In other words, tomorrow's the 4th, so you could
launch every day until the 8th without a delay after tomorrow, is
that correct?

ABRAHAMSON
That is correct, but remember there are also other
weather problems and it also depends on how close we get right up
to the actual launch and whether or not we have, in fact, made
all the loadings in terms of the time for our turnaround.
LYNN SHERR
In Other words, before the fuels are loaded, we're
talking about these.
It could be every day until the 9th.

ABRAHAMSON

Al, why don't you add a comment about that.

AL O'HARA
Well, that's basically it.
if we get down where we
start running APU's, of course then we have to look at how much
ground time we have available and then get them to the 24, 48
hour situation.
So down to that point in time we can go any of
the five days.

LYNN SHERR
And just finally, over the next couple of weeks,
what happens, if in fact you got little gliches every day, does
that, my understanding is the window gets shorter and shorter as
you go down the line.
I

might kill myself.

(laughter)

Not serious.

Basically, it gets larger every day.
I'd like to
make that correction.
It gets just a few minutes or seconds
wider each day, is my understanding.
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Bell Anobe, I'm sorry.

I, first of all, Al
FRANK CASENDA I had a few more questions,
O'Hara, the weather we were told earlier on Tuesday didn't look
Is that still the prognosis for Tuesday or is it?
very good.

No, Major Greene said the weather's improving and
AL O'HARA
looks like it's going to be later in the week, the last I
Is that correct (garble).
heard.

Ves sir, Tuesday is Icking good if we have a 24
GREENE
hour slip, there's another system affecting White Sands now and
indications that'll be here Wednesday or Thursday. But Tuesday
looks good.
Okay, we're going to limit people now to one
PAO
And Gary
And we have three more people to go.
question.
next
one.
is
the
Ballenoff

GARY BALLENOFF CHANNEL 2 I'm confused 1 think, General. A
couple of people down here, including at least one congressman,
have said that there is the decreasing confidence factor on down
the line in potential Shuttle customers as meant that the flights
on down the line won't be able to keep up with the original
And I was wondering if that was, first of all, true
manifest.
and if you've heard of any Shuttle customers who have given up or
at least delayed their plans or made plans for aerecn and flight
instead of flying on the Shuttle?

There was
I am delighted you asked that question.
ABRAHAMSON
a defection of approximately 5 customers that in the very early
day, people thought were or hoped at least, were going to go on
In those days, and this was back in the 1976, 77,
the Shuttle.
78 timeframe, there was a Shuttle, I can't call it a manifest so
much as a mission model, that had a very active buildup rate and
When
of course, was expecting to have the first flight in 1979.
were
there
into
1981,
slipping
ended
up
and
finally
that slipped
customers who could not be served and even worse than that, some
of the expendable launch vehicles that they would have planned on
earlier, nobody had made the investment in those so they had no
1
option really expect to go aereon and they did go to aereon.
think we would have expected that most of the European countries
that are a part of ESA and participate in the aereon development
would go there. But these were some American satellites as well
So there
as the INOFET 5 series, two of the INOPET 5 series.
were some defections but those occurred early in the program.
Now in addition to that, one of the things that has caused the
Shuttle mission models some difficulty is that the U.S.
Department of Defense did,
government launches were over booked.
schedule
I think in a burst of optimism back in those early days,
a large number of flights and in later on budgetary limitations
and just the reality of launch on demand, those kinds of issues
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caused those to be decceased rather substantially. And in
addition to that, NASA has reduced some of their own Spacelab
flights that they intended.
So the sum of all of those meant
that one of the early things that Mr. Bates could do and do
realistically and properly in my judgement, is to reduce that
mission model and he did so. We now have a mission model that is
building up through approximately 30, 31, 32 flights by 1S88 and
that's a very achievable mission model. Now since those early
defections we have, in fact, added commercial contractors to the
Shuttle. We have been signing up new customers throughout this
time frame that we have been on the ground.
So while some of
those customers are kind of watching anxiously obviously to see
that we solve the problem, how we solve it and what we do about
it and what that will mean to them.
They have not defected. So
therefore those comments that have been included in our testimony
and then, I think, interpreted by others, really apply to the
longer frame of time and are not, they just don't apply to what's
happened in this two and half months that we've been on the
ground,
in fact, I think we've done some fairly effective
marketing and you'll see all of that over time here shortly.
PAO

Reggie Titrnell, BBC.

REGGIE TURNELL BBC Back to the mission objectives. One of them
is to triumph to motion sickness test.
If these tests are in
fact successful and do induce motion sickness under the new rules
are we going to be prohibited from being told the results?
Well, it's my hope that these new mission rules
will in fact open up the flow of communication.
If you recall,
the first step about that mission rule is that we're not going to
hold what we have always previously done, regularly scheduled
medical conferences. The mission commander, it's his
responsibility to say if there is a problem that has a mission
impact and provide at least some kind of a summary statement.
And that will be on the open net. You'll all hear that.
So that
is the first objective.
There's some kind of a mystique, some
terrible thing associated with this. Every navy in the world has
solved the problem and we're going to solve it too.
So I would
hope that we would keep the NASA tradition of open discussion at
least to the maximum extent possible and that the first half of
those procedures are to do that.
So you'll hear those kind of
comments.
Now, when it comes down into the amount of medicine
that such and such took, or the color and the consistency of the
vomit is, which I objected to very strongly on some of our other
conversations here, we're going to deal with that privately cause
I think that is something that ought to be left between the
patient and his physician as opposed to becoming a matter of
great discussion amongst the press. We'll tell you if there's a
mission impact and we'll tell iou if thtje's a problem. But
we're not going to discuss all of these personal things that
don't need to be discussed.
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PAO
Good afternoon.
Flight Director Jay Greene, the ascent
flight director here to discuss today's happenings. Jay.

GREENE
Okay, I understand the immediate interest is in what was
recorded as some sort of insulation problem on the CMS POD.
You
said the TV of it is not a heck a lot of detail you can get from
It but speaking to our insulation people the damage whatever
it
is is aft of the new blanket that was put on to cover the
CMS
POD.
It is not the new blanket.
It appears to be in the forward
lower corners of the nomix blankets that were carried by the
Columbia in thf» same locations,
it appears that the nomix
blankets are lifting up in the corners in two spots and the
preliminary analysis is that it should be no problem. Some
further words, the area is rather a cool area. Max expected
temperatures are on the order of six hundred to seven hundred
degrees. That area and that's a surface temperature that I just
gave you. That area covers a graphite apoxy structure. Worse
case we could expect to see some local overheating. Perhaps some
minor local damage but nothing to cause any great threat to the
vehicle.
The area that we're talking about is what's know as
FRSI.
That's FRSI and PRSI stands for Flexible Reusable Shuttle
Insulation.
It's a nomix felt in the area we're talking about.
It s a nylon with a sylicon coating made to take high
temperatures. That's a reasonable summary of what people know
now of course they're looking at the TV pictures and we'll get
further details as we get more time to look at the data.
But I
guess the big word to pass along is that there is no imminent
danger of any sort or any threat to the vehicle.
PAO
Why won't you go ahead and give us a summary of the shift
and we'll have a little bit of questions.

GREENE

Okay, I guess as most of you know when we started this
shift, the big problem we were worried about was the structural
loading due to the winds that were around in the launch area.
We
had a very fortunate occurrence in that the winds cooperated
perfectly. We had virtually no load exceedences, we had no
problems from the load point of view and the decision was made to
launch. We had one trade that we had to make as you know we
would have liked for our ADA sight to have used the lakebed
landing if we had to perform an AOA. The lakebed was nominally
chosen to be Northrop Strip in that Edwards Lakebed is no longer
a lakebed, it's a lake.
Northrop when last I heard had gusts
somewhere in excess of 25 knots and light snow so we opted to go
with Edwards, the Edwards way was acceptable and during the
precount we passed the word to the crew that Edwards 04, the
concrete runway out there was our nominal selection if we had to
do an AOA. Ascent we got off on time, ascent performance as best
was can tell was as predicted. And the exact things that
contribute to ascent performance still have to be analyzed. For
example we have to look at how the engines came in relative to
spec, we took a small hint on the Columbia performance wise.
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It's too early to tell what the Challenger engines did.
SRB's
and other contributor appeared that they might have been
performing about the way the past SRB performed but that too
won't come out in the analysis as we press on.
During powered
flight I guess you picked up on the air-to-ground. We have one
avionics bay fan shutdown. We switched fans, each AV bay have 2
fans, we're running on the second fan in AV bay 1, it's running
perfectly. We don't anticipate any further problems, when I
left and during the TV transmission that I'm sure you all
watched, lUS checkout was in progress and everything was
proceeding nominally with no anticipated problems. And that's
'^^s 3 vs'^y <3"iet calm shift and the
l*""
CAPCOM's
were remarking for the first time. They had one flight
note that we passed to the crew and it didn't sneak it's way
into
the system until just before we handed over to the orbit
team.

PAO

Okay, we'll go to questions.
Please identify yourself and
your affiliation.
Any questions here? Over here, Paul Reecer,

REESER Associated Press
Regarding the loose thermal insulation
IS there any possibility that the astronauts could
get a look at
It or perhaps during the EVA?
GREENE

I haven't discussed with anybody the
plans for the EVA
and If there will be any modifications so just looking at
the
location it looks like you may be able to get a better
perspective. We almost got an edge-on view of whatever it was
from the TV and obviously if you get a guy out in the bay
or 2
people out in the bay and they're in that area they can get a
better view than we had on the TV picture.

REECER
Okay, so is the timeline such that they would have the
opportunity to do that during the EVA.
GREENE

I'm sure that they'll be some thought given to workinq
that into the timeline.

REECER
Okay, and second question.
conference today?

Was there a private medical

MAX RIXLEY Galveston News
I just want to clear up a few little
tail end things I heard here.
First off, was I wrong or was
there a slight delay coming out of that last hold, that's
the
Second one if you could just elaborate on the message
:t^^^u°^^'
they had earlier that there was the left OMS engine failed
its
girabal check and
l guess that's about all I got.

GREENE

The left OMS engine, we did - the crew does a gimbal
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check, we do a gimbal check between the first OMS maneuver and
the second OMS maneuver over the Dakar tracking station.
We did
that gimbal check.
The GNC, the guidance navigaton and control
flight controllers looked at the gimbal check and everything
appeared nominal. We did OMS 2, OMS 2 was what can best we
described as a perfectly nominal maneuver and P.j. reported that
they did a post burn gimbal check and the secondary gimbals
on
the left engine failed that gimbal check in 2 axis, both pitch
and yaw.
When he did that gimbal check unfortunately we didn't
have any contact with the vehicle.
To do another gimbal check we
would have to mode the software from the orbit coast mode which
is OPS 201 into what we call OPS 202 the maneuver software
programs that are resident to the onboard computer.
Instead of
asking the crew to take time out from their timeline we opted to
wait for a playback of the gimbal check that Paul did on his own
and when I left the room they were still analyzing that
playback, what It means is we lost a secondary part of the - let
me correct that - we had a funny with the gimbal check on the
secondary TVC of one of our 2 OMS engines and if it came to the
worst eventuality and we lost it, we still have the primary
system, it's operating perfectly.
And in all probability we had
a funny with the cell test, and we'll discover that
durinq the
playback.

RIZLEY
Let me just get it straight.
system that failed?

It was then a backup

GREENE
We have a primary and secondary TVC system on each
engine.
It was the secondary system and as opposed to fail it
didn't pass cell test.
RIZLEY

Yeah, the secondary does that mean backup, the main one

GREENE

Yes sir.

RIZLEY
One other little thing.
Could you give us some - are
there any other preliminary times available for launch and all
the little details?

GREENE
provided.

I

didn't bring them with me.
I'm sure they can be
If you go with your nominal times, their golden.

RIZLEY
And about the delay
the reason?
GREENE
RIZLEY

I

I

mentioned on the hold.

What

don't think there was a delay.

Just a few seconds.
had a question or something.

Something about the booster offi<

T
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Yes sir.

GEOFFREY LEVENWORTH Time Magazine
I noticed on the air to
ground there was some discussion o£ the operations recorder
number 1.
Could you explain what happened and is that recorder
now working okay?
GREENE
We had a - the OPS recorder number 1 stopped, just flat
stopped. Our communications people fiddled with it a little
bit.
They sent some commands to move the tape in the
mechanism. They got the recorder working.
It is now working
perfectly nominally. We don't understand what caused it to stop
we'll continue to watch it and if required, work around anv
problems.

LAVENWORTH
Also, I also heard something about a depressed
trajectory on takeoff. Can you elaborate on that.

GREENE
Somewhere right after max-g just watching where we
plotted relative to the nominal we noticed dispersions that were
similar in size some of the dispersions we've seen on past
flights.
Ordinarily we wouldn't even pass the call but the crew
is seeing the same indication onboard his own displays
and just
to let him know that his guidance is working well.
We passed a
call to confirm what he is seeing is a valid sorce of data.
Following the first stage trajectory we also make a call, we
make
a call relative to how first stage went.
Whether we're nominal
or below nominal on performance that call went up
nominal which
indicated that we had at least nominal performance, probably
a
little better than that.
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KTRH Could you explain, what is a depressed
Can you just briefly explain that?

GREENE

A depressed trajectory in this terminology meant
that the flight path angle, the angle of the velocity vector
relative to the horizontal in this case was lower than the
preplanned nominal. Which meant that we were picking up some
lower altitude profile as we went up during first stage.
DOUG MILLER

Was that significant?

GREENE

No sir.

DOUG MILLER
Also, what can you tell us about the engines on the
Challenger itself, how they performed.
Realizing, of course, you
don't have the final data in and so on, does it appear that they
performed as you had wanted them to?

GREENE
Yes, as a matter of fact, during the ascent, a
booster engineer came to me and he reported that all the temps
were running somewheres on the order of 20 degrees or less of
where they were predicted by the Marshall folks.
DOUG MILLER
We heard them mention, talking about the 104%
figure while they were going up, what do they have to say about
that? Did you catch it?

GREENE

I'm not sure I know the reference.
Normally we fly
at 104 and the only thing they may have reported is, during first
stage of flight control, the max dynamic pressure, we go through
a thrust bucket.
We throttle down to somewheres on the order of
81% rate of thrust and then after we finish the thrust bucket we
come back up to 104.

DOUG MILLER

Did this appear to hit 104 then?

GREENE

Oh yes.

DOUG MILLER

Alright.

MIKE MITCHEM GANET Can you tell us what happened with
Musgrave's suit, I'm not clear on what the problem of that is?
believe there is something wrong with his EVA suit, is that
correct?

I

GREENE
Yes, they'll have that information in the query
desk out there, I'm sure. They're using the backup suit and it's
some minor funny that's wrong with it.

MITCHEM

Were the SRB's picked up normally?

GREENE

Last

I

heard they were sighted on the surface.

I

.

T
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don't know where they stand in the recovery procedure.
PAO

Jules Bergman up here.

JULES BERGMAN ABC NEWS Jay, there's been all kind of strange
references which because of poor audio I have not be able to make
out about the TDRS.
Is it working normally?

GREENE

Yes sir.

BERGMAN

It is.

GREENE
At least when I left everything was going OPS
normal.
People were very happy with the progress of the
checkout
BERGMAN

So deploy will be on time as of now.

GREENE

Yes sir.

PAO
questions.

Okay,

PAO

Identify yourself please.

let's go to the Kennedy Space Center for

DAVS DOOLING HUNTSVILLE TIMES Has Weitz said anything more
about the crud that he said he got on the window of booster
separation? Do you know if definitely there is more material
deposited there or maybe it was just a different lighting angle?

GREENE

I'm sorry, could you repeat your question?

DOOLING
Has Weitz said anything more about the crud that he
got on the window at booster separation? Does he generally have
more than was accumulated on past flights or was he just hanging
at a different lighting angle that may have raade it look worse?

GREENE
I personally didn't hear him make any report of
that window coating.
I can't answer that question.
I heard him make one report about something
getting
on the windows at staging, I think.
But he has not to my
knowledge said anything more about it and I don't know how you
evaluate it compared to any other flight at this time.

PAO

KSC got more?

KSC

Got one more question?

Go ahead.

For instance, we missed the reference (garble) I
believe to the problem with Story's spacesuit.
Could you repeat
that?

T
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problem with Story's
to a problem that
has been no problem with
reference is to an old
or five days ago.
a

Is that all at KSC?
No more, okay.
Are there none
at Dryden, okay.
Any more questions here? Okay, this gentleman

back there.

JOHN HARTZ CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR Could you just give an
overall characterization of this liftoff compared with past
flights?
GREENE

It was about as nominal as we've ever had, I
think.
We had some minor disturbances but the count was
flawless. We got off on time. Our real time data followed the
nominal as close as we've seen.
It was good.

doing

GREENE

Here on the time line or slightly ahead,
to be performing admirably.
Doing very well.

PAO

they seen

Jules?

BERGMAN ABC NEWS Jay, does today's performance of the
Challenger on this it's first flight, and what has happened since
during the flight and the crew's performance convince you that
the Shuttle system is well on its way to being operational?
GREENE
I think we've had a few small problems.
Certainly
less than would cause any concern.
I think the answer to that is
yes, Jules, that we have a good vehicle on our hands.

BERGMAN
If the rest of this flight goes untoward with no
malfunctions.
if they get TDRS off and they do the EVA and they
land safely, of course.
Will you then be willing to say that
Challenger is operational?
Well, Challenger is operational because we're
flying operational flights.
Interspersed with the operational
flights we'll be doing testing as time allows and I don't think
there's anything about what we're doing now that leads you to
think it's anything other than operational.

BERGMAN
Well, isn't this the first test flight of a new
Orbiter though?

T
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BERGMAN
A new Orbiter that is lighter, with more powerful
engines.
1 don't think in some context you could call that
operational.

GREENE

Well, but the lighter only works for us.
it allows
us to lift more weight and the new engines, well every
time we
fly we're going to test the new engines to this 104%.
And if
today is any indication, the new engines worked admirably.
Thev
'

really worked good.

Anything else?
END OF TAPE

Okay, thank you very much.
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Well, good morning everyone, let me introduce the
panel, ^here to you. On my right is Harold Draughn,
Plight
Director for STS-6, next to Harold is J.J.
rin!fi?'''*.^^V\'^^^
Conwell,
the Payloads Officer for the offgoing flight
control
team, and to my extreme right Lt. Col. Ralph
Torino head of the
lUS program office for the Air Force.
I guess its pretty obvious
"^^^ ^ complex mission STS-6 has been, involving TDRS
^^^^^k''^?,'!!
and the lUS and an EVA introduced into the mission
relatively
late in the planning and training process and of
course the
process of bringing out a new vehicle as well, all of which
constituded a substantial burden to the lead Flight Director
and
the smoothness of operations has in large part
been
his managerial skills and that of course is Harold a tribute to
Let
me let Harold begin by briefing you on how his shiftDraughn.
went
tonight.

^^^^ ^ ^'^^^ summary of those anomalies
^^I^^l
. °l?u^:
or those events
that V^^
happened during this shift that were not

associated with the lUS-TDRS deployment and then I'll come
back
and cover those events that were associated with
that
exercise in some detail in chronological order. And ifparticular
i don't
elaborate on some problems that you heard about over
the loops or
If you want some additional information
or if you need some fill
in from one of the previous shifts then
just speak up and we'll
try to speak to that.
I think that you probably heard
startracker self-test fails that we had early on in the about the
scartracKer
first imu
part of the first IMU aline. We """^
had ^nt^titL^A
anticipated some proWeLJ""
Itll
f^l^-*^®st of the startrackers pre-flight, the self tests
t been erroneously
bits t
had
being set on occasion in the pad
testing. That did show up in flight, we went
ahead
normal procedures for the first alinement and indeed with the
were
^" getting a 2-startracker aline, if for some reason
f,«M°?!f
°^
startrackers, its a fairly simply procedure
to „«
use 3ust one of those trackers and which would
have been a
fault down logic. That requires that we do one
more attitude
measurement, but that would not be
«
a n^^K?""
problem.
In addition to that today we did do a COAS
calibration, with the COAS instrument mounted in the
forward
cabin, when you can mount it on the forward one
or the
^ COAS-CAL to get the alinement errors or
^Ir'L
alinement errors with the mounting in the window,
in
the forward window, and that was successful
also.
And that would
serve as another backup to the startrackers.
There was a re^rt
of about midway during this second shift,
an observation by the
crew when they were looking at the aft end
of vehicle on the
vertical fin, they noted some ice build
un^^hf
^oi
K
up.
The ice buildup was, in discussing it with the
crew some
referencing them to some onboard charts that we have
and
fhf?/
^""^'"^ ^°
exactly where that
'
bSTiH.m ^2
1. i
fu*^
".^^"^"^ ""^^^ ^^'^^ fairly sure that they're coming
f r^i^L
from
the APU water spray system.
Dick Truly heard that
discussion while it was going on on the air to ground
and brought
-

.T
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little bit warmer, but then when they go to sleep,
turn the
Hqhts down and various equipment like the CRT's getthey
powered off
and

there s less heat being pumped into the system and
after
sometime after they go to bed they wind up getting very
cold and
waking up and having to readjust, so we went ahead and
put that
position just to gee a lag on the thermal
1.11a 11
I we ^u^^
trend
that
know is coming ^ust because of the way we'll be
managing the systems going into sleep, we've got 2 APU's
that
have a small leak in the APU CO cavity drain that's
what's
present on I believe flight 2.
One of the previous flights has
had a leak in that system also.
There's no procedural
implications and no safety implications from that anamoly
and we
intend to not to do anything as a response to that.

T
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DRAUGHON
Payload bay cameras the crew at one time had lost
the zoom out capability on the payload bay cameras.
We were
zooming them in for them and then they would zoom out, they
would
zoom them back in when they needed them, and we were working
how
to correctly or best optimize the cameras for the
deployment and
sometime during that procedure, they managed to fiddle
with the
switch enough to get it to working again. And as far as
I know.
It IS still functioning for them.
Story, after the deployment,
requested permission to go ahead and do the EMU 1 top off this
afternoon, because he was still; Story requested permission
to qo
ahead and top off that EMU finish.
And that really amounts to a
completion of the water charge, we didn't launch it with a
full
load of water, that was approved and that event was
accomplished. That was something that was supposed to be done
on
flight day 3 in the afternoon.
He was just keyed up enough, or
excited enough from the spillover from the lUS deploy that
he
didn't want to go to bed yet, so we went ahead and did that.
As
far as the deploy went, it was an awfully successful
event,
involving a whole host of people. The main challenge,
I think in
that, was keeping all of the elements tagged up as
I think
all are aware, you got involved in this thing four elements you
really, you got a POCC or Payload operations control
center at
Sunnyvale, in California. You got the TDRS OPS control
center in
White Sands, and of course our control center here, and
element being the crew on orbit. And the main challenge another
from my
point of view, was to keep all of things in sync, if
you can
focus all of those talents on the right problem and keep
everybody in sync. There's probably not very many problems
you
can t solve. Some of the idiosyncrasies that we ran
into on the;
you may have heard some discussion about a signal presence
looking at the TDRS receivers.
And that was merely an indication
of how the TDRS receivers were locking up to the
carriers,
it
was a little different than the signature that we had
seen in the
pad checkout, it was nothing functionally wrong with
it as far as
our capability was concerned, every indication
was that both the
A and B strings were operating but we had to apply
modulation and
remove it and then reapply it to get the full lock on
that
system, but it performed normally.
On the star scan, star scan
is an attitude alignment sequence that the
lUS is capable of
doing to restore an attitude reference, and you would
use that
particular capability if on a particular flight you happen to
have some problems with the payload bay doors, the
lUS has a
builtin safety feature that it'll power itself down
and lose its
attitude reference to keep from thermally overtemping
when you
don t get the doors open on time. We wanted to do
a functional
demonstration of the star scan sequence on this flight, just
in
case on some future flight we might encounter such
a problem and
need that software and that's why we're attempting
to do the star
scan.
We did the star scan sequence consist of three sweeps
or
three scans, celestial sphere scans to look for the two
stars
that are required to complete the scan.
The first one you do,
and If you don't acquire the stars, you pitch up
and do another
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looking for the star, and as you pitch up
^i*"".
and down around
where you think it was.
They did not acquire
original scan, they pitched one dLec??oJ and
^.i^TLf
acquired one of those stars and we did not have
sufficient time
prior to sunrise to do the second raster above
the nominal, aSd
°"
^^'^
it in darkness
°'
To
thL
t° '^f'
^° ^°
the star scan, since we
^''^
J^fn^^
flight, was an optional task to
°"
comn?^L and so we did not
v^'^
complete,
have to go in and delay a rev, which
'° ^° '° ^° ^'^^^'^
'^^ the'other ^asJe?'
and"2oinl^^:%rr
scan sequence, so we didn't do that. We
S2d
°^ discussion on the looos about the vector
^
I^^L
comparisons f!^^
that were going on.
1
think some of that was
^° e^ctly what vectors we were comparing, what
that sequence works, is that we take a vector
I
""^^^^ ^o a particular time that
^^"^'"''^^"^^
Snnnvi-iT^^
Sunnyvale
is going to get to capture the lUS
downlink vector and
^ particular time and compare it to one that
JJtJ
r^'^S'
we've already integrated ahead and given it
to them.
In that
''"'^
"P^^'^t^
fil™*" here by taking
« ?r^^^^^Vr ^^^^''t^
^""^"^ ^^"^ ^ """^^^
on the accuracy or the
L^f
apparent change in that comparison technique.
I think we've
^^"""^ keeping those things in clear focus
t
^'w
comparisons.
But the ones that were done
toi^r^r^h!
towards the latter part of the run, were quite
acceptable and
Problem^hat we "id have? and I
''^^
don^^f.?"/"'/??^^^'"don't think we fully understand yet, was
associated with the IMUs
"y^^^"*' °^ reference on the
?5s
Th^rf Jr^-'^'iMtf^
IMUs onboard, and a redundancy management
svf;.™
f
system quite similar
to what we have on the Orbiter to revoke
And if you are familiar with our iMUs you
^n^rJh ^ ^^"'Po^f^ts.
establish thresholds at different levels. Jnd
^nC^h^Jo K**?
^ «rtain level, you don't measure because it's
^r^^^K?^
probably noise, and then when you know you're
going to do it, a
°' translation, you elevate that a|ain to make
Mkl
sure '
^°i"5 to turn on OMS engine, you don't need
^''^^
°' kittle bitty lounts" little biHy
accM^r^f'"^^
the thing up at a thousand
^"^^"^
°"'
to trigger
?iat lev^^ c"^^" ^2.°"^
depending
on
the
kindl of
l"
JJfLi
f°
'°
'^"^
^"^t humming arcuSd
SrSSIh^o^bft^^io^
PT^^t, there's no sense in having those levels up to

T

^

r

—

\jt,
uwu uutjfls ions , once
the lUS loaded out two of the
RTMn^^inr®"^
to
sensors.
Statistically and
analytically when you prior to flight, three RIMUs,
spec
three RMUs was adequate to meet the inconditions
th^^°^hrTn=a"
^°^,^«tting to geosync. So we knew where we
iere as far
were
fir as achievable capability,
assuming that those last

LTh-

°"
^
three

T
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DRAUGHON
And we've given quite a bit of thought to
optimizing the amount of redundancy and we have in the vehicle
because of the flight time after deployment all the way up to
geosync, and you may indeed have a valid failure later on and we
had concluded preflight that given sufficient justification we
would stay in deorbit long enough to take some reasonable
measures and restore redundancy. Sunnyvale wanted to make sure
we really understood where we were with the IMUs before
deployment and we pushed that right up to the limit I think at
the Hawaii pass prior to deployment of about 9 and a half
hours.
And making that assessment they decided that they thought
that the RMUs were good and that all five sensors were in good
shape but had been inappropriately voted out. They took command
action to restore those sensors to the redundancy management
software and that took, they made that over GTS I believe, and
gave us that go at Hawaii at about 40 seconds to LOS, so we got
that call to the crew and away we went and deployed on a nominal
sequence everything was very normal there. Their RM system again
voted two units out, I don't know if its the same 2 or not, but
it voted two of the five units out again prior to SRM 1 plus
postdeploy.
So that's still an unresolved issue and that's as
much as I know on it.
The deploy was on time, SRM 1 was on time,
it was, burn time I'm told, was slightly less then the nominal
but well within spec.
The SRM burn is targeted to be a little
short and the RCS burn to tweek that off much like we trim our
maneuvers with the other crewmen that all went per the book. SRM
2's scheduled at 16; 15 and I'm not sure what time it is now as
far as MET and I think that everything is GO as far as we can
tell with the lUS mission at this time, it was when we left the
Control Center. So with that I'll answer any questions you have
or whatever you like.

DRAUGHON

Questions, Craig Covault?

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week Harold)
with all five gyro?

DRAUGHON

No, just 3.

SRM

1

Did the lUS motor fire

you mean?

Yes.

With just

3.

COVAULT
And what's the situation for the second motor
firing these?
I'm not that familiar with the lUS, do you have
the second, or is there an issue there too?
DRAUGHON
that when

I

(garble) speak to that but they had not concluded
left so I,

No, we've haven't come to a conclusion as to
whether we'll attempt to restore the two gyros that went down.
And they were the same two that went down predepioyment and with
the three gyros we have we could make the mission spec basically
with it within the 3 sigma errors.
So we're examining our data
and to make sure we understand that the, anomaly has the same

T
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signatures before and then we need to sit down and talk with the
TDRS folks and us and decide is the mission we can give them good
enough and will they accept that versus the risk of trying to
restore the two additional IMUs, now that evaluation is going on
right now.

CARLOS BYARS
(Houston Chronicle)
I'd like to follow up on
Craig's question a bit.
I'm not sure that I understand exactly
the situation, but is it that you have, the lUS 5 with 3 working
gyros, that's correct?
DRAUGHON

That's correct.,

BYARS
appropriate term? Instead of 5, and th« TDRS
people don't know tor sure whether vou're going to be able to
park it in the right place.
If i understand it, it's goinq to
park somewhere.

m

DRAUGHON
No, but it's just as much like our IMU
with
voting 5 systems against each other, you can come up with a
better answer then you can with just three. There are ways of
mapping failures into other planes and axes and you can come up
with a better answer.
There are some risks in any situation with
restoring failure faulted off on hardware.
So vou'v* got to
weigh the disadvantages of messing with the configuration versus
continuing on with something that you know will meet spec.
BYARS
What was the feeling of the TDRS people about going
ahead with firing the lUS kncn*ing that you only had 3 gyros
going.
DRAUGHOtI

We can't inhibit that far.
Okay, that was not a
choice, but our basic system design was, and it's a requirement,
that with the 3 gyros we can make our basic mission spec, so
that's something that we have in our hip pocket, with respect to
wondering what we really have to do to restore the additional two
gyros.
All I can say is, that we're looking at the data both at
Sunnyvale and here and in Florida to understand and get a
judgement as to the health of the 2 gyros which are down and the
health of the 3 gyros which are up.
And if I were to lose one of
the 3 gyros that were up, my software automatically brings all
five gyros back up and then they will go through a software
routine which would look at the fault protection indicators these
thresholds.
And if those two gyros are really good and they were
inappropriately tripped off for some reason then we would be back
on five for the remainder of the mission.
That's basically the
status and right now we still have a spec mission as far as we're
concerned.
Paul Recer?

RECER
Are those gyros used after the satellite reaci.ts
geosync to maintain stability?
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DRAUGHON

No

RECER

They aren't.

DRAUGHON

Only used to get up there.

RECER

And that's it.
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So they're only used to get up to.,.

PAO
John Bisney, way in the back? And after John we'll
reconfigure and take questions from KSC then we'll come back here
to Houston.
John

JOHN BISNEY (RKO)
Harold do you have a new Orbiter, the first
program use of the lUS, 3 rookie crewmen, and probably the most
complex deployment you ever had.
Are you surprised things went
this well for you?
DRAUGHON
I was expecting a few more nuisance kind of things,
little things nagging at you, and there has been, you know we had
a few of those on flight one, and with the new vehicle I expected
a few of those, I expected more instances of heaters that weren't
quite in the right range, regging in the quite range, and we've
got one o! those.
On of the best stopping heaters is regging a
little hotter than normal and on one of the passes next to the
last one before we left there we changed to a different set of
heaters with a different set of thermostats on them in hope that
It would reg a little lower, so its a mix of getting the heaters
placed exactly where you need them in the thermostats, so that
you don't wind up running heaters with thermostats in some other
place or having the wraps wrong. Vou expect those kinds of
things with th« first time out, and I frankly had expected more
of them, it has been a very clean ship, very clean ship.
Let's go to Kennedy Space Center, Florida and take
questions there and then come back here to Houston.

DOOLXNG (Huntsville Times)
For Colonel Torino to start off, how
short was the SRM burn and how much did the, how long did the RCS
have to burn to make it up?
The sm 1 burn was 2 seconds short, it was 148
seconds versus 150, the RCS burn was, I think, I'm sorry I can't
hear you, 13" versus 93, scsnething like that.

TORIW

DOOLING
Okay, are you getting the telemetry back properly,
I understand that the the lUS frcMB the T34D last year lost
its
telemetry, are you getting it properly on this one?

TORINO

Yes so far, we're getting the telemetry.
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DOOLING
Okay, Harold on the fuel cell that had that
accidental voltage during the countdown, have you noticed
anything nominal in its performance so far?

DRAUGHON
Absolutely none and it was brought online a little
bit earlier in the precount and its performed exactly according
to spec.

DCK)LING

Okay have you gotten any thermal data from the OMS
pod that had the insulation hanging out?

DRAUGHON
There's not been any response that you could
measure there. The blanket that appears to be pulled out, are it
looks like, there is a natural breakline on the blanket coming
around the starboard side of the pod there and it looks like
there are two edges that have peeled up just slightly just about
4 or 6 inches or so, and that stuff does half, like a half an
inch thick, and under that is the sip.
The sip itself is good
for withstanding temps up to the 4 or 500 degree range...
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withstanding temps up to the 400
^^^^
particular area to see
trJ.ii ^nt t
^"'^^"g entry.
You'll get some local hot spot
on ^hf n 2
^^"^'^ "° problem, but you would not
T.rlr-t trs
fl'J^any response or any
expect
to see
kind of signature, even if we
had instrumentation immediately in that
area while on orbit,

of ?S!!°La...

J.^!^"

^''P®''^

^''^"^^

Sf?!:,^.

is

^^"^

scheduled to

"^^^^^^-^
5 hours after launch
fhrnrl?!^
^J^^^^^''
the prelaunch
turning, did they get that done?

DRAUGHN
PAO
here

m

to stop

Yes, they did.

That's all from KSC.
Okay, anything ^""^^"^r
further trom
from
Houston? Craig Covault again please.

COVAULT
I think a good one for the
payloads officer would
be how you juggled the major elements today
because goiSgin?o?t
'''' ' ^""^
Challenge.
A?y eLmpJes^'

oS^ielfi^wSrE^d?

CONWELL
Well, the, I thought it worked very
well todav
The simulations helped alot because we had
several problems aSd
'°
«l^^°g«ther and I think ^Sl Jeam "eauj cSme
Toa^Jt
.''r ^"'^ ""^^^
''^^^'^ decisions when they had to
S^h^S
L*'*^^
^'^f''^
We
had some
problems
we had to redo things at different Dashes

^rSSL

intera^??oS°S^t;^^n^:;:r?i^S?5^°"'

toof a\ittl« wM?:
other.

COVAULT
problem.

°"

^" ^^"^

depl^yme^.''^

i^^^?/"^^*
Finally
got

°"

^^""^^^

"^^^"^

problem, which we
all kind of fit each
a handle on all of it and decided
we were go.
-""^

i*"
'^^

^^^'^^

"

I'm not sure

Did

I

I understand your state vector
miss something there?

problem is what I discussed
it h.H
integrating the ground vectors from
LJfl;
?he
f°
"'u^
the orh,>
orbit determination here in Houston.
I had two specific
^^'^^^
°" Sunnyvale is going ^fSavi
tlT^Lr^*"
homogeneous vLto? from ?he lUS
6c^nUnk' and thL^^^^f"
^o^Pa^^e to see how good the
^ ''1''^°'' compare
.
r^T,;i
r2Tai^C^<,f2f.c
K
relative
states between the two
twn vehicles
wAhioioe, are.
o„
So its just a_ wav
reference
on ?t.
^
And
^heJe
there are
ir^ M^L''^
times when we have to transfer these
integrated
ahead
vectors to Sunnyvale ahead of time. Which
means thI"we aSJhor
Houston, and then integrate ahead, anl
tho«r^
??aSs?er
°" "^'^l ^ake in more
tr^rkfnn data
^.^1 and
J"^^
tracking
we update our (garble) here, so our
yardstick

e^U^?
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«l««ys a common
it against,
when we finally got
^uf^
'^he relative errors in the lUS
as they
similar errors in the orbiter when we had
not
^hf^rH^f °
opposed to comparing it to ground accuracy, updated
h^L
'^k""
because
they are not the same unless you update
continuaUv
And
«^«ythijg SJaJted to
nrtoget'h'er'!^'

5!nnm^n^^"^^2^/^^"^"^ comparing
«ro^n^

r
^°

?

PAO

Paul Recer.
Was there a private medical conference
today?

No there was not.
PAO

John Bisney, again In the back.

BISNEY

In view of today's busy and

I suppose rather
crew how wouldVu chara?Sr!ze thJ r
ac^!v?t!.^'L'°^
activities
for tomorrow, what sort of a day will
they have.
DRAUGHN
They have a fairly ambitious day
purposefully, you know the CEFUS experiment il tomorrow we
a very ^igJ
is. scheduled on flight day 2.
And iL full, but
Tt'V'.ll
It's not the frantic kind of activity
that you can get into wheS
you're keying so much activity to ground
passes.
The difficult
thing, one of the difficult characler
isti?s of the l5s- TORS
deploy sequence, the host of thing that
have to be done with the
autonomous onboard and the cJew caS
?ur?S;t Ltnf
they 'h"'^
have alot more flexibility and working
arSunS Jt ^iS^i^?
integrating it into their routine. And
when we'ver
nlt^t
^° ^^^"9
""^^ "^ig^^t attitude, being Titl
""^'^^
very SiC^lcSlt
'
lo mlnlTe

f

PAO

Carlos Byars
"^'^e <3oinq

through a general
^ grasped the signifcance of
sni^^fhfno
something here. 5^'
You were talking about, I believe, with
the
problems with the gyros, and something to the
effect Jhat
'
^° |o aSead S th the
^aSS^rand^^hi''"*'
word about 40 seconds prior to LOS.
otd
1 gef tSSt Hohf^L^^J
*^^^s mean that the crew infact qot
rn «^
f"^'
a

ll^^ot the bri^f?if'

L

^t'^^^^^
^

"een'^roTllVX'Xt''

"

""'^

^^^^^"'^^

-"'^

^^"^^^^^
W^^*^ ^« tried to do there was,
there
S^^^f**
.
T'always
was
already
and
has been a one mandatory event in the
that Hawaii paSs? priSr Jo
deoS fn^^H°^^•''"' °«urs overdemonstration
of a two way leak
wt?i ?he
witn
the TDRS.
?DRS
ThLr^'n^'^^^'
S-band up and telemetry down.
Tnat has always
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been a mandatory objective at that site. And todays
sequence,
the primary thing that the Sunnyvale folks were
trying to
determine was that they understood the implications of
the RIMU
behavior and that the fact that 2 of them had gone off
or been
voted out
close proximity was not a generic thing
eventually going to get some more of them because as that was
Colonel
Torino said 3 is adequate but 2 is not so we wanted to
make sure
that we really had a firm grip on that.
The way that story came
together we had a GTS pass, which is a Sunnyvale side
of the Guam
station and they had some work to do there and not
a whole lot of
time to look at the results of that work.
At GTS they were
commanding these rimu's back on line, back into the RM
scheme
that had been voted out and they wanted to look at
that and
assess the success of that before they gave us a go
for deploy.
We still had this thing to do with TDRS at Hawaii and
right after
GTS comes at Hawaii pass so we weren't at all sure
that they
would be able to finish their RIMU evaluation. We
went ahead and
made the assessment on the TDRS, and told the crew
they were go
'^^^^ ^^^^^
concerned. That decision tells you
f^^.ff
what attitude to go to for Santiago, the next station
pass and on
to deploy check, deploy-attitude.
So we passed on that and we
tully expected not to get word on the RIMU evaluation
until after
Hawaii LOS, in which case we'd have had to get to
them at
Santiago pass and tell them there, and JJ that's what
10 minutes
before deploy?

m

CONWELL

About 16 minutes prior to deploy.

DRAUGHON
So they'd have been in the right attitude we'd
have
asked them not to pull the umbilical, and not to
go to internal
power so they wouldn't have been using the lUS batteries.
So it
was 3ust trying to optimize all our bets.
PAO

Yes sir, and you are

Science Digest.
Is there any truth to the rumor that
this lUS was dropped in integration procedures?
By about 3 or 4
inches? That's the number I heard.

DRAUGHON

Beats me,

I

have heard of no such incidence.

"^^^'^ ^'^^ * handling incident at KSC, but
I think
was .too strong a word.
I think that the vehicle settled
along with the TDRS 1.2 inches in (garble) it was
in what we call
a J-hooks on the payload handling device
and a procedural error
occurred which allowed, when the weight was taken, was
allowed to
be taken by the J-hook, it wasn't properly
locked if you will,
inches.
We took a very careful look at that
tl^ so ^^^^It^
and
did the TORS folks to see if any kind of stress or
damage
had been done to either the TDRS or the lUS
vehicles, and we came
to the conclusion that nothing had occurred.
S?!!!!!^^
dropped

.

T
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The obvious question 1 have is mechanical
misalinement of your gyro packages or something like that.

CONWELL
NO, but we have tested it many times after that
particular point in time.
PAO

Carlos Byars.

BVARS
I believe you had mentioned earlier that
you had
seen this same sort of I'm not sure if the word failure
would

CONWELL

NO,

?«^fL.,^
„w
did it settle?

CONWELL

I

BYERS
It

^^^^^^
time It

the first time we saw it was on orbit today.
^°
previous question, this procedural
"^^^ allowed to settle.
How rapidly

can not say

It doesn't float

It goes .

be

like a little feather, I'ver seen

.

I
.
.
took.

really can't answer that,
But the first

I

don't know how much

T
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CONWELL

I really can't answer that,
I don't know how much
time it took. But the first reports came out that it was
dropped, and after it was looked at, the determination was that
it settled because it was the not properly sending for the
hydraulic pressure to take it. And so it didn't do this, it did
this.
Now the question is, is that a drop, is it a settle, or
what is it? We looked at that data, and did a structural
analysis on the vehicle and the TDRS and we satisfied ourselves
that there was no damage done.

Was there an estimated G loading during the

CONWELL
I don't recall it,
it was some time ago.
occurred, how many months ago?
It was before we went into the orbit,

I

This

don't know

when it was.

CONWELL
don't recall

first time, we could get you that data, but
right off the top of my head right now.

Yes,
it

I

DOUG MILLER (KTRH)
Paul Weitz had said that he believed
whenever the TDRS deployment happened, the 95 percent of the
mission was complete in his mind. Would you agree with that
assessment?

DRAUGHON

It's certainly a super objective on this flight.
As I said, the CPES is a very high priority DTO with, and carries
on between, what was it flight 3, or 4, that we started flying
CPES on, and it goes on for several more flights, you get into
the production mode.
So that is no small part of the program's
commitment. But there's no doubt that the lUS TDRS is a major,
was the major part, and is the major part of this particular
flight.
There are implications not only for all the other guys
that are committed to the use of the lUS, but also the TDRS A and
B as most of you are aware are a pivotal point in the support for
a

Spacelab in flight

END OF TAPE

9.
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Okay, good morning and welcome to our change of
shift briefing and miscellenous other things this morning. We
are going to do this in two levels so to help maximize the effect
I think.
First of all, on my right the off-going Flight Director
Randy Stone, the Amber Team is going to talk about what happened
on the overnight shift, which is not to much, and as soon as we
finish with that, we're going to let Randy go home.
And then,
we 11 proceed into the discussions relating to the TDRS and the
lUS.
I'll continue to introduce here, to Randy's right we have
Robert AHer, the program manager, that's the program manager
TDRSS headquarters, and then next to him, Lt. Colonel Ralph
Tourino lUS program manager. Space Division, US Air Force, and
then on his right, we have Sid Sosher, the Marshall Spaceflight
Center lUS project manager. We'll begin by having Randy tell us
the events of the preceding shift.
And if you have any questions
for that we'll handle those before we proceed to the IDS
and
TDRSS activities.
.

RANDY STONE
Well I guess I'm the one that has the good news to
bring to this press conference.
The Challenger is operating near
flawlessly, the crew is feeling fine, they were feeling fine when
they went to bed last night.
In fact, Story Musgrave was so
charged up with the day's activities that he wasn't ready to quit
when the flight plan said he was in the pre-sleep period, so
he
elected to get a little bit ahead and did some check out on the
space suits, story has a ref»i personal attachment to these space
suits, he really wants to do the EVA on flight day 4.
He
accomplished a water recharge on EMU 1, which is to be our prime
EMU, this was a planned recharge of the cooling water in the
back
pack, that went well.
He accomplished check out of the backup
space suit, and all parameters that he checked were nominal and
that suit is go for EVA.
That's really the only activity the
sleep shift got to accomplish last night. We put the crew to
bed, we were real pleased that the we didn't have any small
problems nagging at us through the night. We didn't have a
single alarm, the crew appeared to have a good night's sleep.
Normally, with a new vehicle, at least on the first flight of the
Columbia, we had several alarms during the night, they are just
nuisance alarms, with the Challenger we had none of the nuisance
alarms.
We have several minor anomalies, I won't even call them
problems onboard the orbiter, because they are so minor. We have
a pressure in one of our hydraulic systems, and an
accumulator
that is going down, this is a phenonenom we saw pre-flight.
The
community believes they understand where the leak is in this
hydraulic system it leaks down internally, we're not losing
hydraulic fluid overboard, it's into the internal loop if you
will.
Should the pressure in this accumulator drop to a lower
limit of about 1900 psi, we will run what we call our circ
pumps
the hydraulic loop, we'll run them on a short duration duty
cycle and keep this accumulator pressure pumped up, and it's
absolutely no impact to the flight, and it's one of the things my
team has gotten to sim a number of times because we had seen
this

m

.
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problem in pre-flight, and we had devised the procedures to work
around it. The other problem that you may have heard about
yesterday, we had an AV Bay fan, a cooling fan in AV Bay 1 that
appeared to stall, playback data shows that this fan actually did
stall, we're seeing stall currents on it.
We have a redundant
fan xn that AV Bay, we have switched over and that fan has
now
been running for about 18 hours and the temperatures and the
pressures in that AV Bay are normal. We have no concerns over
that problem.
However, should we sustain an additional failure
in that AV Bay, another fan failure, we have developed an
inflight maintenance procedure over the night.
My team has
developed a procedure for going in and at least inspecting the
failed fan, what we would expect to find is something that is
actually jamming the fan and preventing it from turning, that's
the signature of the failure.
So we do have a procedure should
It be necessary, but we do not expect it to be a problem.
The
orbiter is in an orbit of 155 nautical miles by 177 nautical
miles, that orbit will be circularized later today in support
of
a rendevous test objective to approximately 153 circular
nautical
miles, the exact orbit following a pair of burns that are
scheduled today, when I left the control center had not been
determined, we had not done the final planning for that, for
those two burns today.
The planning team didn't have much
replanning to do last night. Yesterday, from the orbiter 's
stand
point, was exteremely nominal and very successful, and it left
our team little to do in replanning today's flight plan.
And if
there are any questions, I'd be glad to answer them.
Okay, we'll take the questions relating to the
orbiter activities and we'll go to the other centers and then
we'll move onto the other part. Paul Recer

PAUL RECER
Was the crew informed by teletype or some other
method prior to your wake up call regarding the TDRSS problem?
They seemed to be aware of it, when they woke up.

RANDY STONE
Yes sir, normally in our nightly activities on the
planning team we put together a summary sheet that gives the crew
an outline of the following day's activity.
And in that
teleprinter message that we put up about 2 hours before crew wake
up, at that time we summarized the information that we had,
which
at that time was very very sketchy, and we said at wake
up that
we would update the status of the lUS TDRSS, but we did tell
them
that we had lost contact with the lUS TDRSS shortly after the
start of the SRM2 burn.

PAUL RECER
And one other, has there been any private medical
conferences at all?
RANDY STOimE
No sir, I'm very happy to say there have been none
requested and none performed.
And just to give you a quote, when
I left the control center the only crewman
that we had talked to
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this morning was Story and he warned the
execute shift that
'^"^
^^^y
'° ^^^"'^

iiii'i:t\r.%ti:'
PAO

(garble)

did you have questions?

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.
story's early check out on the suits last
nf^? ^^y^^i:'^
night,
did he go as far as powering the number three
suit with
reproduce what they found on
the'g?ouS^*''
RANDY STONE

Craig, if he did

fnrr^nnr?^/!!*""^^^.-"^
thft question

^^'^

^°

I

wasn't aware of it.
And he
between sites and he came back
-really don't know the answer to

""^^^
I

CRAIG COVAULT Just a follow up, quickly, the
plan would be
tomorrow, him to go through that routine more
throughly with all
three part upper torso's correct?
RANDY STONE,
That is correct Craig, he was just trying to
qet a
get
leg up and to make himself feel warm.
Ol^aV'

and back over here with Mark Cramer.

^^^^ subtract
^.^^^^^
for tomorrow?

f
i
scheduled

substantially from what is

RANDY STONE
He spent about, I guess about an hour of time.
I
really didn't time it.
I could have looked in the log and
'^^''^ """P^"
and
^"
^'"^
Unrm^kf ^hf^^^^S^"^^^timeline more relaxed when
he does the checkout on
ninih
H^!
flight day 3, but not substantially.

Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle.
CARLOS BYARS
After their pre-sleep activities, did you get
indications that they went with the exception of
Story, that thev
^""^^ ^^""^
°'
"^^^^
out'the wiSSow
?o? aSSiJe.
'

the s^it activity in the pre-sleep
the pre-sleep we talked to them up until one
sif^^^hff.r'^^
site before the normal go to bed time.
At the site that we
to them for sleep, they were in what we
at^Tlll
^^^L^^^"*"^
call the sleep
configuration, all the CRTs were powered down in
the proper configuration and we saw no
activity in the cockpiJ?

^fLfrr-

CARLOS BYARS

Okay, did they tie themselves down for the
night?
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RANDY STONE
I was going to ask that question before
I left the
control center but there were other pressing topics of
conversation, I didn't get to ask that.
I will try to find out
before the week goes by on where they are sleeping.
Okay, if we have no further orbiter related
questions, I understand we have none from the other centers
Randy and I will stick around and the moderator will be Jim
Kukowski Public Affairs Officer with Office of Spaceflight at
NASA headquarters, and we'll pick right up.

4
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This is our part two of the change of shift
briefing to reiterate Robert Aller is the TDRSS program manager
from NASA headquarters.
Lieutenant Colonel Ralph Tourino, he
spells his last name TOURINO, lUS program manager from Space
Division.
And to my far right, Sidney Saucier, that's spelled
SAUCIER.
Sidney is the lUS program manager from Marshall
Spaceflight Center. A couple of quick groundrules, we ask your
cooperation. No questions after the session. No one on ones.
The reason most of these people here and over in the other
building have had no sleep for anywhere from 24 to 36 or more
hours.
So after we do that, after we complete here we'd like to
have them leave the building immediately.
Hope it has the
feeling of the old OSO 9 recovery. We'll start out with Bob
911er from NASA Headquarters to give us a view of the situation
with the TDRSS at this time.

BOB ALLER
Morning ladies and gentlemen.
I think I would
challenge Randy,
I
think I have some pretty good news to talk
about too this morning, at least we think so. We're in pretty
good shape at this point from the TDRSS side and I'll tell you
how we got there very briefly from the standpoint of the
mission.
Excuse me, I feel like I'm catching a cold.
I've been
doing a lot of talking during the evening. We had a perfectly
nominal mission up to about 5 o'clock this morning.
This is
central time.
During the transition stage we noticed we lost our
telemetry we began to have some loss of signal. We lost just
about all of our telemetry about 5 this morning.
Just about the
time of the second burn of the lUS.
We continued in that mode
attempting to understand the situation both aboard the TDRSS and
the lUS.
And about 8 o'clock this morning we were able to
acquire the telemetry signal through Goldstone.
rus acquired I
think about the same time.
We got good lock at that time and we
had preliminary indication that we had separated from the lUS at
about 8:15 this morning.
I can tell you now, excuse me again,
that we have confirmed separation.
So we are separate from the
lUS.
We began our nominal commanding sequence to deploy the
solar arrays, to deploy the ground antennas, the so called SGL
antenna, and the C-band antenna at about 8:25 this morning. That
sequence went perfectly normal and by about 8:50 this morning we
had the arrays slewed to the sun and the two antennas fully
deployed.
At this point in time we are under stable conditions
on the spacecraft and we, just when I left to come over here,
we'd begun a sequence that will last about 2 and half hours of
deploying the single access antennas. We will study the
situation.
We are not in a nominal orbit.
I'll give you the
orbit we, the preliminary data on the orbit. We are in orbit of
about 19,000 nautical miles apogee and about 12,000 nautical
miles perigee.
This gives us a drift rate of about 110 degrees a
day to the east or between 4 or 5 degrees per hour.
We have,
however, total coverage of the spacecraft from our ground
stations around the Earth.
So we will be in constant touch with
the spacecraft as it is drifting.
Our plan at this point is to
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'K-^^ new-.
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*h/,rly fh*>re aft^r, w'? ctot
f i r yat lor — -Jt in fact, th<» second
co*j>.,ter v*as in o''>r!tfol «>n<3 th#* th« rest O''
v«?'hic1e was oScay
so far as we co'jld tell fco« tr»e tele^^^try,
if* b«g;af^ the bur'?*
and d coni-iderab'e period irito the burr. -^<*tn,f^ happened,
hfi^i
at this particular point in t^we w« h»v#> a lo* <>f <uu«stiofls as to
what exactly caused whatever
happen hapoen
VS* i-Ud joe«
telemetry as Mr. Aller indicatt-'". W<= fhen worked i*i*-h the TDRSS
wi;-;"'ion management team together
.n a ji^ry ex*ensive and
Rt'^'isivr period of tryin^j to reco->^f t.h*- nij ss ion
And it
appcsfs tnin^s are going better thd'-. we had hoped they woulrt :,-3ve
ooen fvtliet this morning, that In fa<.-t the TDRSS satel.ite \c
.•jtable and is b*>irvq d<?ployed.
We will continue to •tia-h.er the
data from the fnany .source's that it's a*- and do an eva -/ation.
And as wf- -ytf. the answers w*''ii B^dtrt to feed znem bac< out to
you.
;.•»?•.

i

r,--:

,

'

SJmZY
don'!-

<*AUCTBR
rA
you

Craig

Covi#:ylt.

CRAJG

covaj;L-?

the

irjs

Okay, we
get questions nere first.
rf T
nam*, iden<-ify yourstflf. We'll starf with
'

fyy

.

:

1

(Avia-tion Week)
Question for both, the TDRSS and
p*iOpl«, two s*?>arate questions.
For Bob, wHat type of
'iuink look data, what type of orbit do you believe you can

orbjt,
achieve with

t*>«

current

ftCS

system.
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BOB ALLER
Craig, we're studying that.
And we think we can
get pretty close but that's really all I can say at this time.
As I say we have several hundred pounds of hydrazine we can use
for that purpose.
We plan to use it.
However, it's being
inv
tigated and we can't go beyond that at this time.

CRA!G COVAULT
Following that your quick look assessment is that
you will tae able to regain some significant use of TDRSS A?
BOB ALLER
I believe,
other than having a nominal orbit, we
have no indication that we have anything other than a perfectly
nofflxnai bird.
So we will get use from TDRSS A in any
circtiSistance and ray hope is you can return it to a near nominal
orbit.

CRAIG COVAULT
Okay, and a quick one for the lUS side.
Could
you be a little more specific on how long, how far in front of
tr^ SW* 2 burn you started your telemetry problems with the TDRSS
sn6 also how far into the burn vou were when you lost telemetry
ent rely.
i

B06 ALLSR
Ve didn't really experience telemetry problems
before the burn, what we experienced was a reconfiguration of
our redundant onboard computers.
That occurred I think about 15
ainut« before the burn. We got about 70 to 80 seconds into the
btjrn,
"^e nominal burn is about 104 seconds.

MARK KRJ«?ER (CBS)
I guess this is for the colonel.
The orbit
that you're seeing now does that indicate that there was an early
shutdown? Does it indicate that you had some out of plane
maneuvering and that's why you're not as high as you'd like to be
arvS does the problew, is there some speculation that the problem
is connected to the gyro ancaaaly that showed up last night?
HOB ALLER
I think if I really said anything at this
particular point in time with respect to out of plane conditions
or the like it would be pure speculation.
I guess what I'd
prefer to do is to have a chance to look at that data in a little
more detail and get back with you with some better answers that
we have some confidence in.

MARK KRAMER
Let me not ask for speculation.
Is the spacecraft
in an orbit out of plane?
Was the thrust skewed?
BOB ALLER

I

•

11 let the.

RAI^PH TOORISO
Yes, the iticlination in that orbit that I gave
you was about 2.4 degrees.
You have to recall that we started
out at about 28 degrees inclination.
So most of the inclination
was removed.
The perigee is at 12,000 nautical miles versus the
roughly 19,000 that we were shooting for.

.
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MARK KRAMER
I'm a little confused.
Is that out of plane as
planned? I mean, ic was out of the launch plane.

RALPHA TOURING
No, the inclination is the angle measured
between the orbital plane and the equator. We were looking for a
zero, geosynchronous is zero, and we have about 2.4.
PAO

Lee

LEE DUMBART (LA TIMES)
Mr. Aller, if you have to use up a lot
of fuel to get the TDRSR into geosynchronous would that shorten
its life on orbit.

BOB ALLER
No it wouldn't.
We have significantly more fuel
onboard than we need to operate TDRSS. You may recall the fuel
allotment on TDRSS was originally there primarily for the
commericial use and primarily for the use of commerical K-band.
To operate TDRSS in support of Shuttle and other Earth satellites
doesn't require a major amount hydrazine, significant amount I
should say.
PAO

Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
with your lUS, colonel.

Have you had other problems

ALLER
We had experience as it's well known in the first
part of the lUS last October.
A loss of telemetry about 2 hours
into the mission.
That was really the only the anomaly I think I
could say that we had experienced up to this particular point in
time.
We were working earlier on in the mission a situation
where we were having our redundant inertial measurement unit
gyros tripping off the line and we were able to restore those
with ground command.
But with respect to the problem we
experienced I would have to say that this is the first major
problem we've experienced.

CARLOS BYARS
But last October you had a problem with the gyros,
you had a problem with the loss of telemetry.
ALLER
I had a problem with the loss of telemetry.
I am
not aware that I had a problem with the gyros.
Sid, are you
aware of.

SAUCIER
As far as the ignition in October, they were almost
threading the needle as far as performance accuracy. Stictly a
telemetry we had last October.
ALLER
It was an extremely active mission in which we
placed two communications satellites.

T
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DOOLING
Okay, for Bob Aller.
How many pounds of the 1300
of hydrazine would have to be used to circularize the orbit
and
would this be done in a continuous thrust or would you have to
pop It at various times around the orbit and what implications
would there he on that for the antenna and solar ray booms.

ALLER
Those are good questions, and we're looking at t-M
those now Dave.
We have, as I say, several hundred pounds that
we are planning to use for this operation.
Exactly how we're
going to use that fuel for orbit makeup we've not decided yet.
Reggie Turnell from BBC.

The mike is coming to him

TURNELL
Two questions.
Can you tel i us whether the failure
might be compatible with any sort of collision and was the
initial report that the spacecraft was tumbling incorrect?
ALLER
Weil, let me answer the first one.
No, we don't
think there was any collision at all involved.
We feel we've had
a, as far as we can tell, we've had a clean separation.
We have
verified that we are separated and our spacecraft from an
attitude standpoint and our sequence of deployments is perfectly
normal at this time.
At least it was when I came over here.
We
were
good shape from that standpoint.
Yes, we were, we had
some higher rates of rotation as a result of looking at our
telemetry and that rotation on the soacecraft was completely
stabilized by our attitude control system.

m

PAO

Rob Zebb

(?)

from Channel

2.

How close did you actually come to possibly losing
the satellite and, without getting too technical, how did you
manage to get it back under control successfully?

ALLER
Well, I can say we got it back under control
successfully by an excellent flight control team made up of NASA,
Air force and other folks around the world.
We were, of course
concerned in the situation that we might lose the soacecraft.
However, it was in an orbit that was relatively stable because
it
was high enough and by bringing to bear several of our network
resources we were able to acquire the telemetry on the system,
obtain a lock and determine the vehicle had stabilized itself
on
Its attitude control system.
I think that's about all " can sav
about that question.

TALLEY
please.

Olive Talley with UPI. A couple of questions
First of all. Story Musgrave indicated this morning or
at least questioned whether or not he or any of the
crew members
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on the orhiter had had any affect on the malfunction
with the
TDRSS rus. Was anything that the crew di^l a factor in its
problems and then I'll come back with my second question.

don't believe we have any indication at all that
^
anything the crew, any of the crews activities which were
significant leading to deployment had any affect whatsoever.

TAU.EY
Okay, second question.
Is there any connection
between the loss of the satellite for that short oeriod
of time
and 1) the delay in launch and 2) the effect that' the
gyro
problems had, the effect that the gryo problems previously.
Could you have gotten an indication that you were going
to have
problems if you had paid more attention to the gyro
problems
detected earlier last evening?

ALLRR
Let me talk to the latter one first.
I'm not sure
I
remember the first question but the latter question
you're
referring to the gyro problem that we thought we had
down at the
Cape before launch.
The last information I had on that problem
by the way that it was really a telemetry
indication in the logic
of the telemetry and we did not in fact have
a questionable
gyro.
That gyro had no contribution whatsoever to the
The spacecraft, I want to re-emphasize, the soacecraft problem.
has
performed excellently throughout this whole operation and
that
the fact It stabilized itself from a rather high
rate is an
indication of that as well as an indication how well those
gyros
function.
Now what was your first question again please?

TALLEY
T
understand that there was a slight delay in the
launching of the TDRS from the vehicle.
It was pushed back iust
a few moments.
Might that have had any effect on the loss of the
batteries in the lUS?
^I't'ER

deployment.
head.

I'm not aware that we had a delay in the
thought that the deployment was right on the

I

Is that correct?

On time to the second.
In

that row there.

Right there.

John Ponderoider.
I guess for Mr.
Aller.
You said
earlier that even if you can't get the TDRS much
higher using the
hydrozene fuel that you should be able to use if for
shuttle
communications, et cetera. That seems to indicate to
even IE you get the next one up in August there might me that
not
significant effect on the European Spacelab Program this be a
fall or
is that too much to really say right now.
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I don't want to conjecture where we're c,oing
to be
operation with our spacecraft, what I said was that as
far as the functioning of the spacecraft is today,
as far as I
know now, it is perfectly normal and that if we're able
to
correct the orbit to a usable condition where it is relatively
stable we should be able to use this spacecraft in a near
nominal
fashion.
I
think with the situation we have today we're going to
have to evaluate our total downrange situation here and we're
not
prepared to do that here today.

^^l^^^
in our

PAO

Dick Lewis.

LEWIS (Salamander Books)
You indicated that you probably have
now a residual inclination of 2.4 degrees, I believe.
if, can
you, do you expect to remove that, get it into zero or if
you
cannot, would the failure to remove it have any significant
effect in the operation of the satellite.

^^^^^
I think the maneuvers we will plan to
restore the
orbit will take the inclination factor into account.
I do not
believe it will be a major factor for us.
However, as I say,
we re in the process of evaluating that and whether
we will use
any of the fuel to reduce the inclination or not is yet to be
determined.
PAO

Final question from (garble)

For Bob Aller,
My understanding of the whole TDRS
network is that you wanted to have 2 operating satellites
precisely in geostationary orbit and you've indicated that it's
less than geostationary, subsynchronous if you will,
you can qet
some use out of it.
Isn't this going to vastly complicate thentire business of pointing and tracking above the spacecraft
antennas on TDRS and lower altitude spacecraft?

ALLLER
The condition of the orbit that we will end up in
will determine how much service availability or what kind
of an
operation we will be able to maintain with TORS and off nominal,
whatever that condition will end up being, I'm not prepared to
say at this point because I don't know.
,

right now.

I

All right let's go to Marshall Space Flight Center
believe they have one question.

JIM ADAMSON (Channel 1) Marshal Space Flight Center, Jim
Adamson
Of Channel 1.
I just have a couple of questions.
First of all,
in the first lUS launch in October where they had
the telemetry
loss as well, was an investigation made into the causes
of that
loss and was any insight gained from that that may
give you an
idea of what happened with this loss of telemetry
this time.

T
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Yes, an extensive investigation was made into the
reasons for the loss and a substantial amount of testing was
done
to gain confidence that in fact we had fixed it.
Some of the
switches in the RF output experienced an effect called Corona
and
in essence deteriorated during switching and
eventually caused
the loss of telemetry.
That was due because the switches did not
vent properly.
We subsequently installed sealed switches, went
through an extensive testing program and I believe confirmed
that
for that particular telemetry problem the fix that
we implemented
had fixed the problem,

ADAMSON

Okay, and I also wanted to know, in the simulations
of the mission whether actual plans for a situation
like this as
far as what to do or are we kind of scrambling right
now as far
as how to get TDRS into a proper orbit.

ALLER

No, we have had several contingency plans for what
we call orbit makeup using the TDRS system and we
have adequate
time to prepare ourselves to go ahead and proceed with
that and

that's what we're doing.
ADAMRO^:

My last question then.
lUS was equiped with a
rather sophisticated navigation system using the stars to put
it
Its proper, put the TDRS into its proper orbit.
Is it
possibly a failure with that system that put us in the situation
we're in right now?

m

No, I don't believe that's the case but with
respect to the TDRS mission accuracies the star scanner was
not
required for this mission.

PAO

No questions from Marshall.

Thank you.
We're going to come back here for just
few more questions.
The gentlemen have to leave really. We
don't want to hold them up too much here.
In the back there with
the cowboy cap on.
a

JOHN BISNEY (RKO)
The evaluation team you mentioned, is that
just to look at this specific incident, or do you have
some
broader concerns about the lUS.

ALLER
Since I mentioned the team was being formed, I'll
give you my comment on it.
No, the team is, this is a standard
practice that we have when there is any anomally in the
performance of one of the space systems and their charter will be
established by my management and Ralph's management,
i really
couldn t comment on that but the basic purpose is to
investigate
the problem we've had today.

T
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BISNEY
You've had a lot of concerns about the lUS,
regardless of your investigation. How confident are you on that?

TOURINO

I'll take a cut at that.

ALLER
Well, I'll answer the question.
I have had great
confidence in the lUS. I have no other concerns relative to the
system.
Obviously after what's happened today I have to have a
concern regarding this particular problem and that's why we're
going to investigate.
PAO

Paul.

PAUL RECER

You said TDRS had a high rate.

.

T
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Relative to this, obviously after what's happened
today, TI Khave to have a concecn regarding this
particular
problem. And that's why we're going to investigate.

PAUL RECER
You said TDRSS had a high rate of
how high was that rotational rate, and was there rotation. Just
any motion in
any other axis as one?
I
really don't have those details, I
generally all I can say is we had a relatively high think
rotation stablized out, but I don't have the exact rate of

figures.

PAUL RECER
Okay, do you know how much hydrazine was burned
to
staoiize the craft?
I

w«
here,

^K'
this

do not have that figure.

right, we're limited to two more questions
t}^
gentleman
standing up.

BRUCE NICHOLS (UPI)
Mr. Aller I wanted to try to get a little
bit specific on what the possibilities might be,
we don't know
^"ftance how many thrusters there are, what their power might
hf" what their life might
be,
be, you have not been
about how much extra hydrazine you have, could wereal srcific
perhaps put
some more, maybe some ball park numbers on
what we've got on the
hydrazine and describe in detail how this system
And
how much time it would take theoretically to push would work.
it?
people should know. Yes I think, but
T^^
you're^ asking ^t^'
the questions
of how we are going to make up this
orbit.
And as I say that is being planned right now,
and is
going to be planned over the next several hours.
I repeat that
onboard 1300 pounds of
which has been used, not much 1 don't believe, hydrazine, some of
however, i don't
^ill utilize our thruste^ system to
^.^^^^
Sake up
Soih5^^orH^^
make
that orbit that is being planned right now, and
I don't
details.
When we have the details, we'll make them
i^^Ti^t?
aval
xaDie

BRUCE NICHOLS

How many thrusters are there sir?

exact number, the number that
comes to mindJ is 16, but I'm not positive about
that.
4.

.

power?"^'^"°^^

powerful are each of those, or do they vary in

T
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We will get that data

BRUCE NICHOLS
We're talking about day's right? We're not
talking about a matter of hours in accomplishing this,
it would
take day's no matter what works out.

PAO

Last question, Lee.

LEE
And my question follows that.
how well you can do here?

When will we know

I can't give you an answer
because I don't know,
we have concentrated our efforts in getting control
of the
Spacecraft.
And getting it to a nominal situation where we know
our inertial condition our center of gravity and
that is the
nominal situation we're in today. Our time frame, our
timeline
from here on, we haven't determined and when we
do that
information will be made available.

be giving out periodic status reports, and
l^^M
^ ^.i- u®'^^
we
11 establish
a schedule.
Our next change of shift briefing is
at 6 pm.
Please let the gentlemen leave and go back to Bldq
30.
It IS very important to them.
Thank you verymuch.

END OP TAPE
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PAO
Okay, we're ready to start, qood evening.
Plight
Director Gary Coen is here, he's just finished a 9 hour shift in
the mission control room.
He'll give you a summary of his shift
and then we'll take your questions.

GARY COEN

Okay, thank you.
A summary of today's activities
so far an easy summary would be that we're right on the timeline,
in fact today we were periodically a little bit ahead of the
timeline. There were two maneuvers planned today, which we
accomplished. We did a forward RCS maneuver of 2 ft a second,
and an OMS burn that was about 43 ft per second.
The current
altitude that the orbiter is in, it's in an orbit of 153 miles
circular which is just about where we planned it to be. We have
accomplished what we planned to do in terms of activating and
starting the MLR objective. We've also got the CFES going now,
and although there was some jitters in the data and it took a bit
for it to settle down, the CFES is now working fine.
Consumables
on the vehicle are in good shape.
We're about on the profiles
that we expected to be.
We have had some new anomalies on the
vehilce, I suppose one in the environmental area you'd be
inter sted in is, we have lost one of the humidity separators,
humidity sep B, there ace two humidity separators on the
vehicle.
It popped it's AC circuit breakers, its powered by
a three phase AC motor.
It also popped the signal conditioner
which carries some data back from that humidity separator.
There
is another humidity separator on board so we're operating on
that
one.
You may have heard of some MLR problGins reported earlier,
we worked those through, and figured out that those were
configuration problems. You also may have heard that we have had
some problems zooming the onboard cameras.
The crew did what we
call teasing the switches, they operated the switches a little
hard, and now they're able to zoom the cameras.
The Ops I
recorder problem, don't know how much background you all had in
that, or how much you heard about it, but it appears to be caused
by a piece of the tape that's wiped off, and causes the recorder
to think that it should switch tracks.
Occassionally , the
recorder comes along as it's using the tape, finds this piece
that is wiped off, and decides to switch tracks, and basically,
bypasses some information for us.
Now, we recorded the ascent
data on the Ops 1 recorder, we have been able on occassion to get
past this little spot on the track and at least downlink the
ascent data, so we haven't really lost any data.
But, the
recorder itself is about, described as being about half useful
because it jumps track about half way through the cycle.
So, the
recorder doesn't have quite the capacity, has about half the
capacity that it should have. Of course, there is another Ops
recorder, so what we're doing to compensate for it, is simply
dumping the recorder more often. We do have some activities that
we have scheduled extra today that we didn't have in the flight
plan.
They should be accomplishing at about an hour or so now,
an added activity to clean out the filters in the inlet ducts,
for the cabin fan and the IMU fans.
We have in order to help

T
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working the CFES with no

operational problem.
PAO

Carlos Byars, over here,
Houston Chronicle.
Gary, .hat about the
.OSL, did they get anything.

B^ARS

Paul on it was' Je'SSs'takJ^g
's^J:
fro. hi. about What

t'llLT'^r'''
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Who do you mean by He?

^O^N

Paul weitz.

RECER
COEN

''"^ '""'^^

questions here?

Paul Recer, Associated

was there a private
medical conference today?
No, there wasn't Paul.

RECER

Okay.

PAO

John Wilford, New York
Times.
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No sir. They are items to work, of. course, but as
fav *4 iBission duration, or anything like that, there is no
impact.

JEfV SMITH (Science Magazine)
Could you bring us u« to date on
what you know about the TDRSS problem?
COEN

Jeff, my knowledge of the TDRSS problem is a little
bit, I would call it shakey, when we came on shift this morning,
of course the problem had already occurred,
i felt that i could
better serve by working the orbiter, and kinda stay in the
or biter area.
The TDRSS problem, since the TDRSS is up and away
fran us, I personally felt that I ought to concentrate on the
orbiter, and the crew.

Paul?

RECER
Do you plan to send a TDRSS update to the crew, via
the^teletype tonight? I mean, is that going to be a routine or

COEN

We're working on a message, I don't know exactly
the way we'll get the message up.
But we are working on a status
to the crew.
Now, we already gave the crew a status test to what
we thought the current condition of the TDRSS was, we did that
early this morning. And we told them we didn't know the sequence
it happened, we're working on a sequential thing now, we
want to
make sure we get it right before we work it air to ground.
RECER
But I understand you're undecided as to how that
message will be delivered?

COEN
assume.

Right Recer.

It'll be either voice or teletype,

I

Either way.

COEN
today.

PAO

They did request that (garble) before the meal
In the back row there.

DOUG MILLER (KTRH)
Is there any sort of a problem with anything
relating to the EVAs? Specifically the airlock?
COEN
Well, there is what I would consider a minor
problem and none of us think it will affect the EVA.
There was a
seal that the crew reported had come loose, and I believe Story
reported it earlier this morning,
it's a seal in the hatch where
the hatch goes on the airlock.
From what I can learn about it.

T
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it's a groove around the hatch and this seal just pops in
there.
Story reported that the seal was out, and he simply
pushed it back in there with his fingers.
I understand there has
been some experience with these seals at the Cape before
and they
have done testing where the seals have been out, people have
manually pushed them back in.
And done the testing with no
problems as far as integrity is concerned.

MILLER

Any idea what causes them to pop out?

COEN

No.

JOHN BISNEY (RKO)
I wonder if you could just characterize
tomorrow for us, what sort of day it's going to be for the crew
and what they'll be up to.
One of the things John that we're doing tomorrow,
^9^^
since I'm working the entry team, that I'm awfully interested
in,
IS the FCS check out.
what that is, is a period where we bring
^^"^ ^"'^ ''^ check out the aerosurf aces check out
1??
u
the
flight
control system, is what it amounts to, in preparation
for entry.
The reason we schedule that so soon is that, if there
are any problems with that check out we can make any
adjustments
we need to make, and have plenty of time to work them.
But that
is going to be one of the interesting things, at
least tomorrow.
,

BISNEY
How would you rate today in terms of busyness or
activities with what we've been through so far?
COEN

I

would say it's probably about the same.
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Thanks.

CRAIG COVAULT Aviation Week Considering the orbiter power supply
problems you encountered at the Cape with the first prime
Musgrave suit, do you have any changes to the checkout tomorrow
in terras of suit start-up or suit check-out, to perhaps
troubleshoot that further?

COEN
No, not that I'm aware of.
Craig, there may be
something that I'm personally not aware of because I don't real.lv
work the EVA activities.
So, I'm not really a good speaker to
that.

CARLOS BYARS Houston Chronicle Gary, the problems with the TDRS
aside, considering the minor problems that you are having with
the Challenger.
Would you characterize these as all minor
problems and how do you compare the maturity of the system, the
overall performance of the spacecraft considering its the first
launch?
COEN
I think, considering the fact that
it is the first
launch that we have much better, we are getting so far, a much
better experience on this vehicle than we might rightfully
expect.
I think the Challenger is a super vehicle, I can't say
enough about the way the folks at the Cape and the folks that
designed this ship and the folks that built this ship have put it
together.
I would also like to say while I'm kind of bragging
that I think the crew is doing a tremendous job this flight.
PAO
Here we have
we'll go there now.

a

question at Kennedy Space Center,

I'm Sally with UPI, I understand that you said that
you had no specific information about the status of the TDRS,
however would you not agree that the TDRS problems cast doubt
over plans to proceed with 4 other shuttle missions this year
given the fact that 2 of those pertain specifically to the
deployment of a twin TDRS and then also the spacelab?

COEN

I don't think anything positive can be said about
that until the the problem that we are encountering is fully
understood.
I think we'll have to take a wait and see attitude
and see how the analysis and the process works out.

SALLY UPI
But could you not give us some sort of general
statement about the impact of the TDRS problems and how they
might affect future missions and or this one and the overall
program?
COEN
to make

a

I would hate to do that because surely if
I tried
guess the data would come back and the experts would

.
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analy2e the case and show us all where I'd led you astray.

PAO
I think that's a question for someone else other
than Mr. Coen and I don't think that's necessarily in his
(garble)

SALLY
Okay, and one final question.
Are we going to get
an update on the TDRS tonight and if so, when and by whom?

COEN

We don't have that information either, we'll try to
find out and give that word to the newscenter down there but the
people in the MOCR have not been working the TDRS problem and we
just are not aware of what the plans are in that regard.

JOHN PINE REUTERS NEWS AGENCY Sorry to keep harping on this too
but can we say that someone or some group of people are working
constantly trying to figure out some kind of plan anywhere in
Johnson, where, have you any idea at all?
COEN

There is a group that's working on TDRS but it is
not the group of flight controllers in the mission operations
control room.
PINE
But the flight controllers are not being kept up to
date at all on the status of that TDRS situation.

COEN

That's correct.

PINE

Thank you.

PAO

Other questions?

ABC
I got here a little late so excuse me if somebody
asked this question already but, have you got any information on
the crew on how they were sleeping or eating today?
COEN
No sir,
they slept or ate.

PAO

I

don't have any information on how well

KSC has no further questions.

PAO
Anything at Marshall?
further questions here?

We'll come back here, any

DOUG MILLER
KTRH
Is it possible for us to get someone in here
who can talk to us about the TDRS? We've got quite a few
questions about it.
Is there anyone in the house who can address
the questions about it?
.

PAO
overthat.

I have no idea.
We'll find out after this is
We'll check outside. We don't have any information on

MILLER
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don't understand.

I repeat again, you are talking to the wrong people
and we will try to get somebody here to talk to you about it but
we are not the right people.

PftO

COEN

We don't do those computations.

PAO
Not able to help you at all.
We will try to do
that after this particular briefing is over but we can't at this
time.
Any further questions?
Let me make an announcement here, I've been
informed that Ed Smiley, who is the associate administrator for
the office of, I'm not too good at these. Headquarters acronyms.
Tracking and Data Analysis, is that right?

over here and
TDRS.

Okay, Tracking and Data Acquisition is on his way
I presume he will talk with you people about the
Okay.

JOHN BISNEY RKO Again, I'm curious if your message to the crew
this morning about the TDRS satisfied their curiosity or if
they've been asking questions and little more curious about that
during the course of the day.

COEH
See they asked a question on one occasion and we
gave them the status.
They did ask again later on this afternoon
and we didn't have an update for them.
So they have asked twice
and got a partial, or got an answer once.
Okay, no further questions we'll end this briefing
and let Mr. Coen go.
Spacecraft television is scheduled for 6:43
central time.
I presume that if you're not done talking, Mr.
Smiley might wa..t to break for that television, that's an 8
minute pass, is that right? 7 minute pass, and then I'm sure
he'll continue afterwards.

PAO

I

think the other centers would like

Okay, thank you.

END OP TAPE

(garble).
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PAO
Good evening ladies and gentlemen.
Ed Smylie
NASA's Associate Administrator for Space Tracking and Data
Systems has agreed to come over and give you a fill in on what
our current status is with the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite. And we'll go to questions from there, Ed?

SMYLIE
Okay, thank you Doug.
I think I'll just give you
an update since this morning, and since I'm not sure exactly
whether all of you were here this morning, and that the timing is
to exactly where we were in the sequence,
I will just update you
on the current status of the TDRS spacecraft, and what our shortterm plans are. We have deployed the solar rays, the C-Band
antenna, which is the commercial antenna, for providing
commercial services from the TDRS spacecraft. The antenna for
space to ground link to communicate from the satellite to White
Sands, we have partially deployed the single access large
antennas that are used to communicate with orbiting spacecraft,
by partial, I mean, we have deployed the boom, the antennas have
to be rotated 180 degress, because in the stowed position they're
pointing in the wrong direction when the boom comes out. So, we
have to rotate them 180 degrees, we've done that on both the east
and west antenna on the spacecraft.
And we plan over the next
several hours to unfurl those two antennas. At that point, we
will have fully deployed all of the antennas and devices that
must be deployed on the spacecraft. So far all of that is going
completely normal, with no problems of any kind. The power
situation on the spacecraft is good, we have slewed the solar
rays to Sun, and we are operating with the batteries fully
charged, and on trickle charge.
So the spacecraft as of right
now, other than it's orbit, is completely normal, and we have and
do not at the present time expect any problems.
The orbit is
statute miles, I believe Mr. Aller this morning, was talking in
nautical miles, and so you've been getting numbers, I've heard
other briefings in which people have given numbers in kilometers,
and so you've had a lot of numbers thrown at you.
To be percise
in statute miles which I think most people are more familiar
with, the geosynchronous orbit is 22,335 miles, circular, the
orbit that we are in as of the last report that I have is 21, 950
miles, by 13,540 statute miles, we're in a period of 16 1/2 hours
in that orbit.
Our inclination is 2.37 degrees, and we're
drifting Eastward at about 108 degrees per day. Our next planned
step would be to correct that orbit, to get to geosynchronous or
as near to geosynchronous as we can.
The crews that have been
working, the spacecraft have been working fairly constantly since
yesterday, our plan is after we get the single access antennas
completely unfurled, and know that the spacecraft is in a safe
condition which we know that it is. To go into something of a
standout mode, we'll let the spacecraft operate in that orbit for
awhile, while we step back, get rested, and review the situation
before we take the next step, which would be to correct the
orbit.
Our current plan would have teams working that today and
tomorrow, with a meeting sometime tomorrow evening with
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management to make our final decisions as to how and when we will
begin that circular ization.
It could take considerable time to
do that, measured In days or weeks, because our thrusters are 1pound thrusters so we will move quite slowly, and also because we
have everything deployed, we would want to move quite slowly to
the final orbit, that is pretty much our status right now.
To
summarize, our spacecraft is in good shape. We believe that we
have the ability to reach the desired orbital parameters, and we
will be proceeding to do that over the next several days to
weeks.
I believe that's all I have on status.
PAO
Okay, we'll start with questions in Houston and
then go to Kennedy,
please give your name and af f illiation,
Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS
(Houston Chronicle)
Have you any assurance at
this time that the antennas solar panels, what have you, that you
have deployed, will handle the g-loads of moving the TDRS into
geosynchronous orbit, do you have adequate fuel to do this?
You've talked about days or weeks, could you fine tune that a
little bit, so we'll have a little better handle on that.
And
finally what happened?
SMYLIE
Well as far as g-loads are concerned we do plan to
move the spacecraft across it; the normal operation of the
spacecraft is to be able to move it along the geosynchronous
orbit anyway, to reach the desired position. Over the 10-year
life, we may move a given spacecraft from the east position to
the spare position to the Pacific position and vise versa.
So
it's already designed to be moved from one place to another, and
we will be utilizing that capability to do this.
So the answer
to the g-load is yes, we can handle that.
It's a matter of time
and how long it takes us to do it, but we're designed for that.
On the question of what, let see, the fuel, that's what the team
is working now, initial estimates are that we do have enough
fuel, but that's what we have experts at both Goddard and white
Sands doing, and we'll get reports on that tomorrow, I don't have
the final answer on that yet.
As far as what happened, we will
have an investigation board, jointly between NASA and the Air
Force to answer that question and we don't have an answer right
at this moment as to what happened, except that something
obviously off-nominal happened, and we ended up in the wronq
orbit.
PAO

On the front row, Morton Dean

MORT DEAN
(CBS News)
have happened?

Do you have a thought as to what might

SMYLIE
Well, indications are is that something happened
during the burn of the lUS because that's when we lost the
telemetry. The spacecraft is normal, so we would think that
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something happened to the lUS, but we don't know what.
DEAN

You don't have any theories at this time?

SMYLIE
I don't have any theories.
That's Air Force
activity with Marshall Spaceflight Center and I'm busy trying to
make TDRS work.
DEAN

Is it possible that that cleaning process down at
the Cape could have affected the satellite in any way?

SMYLIE

In

personal opinion, no.

DEAN
Not like the maid coming in and breaking something,
while she's dusting or something like that?

SMYLIE

No,

PAO

Craig Covault.

I

don't think so.

COVAULT
Ed what, after you had
whatever it will turn out caused it,
the end saved you this morning?
I'm
whether you ^ere able to command the
itself to SEP, be pretty detailed in
morning.

the problem that you had,
after you had that. What in
not sure I understand
SEP or whether it commanded
describing the events of the

SMYLIE
When we discovered that we had lost telemetry, one
of the early things that was done was to begin to command
separation essentially in the blind, constantly. We had no
indication as to whether we had separated or not early on. But
sometime later, to our relief, we found that we had separated.
I
don't know, I don't know that anybody knows at this point,
that'll be another task for the investigation board to determine
whether the commanding we were doing accomplished the separation,
or whether it just timed out and separated.
But it clearly
separated somewhere along the line.

COVAULT
Is it a Sunnyvale command to lUS to SEP or is it a
White Sand's command through perhaps another station to TDRS to
SEP.

SMYLIE
I believe
it's the Sunnyvale command through the
Air Force network direct to the lUS to SEP.
It's not a TDRS
command to SEP.

COVAULT

Thank you.

PAO

Let's go back in the second row, Jules Bergman,
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JULES BERGMAN
(ABC News)
And Bob, I have a two-part
question.
How physically is separation done, are they explosive
bolts, squibs, or what, or simple springs, do you know that? And
secondly, could the contamination that took, following up on
Mort's questions could the contamination that proceeded the
cleaning process at the Cape have effected the computers or stuff
inside the lUS, to have caused the problem?
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SMYLIE
I don't recall the answer to the first question
Jules.
I think it's the explosive bolts but I'm not sure about
that.
We'll have to get that answer for you. The second
question, the cleaning process at the Cape was mostly the
spacecraft because the lUS was below it, the spacecraft and I
think there was very minor amount of contamination on the
spacecraft.

BERGMAN
I didn't say cleaning process, I said contamination
process.
In other words, you had a blowing dust of silica, sand,
salt in the payload bay.
Is it possible that it could get inside
the lUS computers or whatever the electronic elements were?
SMYTjIe

I think that's
but my understanding is that
sealed and that there was no
lUS or on any electronics in
sealed containers.

PAO
shirt.

another question for the lUS people
everything there is hermetically
concern about contamination on the
the TDRS either.
They are all

Okay, Mark Kramer.

Right over here in the blue

KRAMER

Assuming you determine that you can spend a lot of
fuel and move the spacecraft, can you talk about how long a burn
that would be at 1-pound thrust with 5,000 pound spacecraft.
That sounds about 2 years.
Or would you do it with multiple
burns over a long period of time.
Is is possible this thing
won't be in the right orbit for 2 months, 3 months, 6 months?

SMYLIE
The numbers that I have heard so far are measured
in days to weeks, not in months to 6 months.
It is likely that
we will <^o it in a series of burns over a number of days.
It's
most efficient to do it at the apogee I believe and perigee.
So
it will be a number of burns over a period of time but that is
what we have the team evaluating right now to make those
tradeoffs and make recommendations as to how we would do that.
KRAMER
would a given burn be extraordinarily long, will
those engines fire for 10 minutes, or would there be a lot of 45second burns, and is there some sort of limit.
I assume there is
on the thermal load that you can put on it.
SMYLIE
Well we've been talking about that some today and
I've been asking questions, the information I've been getting so
far is that those thrusters have been used on a number of other
spacecraft for a lot of years going back to the pioneer series.
They are qualified for continuous burn so we can burn them for
minutes, maybe even hours, and so that's what we have our team
working to again, make a recommendation as to how we would do
that.
I don't think it is burns of seconds,
it's burns of,
considerable duration.

.
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Is it
And, I guess this is my final question.
KRAMER
hoped that you can not only reach geosyncronous altitude but also
take out the out-of-plane problem, that is get back to
equatorial.
.

Inclination is only 2.37 degrees and just in
SMXLIE
normal operation of TDRS of over 10 years we would expect it to
cycle plus amount of 7 degrees anyway and still maintain our
Paul did
service, so we don't have a problem with inclination.
Paul Recer back here on the second row.
you have a question.
Yes, we were told this morning that just prior to
RECER
the burn that you did a computer reconfiguration slip from the
primary to the secondary. When the secondary came up did they
tell you why the primary was switched off?
It went, I believe,
That was the lUS computers.
SMYLIE
to computer A to computer B before the burn, the conclusion at
that time was that everything was normal or at least within the
right configuration and computer B had control. That is all I
know at this point.

Okay, well in your failure analysis in the buildup
RECER
of thi3 vehicle, did you determine what would happen to the
thrust angle in the event the computer, both computers, went out
during a burn?

SMYLIE
lUS question.

I

don't have an answer to that, again that's an

Okay, well one other question, you said that based
RECER
on your estimates you have enough hydrazine to reach resonable
geoosyncronous orbit. Based on those same estimates how much
hydrazine would you have left when she arrived there?
Well, the hydrazine we have onboard was primarily
SMYLIE
there to provide stationkeeping for the commercial service that
And in large
the TDRS spacecraft was also designed to provide.
measure that's what the hydrazine was there for. Since we do not
plan to provide commercial service with that satellite we could
utilize a significant amount of that hydrazine without effecting
the life of the spacecraft for the TDRS mission. We don't know
at this point whether we will be within that envelope exactly or
not, and again that answer will come from the team that's working
on this, I guess with their recommendation.

RECER

What is that envelope?

The requirement for the 10 years of service is, I
SMYLIE
believe, something under 200 lbs of the hydrazine, we have 1300
lbs onboard.

T
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Having that much left when you arrive at geosync?
I

don't have an estimate of how much we'll have

RECER
The envelope is having that much hydrazine when you
arrive in geosync, do I understand you correctly?

SMYLIE

No, the answer I'm giving you is that of the 1300
lbs we have onboard, we need about 200 lbs or maybe less, to
provide the 10 years of TDRS service from that satellite, whether
the team that is working this problem to make a recommendation as
to how, we will solve this problem.
We'll end up with 200 lbs
left, I don't know.

P^O

Craig Covault, then we'll come back over here.

COVAULT
I understand a very critical element this morning
was battery power, but I do not understand whether it was lUS
battery power that was fast departing or whether it was TDRS
battery power. Could you straighten me out on that and tell me
how close you came to buying it on that battery power?
SMYLIE
That was the lUS battery that would be expended
within the timeframe that we were trying to accomplish separation
and that was one of the reasons we were commanding separation
in
the blind so consistently, because we knew that the lUS batteries
would run out sometime shortly after the burn. The TDRS
batteries were of concern also unless we got solar arrays out and
working, but we had hours there rather than, I think under an
hour on the lUS batteries.

COVAULT
I was hearing less than 15 minutes on the lUS
batteries or in that ball park.
SMYLIE
That number flucuated in realtime quite a bit as
people reevaluated and looked what was going on, but yes that's
right it was in the 15 minutes or so range, I believe we finally
ended up with a little more than that.
Let's come back around over on this side, we'll
take about 3 more then we'll go to the Kennedy Space Center.

^^•^

John Wilford?

WILFORD
Is there anything about the shape of this orbit
you're in now that would make it easier for you to go into a
different position then geosyncronous orbit then the one you
intended to go to.
In other words it would be easier to go
somewhere else besides northeast Brazil?
SMYLIE
I don't know the answer to that.
Where we really
want to be is, that's right, about 41 degrees and I don't know

c
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the answer to that right now, as to whether this orbit makes that
easier or rjot , but it appears w« aiight be able to arrive where we
want to be in about the same timeframe,

KILFOR0

Secondly, the meeting, the management meeting
at that tiwe will you make the decision to go for
some sort of correction and will you be in a pos'' >n at that
time to announce what the strategy is and the t

tomorrw night,

SMYLIE

If we're confident at that point, yes, if we
aren't, we will continue to evaluate the situation. There is no
hurry, the spacecraft is in a safe condition, its moving eastward
in a way that is alright, and so we feel under no great pressure
to make this decision in advance of being sure that we have all
data in h^nd that we need. And so we'll make the decision if
we're rea^y, if we're not we 'on't.

?hO

Okay,

right next to him?

DICK HOGAN
SCIENCE DIGEST I understand during the integration
of the lUS TDRS combination at the Cape there was an incidence,
it's been variously described as the spacecraft combination was
dropped, last night I asked the question and they said it sort of
slid down the J-hooks. Would you be looking at that again to see
if that had some impact on this situation?

SMVLIE
That's the investigation team's job, that data
would be available to them and they will decide whether that
requires any further investigation or not, that was very
thoroughly reviewed at the time by a team of NASA, Air Force,
Boeing, and TRW people,
and we determined that there were no
impact froir, that incidence, but the investigation team will
certainly be made aware of it, I'm sure, and they'll make their
decision whether they should look into that further or not.
HOGAN

The other question.

Go ahead.

lies in the nature of luck.
It takes 200 lbs to
last you 10 years and you have 1300, I have found out today that
that's because of the commercial usages you talk about, the
antennas swiveling around, and there's no commercial satellites
now and the number being planned.
I under stan'1 that there was a
decision made before launch to whether to put the hydrazine in
the anks or to put ballast in the spacecraft to dynamically
conform to its design, who decided to put hydrazine in instead of
ballast, and will he get a medal?
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SMYLIE
;WeH, I guess i£ we could find any such person then
we might give him a medal, but I don't think there was any such
decision. We'd always planned to put in the hydrazine.
It was
never even considered that we would not install the hydrazine, to
my knowledge. Maybe somebody, somewhere thought about it, but I
sure didn't. The plan was to always put in the hydrazine.
,

PAO
Let's take one more here, and then we'll go to the
Kennedy Space Center. Jules Bergman.

BERGMAN
Bob, I would like to know what the odds are, in
your opinion of flying out the 10-year mission with TDRS? And
also a preliminary calculation I did with my handy-dandy
calculator showed that with 24 1-lh thtusters it would take 2
hours of burning for 30 days just to loft the orbit, assuming all
the thrusters pointed in the right direction.
SMYLIE
Well, they'd all point in the right direction. We
would most likely use some combination of two of the thrusters to
do this job.
And then I don't know, we'd have to compare
calculations I guess.
The people that are working the problem
for me are not coming up with numbers like that, and I have not
done any calculations.

BERGMAN
And what are the odds of flying the 10-year
mission? Assuming you reach the elliptical, the geosync orbit
you want?
SMYLIE
Well, it was always a statistical situation in
terms of reliability and probability as to how many spacecraft it
would take to accomplish 10 years of TDRS service. As you may
recall, we have 6 spacecraft under contract.
That originally was
6 spacecraft to provide both thtj commercial and the NASA service,
so of that maybe 4 or so were needed to provide 10 years of TDRS
service.
I don't know of anything, at this point, that would
lead us to believe that the spacecraft that we have placed up
today or yesterday, is any less reliable then it would have been
had not this incident occurred.
Everything is working
nominally. So I don't think the odds have changed.
PAO
Okay, lets go out to the Kennedy Soace Center, then
we'll come back here.

OLIVE TALLEY UPI
Bob, first of all a couple of questions.
the TDRS function in its current orbit and if so, how well?

Can

SMYLIE
The spacecraft itself can, assuming the 90 days of
checkout or so that we have to do on all the TDRS services go
well, should be able to accomplish its function.
The problem we
would have in its current orbit is one of just the pointing of
antennas from a moving TDRS to a moving spacecraft. And I think
that would be something of a challenge. We have not examined and
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at this point don't have anyone examining the
feasiblitv of that
because our current emphasis is on putting the spacecraft where
It belongs and operating it the way we always
planned.

1'^^"
^^^'^^
be a problem
.
wf^^' of
with the launching
a twin TDRS, and secondly, and ultimately,
what IS the overall impact of the problems with the TDRS
on the
next 4 missions planned for this year.
The hopes to get the
Space lab up and use both of these TDRS to communicate with
it.
I m looking for a general statement on the
impact of these
problems.

SMYLIE
Well, until we know what its going to take to place
the spacecraft where we want it to be, and how long
that is going
to take and until the investigation team has analyzed
the failure
and has determined what corrective actions we must take,
we don't
know.
There may not be any impact at all.
But the investigation
must proceed on the anomaly and determine whether that has
any
affect on the schedule for the launch of the second
satellite
And as far as the first one is concerned, we have to
determine
whether there's any impact on our deployment of that
soacecraft
to Its intended position and its continued checkout
for its
intended function.
And we just can't answer that question right
now.
We don't know what the impact will be, if any.

TULLEY
But are you even willing to say that this raises
concerns about the future missions planned for this year?
I don't know why I should be concerned
until I know
^^^ul^^
u
whether
the
problem we've encountered warrants concern. We're
working towards putting it where it belongs, as soon as
we can.

to^JSC^"^^

*^SC has no further questions.
I understand that
questions at Dryden, we'll go to Dryden and then back

BOB MOON AP RADIO NETWORK
Can you tell me if there is
telemetry stored onboard the satellite that might be played
back
to determine just what happened and if not is it
possible
that
you might not ever be able to determine what happened.
SMYLIE
There are no tape records on the TDRS satellite,
and therefore there is no telemetry to be played back.
Everything that we have, we have from realtime.
In any anomaly
investigation there's always the possibility that you will
determine precisely what happened, but that's what we have never
anamoly teams for.
is to do the best job they can, and getting
the best experts we can within the country to
analyze the
situation and give us their best estimate of what happened.
I understand there are no further questions
at
Dryden, we'll come back to Houston.
Let's come up here to the
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front row, Carlos Byars.

BYARS

I've got two or three here, really.
One, the gyro
sltuatior\ that caused a bit of a problem to being voted out has I
under stofid that was on TDRS,

SMYLIE

That was on lUS.

BYARS
That was on lUS.
Could, do you have any idea
whether or not that was involved in this problem, is it part of
the same problem, or different situation.
Altitude, you
mentioned trying to get it as close to geosyncronous as
possible. Do you think your going to get it, how close do you
think your going to get it? What altitude? And how long is this
investigation going to take? Because that will impact time for
your next launch,
SMYLIE
As far as, as close to geosyncronous as possible, I
guess I'll have to keep saying that I have to wait for the teams
recommendation that we have working on that as to what they think
can be done.
I'm not making any calculations on my own.
So
until we hear from them, I do not wish to speculate on what the
result will be. Our target is to be exactly where we had
intended to be with this satellite. As far as the investigation
team, how soon they will finish their job, I guess, as in most of
these, as soon as possible, to provide the answers that we need
to proceed,
i presume the team will be in place and operating
very quickly. This week some time, but I don't have the exact
information on that.

BYARS

What about the gyros?

SMYLIE
That's an lUS situation. The, we did have 3 good
gyros at various times and 5 good gyros at other times.
I can
not speculate as to whether that was involved in the problem or
not.
The consideration at the time was that it was not a
problem. Three gyros was cleared as far as mission rules are
concerned and capable of doing the job that we needed to have
done, and we always had at least 3, as far as we need.
PAG

Morton Dean.

DEAN

Mr. Smylie, is there a ratio that you can describe
for us, what is lost for instance In coverage or in any other way
for every, say 1000 miles away from geosync that you finally find
the satellite in.

SMYLIE
I guess it's a little more complex than being
able
to provide a ratio.
The spacecraft is in an orbit that is,
generally in view of other spacecraft so it gets to be a
scheduling and software problem, and being able to point, moving
spacecraft with antennas on them at a moving TDRSS with antennas
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on it.

So it gets to be a fairly complicated navigation
problem.
As to whether we can to do that or not, I dt?n't know
because we aren't even looking at that right now,

DEAN
In layman's terms, what would you miss if ycur only
able to send this up to maybe 20,000 miles or 15,000 miles, what
would be lost.
As long as you had the other 2 in place
eventually?

SMYLIE
Well, we get the other 2 up in place eventually, we
would not necessarily lose anything. We would eventually get a
constellation up there of the configuration that we'd planned all
along, because we have 6 spacecraft available to us, so we can
replace a spacecraft that's not doing the job.
It just takes
time to do that.
So what would be lost is time to have the full
capability.
I really don't have an answer as to what our
operational capability would be if we were not precisely in
geosync.
I think it would be a very complicated operational
scenario to do that.
DEAN
to it,
a

it

So if you don't get this one into geosync, or close
is likely that at some time in the future there will be

replacement TDRS vp there.

SMYLIE
P'^O

up.

Yes.

Okay, lets take a couple of more and then rap it
Paul Recer, there on the right.

J^ECER
I only have a distant knowledge of orbital
mechanics but with a 16-1/2 hour period and its drifting east at
108 degrees, how often does your thrust window, if I could create
a term, occur?
In other words, how often can you most
efficiently

SMYLIE

I'm told about twice a day.

'
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Okay, let's take one
more over here.

m
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have any telemetry on
"*^®' ''''^'T'
basically don't
f
heard, will there be the failure
^^""^'^ «hat I We
any conl^rilrJ^
second stage, it's Tn
S^rShe^e'?^"?
find out, and there'd
be a ^eason-K? "^^'^f it is, or you can
It's the linch pin of
a lot or?C?Sr| pJo?!^? considering that
projects being planned.
*

L
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^^^^

spacecraft
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^he
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"'^
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they run into any problems because of the work Story did
the
flight day 1, you nay have heard right before we went
2^^K
**** control center at least talking about a
?
5?
high
02 flow alarm that we got in the cockpit.
It's something
that we saw last night in presleep and the night before in
presleep.
it's a regulator that comes open to replenish the
'"^^ exactly what the phenomenon
?!!^?h2..}2
is that's causing it.
It is, it's really just an annoyance at
this time.
It's not a, it's not a real problem.
The cabin
integrity on this ship is extremely tight, almost no leak down
That's just so you don't get worried hearing
^H?:«r*,fS"
things like tl^u^lx
high 02 flow and things like that. This morning
^'"^ * report over a UHP station that the
v*''!"?"*
crew K*^
had °^t1
a high
N2 flow alarm,
it did not stop.
The crew
reported that in the area where the orifice that allows the
nitrogen to come into the cabin is located that they could feel
considerable flow coming into that area. We secured the pressure
control system at that time to stop the nitrogen flow into the
cabin and we're evaluating right now what caused that flow,
it
is, it's no problem even If the automatic system has
some problem
that keeps us from leaving it online in an automatic mode, we
manually manage the cabin once or twice a day replenishing the can
nitrogen and the oxygen. So it's, it's really a non-problem from
a serious standpoint but I wanted everybody to know
that it was
going on and the teams today will be working to determine
what
caused it and hopefully we can get back on the automatic
control
system for the pressure control of the cabin. As I say, the
Challenger has been operating flawlessly. We don't consider
the
flow alarms that we've had to be any problem at all and I
keep
hoping that the planning shifts stay the sleep shift.
It's very
easy just to babysit this vehicle when it's workln so well,
if
there are any questions, I'll answer them at this time.
"hat.
^'^^ **1^
Ed, would you care to say
.
...
anything
before we go to questions?

T^^l^
orbiter and. see

if we

°"5ht to just go ahead and complete the
can take care of White Sands and ...

Okay, we'll go ahead and take care of that.
Kramer, CBS, right here.

Mark

KRAMER
Last night shortly after the news conference which
was about 6 or 7, whenever the new conference was, there was
message passed up to the crew to do a reset of some sort and one
whoever the CAPCOM was said we had a power out in Mission Control
for a moment and we'd like you to recycle something, what
was
that all about?
STONE

It was not a power outage in Mission Control,
what
it was, and I thought it was talked about in the last
briefing or
I would have mentioned it in my lead in, we had
a power, a motor
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computer down wfth
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SHn
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it, SO it will be ready for the first real rendevouz we've got
with the Orbiter.

PAO

Lynn Sherr.

Two questions. First is do you have any indication
SHERR
how and where the crew slept last night?
I did find out
I was hoping you'd ask tte that.
STONE
sleeping
on the flight
been
has
slept.
them
?J
of
some
where
deck, and I assume he is somewhat in the couch, but that's just
an assumption, he did not say, just said he spent the night on
the flight deck. Both Don and Story are sleeping on the ralddeck,
and we're not sure where Bo Is sleeping, he hasn't reported in

yet.

Also, you mentioned after the music that Mary
SHERR
Cleave had given the wake up, was that not supposed to be her
regular shift? Was there a special reason why she gave the wake
up?
No, Mary is our back up CAPCOM on the planning
team, we have two CAPCOMa on every shift, in general one of them
is in training, and Mary is in training, she'll be a lead CAPCOM
And what we generally do is split the air
on a future mission.
the prime CAPCCm and the backup CAPCOM, it
between
time
to ground
was just her turn.

STONE

PAO

Craig Covault.

Well Randy, you've had a couple
CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
of days to look at Challenger work now, have you seen any system
differences between her and Columbia? Consumable usage or things
like that?
No, we haven't In the consumable areas, it's going
STONE
so that says we had a pretty good handle on
predicted,
just as we
the electrical loads on the orbiter. In th« same way for the
propellant usage. It's staying right on our mission predictions.

PAO

And Carlos Byars again.

What about during the Thursday space walk, the
BYARS
EVA? Is there any chance the guys are going to go back and take
I understand
a look at the tattered insulation on the CMS pod?
simulator.
the
rehearsed
In
that has been
I can't say for sure, that they are going to do
I haven't been Involved In that planning, but I
that, Carlos.
suspect knowing the crew and their enthuslasum for doing things.
If we give them the opportunity, they'll go back and take a
picture of it.
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Okay, we're going to have to wait for a second to
guess.

I

PAO

It's not via satellite.

SMXLIB
I believe about 10 pn last evening, we were going
through normal check out of the attitude control systens on the
spacecraft, in the Earth mode, when we noticed that rates were
diverging that there was sane kind of a problem in attitude
control.
It was isolated to a roll thruster, plus roll thruster,
stuck closed, the thruster was isolated we went to th« redundant
system. Got back under control, and everything is fine now. So,
it was a fairly quick response to the problem we do have a
redundant system and we're operating now on the redundant roll
thruster.
PAO
Okay, do we have the communication established yet
with White Sands? Okay and Mr. Aller, can you hear us? Okay
apparently, we still don't have that yet.
if we want to have a
couple of questions here, I guess we could do that, Ed if you're
willing to take a couple of questions.
SMXLIE
PAO

'

I'll try.

Hark Rarmer again.

KRAMER
Mr. Smylie, did those thrusters ever unstick
themselves, or is that one just gone and dead forever now?
SMYLIE
We've not preceeded any further with that, we just
isolated it at this point and preceeded with that check out,
we'll come back to that sometime later and decide whether we
can

KRAMER
Prehistorically, on unmanned satellites, when a
thruster goes array like that, does it ever come back?
SMYLIE
Oh, yes, they come back, we've had it on Landsat
off and on for years.

PAO

2

Okay, I've been told again, that we now think we
are ready for this one more time.
Okay, do we now have the twoway communicaton with White Sands? Trying to come through and
couldn't make it, okay. Okay, we'll just end up getting a
statement ftom those guys and we'll continue, if it's all right
with a few more questions from here, and Irv had a question right
back here.
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ISV CHAPLIN (ABC NEWS)
Mention was made on the air to ground
today about passes over the Orroral valley tracking station being
directed to the communications satellite, will you explain what
that was about? What your purpose was? what you learned from
that?

SMYLIE
Well, y^s the.TDRSS spacecraft is currently over
the Pacific.
In fact, I was tcJld this aorning, sort of over
Guam, and So to continue to checkout t&e spacecraft and
cwBBunicate with it we have to have access from some tracking
station.
So we will use the Orroral Varlley tracking station
today for that purpose and we had to reschedule around the
Shuttle passes to do that and that was the easiest wav to
accosBplish that rescheduling.

HERB CHAPLIN

Was there something particular in the last period
of time that you used it for aiid learned that way?

SMYLIE
No, it's just that normally we would have been
working from some U.S. station if the satellite were not in this
strange orbit,
in the strange orbit it's in we have to track
around the world to a different station. We were using Madrid
yesterday and we use Orroral Valley today to do that.

STONE
I might add a little bit to that.
We've been
working with the TDRSS people and the Goddard network people
to
^^^^
h&^rLnq any significant conflicts
^ffiJ''!K°"ff®i!f''
with the Shuttle. We have been releasing stations at their
request all through the night and today and we plan to through
the rest of the week.
JOHN WILBOR
Two questions. Have you learned anything overnight
that gives you any clue to what happened to the lOS and two,
do
you still plan this management meeting today and if so, when
do
you think we will have some kind of statement on what you're
going t'* do?
SMYLIE
On the lUS question. I am no longer directly
involved In the lUS. That's been turned over to an investigation
team.
They're being set up.
I think that will be discussed or
released later today on that. And so, as nothing has happened
overnight that I'm avare of concerning the lUS problem.
I have
no further information and I don't expect any myself. We
will
continue our planning today for the thruster burns that will take
place to correct the orbit. And I believe, we will make
decisions today as to how and when we will do that, but I don't
know exactly when. When I get out of here I'll go back and
start
coordinating that.
PAO

Okay, Lynn.

T
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Lmi SHERR (ABC WEWS)
Getting back to the thruster that went
oat that might come back. My understanding is there
are 24
thrusters. Are there 24 backups?
SI!!n:.IE

ifo,

there's 24 total.

LYNN SHERR
24 total, SO at the Boment there are only 23
usable. Would, clearly that has to come into the
planning, I
" yo^'i^e talking about the long distance that you have
JJ*go
* significant problem,
when we do
ft!T-^5
w,^ adjust we'll
this orbit
probably only use two thrusters anyway to

likely. Maybe four, but probably two, and there
J'J' f***'
thrusters we can use to accomplish the
tll*t
!
orbit -adjust.
So this °l
has no impact on that whatsoever.
It's a
roll thrust thruster anyway. We would noi; normally use
a roll
thruster for this purpose.
PAO

Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER
I've got three brief ones,
what sort of rate did
this roll rate to the stuck thruster put on the spacecraft?

SMYLIE
this morning.

I

PAUL RECER

A tumble?

SMYLIE

Before we recovered it, yes.

PADL RECER

Okay, SO you had motion around the axes also then?

didn't get an answer to that when
We did get into a tumble.

STONE
It was a fairly low rate.
the roll axles.

PAOL RECER

Only in the roll?

SMYLIE

In the low rate.

I

I

discussed
isoussea ic
it

think it was only
' in

PAUL RECER
Do you know how much hydrazine you had to use to
stabilize it?

SMYLIE
Not a measurable quantity,
see it was stuck closed
and what was happening is that the opposite thruster was
thrusting through the deadband. And then the stuck
thruster
didn t correct for it and so there was no measurable amount
of
hydrazine used to correct for it.
PAUL RECER
Okay, during the second lUS burn, you got a roll
rate then also.
Are these thrusters operational during that
firing, solid rocket firing?

^

T
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No.

Morton Dean.
problem with the satellite, has any
conaide.-atlon been given yet to delaying the launch
of the
"thnr than days
iS^f?
to
get ^Sr-.JUfwr'*''
the satellite up toward geosynchronous orbit, do
you think
the launching of the lab will have to be delayed?

"

°" * success schedule now for the
succeeding launches. There are a number of things
h!; have
h^L to be taken into consideration
that
over the next few weeks
"ill be able to put the second
problem. We are proceeding SitE
JJl^eiilLI? o?^S^"'
°^ the spacecraft on our normal not on our normal
Z^t S ? v"!
schedule
but proceeding with the checkout of the spacecraft
while
we are orbit planning for this orbit adjust.
So we areSot
losing day for day in the schedule on the first
satellite while
Because that's what we were doing last night
was going through our system checks.

?"in°«f

MORTON DEAN

Would the TDRSS have to arrive where it's going to
launching of the second TDRSS satellite? Would
tlln ^l°^tknow exactly
where the first one will be orbiting
"^tiny
before the second one is launched?
^^^^^

Sf'^J^i!.^
1
I
be
there long
before that time.

PAO

"ill

to do that but we will

Okay, fourth row back here.

JUDY MOLLER CBS NEWS Following up on Morfs question.
Could
you go ahead with the Space lab launch if only 6ne,
whichever one,
were deployed?
'

SMYLIE

believe that Marshall and PISA are doing planning
sPacelab mission. Whether they would Sec? tl
fSolLJn^^ih
J^^^f
pi*" °^ "*it
^^^^
some later launch to assure 2
decision will be but the planning
Lr;«H^ « going on for
r*"^^ ^^f^
is certainly
a single TDRS mission.
I

PAO

Carlos Byars.

WsUgaUng

t«i?

''^^

"""^^

'"^^

°"

^
fully aware of who all of the
fI!J^?^*.m
and I thinkV TI would prefer that that be come through members are
the NASA.

CARLOS BYARS

Has the team been formed?

T

'•""S

1

•It's not

CAKWS BYARS

"°

.

my team
'

3

oit,«

-^'i^uou^ mfanfi-J:

^'^e

don't mean that,
you don-.
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an Air Force
team,

-cleared- „Hlch

I

BYARS

JV

„ean

'^^"^ °'

That is What

you.

i

i

thought "uc
but

--^^ty

i
I

SMYLIE

WMN

::rr "--^
SHERR

I real*

Clearance

h«d .to cheeV
had
'

4.U

.

-

.

SMYLIE

Mark Kramer.
MARK KRAMER

SMYLIE

Mr

e

,

.

that they would
be

"
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When it was at apogee it would be about

***** 'i''**®"'
<iesigned those are the
^lii^^^r.J^'','tt^
satellites transmitting to TDRSS, do they
actually slew their
antennas as they move

in orbit aAd so this would

SHYLIE

some do and also the TDRSS antenna is
slewed also.

fir ,u.=tio„s.t.';:

SHyLIE

oh'-joHo^^^rhS^ru?'

'°

We nev-r got White Sands.

more, one mo^a here and go to

t:

•

othir centers, Carlos.

CARLOS BYARS

This one isn't terribly burning but how
many
oecause it s drifting around,
S2cauL^!S's''dMl?Lo""*
''T it's now over the PacificTEJow,

f

valley, for instance today, to

cSntS??

SO we're never out of

T
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PAO
Okay, I think we'd like to try and move to KSC for
questions there and go ahead and take care of those,
^ understand we're ^olng to roll the tape of
It^
Mr. Aller's statement,
(laughter)
If there are some questions
relayed we can relay those via telephone link so
^°
we"re"*
.

SOTLIE

We'll find if Bob Aller and

(laughter}
OI«ay»

SMYLIE

I

were coordinated,

so if you'll just ask the questions...

This is dangerous.

this now.

We'll go ahead and aee if we can roll the tape on
Trying to run the tape.

WHITS SANDS
This will be George Harris, lead TDRSS Plight
Director, Spacecom, at White Sands Ground Terminal. Give
a
statement on the line and then they're going to play it back
at
the press conference George.
Here it goes, here's George Harris.
HARRIS
Good Morning.
I'm the off going lead Plight
Director and the following is a summary of the work schedule that
we have completed last night. We completed the deployment
of the
4.9 meter mesh antennas, the SA antennas.
At this time all TDRSS
appendages have been successfully completed and verified. We've
formed detail status checks of the spacecraft systems and
established a baseline state-of-health signature. During the
attitude control checks we observed roll thruster control
problems which have been corrected. The spacecraft is now
operating in a control mode with all subsystems performing as
expected. During the coming day, spacecraft systems state-ofhealth monitoring will continue and the orbit adjust plan will
be
finalized. The orbit adjust plan will provide for raising the
perigee, to circularlize the orbit that we're presently in.
The
Implementation phase for the orbit adjustment plan is still being
developed and we will have more of this at a later date. Thank
you
^
w?''*^'
we're doing
this.
Craig.
.

questions for Mr. Aller while

CRAIG COVADLT (Aviation Week)
This is Craig Covault for
Aviation Week and actually it's for George Harris if he's
available or Bob Aller if not. Can you describe some of the
challenges the White Sands Plight Control Team overcame early
yesterday morning when they were presented with an emergency
situation. What things did they do that were a reactionary
type
ccanmand and control response to the problem?
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Contingency recovery procedures.
I'll say again.
initially faced with the situation
"^^^
wS;^
went into a series of preplanned contingency recovery
procedures. The first thing we had to do was to
determine
separated from the lUS and the most
Tm^?n
important thing at that time was to reestablish telemetry
^'fntinued to send in a series of commands in
Sr^fn^
reestablish our communication links
ind il^t: ILlllL''^^^^^'.^^
"^^^
g-state and stations at
"ff****
Goldstone to provide continuous
data flow once the signals had
been captured,
it took several moments, that seemed somewhat
like hours, until we had established a lock on the
When we found the spacecraft our signal was varying spacecraft.
widely at
contingency
^5"^"'
procedures
were put
^^VJ*
into effectf^^'^fif***-.
until we had neutralized the rate down to 0 or
°
establish good telemetry and
at that point we were able to make an assessment
of just what we
spacecraft.
The most significant event
! ""^ ?^
arrays on line. That gave us
tlttr fJ?^
power
into the batteries so we didn't have an immediate
crunch on
our power systems.
From then we were able to go into
controlled management of our thermal problems which maye
or not
facing. These were overcome rather
rfn?5iS"!«^°
"t^ ahead
V®
rapidly
and we went
into the solar array deployment which
^«^P"°ticed in simJlationr: JroS tSen
In ?f
rr
on,
it £ir!f«ir'
was simply a matter
of completing the STL deployment,
getting out the C-band antenna and stabilizing the
spacecraft in
a sun mode.
Those were the peak points of the recovery.
^

,

"

l^^^-y
Aller?

w« have another one directly for Hr.
r
Let's
see if we can go to KSC for questions now.

DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times)
Dave Pooling of the Huntsville
Times.
Before I was so rudely interrupted, 1 was trying to
ask
some propulsion questions.
Ficst off, how long are the thrusters
""^^ oircularizatlon, how much pro^UaS?
^n^H^
f^'i"^ using, and have
do you anticipate
the large single o^^bsb
access
antennas been fully deployed?

HARRIS
The first series of burns will be approximately 3
hours duration in which we will inject about 100 fSet
per seJond
into the orbit, approximately 100 feet per second.
We're
still
working out the final details. This win continue
until wj've
circularlized the orbit and it's estimated, and I repeat
"''^^
approximately 900 pounds
l^^t
of fuel to get
where we want to get at that point.
the single, ate the single access antennas
deployed and ^Sf-^;/^
this circular ization you're referring to, is
this
going to be circularizing at geostationary or at the
current

^ii^s
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Could you repeat the question please?

Okay, the circularization you
DOOLING
"""i^^^****
large
and have the
be a geostationary or at the current apogee
single access antennas been fully deployed?
to
I'll answer that in two parts. We're going
HARRIS
very
Proceed
and
have
currently
we
SiJ^Giarize at the apogee that
y«S'
and
orbit
good
a
have
do
we
that
slowly to determine
successful and
the appendages have been deployed. Totally
verified.
Firing at the rate you just described, how
ROB ZEBB {Channel 2)
long will it take to get to the proper orbit?
Oh, it will take several orbits to get there.
but we're lool^i"!
JaTwe haven't really finalized the plan
to be and this
want
we
where
to
get
to
days
prbbably 6 to 7
orbit only at
the
into
course, of course for putting energy
apogee.

HARRIS

As

I

Yesterday we ««« told that
I am unclear.
ED TOBIAS (AP Radio)
or the lUS were
the batteries onboard either the spacecraft
find some life
you
Did
dead.
either dead or should have been
there?
was
think
didn't
there that you
Aller.
Let me answer that. This is mysterous Bob
the
lUS
are
Those
that.
I think I'm the one that told you
«««
LtteJies you're referring to and those were the on"
/J
nothing to
Had
separated.
we
until
alive
staying
about
concerned
do with our onboard batteries on the TDRSS.

ALLER

Pardon me but I'm still unclear then. They were
TOBIAS
hadn't thought they
alive enough then for the separation that you
correct earlier
that
Is
would be aliv^ enough for a separation.
in the game?
that. We're running
I couldn't quite hear all of
AiAER
!Sother out here listening to the g^estio" but
one room
lUS batteries that
U^ounded like a clarification of the onboard power
so that the
our concern was that they would retain enough
«=o";<3
indeed
batteries
lUS
Separation command that required
question?
the
answer
that
did
Now
separation.
accomplish the

L

TOBIAS
PAO
questions.

Yea sir.
for
Okay, we'll go to Marshall Space Flight Center
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atcitud. tor .upporj of TDRSs!
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John WHford.

WILFORD

FroB what 1 gather, you said In 6 to 7 days, you'll
get to circularize at the current apogee, then will you raise the
pogee, and if you fall to do that, what kind of operation could
you have circularized at the present apergee?
^ follow the question, your saying if we
^
don t totally circularize at a geosynchronous altitude and end up
with some slight drift, if we're under, we'll slightly drift
East, if we're over, we'll slightly drift West.
How can we
operate and our normal contingency plan on any coramunication
satellite such as this is to have the capability to adjust the
final orbit to a geosynchronous altitude.
So, I don't consider
that a problem.

PAO

Okay, back here, 4th row.

RODY ABRAHMSON (Los Angeles Times)
I understood you say, you're
looking at a burn of at»ut 3 hours.
Isn't that a problem as far
as damage to the thrustars?
And is that the reason you're
looking at doing a maneuver with only two of the thrustera?

HARRIS
This is Harris, No we don't consider that a problem
the thrusters were designed with the burn in mind, and we reallv
don't consider it a problem.
PAO

Okay, do we have.

Mark Kramer.

KRAMER
I know that on some earlier experimental Spacecraft
there have been burns of ion engines that have gone onboard, I
think days, but has there ever been a burn of a chemical engine
that's gone on for anything like 3 hours?
AI-LER

I

don't think we can answer that out here.

SMYLIE

I

don't have an immediate answer.

AI-I^
We just don't have an answer, we certainly haven't
done it from White Sands, let me say that.
SMYLIE
burning, so
done before,

I

These thrusters are qualified for continuous
don't think that's a problem. Whether it's been
I don't have the answer to that either.

KRAMER
margin?

But, could this in fact, be a first by a long
'

SMYLIE

I

PAO

Mort, did you have a question?

don't think so, but

I

don't know.
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Okay, Carlos?

BYARS
Mr. hlUx , I'd ?.ike to go back to John's question
previously about th« circular ization of thin orbit at its presert
apogee. We were told here that you planned to circularize at thi
present apogee, and that would not be a geosynchronous orbit.
Could you explain hew you are going to do this? Are you going to
raise it so it's circular at the present apogee, and then raise
the entire orbit? Or just what is it that you plan to do?

ALLER
We are developing a plan, theorectically, the
orbital mechanics of it are not that difficult, we're going to
raise the perigee to apogee, then we can, with two more firings
probably adjust the total circular height of the orbit. However,
I can't say for our plan exactly how we are going to do it
because I haven't seen it yet. But to circularize at the right
altitude, theoretically, we raise the perigee to the present
apogee altitude, then we raise that ciruclar orbit, with a couple
of maneuvers the 2 or 3 hundred miles that we are off.
PAO

Okay in the back here.

HIKE MITCHELL Do I understand that you consider you will still
have enough hydrizene aboard to extend the life of this
Spacecraft for the full 15 years, I think it is?

^I^R

10 year Spacecraft, and we will have adequate
hydrazine for the 10 years of TDRSS operations.

PAO

Okay, John Wilford,

WILFORD
I still don't understand, don't think I've had my
question answered. What if you don't get to geosynchronous
orbit, what if you get only a circularized orbit at the current
apogee? How much of a satellite do you have as far as operations
are concerned?
ALLER
I believe, I heard Mr. Smylie answer that question
earlier.
I think he did as adquate a job as we can.
Cur job out
here is to maintain control of the Spacecraft and renew the
orbit. And we think we are going to do that.
I think Ed's
answer as to what kind of a operation you have if we're
unsuccessful at that is as good as we can do.
SMYLIE
John we're just really not doing the planning for
that right now.
Because we don't expect to operate that way. So
we really don't have a precise answer anymore of what I've
already given you.

WILFORD
If you get a satellite up to 22,000 miles, it
presumably is effective part of the time, just not all the time
18 that correct?
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SMYLIE
Yes, but it would drift out of range of White Sands
and you'd have a lot of thinga to look at in terms of where
it
would be when in ord« to utiliie it, whether we would use
hyrdrisene to bring it back every now and then. There's a lot of
planning that would have to go into that. We're just not doing
that.
Because we expect to get to geosync.

FAO

Morton Dean.

I* you don't get to geosync, is that life
expectancy of the Satellite increased or decreased? is it still
a 10 year Satellite or not?

SMYLIE
We haven't looked at it.
I really have not had
anybody addressing that question, I know it's a burning question
with you, but we're not working that question.
Okay, let's just take about two more questions, and
then wrap up, if we have two more questions.

QUERY
Last night, there wos a comment on a loop about the
problem with the CFES. Anything on that? Was it a non problem,
apparently things seem to be working well now. Also, do you have
any other backup systems that have gone into use? You mentioned
a couple during an earlier briefing, and nothing seems very
substantional here. Any others?
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STONE
The CFES <?uestion that you asked, we had some flow
Indications that were slightly out of limits. What we did we
went into the software of the CFES, its sequencer, and changed a
RFM on a pump to a lower number so it operates properly now and .
we did that again today for the CPES operations today.
Your
question regarding other backup systems that we put into use.
I
believe it was talked about in the last shift h^indover about the
humidity separator that we had a problem with. That takes the
moisture out of the cabin. We did have a problem with one of 'the
two humidity separators onboard.
It is not operational at this
time, there was a short some place in the system and it was taken
off flying automatically and we do not plan to -bring it back
on.
And the alternate system is working adequately.
PAO
very much.

END OF TAPE

Okay, alright let's wrap this one up, and thank you
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we were in.

CARLOS BYARS HOUSTON CHRONICLE This private medical
conference
that was requested by the conunander.
Was that, can you say, did
that apply for him or for another member of
the crew?
COEN

I

can't say Carlos.

^^^^
50t a question here
about the spelling of the flight surgeon's name.
Is that LEP as
-.n fox ton, or
les as in sugar?

COEN

p as in fox,

CARLOS BYARS

Thank you.
go back and get Irv Chapman and then over and

IRV CHAPMAN ABC NEWS There was a reference on
the air-to-ground
about discomfort at taking a meal during certain
maneuvers Ibout
an hour or an hour and half ago.
would you explain what it was
the discomfort? What was the motion of the
ship and
'^^'^
discomfort that resulted in
ttl medical call? Would
the
you rule out motion sickness?

f^^^ly? fi'^st of all, the medical call, the PMC,
.1
that particular discussion.
Secondly, i would not
choose to relate that call to any other one.
i can explain, I
comment was made we were doing an antenna test.
And^ih^I'
And
what this antenna test requires is for the
vehicle to roll at
S^f'^r,,was prior

.
to

the antennas lock up and drop out as the
vehicle rolls.
PJ did
make the comment that it was an uncomfortable
maneuver
but
I
don t see any correlation as far as PMC and
maneuver.

'^'^ unrelated would you rule out motion
^fntnf^f'^K- u^l^' apparently
afflicted practically every flight
so fSr?

^^^^

I

really don't care to talk about it.

^^'^^^ ^""^^eon tell you who was the
^nSp^'^^f
subject of .t^
the discussion and the ailment that was under
discussion?
^" 'seeping with our new i~
policy
r I'm not,
don't ..w
think .u^^"-"-'
that that's pertinent.
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^^^^^^^^
PAUL RECER

Okay, but the doctor telling you what
they talk

Okay, let's go to KSC.
^'^^

Questions from Dave Dooling, Huntsville
Times.

DAVE DOOLING

HUNTSVILLE TIMES

~r.o

the

..^x:^nix:

First off, the extra tPc^ fh,^

"

°f
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DAVE DOOLING Huntsville Times
First off the extra test that
was mentioned at the end of the CFES run, what did that involve
and what was the criteria of turning down MDAC's request to
conduct it?

COEN
Dave, I believe that was a request to MDAC's to not do the
supplemental test.

DOOLING
Okay, so that was I guess partly the result of being
satisfied with the results they got on the other 6 runs.
COEN

Exactly.

DOOLING

Okay, could you recap the activities as related to you
How many sitings do they attempt or how
many opportunities are passed up to them?
by the crew on the NOSL?

COEN
There is one opportunity passed up on our shift today. It
involved sitings over the Northern Gulf near Mississippi i
believe.
They didn't report what they saw but they did report to
us that they were taking sitings.

DOOLING
Okay, was there any getaway special activation
scheduled today or activities on them?
COEN

I

don't have the flight plan here with me.

DOOLING

Okay, and did I hear a report earlier that the icing
that had been seen back at the tail area was believe to have qone
^
away?

COEN
We specifically asked the crew today before using the APU
whether the icing was there or not and they gave us a report that
the icing was gone.

DOOLING

And did it come back after APU?

COEN

Don't know.

COEN

There's no report there, Dave.

No more questions from KSC.

PAO

Okay, we'll go to Dryden for questions.

(Garble) this exchange over the discomfort during the antenna
experiment with the antenna in motion.
Later on in that same
exchange the Houston said that it's time for a meal and one of
the astronauts replied back, we wouldn't want to try eating a
meal while you're doing this.
That seems to imply that they were
having some kinds of problems with meals and with motion.
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Morton Dean, CBS.

MORTON DEAN

CBS
Other than what we know about the insulation
^""^'^
''"'.^^
indication tha any o Jhe
?nL°H '^H
'^PP^^
debris found on ?he
^"V
f^^.M^h^L
tr.'^'"^?^
launch pad that would suggest that all of
the tiles did not
survive the ascent?

COEN

I'm sure you've seen the TV that shows the
stub on one of
the windows and the two little pieces
of gatfiller that are

ist

t^r.

ten

K"iF"oe ut cne new meaical policy
7
nr-^t-^--*. .
person's privacy.
Is there some reason yorcan't
«
.,f
K^!
us how many people needed medical
conferences?

to discuss the medical conference and
"^'^
thln^c we're
^Jr'J^just
thin<
wasting time of we continue questions on it.

TONOW

I

well you told us there was one.

PAO

Yes th.t was - -

TONOW

IS there some reason you can't tell
us how many there

How many medical conferences?
conference today.

TONOW

How many people did it involve?

PAO

I

TONOW

Does the Flight Director?

There was one medical

have no idea.

think we've told you all we're going to
tell you about
fho n,»/.*^
determined that it LulS not
hSve a mission" impact.
moaSr 'J"^!.''
So there's no reason to pursue that any
fMr^hf. K

r?g£J";r^""'^

""""^^

^^'"^

''^^^

gentlemen

Musgrave said just recently out of 8
K"°i°.
4 were dead and 4 were not good.
Does
^hL threaten the EVA tommorrow?
^
that

ESS'L^Jir?

^l^"^
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XeS-«e.

^SSn.-e^?^;?

after the shift changeover.
thin, he said it shortly
question to the next flight
think you best pose that

Okay,

I

was unsure - -

He'll be able to give you
COEN
doesn't sound consistent.

a

better status cause that

(Garble)

PAO

TO pursue that Un<,, was

"ete

a -

you
J'',^",^,

,t„us

o£

how did they check out?

s

tHrsLrthtft-to'cLoS^Jt-tf.

rt.^rL-!^

looK at the
gooa onea and auppoa. to
rout bad battetie., £our
Other four.

COEN

Right.

the EVA tommorrow?
would that situation impact

COEN

PAO

No sir.

Morton Dean.
'

.uat
„0«TOH DB.» CBS
-P»f that create.
batteries? What problem does
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''^'^

MILLER

H-„„

COEN

if you'd like.

Don't know that
either.
This gentleman
right here.

PAO

,

^

is all we
have,

DOWL
COEN

i'®"

David.

^

y

^"'^

RECER

COEN

RECER

outside the caSin'

^j,^

Q.

-.you o„,,
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,
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°"
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t-™
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Any

There may
As far as I know it is going as planned.
COEN
be some minor things having to do with photography but they've
got that in work.
But the EVA itself has gone as planned? Do you
RECER
recall what those minor things doing with photography are?

There have been some talk about whether we would
COEN
take extra pictures of, say, the gap filler that is sticking up
back in the CMS, might get a little closer to carry it back for
documentation purposes.

PAO

Craig Covault

COVAULT
I understand Bill Fisher did some exercises suited
today to help support tomorrow's EVA. Can you tell me what Bill
was doing?
COEN

No sir,

I

don't know Bill was up to, Craig.

Okay, I'm informed there will be a update on the
PAO
tracking and data relay satellite at tomorrow morning's change of
shift briefing and there will be television from White Sands at
that time. Any further questions? I'm sorry John, I don't...
(garble)

PAO

END OF TAPE

11:15.

pardon me, 11:15 here.
Okay, thank you very much.

Of that ai^?"^'' the notf^*' ^° the
red"n.°"*=

^

that'J° ^^^^

^ Troop for
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them this morning. And if any of vou have seen some of
the crew
pictures that were made preflight with them in their F
Troop
uniforms it's really an interesting picture with the
sabres and
the hats and what have you.
This morning the planning team got
to do some executing.
We didn't have to get off just as soon as
the crew woke up this morning.
And as usual the crew was up and
at them and getting ahead of the timeline.
About an
wakeup the commander called down and asked if it'd be hour after
they stayed on the timeline if they could go out the alriqht if
hatch
early. We told them that was fine with us.
If they could get
out an hour early it would put it right over the
states and we
could have good TV of the egress out of the hatch,
when I left
the control center they weren't quite an hour
ahead.
They were
ahead on some things and right on the timeline on
others.
At
know whether they're going to get out of the
h.ffv, a
i^f-Lf""!^
hatch
little bit early or not. But everything is going
normally. The suits are performing well and the TV
that I saw
when I walked
the room indicated that they had begun the
prebreathe operation hanging on the wall in the airlock
in the
suits, we had a building problem early this
morning that I'm
sure some of you have heard about.
Let me briefly run over what
It was.
The mission operations computer, the MOC that
processes
the telemetry to out displays had some sort of
software fault and
stopped processing.
It was over the first stateside pass after
crew wakeup so it was kind of a nuisance to us.
There was reallv
no real problem to us in operating the spacecraft.
We still had
all of our stripchart recorders still
l°A^^'
worked and
we could get selected readouts out of the incoming
i'^st lost the sophisticated data processing
r^T^'"o'^f digital displays.
We were down for
about! 19 minutes before we got the MOC reloaded with
a new
software mode and back up and operating. We lost
about 10
^o this problem.
5 minutes I believe at
nirmlT^ ^L^^^^
Bermuda
and Mila and another five minutes at the next
station
i
don t remember which station that was. But we
lost a total of 10
minutes, 10 minutes of real time data.
After that I requested
that we bring up the dynamic standby computer that
was scheduled
to support the EVA just a few minutes early just so
we didn't
have any more incidents like this during the EVA
prep.
And I
know I've talked in one of the previous handover
briefings about
the dynamic standby computer that we bring up
for every critical
period and this was just the time to bring it up.
We brought it
up a few minutes early since we had the MOC
problem.
There has
been no more problems, had been no more problems
since I left the
activities are primarily EVA and post
PVA^^iv"?^!'':^
EVA work with the "^^^fy'^
suits.
After the EVA is over today we'll
backpacks to be ready to support a contingency
pvf
EVA fh^^^^-^^K^^^
should it become necessary. And that's just a
safety
precaution.
These suits are onboard primarily to support
contingency operations on closing the payload bay doors
and

m

T
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latching latches should they fail in the entry prep timeframe.
So we're getting the suits back ready to support such a
contingency if it arises.
There is one payload activity that
will be continuing today and that's the GAS cannister 0
0 5.
That's Che Japanese newspaper snow manufacturing experiment.
I
meant to write down what time it was going to be initiated but
I
dxdn't do that. But some time this morning it will be turned on
and we're going to be making snow in space.
That's constrained
in a can, it's not in the cabin.
We completed the radiation
monitoring experiment early this morning and the team of folks
here supporting that experiment asked us to read up a
statement
to the crew thanking them for their outstanding performance
on
that experiment and we did that th. ? morning and it was
appreciated by the crew.
I believe I have covered all of the
things that happened to us in the night.
If there are any
questions I'll be glad to answer them.
PAO

Sylvan Rodriguez.

3
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STONE
...the statement to the crew thanking
their outstanding performance on that experiment and them for
we did that
this morning and it was appreciated by the crew.
I believe I
have covered all of the things that happened
to us in the
night.
If there are any questions, I'll be glad to
answer them.
PAO

Sylvan Rodriguez.

SYLVAN RODRIGUEZ (KTRK)
Is there any concern that Story may be
over exerting himself.
Did he get plenty of rest last night?
STONE

I

(Laughter)

don't believe you can over exert Story.

RODRIGUEZ
Did he get plenty of rest last night?
Did he
sleep? We had one report that he didn't sleep
much.
STONE

m

don't know where you got that report.
the
^"^^ disturbance we had was the alarm about an
£n,"r''°f,.
hour after go-to-bed time. We didn't see any
activity in the
normally tell when a crewmen's up and we saw no
act 'vitC <r^K^"
activity
in the cabin until wake up time this
morning so I have
no reason to believe that he didn't sleep well
I

Jules Bergman.
in the absence of Story's moving though,
can you
11
r!^?*?^"^tell
really
whether he was sleeping?

STONE

No, we can't tell whether a crewmen's
sleeping or

information that he didn't sleep
fi?s?*l!i«hf
first
night, =!®"!^®^-^L'^
second night and2^ let's see last night was the third
night was it or was it my third night?
STONE
Jules, you must have different sources
information than I do because I have not heard that. of

BERGMAN
All right,
can't over exart Story.

I

agree with your judgement that you
^

^^"^ °" the loop, he sounds
4^*=®"
.Vif" excited
still
over being in space and he's still
^'"^
"'"^h Sleeping
^^^^
^"/V^
<f r"^
^''''^ ^" exciting thing as these folks
^
'^"'"^
Irt
f
sleeping as well
ef: ^^-^^^space.'
as any crew
c?;w sleeps

fr2«f he
great,

a^

P**--

s

\

m

Yes sir, right there.

T
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HERB CHAPMAN (ABC News)
Just to clarify what you said about
recharging the units after use. How long does that take?
When
would It be possible to use them again if they were
absolutely
^
needed?
STONE

They could be reused again immediately. We don't
"'^ ^"^^^ ^ precaution, precautionary
l?o^»?^!?v,^
^°*'"-u
to get them \=''??
full up so
we have the full, full EVA duration
^^"^^
recharge them.
I'm not
onrf
.Vsure of the time.
The water recharges probably on the order of
minutes
45
and I don't know what the 02 recharge is.

CHAPMAN

How long is their normal capability in one
stretch?

STONE
Normal EVA is up to about 3 hours and they can
extend longer than that.
About 3 hours is what we try
^ to
achieve.

STEVE (GARBLE) (MPR)
to affect TV time?

How much early would the EVA have to beqin
^

get coverage of opening the hatch, about an hour
D„^= „!°
"^^^ "^^^^
oSe'jf our Vs?tes?''

tS
PAO

at all woSSd'i??

""^'^

^"^^^

^

Lynn Sherr.

LYNN SHERR (ABC News)
Two questions. One, can you tell me
exactly what time they went into the airlock and two,
can you

b^rkM?Sa??i?

'"^

^"

°-

answer the second question.
He is in the
That's the prime suit
""^^ airlock, that was going on when
^^'tI don't know the time.
I was leaving and
It was, it hasn't been
very long ago. We saw them on TV when I was walking
over here.
I don't know the time.
^

tl^^^^v.
suit that^ was originally the backup.

SHERR
And, I'm sorry.
Just to follow up.
Then, the
current backup suit which was originally Story's
prime
suit it,.
is,
f
'
is stowed where right now?
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^y""
t^sy ""oved it to.
It's not
I
the airlock
because ^"i"^®
it's just too crowded in there.
It's
someplace on the mlddeck.
I'm not sure where it's strapped down.

m

,

SHERR

Thank you.

PAD

Paul Recer.
^he batteries, battery thing, sort out so
K
batteries
that supply the headlights.

?Jr^f
far as the

batteries? As near as I can tell we,
af?er
after f.,.
testing ll^
the k''^^'?^'
batteries yesterday we found 4 batteries that
2 batteries for each headset? for each
hf?L!?°L^°°''\.'S^^l!^"
helmet to run the lights.
I'd like to point out that these light
are not required, or not mandatory for this
planned
or a
contingency EVA. We'd like to use them to see what EVA
their
capability really is but they're not mandatory for the
i'rf ^^^^
^^""^ ^^^"'^'^
^
2 good batteries in
it at
J°?hT;
^^L '^'rrt^
""""V'
It
this time.
The normal
configuration is to run 1 light on
each side of the helmet. There's 2 lights on
each side of the
^° '^"^ ^ lig^t °" each side of
h!i'n..v°''"^\.^°l[?^'^"f!*^'?"
5^^®
^'^^"t 6 hours duration on
w^.?"'^.*^^*'
batteries that are on the helmet.
So we've got plenty of
Datteries to do whatever we want to do with the
lights.
•

^

ff^?^
earlier

it

.

took

4

^^^^
^ understand.
We were told
batteries per helmet and ...

believe the, that was just an error, i didn't. I
. ^
.V
that that
had been passed and I wrnt and drew me a picture
"""^^
"^"y batteries were in the helmet
^nH'"^SLf?'^,''^^L^

r^^^
heard

and there's 1 battery on each side of the
helmet,
associated with each pair of lights.

1

battery
artery

Right there right behind Paul.
RUDY ABRAHMSON (LA Times)
What did you decide to
taking pictures of the tile or insulation damage? do about
STONE

There's no planned picture taking of the OMS POD.

PAO

Morton Dean,

getting back to the batteries for a moment,
'^^^ "^"^^"^ ""'^ properly befJJe'the
?!Iah^ and wS^f'^''
^"^t^'i'""^
'''^ '^"^'^^^^ ultimately, the
u ^"t^^

maiJ^acJSrer'o^^ilAr^^''*'

.

T
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^° place responsibility
They were checked out in February and I

don t see it here now. They were checked out in
February
extended shelf life so we would have expected
fhl
J^^K
!.f?
tnem to be still good.
I

chJ^knnh
K,^J^°
°^
manufacturer?

is Ultimately responsible then for the final

manufacturer of the suit or the batteries

""2°"
question.
^"^^^"^ '^^
NASA is
^
nT??LK^-...
^""^ "''^^
«° I a«S""'e that NASA's
ri«^n = ?ii f^Df'^^!
checkout of those batteries.
I'm sure based
V that
fK^''^^
on the fact
we have found some that are not working we're
going to reevaluate what the real shelf life of
these batteries
not like going to the drug store and buying
a
^mk:^^?!"'®*^^^
duracell.
These are fairly sophisticated batteries and
we're
still on a learning curve with them,

^

^^^^ ^® switched out from one helmet to the

^It^ maybe?
K o
otner

Oh yea.
We have spares, spare batteries.
?I?Mn«
.K«..^ while we're
talking about
doing EVA?
''EAN

Are you

No, before you do the EVA.

We've got, you know we've got a
11^^ of Kbatteries "f'^^^^lystack
that we can put in the helmets so yes! There
batteries onboard if my arithmetic is
^
right and we can use them in any helmet and any
configuration we
^^^^
question on this. General
said that there was the most thorough ch€
:kout
the suits.
Everybody at the Cape was enthusing that the suit of
was
Dust going to operate perfectly.
»

STONE

And the suit.

DEAN

...

STONE

is

.

that nothing had ever...

operating perfectly.

Well, but really, the battery's a part of the
suit.

STONE
It was a very thorough checkout and, you
know,
obviously there's something about the shelf life
of these
batteries that we're still learning.
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Yes sir.

JERRY HANA (Time Magazine)
Follow up on this line of
questioning.
How many batteries are onboard the Challenger and
how many should be onboard the Challenger, and what
type of
battery is it.
is it alkaline, or lithium hydroxide or whtt
please?
STONE
The manifest says there's 12 batteries onboard the
spacecraft.
It's my understanding we have found 11 of those
batteries.
(laughter)
And that's not altogether unusual when
you ve got 4 guys in a, in tight quarters and the stowage
lockers
- once you start moving, taking these well-packed stowage
lockers
'drawers, things get moved around in the spacecraft
a
wlittle bit and sometimes you do misplace things. On the
last
flight we never found some coffee that was truly stored on
the
spacecraft.

"

PAO

Garble.

i^^uu
J.
lithium
hydroxide?

"^^""^

What is the...

^^'^^

again.

Again, are these

STONE
I don't believe they're lithium hydroxide
but I. we
can find out for you.

Could you take that question please?
STONE
We'll get it for you.
In fact I suspect if we call
over there
to the EVA console we can, we can get an answer
before the end of this conference.

m

PAO

Yea, we'll verify it.

STONE

They're a lithium battery but it's.

T
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What is the

RANDY STONE
I don't believe they're lithium
hydroxide, but we
can find out for you. We'll get it for you.
in fact, I suspect
^° ^12^ ^^'^ console we can get an answer
beforp^'fii
They are a lithium battery
"^^^ conference.
but I don't u
believe it's lithium hydroxide.
I believe it's
another component.
Ol^ay.
Carlos Byars, then we'll go to - - has
^
Kennedy
got questions.
Do any of you know? Yeah. We'll qo to
^
Kennedy after (garble)
.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle) I got lost in all
the batteries
and forgot what I was asking.
How's the crew eating? How are
food? I haven't
heird a;;?h?Sg! '
RANDY ST0N3
The only comment I've heard about food is, Story
said he ate a couple of bananas the other
night,
only comment about food. We see the food warmed and that's the
come on a? =veLy
every
meal period, so somebody's -sating food.

CARLOS BYARS

Did they take any jalepinos along this
time?

RANDY STONE

I

doubt if I'd know if they did.

^^'^^ ^°

HoSaton.

^«""e<3y and come back here to

REG TURNELL (BBC)
A couple of EVA questions.
yesterday they were going to attempt to take a We were told
picture of the
°"
^^^^ "^^ ''^^^ '^^l^ "°t^o
a??empt

tUt?

."^
^^^^ simulation yesterday to look at the
most efficient way to do that photography.
It's mv
« P^'^ty to the final management
d?e"««f"*^^"^' ^"1^
^^^^
to tell, direct the
rrfS
crew to go take those photographs,
we don't believe there's any
not to take a picture of it and they'll,
I'm sure they'll point
that vicinity, but they're not going to To
^^vthfn^^L^^'!)
^°
'^"^^ ''"'^ '^^''^ ^ P^^*^"'^^
of^Se OMS^d!

nrfcT^^K?^^
presumably?

if <=hey think they can do it,
^
It's their choice is it, to do it if they
wish to.
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That hasn't been a discussion.
I assume that P J
"^^^ "^^^ ^^^^ decision ifSe tSinJs U^s
a r>^^L^^TH"'^"

RANDY STONE

REG TURNELL

My other question was about the windows

t h^..^
sure whether that related to picture
talcing during the eJJ?
RANDY^STONE
It does not relate to picture
.Jo
taking during

n^dorf

i^"

^i^i^ ?!;rw?sioir^t^th:^Sairo?%?-

?r:as-;

FRED JACINTO (Today in Cocoa)

Earlier in the fliaht thpr« h.^
overpressure"asJocia
^S'^itS' he'''
sllSp'rioS^^!,"'
period. Was that problem ever
reso?u^H and if ""'.'P^^^^^P
resolved
so what was that resolution.
RANDY STONE
Well, the way we resolved
^

it last nichi-

™
"e sSHa tSf^
S^.

i«

-k

*-

with those regulators open tJ^^Sgh
the
'""'"^ .'nuisance
:^l?r?Je1 ie^'^tJ^Spl;,"

JOHN PINE (Reuters News Agency)

"

I

don't know if

vo.,

kr^r.^
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PAO
Okay.
That's it for KSC. Anything back here at
Houston before we go to White Sands.
Lynn Sherr.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
I don't know if you know the answer to this
but do Story and Peterson have, do you know what they plan to do
during the prebreathing time for 3-1/2 hours while they're in
there?
RANDY STONE
One of the original suggestions was sleep. There's
not a whole lot you can do hanging on the wall of the airlock.

LYNN SHERR
Do they take anything in there with them that you
know of? A book or anything at all.
RANDY STONE

Nothing that

I

know of Lynn.

GEOFFREY LEAVENWORTH (Time Magazine)
The astronauts last night
were told that the TDRSS satellite thruster firings would be not
until Sunday after they got back. On your shift did they make
any further inquiries about that?
RANDY STONE
No.
We haven't discussed the situation with the
TDRSS this morning. They may have since I have left the control
center but we didn't here in the early morning.
PAO
Okay. We've got one more question here in Houston
and then we're going to go to the White Sands briefing.

MIKE WILLIAMSON (KJOJ FM)
I was wondering - On the last
flight they had planned to put a mini cam on one of the
helmets,
is that mini cam going to be on the helmet this time
too?

RANDY STONE
I don't believe the TV camera is being flown this
flight and we can verify that, but I don't believe
the helmet
camera is not being flown this flight.
PAO
Okay.
Thank you Randy.
Now we are going to go to
White Sands for the TDRSS briefing.
I understand that audio to
the space port is a little less than crisp and we are compelled
to ask you to please speak slowly, clearly, and distinctly.
You
see here Bob Aller, Program Director for TDRSS and George Harris,
Lead Flight Director for Space Comm.

ALLER
Good morning ladies and gentlemen from cold and
snowy White Sands, New Mexico. We are in a stable condition this
morning as we have been the last couple of days and I'll ask
George Harris here with me to describe what's gone on in the last
24 hours.
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flSJT"^

U-IS

'° ^1

a

"tablish the

temperatuxes werrnormal
'^^'^."^ expected.
The
for ^hf^
in general, „e
ca>ne oSJ^ofthe
^°^1°«^<3
and
ecllpsf
the sun on the
correct time with
solar panels^nH ^1^^.**=
also during the
^ol^r powlr
"^2'^ '^^'^'^
night
we
Goddard space Flight dJIinel f
Cente? for ?h°""^ ^"PP^^^*^ P^^n with tS;
^^^'^^^"^ted this 3ith tSe
^'^^^'^^n «nd we
Lb?ter
was^no conn.ct .or
the 3..tt^ra%t^^;?t^^s"t^%^^-

u^^Se^^"
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GEORGE HARRIS We also during the night defined a ground support
plan with the Goddard Spaceflight Center for the use of the G
staden and we coordinated this with the Orbiter flight director
to insure there was no conflict for the Shuttle activities that
would h>e followed during this day. We worked throughout the
night with the Orroral station in Australia and Hawaii who
provided excellent support in our activities. We also
established a state of health monitoring schedule for the
spacecraft which is currently in effect and we have collected
during the night data that will be reviewed and analyzed for the
people who are our dynamic specialists. At this time we feel
that the spacecraft is in a very stable and comfortable condition
and Is responding very well to the ground controllers. We're
going to take time during the coming day to continue with our
state of health monitoring and start implementing our normal
routine operating procedures.
It gives us a chance during this
orbit to have a look at how the battery management procedures are
working, how our study of state of health management is taking
effect and also how the ACS mode control is working on the
spacecraft. We'll also be bringing up the 20 foot antenna at
White Sands and testing the system with the downlink from
TDRSS. And this will provide additional coverage during the time
the spacecraft is over the United States.
So at this time we
feel that TDRSS is behaving very well in its orbit and we have a
good control and the team feels pretty confident with the
spacecraft and its activities as scheduled for the next 24
hours.

ALLER

George, I just might take a minute here to describe
that attitude that we're in.
The so called sun oriented mode.
Will you activate the speaker. The spacecraft, if the camera is
the sun, the spacecraft mode currently is this type of role.
With the solar arrays always pointed toward the sun. That's the
sun control mode.
The only thing we're doing differently when we
go into an eclipse we deactivate sun sensors that are on the
solar arrays that sense the sun and we basically have deactivated
the control system and it continues to roll in this direction.
I
think we're ready to take any question that anyone might have at
this time.

PAO
to JSC?

Are you taking them there or are you coming to KSC?
Okay, this is JSC, in the front row here.

HERB CHAPMAN ABC NEWS We have earlier had described to us a
potential system tc revive the satellite that would involve three
hours of daily firing of its control jets over a six or seven day
period. Would you bring us up to date on where you stand with
that? Whether that still is a brief summary of the plan of
action and when you expect to put it into effect?

72
atuH

VVS3
""W^"«"«lo''or?Sl?%?"f.«""^l

Spacecon, and TRW
evaluate

^^^JoJ?
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,

we have

°'^i«"tation while our

"-^e where
^P^°«<="ft
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tSe th^nL°^
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SofJLS ^'^^^"i^^
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t-u
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£e
LT""
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^
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PAO

sapcom 213.

Lynn Sheer ABC.

liYNN

SHEER ABC Mr Al 1
communications with'the
of the
Yesterday i know there T5RsrifJect%h"^;,,$'Hl any way?
were Mmff u

tli^"

m,

the

™ss

i, not active
.,th the Shuttle in
any

LYNN SHEER
if t couIH f^n
yesterday they were not

peJ^uJed^Zo ''"^^^^^t the idea was that
certain
beclusryoS were SsTno'^s'f

S?n that
Will
th«;^'"
happen today while
"^^^^S.
tSey "I outside
ouJside the spacecraft?
ALLER
EVA today,
i
J,!,"""" '''^
coverage for the
over a station IndeTtanTtltt'
and tSl sh^J^L's
<=°«se,
when we're
over" "°r'
the resources of
that station
Tha?'« one of the have to sSare
That's
like to get TDRSS
reasons wpM
in orhif
conflicts. However?
^'^^^^^
?'m'sur:
?hat'th""°t^
--eruption in communica??Sn^
dS^Lg^^^r ?oSa1 ^I^JLe^o^
,

PAO
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performance of our roll thrusters. There are four roll
thrusters
that are on the bottom side of the spacecraft, an
A side and a B
side.
We are currently on the B side.

CRAIG COVAULT AVIATION WEEK
about 1,100 feet per second.

You said you would plan to add
Does that still hold for about 300
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performance of our roll thrusters. There are 4
roll thrusters that are on the bottom side of
the spacecraft
an
a-side and a b-sxde. We are currently on the
b-side.
° feet per second.
Does that still hold for about 300
flf^ per
J:' second for
feet
each maneuver itself?

^^^^'3It's correct that the velocity we need
.
to add IS about 1131 feet per second
from the plan we review"!
^'^^ particular plan, the delta-V we were aiding
Itri^"^''- .w" ^''^^
''^^
^^^^
the second day
w^f
l^^
'^^J
^""^"^
feet per second 55
roLi?v in
iTl^^t"
^^""^f
roughly
that neighborhood.

COVAULT
Okay, and then a more general question.
I can
recall 10 years ago almost to the day you were
involved in
^P^'^^^'^^ft rescue and here we are 1983, 10 years
since
ou°?^k' Have you
Skylab.
given any short thoughts to that coincidence?
Craig, I really haven't had time to think
back 10
v»^r=
T.»
optimistic that we will be as successful with
thfrAn^Lf/!"^
this
operation as we were with Skylab.

Carlos Byara, Houston Chronicle.
CARLOS BYARS
Bob, as I, have I missed something somewhere
You
say you have about 860 pouMs of fuel
remaining Ind I seem to
«hake therl! Are my
^
H^^ii/^^
^'f ^^'^up?"^^'^Would you ^ correct
figures crouched
me?
What I said was we would take about 850
pounds to.
^f^^t^
Of the ffuel^ .to perform these maneuvers.
As far as I k^w? we
still have
excess* of 1200 pounds on board and George
confirms

m

BYARS

Sorry,

I

just misunderstood.

that this is
aoLo'^TS!
T'rf^ successful and^^^^1
going to be i'''^
completely
TDRSS will wind up exactly
where you wanted it in the first place?

^^^^'^
We've come a long way, I
hh^^w
T^.
J^^' a marvelous view.
operation by the Goddard Space
Fliah; rll^lr
well as the team here at White Sands. We
have a
linn
probably a month or so to
'
^^'^^
gef^here
lut^"!'^
^^'C^ ^"^^ described,
the systems are in
aold ^h^^
'k^^
one anomaly that we're working now which is
thfs roir;hru^^Sr^
^1^"°"'^^^.''"^ ^
optimistic we're going to
und^r^^^L that and
understand
proceed to regain our nominal orbit

L f ^
^
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JEFF SMITH (Science Magazine)
Will the checkout,
checkout period that you had planned earlier, will the 90 -^av
that be .ushed
back while you work on the orbit problem or
will it be delayed in
^'"'"'^'^ implications of this problem
To'r

T^lsleinllf"

latter question.
Frankly, I
^
?»wf\^».
have not w
had
time to worry about the follow on schedules
at this
Che -kout schedule, we will proceed to check
out those
elements ofI the pacecraft that we can within the
conditions
we re going to be in which is the sun
orientation.
An<?, I
^'"^ Spacecom will continue to evaluate that
^h^i^r^ f
We are. we have already accomplished many of
the
^n!^J %v
^^^'"^"ts in the maneuvers we've gone through
this r^st weeT
The gentlemen in the rear liere.

DOUG MILLER (K-RH)

TnR«
TDRbS

m

Given the extended length of your burns, can
us that you'll have enough fuel to keep
the
o^^^"^^
operation for its projected 10 year life?

believe in the situation we're in I wouldn't want
anybody of anything, we are in a, we have been
Jhr^.^L a very critical emergency.
through
We've come out of it in
^^''^ ^ stable, healthy spacecraft as best
^
ll^lln
we
can determine.
The plan I just described would
adequate fuel after we reach the nominal orbit and provide
I see no
^^^^
should not have adequate fuel to perform our
mission
^

P'^O

Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle.

BYARS
Have you got, is there anyway to tell what miqht
have caused this anomaly with the thrusters.
ifs my
^^^^ t^°se are located in the area where the, where
^hf^^^nf^'^''''^
the TDRSS was attached to the lUS.
Could, was there, is there
thrusters were physically bumped, banged,
d2L^rf during the separation or subsequent to
damaged
that?

r

You're right. These 4 thrusters are on the bottom
the spacecraft that were at the separation
plane and
protrude slightly below the plane.
It's pure conje?tu?J o? any
t^^T^^i:
side of

m

^'^1
^-^^^^ operating which are
of the ^
4 thrusters and they have operated now for the
past,
we've been on this b-side Cor the past several
hours with
problems.
We do not know what the specific problem wUh no
the roll
°' '^'^
^^^"^"'i"
afthis time anS it'a jult be
^onnwJ"^ on my part to assume «e
conjecture
anything else.
2

T
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problem with are on

that's not, that's not
correct,

we had

l

bromiae batteries in the
"Ihiiim
hel»e« aSa
"eimets
ana „ii"L
now we'll go to KSC for
questions.
there any indica?Ioij
^e^Tf ''Jh^'ius" orob?'
time to launch TDRS-B
in August?

sorry

I

2""^^^°"
can be corrected in

here on the lus problem.

can't ansSIr

I'm

hundred miles ..lol'l^lT^.Ts
"eSISa^J^n^;

wS^these

y^-terday. The
^ described as a
^^^^^ '^^^
wftJ^Jhe soac^^r"?/'^'
degrees west where we would
'^'^^ roughly 74
want
ft
fnr^^^^5
maneuvers are being designed
sSch Jh^^ ^K^'"'°'f*^would be adjusted toT.t
geolyJJhMn-^^ra?? ?J^a:?"^^
mane!:ver's');:ve'been' desLSed'^Ji"
14 day sequence, they are d^^i^nf^^?'
5^®
is totall? geos^ncS^nois

2

?Sa"earlier.

1^

' ^^"""'^'^

^^^^^

-^h
""'otU n'oS?
on the a-side and b-sid^, Jh:n"you'^l Jef
""^^ thrusters
are
?hese
in^f^H^"?
""t
individual thrusters or are
you referring to the dual fhr„«vf
thruster modules in which
these things?
TRW packages
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prop
I'm sorry I don't have a very, very viewable
ALLER
2
and
point
this
at
thrusters
here but I'm pointing to 2
a-thruster, one xs a
thJSsters at tSis point. One of those is an
^^ve
is a b.
one
a,
is
an
One
below.
b-thruster and tha same
a b-thruster here
and
here
b-thruster
a
have
we
so
the b-side
that are activated.

DOOLING

Okay, thank you.

PAO

Thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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"fli go<^ evening and welcome to our change of
press conference, we have off-going Flight
Director Harolrl

^

a ""ember of our Astronaut Corp,
iho^o a, specialist
-'f.^'^-in spacesuits
who's
and was there closely followinq
^
'^^^
specifically aJ^ut tha?
We'lPar^hL'/^^'r
f"^ with Harold.
We
11 go ahead and start

DRAUGHON

Okay, today's activities, the focal
points
"^y-"^ ^"'^
there were a few other' things that went
on'^nH^JV^r"
on
and I'll cover those first to get them
out of the wav and th^n
co^e back and go through those EvI-related
activities "^We had
^""^ ^^^'^ '^^^ accomplished on time.
?Su've
YOU
ve h^^r/^''^^'^°"
heard on some previous shift debriefings
some references
housekeeping kind of functions we've been dofa
ung
"
on
c?.^n?nr"^H^^
f^"-'
extended that coverage
L^"!

-

--^'boxes-rth^^^^
0Eu^sSd'1^^'^^^^r^°^^^'^^^^^"^
^" electronics box

lhat
little more difficult to get to but
^^""^
°" t"^'^ task while
EVA nrfn.^r^?'^preparations were going on and it took a little ^art of t£e
lonqer then
we expected but it turned out to be
a very worthwhile ?asE, so it

suDr^rt.%h^;
supports
that. ^^ll
They are

a

that
mori

"^f^J-^' that we had specifically
lcL^n^T^\TJZ'^^
"i'- time,
scheduled
time set aside
on flight 1 to go in and clean

was'accSmpnsSel'Sut

b^"^^
U°dtd';ak'rriit?lf
i^^!^®.^^t of

time longer than what we had
probably are aware that the President
°^
h^J^nhf^^f"^
^ P^^^ today to talk to the crew, that was jS5t
nrfnr ^^^i^*^
^""^
'^^^ prebreathe and ?ha?
?ame Of? rathir
some small problems with COMM today
'^f,^^^
Shich IS also
Which
a?^^ the
^h! case with the EVA,
or seems to be

^nM^fr,^f»l

•

,
time we found that the teleprinter was nufUnn
„^
^
tone on one of the downlinks so we
cycled thJ Sower on ?he
that evid^n 1?? oJ I
^°
doJ'r nor.r%'?"'
exactly why yet, but that did clear the
up problem and
the tone went away. All during the
EVA, or quite a larqe
voice 'that^we would'sly to,
°'
?rans'm^t'to^fh'^^
'"'"^'^
turned
around and come back down
nc^c
t
to us
as an echo,
any of you that's worked single side
band or

a

L

^

T
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off ships probably have experienced the same
thing.
You tend to
say something and pause because you hear
yourself coming back at
you or after you've mentally conditioned yourself
to ignore that,
P-^^^le"" if y°"'re very experienced in doing
ih'f kind of workt and talking
this
on headsets.
So we elected not to
that Since it was something that you could mentally
^" impediment to carrving on
nnr%f ?^ ^^fw^u^ ""^^^^y
the completion of the EVA, they did not
isolate whatever
problem was, and right now there is some people working that
on some

that COMM configuration problem is before the
configuration is
perhaps mask that thing from us.
So that's going on,
we don't know what the difficulty was, it was
very clear echo, it
^^'"^ back to you on several
nv^^^n'^K^if -^^^
^^'^ intelligable and very clear.
I'm trying
'^."t^
to look through
here and see what else that is not EVA related,
camera in the bay that had an over temp indication
and
K
^° "^^'^ periodically, and it's a straight-f crSSrd
tMna w/n!!!"^
thing
we get a message, it tells us that some
camera's overtemp,
the crew cycles through them and figures
out which one it is and
i^
^5°^" ^'"d then use it again,
t^^^ihappened on^""^
.t
that's
other flights. We did a rendezvous burn
rendezvous burn number 4 this evening it was done
just a short
while ago.
it was a 9 foot per second burn and the obit
after
the burn was 153 x 148 nautical miles.
We took, that was
primarily a retrograde burn took a little bit of
an (garble) out
Nothing significant about the burn itself."
During
?L
K
^'^^t^'
the burn it was done, as I said, with the
4 RCS jets, you
attitude control with, of course, with the other
jets
whnl^iJI
^"^ ?
previously leaked,
'^^^'^
H^^'"
down-firing jet, starting
aqaii
again,
cln^2d it during one pass just to get a to leaking
we closed
reading on the
decay rate of that jet, the on controllers got
that, we assessed
how much of a leak, how much we could leak
over night if wf
•^''^
°^
^^^^ ^^^^^ that whole
1
min?f^?/^
manifold online and it's something like
9/10 of a pound.
That
"° problem at all to us and rather than close
^rLn'?^?^'^iw^
the manifold, there are manifold valves
at the end, to the
shut off all the total manifolds on that
side^nd oo^n.rv^'^r^'^
^"^^ it wouldn't be leaking anymore, but
rather th^n^o.H\"
elected
to leave that online and if you
^2/^^!/
do ^?oc!
'^^^ ^^""^ ^^i^^ there, the pressure that's
in
^^^^
it's kind of
aS invnw^i n"'^^^^^^°"^
procedure to bring to pressurize that manifold and
hrinn °l t
It gets down to a particular pressure
""^"r^^Prange
?h^.?c =
'°
^^'^ ^"^^ pressure by just opining
^Se manifold
the
manflofd valves
u^?
back up again, you get a big pressure
intricate procedure of, what they call a
Z^Jl'
^ li"le bit of pressure; open up
^Jf^L?'^^'^^^
the valve, a down stream valve, put a
little pressure in, close
that one, open up another one in, lockup
a little bit, and it's a

Z
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procedure you'd rather avoid if you can, but if you need to use
It we have it and we have used a version of that on some previous
flights.
But rather then sign up of that, by securing the
manifold we're elected to leave it online.
If the leak were to
get larger, and it would have to get something like 100 times
larger than it is, before it would even alert the crew to it, the
crew would get an alarm, wake up, close the manifold and it still
would not be a problem. We don't have any expectation that that
would happen or we wouldn't have left it opened.
We had a, one
other problem that I believe that Randy talked to you about on
the last, I assume the one he talked to you on the last
debriefing and that is the MOC computer in the Control Center
stopped cycling after the EVA, it was about 30 minutes after the
EVA.
On this occasion we had up a dynamic standby computer,
that's something we do, we have 2 computers online running in
parallel for critical phases and you could easily argue that EVAs
are not that critical in the sense that entry and ascent are
critical, but we do for rendezvous maneuver burns, EVAs. Those
kinds of activities we'll bring up a dynamic standby machine, we
had one up today for the EVA and had not turned it down yet when
the online machine went down, and there's an automatic switchover
function that goes on and it refills directly up to the standby
and there was no impact at all to the mission support.
The one
that Randy had earlier today was prior to bringing up thu' MOC
that the dynamic Rad to standby, so we had a short outage of
support there.
I do not know yet what the cause of that was,
it
was, as I said after the EVA and the guys are still looking at
what could of precipitated that problem.
With regards to the
EVA, the prebreathe was started at about 22 hours and 53 minutes
on thxs flight date.
Everything was really smooth during the
EVA, the prebreathe went well, getting the checkout done into
their suits. We started out with what we thought a little bit
ahead when I came in this morning, about the time we were
generally getting 30 minutes from prebreathe it became obvious
though that more than being an hour or so ahead like I first
thought we were, we were really right on time.

pursue .\^^fficuit' "^^t'^afnt

audible

Peti°"^hiy

I'f

;eading tho^o

dump L^^'^".
P°sitioT to zero

the Eva

if 5o'*^ <^ame to k ^^^^ial i"^^ ''^re

use to

the pff^f" bring
Whe« they,
nl^^^^ure in

wJ?

^°^^^o^n!^'' things

^'^^

"F

iifctJ-.

*=hat

on to
to
zeV^*=
"P to fVyf^'^o,
and
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not in the close position, it was still in the open position,
the
zero position, and when they went to flow, they airlock started
coming back up with the hiqh flow and was not obtaining the 5 psi
and wasn't maintaining the pressure.
Before we could even get a
call to the crew on what to do with that, they detected that they
had left that valve in on position and closed it and continued
with the repress. We had discussed actions for that anomaly, not
for leaving the valve in the on position, but for the ability
to
get the airlock back up.
The thinqs that you do normallv are
check those valves that are in the hatch itself, if those are
indeed in the correct position, then you open the hatch back up,
make sure you have a clean seal, clean the seals if they need
it
and make sure you have nothing in the door.
Reclose it and pump
It back up from there again.
And those were the things that we
were discussing when the crew found it out in the wrong position,
secured it, and came right on up with it, so we'll probably add
the current procedures do say put that valve in the close
position after you've dumped it to zero and you've gone back out.
We'll probably add another line in those procedures that are used
once you come back in, which is a typical way of doing that is,
add an item that says check, which means confirm, that
something
IS in a position you should have already put it in.
We didn't
have that step, that line item in the procedures and I'm sure
we 11 add that in for the next flight. The only other one
I've
got IS a report from P,J. just before I left shift that he had
heard a noise about a minute after liftoff on the (garble)
in the
vehicle and that they had not discovered what It was and what
that thing was, was on the inside the crew cabin, in the aft
station on the portside, there's a TV monitor, it's what they use
when they are looking at the TVs outside, selecting different
cameras and looking at scenes. They are TV monitoring, they are
3ust like we've been in the control center, similar to it.
That
things got a bracket on it that's mounted on the aft
withm the crew compartment and it came demounted and bulkhead
was
amount was 1/3 or 2/3 of an inch on the
att bulkhead.
it's not a load carrying piece of structure
It's
Dust something, it's attached to the wall, it's brand new, it's
a
recent development that happened just before we left. The
planning team tonight will be looking at the imolications of that
and what if anything, to do with it.
It is not" major structure
and I doubt that we'll do anything to it.
Well that's all I
have, I'll be glad to answer any questions that you might have.

Okay, why don't we go ahead and take questions and

JULES BERGMAN ABC NEWS
For either Harold or Bill Fisher, did
Musgrave actually look at the FRISI on the OMS PODS when he was
out, with the area that stuck up that way which had
apparently
torn lose?
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DRAUGHON
Right at the LOS once, I really don't know for
which one way or the other but right just rear LOS one time, sure
P.j.
asked him something about the 0*iS POD and you saw him
go past the
cameras going up, so I suspect...
BERGMAN

Sure look like he was headed up there.

DRAUGHON
Yes, he was certainly headed that way when the
signal went away. We didn't discuss with him afterwards,
we had
not given him any specific instructions to look or
not to look.
We had entertained the idea and decided not to ask him
to go look
but we also didn't think that, he knows what its safe
to
not safe to do and we didn't feel concerned enough about do or
it to
tell him that he didn't have permission to go anywhere
near that

BERGMAN
The reason why I asked is I'd heard Dr. Fisher was
over
building 9A or building 5, testing out the appratus for
doing that with, or the torsoe or the harnesses, and
General
Abrahamson, I'm told, was there this morning as well, doing
the
same thing.
So it seemed like an obvious, and then the cameras
sort of showed him doing it and knowing Story's
irrepressible
nature, I figured he must have done it.

m

FISHER
Well we did evaluate it and General Abrahamson did
^
bring the subject
up, early on, and I think a lot of
probably thought about it, the reason that we didn't people
ask, didn't
request that they go do it, is we couldn't figure out
useful we could do with the data right now. You could anything
go look at
It and log it, I mean we just don't routinely
do things just to
write It down on paper and we couldn't think of anything'
else,
Jules, that we'd use with that information on it, we
couldn't
repair it.

BERGMAN
Follow up question.
to-air debrief tonight?

DRAUGHON

On the EVA?

BERGMAN

Yes.

DRAUGHON

No there was not.

Okay, back here.

There was no kind of

a

ground-

Jerry.

"^^^^^ you.
Jerry Hanafin, Time Magazine. Hal, a
„^ , of, points. One, would
couple
you care to augment, to lucidate
and enhance your remarks that this was a very
smooth EVA? Some
good adjectives that we can use?
,
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don't know that I have any better adjectives to
use.
It was quite a spectacular show.
It was very smooth, the
crew were quite well rehearsed, and obviously very prepared
to do
the tasks that we have set them, asked them to do.
They went
through them in a very timely fashion and the fact that
they
started right on time and in my records were within
about 8
minutes of finishing some 3, 3 and a half hours later
right on
time, having completed everything we asked them to
do.
I
think
that speaks for itself.
I

HANAFIN
Very good sir, and finally we were told that the
prelaunch briefing at KSC, that on the ground we'd, that
they
would be
affect, on their own out there and that the ground
would have only a log on their heartbeat, their
pulse.
You
mentioned biomedical factors, that they worked okav. Well
what
other biomed factors are envolved here that we didn't
know about,
beyond the pulse?

m

DRAUGHON

No,

that's,

(garble)

FISHER
That's the only thing we have.
device but it ]ust gives you heartrate.
PAO

There's a biomed

Jeff.

JEFF LEVENWORTH TIME MAGAZINE
Harold, what kind of
found in the filters today? Any more screws, washers, things were
or
thumbtaks?
'

DRAUGHON
clogged,

I

That same general category, they were quite
think P.J. said on one of them it was like 90 percent

T
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DRAUGHON
i bet it wa«!
fr.;>,-Ki^>
things.
He didn't use the metJ
filters that we cleaned
yesterday
category of blue lint and what nn^
pictures of it and Jhen is Srin^?n;
bringing
it
out.

PAO

Mr. Kamero, go ahead.

KAMERO

(garble)

=n that,

(„rbJe

Whilo

^

fnL'^'

^^"'^^

^w'

"^^^

bS? it w^S ^ general, same
«
.^^^^^^^^^n
taking so:T>e
those back prior to vacuuming
.

^v,^,„

:"%e«M?v

IT.r'f^ ""^'^i

—

Okay, right here.

gSraT^Lt-o^SfL\^\o"^?L^r^

ouSing.

•

^

Challenger's

^^'^

kTyi'i

^-n

Jn^^St^l^^^"?^
^^^^^^"1 ^ c°"Ple of days
ago at one of thise JrieHjqs
? J^h
of problems, and I thi^k
""i^ance'^kind
we^liearJv
T.^^'tt ^ previous
had proven that the designs
vehicle,
arHo^^d
with a new vehicle some
^°
"^"^^^
^'^P^'^^
when you put this many iSLnrmoJ^Sutv in
°^ ^^^^^""^
nersystem'
onUne 2t o^''^'^'
expected some, some systems th^f
^ '^^'^
perhaps Procedurally
Jowertheforand'off'T.^^'^^"^"'"^
help the heaters thermostat
^"^^ ^y*^^- them and
f
control
them and that kind of
thing, because there h^^h!:
has g;en sSme header Jjfps
relocated, there
fn cer t.?J"'"'°''^'"
^"^^
^^^^
^.^^
changed, there's been^^m!
^^ave been
f

^

^

remo?ed'from,%| the

""^^^ °^

deB?gn'irevo;e2d'''i;L'rH"
^^^^ did not come
about, we have one heater
that
other than that there'Sarbeef
n^Jhinro^'note':"'^

Next row back, and over on
the edge, there you go.
MARL SHARTRAN, NATIONAL SPACE
> r,
INSTITtJTF-

anon

ot the manned manuevering
unit flight.

As far as

T
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the twang goes, I think vou're referring to the oositioning
between the 2 slidewires. We wanted very much to see that too,
we've heard nothing about it.
I
assume he did it because thev've
completed the entire timeline, but I'm as much in the dark on
that as you are.

PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER

By my memory and count, this is the 3rd time you've
had some sort of difficulty, apparently unrelated with computers
on the ground.
And then you've had some communciations
problems.
Has this been an unusual number of ground-based
problems, and if so does this indicate the equipment's agina, or
is It all new and it hasn't been broken in, or is
there some
generic problem running thru it?

DRAUGHON
I think there have been,
I
think your counting is
right, there was a power supply failure on a piece of gear,
I
don't know if y'all knew about that one, there was one power
supply failure on one piece of gear in the MOC, in the computer
in the Control Center.
And there have been 2 instances in the
last 24 lours where the computers stopped processing or stopped
giving us data.
That is unusual for that computer complex.
It's, but it's, I don't think you can sav it's a big strike
against it.
Its only unusual in that departures from an awfully
good record in the past.
The IBM folks that keep that software
processing, and write that software, and prepared in the fl-'ght
support people that prepare it too, have a marvelous record in
the p-st of the MOC computer staying up and doing their job,
and
they are an integral and very important oart of the control
center. Without it, you don't have much left to deal with.
You've got stripchart r^-corders and voir*-, and that's it,
^fev
have an outstanding rec.^pi ot: oer f orm mce
it's only in
comparison to that past r. cord are the 2 failures worthy of
note.
The amount of backui: and how auicklv we can come back
online though, they're not ;-:o"Gthinq tnat vou really wor-'v
about.
A break in telemetrv ijracessing, when you're ju'^'-, in
essence drilling holes
the skv, vou know, vou're iust doing
normal, routine functions.
"hat's not a hiq deal that the
computer goes down at an mt oportunc t .'p you take 15 minutes,
maybe 20 minutes at worst, and br no the omput
back up.
For
those periods when we know we've lot s^omAthing in ^he ar^-und
support as an integral part ot t compM
mg "Something or time,
we could have done it on standbv, which
what we hf,r< to d'>.
,

m

.

<

Okay, but you use t
se or SIMS il o, arr you har*
failures or 2 problems within 4 days.
Is "hat consistent with
the rate you experienced during SIMS?
^'^^^^^

.

2

DRAUGHON

No it's not. We would have bem. paying attention
had we had that kind of rate on those jom-uters, but,
until I know, until we see some, they've both happened within th^
to It,

T

STS-6

™»oe-o.-s„x„
^^^^^

RECER
o.t. or

Okav

^,^n

u

,

in.estS,":,",S;?,JJ-,P-"P;«^,an attempt

o™=„o«

^^^^

..3.

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

to ti„a

^^^^^

Okay, Jules.

"ana

ta.e^

1X^1

H^'l^^^

^^^^^^

^

astronauts minds too,\s
Sa^e J^lked'^f^'r:! '"^^^^ ^^"^ °^her
what, the kinds of
A"<^ tell us
things todavrpva^
future, outside of the
^^^'^''^^
^^^^
sola^-^L

Ss?on.""''

tS^frame wou^rbe^JS^ demonstration
^" "^^^^ STS-17
^^^^ we could refuel
" t^L^'^^^^^^
wer.^ r„r»«T!,^ f

satellites that

could make that d-monstrlPion
i»
And that type of
en-or b"

JJuJu "

S,?^ "''^

"ff ^

firmed up, we

f""^-

success.
If «e have
T''^^^^ "-i^^i^n
Special, or something somrminOrproElerwf^h^"^
P^^^^^P^ a Get-AwayllttlT,.
on the Orbiter itself
guy can qo out there that utl exists
mak^
the
adds to the dimenl^o;
I think\'h'at'''
and^U^^f^^JfJ/^f
think we're limited
Orbiter.
And I
to that tvoe oJ
.
-^.P.=e station eta,
"Mo^'Frp^^.S^aluul^.'

BRRGMAN

- or,

as

But
the case

Ir^nH^,.

c

"^^^^'^
°^
be ^Joht^f"
expert in pronunciation
^2^^
^ know.
I'm
cert^fni,,
-tronauts such as yourseJf
or
°f cnings
things
co
couTd
"df?;"'^in constructing
i^f^^^
Space Stations?
FISHER
Well
and putting
°"
tog^^her^'^riLgrStrucJu'r^r Jn'°""
tact, we've made
^"
gravity,
several difLrl^^
Pat forth proposalsl
^""^ country,
and we vl actuf
can in the water tank,
much as
^"f^i^^^
the actuafroLj^
construction of large spacewe
facilities by several Pwa™

.^'be? yS^may

m

'

'

'^'"'^

°f activity we'd be
talking

^

T
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about, as well as the ongoing maintenance and repair of that
Space Station and perhaps other facilities in orbit while you're
up there.
You have to have that ability if you're going to have
a Space Station, and I think we made a good step in that
direction today.

BERGMAN
I wonder if you'd care to comment whether the
Russians truly have demonstrated that ability with SA.V/UT-?''
They claim they've done an EVA, and they've shown a spojky
picture showing a head out a hatch.
FISHER

I don't know.
I've seen the picture of the head
the hatch, I don't know what you're talking about, but I don't
know much about what they've claimed to have done on SALYUt-?.

m

centers.

Okay, let's take one more here then go to the other
Paul Recer.
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f^ECER

You're mentioning a study underway for STS-17
looking at refueling satellites, you talking
about transferring
fluids from one, from the Shuttle to the
satellite?

FISHER

Yes, essentially so, yes,

FISHER

Okay we've never dne it in our program.

^^P^n
r
ofsoml^o^
ot
some sort

^^^^ ^^^^
demonstrated, and will you
^^t^lljte or will you mearly transfer fluid
f^n one vessel to another?
from

FISHER

well remember this is still in the proposal
stage,

f^ECER

I

understand.

FISHER
taking up a

But the proposals that we're talking now
deal with
gargle) model of the satellite, such as
Landsat^
^='^"^1 satellite,
mo^o?
model that was used in the qualification testing but taking"3 up a
and
y?".'^^^!'^ "^^f^el that particular satellite.
irSo^?d^^»"?^''''fIt would be Identical in every way to
a Landsat except it would
be launched with the Orbiter.
You would go EVA, assSme you had
^^^^H^te into your payload bay, Aake a refSelJng
from^S^hfJf
from Orbiter supplies and that would be
the end of the

demonstration.

RECER

Refuel it from a tank in the cargo bay?

FISHER
correct.

In the

'

designed?

FISHER

No,

thfLandSa?

cargo bay that you've taken up, that's
^"^^^

equipment been developed or

we're sort of in the preliminary design
review

?or%^'
satellite
^

°'

^'^^

^^^^^^^^

moSer?or

question has been built before
^^'^
^^tual material
^H^'^'/^2^.^P'
"^^'"^
^^^^ P"'^ together are the
actual Sool'. 1^^^
^h ^"ij:
crewmen might use to make the valve
^o^nf\..
connection K
between the two tanks. We have done some work
on
1?
fh!
tS do Jhii

RECER

:

Okay.

in

After today's EVA do you, and the

othe^-

T
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before the 5th Shuttle mission and the problems we
found needed
fixing, and T think it's unusual that they both
occurred
at the
sanie time like that, but now that we
have taken care of those
problems and had a successful EVA, I think we can
qo ahead and
make plans for the EVAs on STS-U and 13 with
confidence.
^^^y let's go to KSO for questions now.

KSC's questions are from the indefairallv
L.t n^a
nav
y ijav

,.
„
Dooling.

-

(Laughter)

i

i

DOOLING HUNTSVILLE TIMES Okay, Bx]I Fisher might
want to tarki.^
these
First off, do you have any oeek and average
heartraJef
from Musqrave and Peterson during the EVA?
FISHER
I wasn't monitoring those Ddve,
the
surgeon s console would be the folks to ask about Flight,
that, I was
with the CAPCOM and although I have a medical
background I don't
^"^i^^^ion with Flight Surgeons here, so I iust haven't
h^r/"^:
had
a chance to look at that.

^^Jw

^^^^
and close times for the hatch?

^

official or semiofficial open
Going out that is.

FISHER

Well I don't have them tied down all that closely
I've got It, I just didn't bring it with me.
It was, prehJeath^
was complete at an MET of 2 hours and 23
minutes so It was about
^^"^^
^^^""^
opened, that was
in*-^Lf.r"f
outside of station contact and Dave if vou've
got the CAP with
you, which I didn't bring one with me, i
would say that thev were
"'""''^•^ ^""^^ ^'^^ publ'shed'uL !n
the tlmelKe!
And Dave I may be wrong on that but I think
it was
n^nh;,hi.,
probably ™mentioned over the commentary line the
time it was
taking place should be in the transcript.
"® '^^"'^
''"tire transcriot here, onP
Did they give you an indication of the
percentage of what consumables were used on the suits?
•

IS still missing.

^^""^
^i"^^ indication but judging by
fhf^Mo
.
the use rates
on ^Z""'^
the status checks that we've got about
halfwav
through the EVA, I would say they used slightly
less of a?l o?
their consumables then we'd anticipated, but
again a f nal s?atus
^'^'^ we'd need, 'and
sSrf t£'did'oL"°'
^^"^
contact with them
at that timef

you're saying is that at the halfway
roughly, or slightly less than half
?Se
the Lisam-Mol
''f.^K'^^^f
consuin.ubles alotted
to them for the whole EVA?
.

«l^at

.
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FISHER
No,
the halfway point they had, we know where
they should hp for sort of an average man, we allow that the
normal EVA suit will run you 6-1/2 hours without qoinq into your
emernencv supplies, and we f»xpected them to be at a certain
Doint, but looking at the actual numbers we found that they were
doing better and using less of their oxygen, electricity, and
cooling than we'd anticipated.

nOOLING
Okay, when they were in the aft payload bay working
with the III'; tilt table, what apparently was the problem that
Musgrave was having with the lock and tackle hack there? Did he
just have too much tension on the line for, to release, or was
there a genuine mechanical problem there?
FISHER
I believe there was a genuine mechanical problem
with the wench with exists on the aft bulkhead.
He, that thing
should be able to take hundreds of pounds of tension and still
release the slack on the rope when you turn the lever to the
correct position.
Tt didn't seem to do that.
Story was able to
pull the rope off the roller that we had it strung around which
gave him enough slack to take the tension off the wench and then
it performed normally.
Rut, I think it's a problem with the
wench, it's the kind of thing we did the RVA" f or
we wanted to
find out what these, what these little things are that we haven't
been able to troubleshoot correctly on the ground.
We'll fix it
for seven and T think that will be the end of it.
,

nooMNG

Okav and later on, did T understand correctly,
least briefly he had trouble staying in the KMU foot
restraint?

at

that

FISHER
No, I didn't get that understanding at all.
There
was, we had some spotty transmissions through that part of the
EVA but I didn't hear that.
We'll have to talk to him more when
(garble) debrief.

DOOLING

Okay and.

FISHER

Excuse me,

DOOLING

One thing, was the entire EVA videotaped onboard?

.

I

think...

FISHER
Let me just go back to your earlier question a
second, I think what you may have heard is in part of the EVA,
Story was going to evaluate using the wench on the forward
bulkhead in two positions, two modes, both in the foot restraints
and out of the foot restraints to see if we really need them.
And 1 think what he was sayinq was, I'm now doing this task in
the foot restraints, and now I'm doing them out of the Coot
restraints, but that was part of the oublished EVA timeline, one
of the detailed test objectives we wanted to perform.
And no, I
don't think the whole EVA was videotaped.
Certainly more was
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videotaped than we saw in our television transmissions,
but
exactly how much of that 3 and a half or 4 hours,
we'll just have
to
see later on.

PAO

That's all from Kennedy.
^^^"^
'

D?Yden

^

"""^^i^stand we have one question

from

FISHER
We touched on this a bit earlier, after the
suit
failures during the last mission, are you satisfied
wi^h the
°^
elaborate on how thev did
^^^^^
n^rf^rr"""^
perform
general this time around?

m

^^"^ ''^'^y
The only minor problem
!i^o»L^^
I^^^
we seemed .to J'''^'.
have had,
and it was a nothing really, is it seemed
like the sensor gave us a little spike on
Peterson^ suit which

exactly what caused that little sensor to cause
the message, bu^
WG 11 fix it for the next mission.
Outside of that, we can't
evidence of anything but ideal optimal type of
l^^t^t
^^^^^"^
problems before
worked oerf!ct?5"'^2nH\J''^
perfectly, and the pressure regulators kept the
suits at
"^^^^
deviation from
^
that^pJessuJe?' '
Ol^aY'.^e'^l CO"!® back to JSC for a few wrap-up

questions uhere, Craig Covault.

^^^^
^i-^ 3 maneuver there
that perhaps you weren't planning to do,
and could you explain
what you went out of and in to?

DRAUGHON
Yes, there was something we had
crew and we had planned to do it, we just had discussed with the
not, in the
changed the plans late enough that we
dT^nlTo^^'r
"^^^ nominal attitude for
thf «n^?^
the
entire EVA had first been set up for 4 -ZLV,
which is oavload
-"^^"^
5° ^-^^""-^ the Earth aiS at alf
'^r^.r^i^^
^""jj °^ everything you can see is the
Ea?th e^ther'nl^^""f^
Earth
either Illuminated or
darkness but its always the Karth.
sometime during the EVA when they h^d a
IJarf eTd^^h^^*" It
^^^"^ '^""''"^
a" easy thing to do, to
^^^^
""^ ^"^ ^° ^° ^" inert lal attitude hold and hold
IZl
fnr
that for one rev and you'll sweep out an

V

arc...
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^

initiated that maneuver
at h°qh Lon^;^
darkness pass with ?he s?arrawr\H!"*' '5'°"^^
them
bay, which, that's not
"°
the
a Mo deaJ
with the sun in the bay!
^^"^^^ « "^^v
iJ „f had iLlTl^ ^^^^
that hardware Left tutre
'^'^^ ^^C'
from tSe i5s ?aun^h
^^""ch, ''hhas some out-ofattitude constraints and^nmo k!,:
constraints assoi?a?ed Ifth
^^"^^1
^''^'^
?heS 'lo
and that was indeed all
^^"^
Jhe crew'hJ
Tl^ ' s° it was, that's
^^^^^
all it was.
There was no Mn^^^
good reason not Jo do it?
^'^^
"°
so^w^Jd
at the sub (-garbled)

a

w^f

^

''''^y

of the EVA.

DRAUGHON
entire .1-1/2 hour;^rL^??:
subtle than that.

^«"ted

a

star field for part

,

the^ba. at

oKn™

--?t?JS^--js-rai5?Si--

ali?"a^S^-?-.--

to

^ S^^Lfj ^?rf ^-.-^^^

cun^Sn^^JI

-

n^h^fa^^^^Ja^u^ je^^J^^T'
there was no time when
^^^"'^'^ lights,
you were
accomplish what you were doing reoufrfn
A^ a mat^^r nf%°^'^^ ^^^^^^ ^°
times when we had to
^hera were
purposefuMv
«hn^
fully evaluate those.
5^ u'^^^^ ^" °^<^er to
I sJronaJv suspect
that some of those were
during night-side passes.
Okay, Jules.

missing lithium-

bromide battery been found?
and

with 11 of them to s:re'^:r;;e^n;e^JSe%r^'
date!

BERGMAN

That still gives you

l^t^'Te charg^!
BERGMAN

c^??n?ency

3

'

7
'

^^"^

-pp°-<^
c°™e up

spares, righr?
'^^^

—

'nt charged,

or had

spares.

"^"^ ^°
EVA^^the^^^ne^^ ^Slt^S^J^d
1n^?h"
used them for the entire
.^'CTey'^tt ll.l'^Z^,' ,^.2

^

^c^^^r'^^^
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But the ones

Were they used today though?

DRAUGHON
Yes, they weren't used continuously, but we do
know that we heard Bo Bobko mentioning to the crew that they
could turn off the right light or the left light so they were
probably used intermittently.

BERGMAN
I couldn't tell off the bright
monitors in our
studio, but were you people in the control center able to see
perceptible improvement in specific area lighting?
DRAUGHON
No we never got that kind of, we couldn't tell
either.
I think Bobko could only, Peterson looked
back at Bo
once, and Bo told him, I forget whether it was his left or his
right, but one of Lis lights was still on and the only
reason he
could tell was he was looking straight at it.

FISHER
One thing worth mentioning about the lights, is
when you've got them on, it really only illuminates a cone.
About 2 feet in front of you, about 12 inches wide.
They're
really for close-up work, and the only person who will be able
to
evaluate them is the crewmen themselves.
Okay, John Kerry, back here.

KERRY
I wasn't able to tell if they actually
took
individual tools out of that cargo stowage bay and pu" them on
tethers.
Did they do that, and if so, what tools did they

take

FISHER

Well, part of the EVA called for an evaluation of
Dust that subject, and after Story did his suit mobility
evaluation, if he followed the timeline, he, followed by
would actually take specific tools out of the cargo bay. Don,
They're
in what are called tool caddies, 2 tools to the
caddy, and they
would place these caddies in the mini-work station of the
spacesuit and evaluate how they would be used. We never saw
any
of this, we do know that Story had to take specific
tools out to
complete the planned simulation of the lUS contingency task.
Certain ratchets and some of the snatch blocks. Those seemed
to
go well, because he had the tasks set up as he was trained
to
have It set up.
But that again, that is one of those things
that s going to be part of the debriefing, everybody
associated
with the EVA world is very much looking forward to hearing
that

debriefing.

CHA^CH OP SHIP.
bhIKPI.c
PAO
ahead and

can

END OP TAPE

tn^'

^'ave

p^.j^
^^^^

^/V83

no furth«

10 p.„.

p--_

,

T
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1

"^"^

s-iofij w°?ror^;o.inr^r^'

were ki^d of PutJ ing'tJoInf
'^'^^^
^^^^^"'^^^ ^hat
yes indeed that pooping noise tSo'^SJLrand hIS'"'
was most
likely .ut
""Oft ??k^?v
the bracket coming
loose from the bulichA«^
^tl Z
'""^'^
the^
bulkhead Sy some means
I JhiSk^h^n^
'^'^ ^^^^^ °^
epoxied or somethTng? There
^^"^
a?e reSuv^wn^K^

«=»tl.et update this
to be in aood <5hano

Base.

part

;

aftlJn^^^'^rjcMj
-^"""^s utl
iiKe Thri^Lh"''
tne weather's
jf^,- »
.

i

can giSe^yorjhe Jnd?;^?H

,„tt, „p

L

goinq
^
Edwards Airforce

ai-S'ri? °sJSt'iS';.%^rirSp"^;j;/jsn.,

T
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landing phase.
There is some reconfiguration that we will be
(loang to the vehicle computers tomorrow to
pre-conf igure the
control systems for that problem.
We found another very small
leak.
It's about half the specification value and if
vou want it
has a very small GN2 leak downstream of the tank
iso-valve in the
water spray boiler system.
Right now that leak is isolated
because there are isolation valves that are used to,
when the
water spray boiler is not in use to keep the system
unpressurized. Of course when we do use the water
spray boiler,
in other words run the APU, that will,
that leaking volume or
pressurized and we'll probably lose a
?it^rrMr^ T^l"""^
It's not expected to be a problem.
Let me explain
\
ih^J Khf
lubrication oil in
Sf\oM
the
APU and It also has a circuit that is intended to
cool
hydraulics fluid although that circuit is really not
needed,
it
was thought to be required early in the design
of the APU and
It's really a function that we can do without.
Entry type
parameters. Oh I think I should mention what the
configuration
IS going to be for entry tomorrow on
the pneumatics control
°f the transcript and heard
^f^'^.i"
ufJ^Ti^^n^ k"'^
^"'^
"^^^
^""^
^"^^^
that we've had instances
K 2?
of ^
high
flow alarms in both the GN2, extra GN2 usage
and
occassionally extra 02 usage. Hapoy to say that that
won't
affect our configuration for entry tomorrow.
The normal
configuration is not to have those suspect regulators
activated
so we won't be doing OPS normal tomorrow
in that respect
I
^^^^"^ ^"'^ ^^'^^ ^ little bit about entry.
Nominal
groundtrack tomorrow will cross the California coast,
well now
Where's my map, will cross the California coast
north of Los
^ ^^^""^ °" ^1^^^ the town s name is
Jnrhi^o/r
^l""^
north of Los Angeles.
You can see I'm local.
Oh, I can't find
^^^^^
I'^l tell you what town it is.
Barbara.
He'll come just about across
K
Santa Barbara
along^^"w^
the California coast and proceed on in to
Edwards,
The times involved, let me see here if i can
find
everything. The orbit burn will be done in orbit
80.
That's
the burn will be 270 feet per second.
The
nrlll
crossrange required, in otherwords this is the distance
required
across groundtrack to get to Edwards, will be
377 miles.
""^^^
anything
to you all you
mf^^ro-L'"''^^^^"
might
pick up from me""^T^later.
The touchdown air speed is 195
knots equivalent.
That will translate tomorrow if there are no
winds to about 201 knots ground speed.
Roll out distance will be
approximately 10,000 feet and that's a round number
Let's see
Edwards 22 presuming that the winds are as
nr^L^L^^f'^L^*"
predicted. By the way the winds are variable
at 5 knots so
tney

"

f

'

2

r

Tie

'

re small,

T
J
auto-land.

^'^^'^t the auto-land?
u"*^**
That's
5,000 isn't it?

When do they come off
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NormallY, there are 2 times when thev corae out
.
of
control mode.
One is at about mach .9 aftp^r thev have
gone subsonic and they do a handling evaluation
and 'of course
they fly the shuttle all the way around the
HAC or the heading
alignment cone until they get to an altitude of
about, the plans
are right now, about 12,000 feet.
This is, the auto-iand
interface where the guidance makes its transition
and starts
using MLS data is at 10,000 feet.
So they win ?lythrougJ this
interface and come out of auto at roughly
5,000 feet.
The
°^
^°
^'^ 1^
co-ning
out
at 5 is
t"nrlZ''it'^^
I't''^
a
crew call. The
crew, the CDR may choose at any, at his
^° '^'^ strictly his call as to
^° ^^^'^^
wi^^h^'T'/°' '''''
^^^^
'
q!:e%'uonf no:?'
^^f'^.
.
the auto

^^^^
the aisle.

"""^^

^""^^

'

Wilford on

'°
^"^^
President of the
^nfted'^f^fL
United States, p^r"^^
Bobko has been sick.
If we are to believe the
commander of STS-6, Musgrave has been sick.
I'd like some
confirmation on that please.
Ihi*.
that

^^'"^ ^^^'^^

,^ V,
we
have no comment.

^^"^ t^^i^g

yo*^

heard and beyond
"cyuua

T
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Wilford on

JOHN WILPORD NEW TORK TIMES If we're to
believe the Vice
President of the United States Bobko has been
sick,

if Se' re to

^^^^

s:irc^n^?:.ssirtSft^?L-a^;er^^^^^^'
?Sat

d^t

wf Save

^^""^

nTcoZltt":''

know anJthl^g'aSS^tlt''^

aTcSent?

^^^"^

'^^^-^

^^^'"^"'^

^"^^

""^^^^'^^ ^''^^^

''^^

vou don't have

Don't know anything about it.

JOHN WILFORD

If they had been sick would you
have known about

COEti

I

won't say.

Only

if

it

affected the mission.

COEN

"

""""

SSSct'tS'^i.Sn™''"

Not necessarily.

Plight surgeon is not required to advise
.
the
ft?r,h*. Aflight
director
unless it does potentially affect the
mission.
PAO
Okay, Carlos.

HOUSTON CHRONICLE
ri^Truf. k"^

'""^"^"^
'

GS^or^'what?

COEN

Yes it is.

CARLOS BYARS

GMT?

COEN

Right.

iTiot 22.
10,000,

^

Gary, I'd like to go back over
please.
I've got Sou
•'-^
- 1^"' i° that

-

Crossrange 377, TO at 201 knots, ground
speed roll
I've got lost really on where they go
come oSt of

1
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P^^^'

t'l,ua?e%\e"tw??'

?2!SoO feet he^s^pJl^nJ^aM ^"^1^^^°" "ith me that would, at
out at 5?o5oleJtf JCerfirtSlr'^Sr^h!
^""^ come
^°
n°
about where mach 9 miqh? be macJ
^^'^i"'^
%
If^

"

i2j.Vo''iT'''

.^s-"3o^°ss ntt\„i'[i

COEN

Thai's correct.

CARLOS BYARS

Then he's ,ot the option o£
,oln, ha=»

t^part

'Lorf .';„.nee'?%rl?JSS? ^"^

that

"

'=

S2er...oclaL^";;:."^o";^=Jco„f-"L^.^:^?s^t^Ker--

added to America's aerospace

arsenal?

t£f proof
was built.

of

^c^o">Plished

tL'puSd'iJg%o1o'spearin%h'
I

vehicle that

think tha? is one ^I th^ n,^=f

H™"""'-"»?^hrsly'thft r"?™™:"""?'^''

"

sup^Ll^Jo'Slt\'^i=a":ei099 is actin,

-I

=^ee-ssi-;he™.ir-h?-s

-

f""""'

"»»

anyway, that it's kind of a
""^
proof txight
fl?aht «n^
and we're ^f'.^°
and proving that it works th^^^l
finding out
other thini, o? course' JhaJ
^^^^
it is a r^^f*"^'' ^°
the demonstration that
capability is
we can al^LL^
that we can put TDRSS ani
?So"s:^j;:?:^Jei ic?^^^ ?^^:;d
.

PAUL RECER

If

COEN
you.

wHo

T

0K„.

^.

n«n

T

.

.

^

u

"l"».tdoe=.
.

our i>esJt':%e%'^Je"r%:"

"^'^^

tl™

COEN

"

I

^

s„.e

tin,.

a„c.

.ith

,„a „e t.y

t.e„. 1.

f^j^^

how fast it's an^.^

PAUL RECER

a,u,hte„.

f description of wherf

p

^^f^f^Ption of

'^ertai.

--"w.ft^^^^'*s.";^^-^•--^,-

Craig Covault,
Aviation Week.

state.

you

..u

u.
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PAGE
AVIATION WEEK Thank you, Gary I've got
several
""^"^ °^
l^now ih ch aireccion
direction
?Je
the
firlX
first S*'^^'""^bank command will be left or right?

CRAIG COVAULT

tTn^

it

would"?e'lefj?"

''''

the north I would

CRAIG COVAULT Okay, and do you have
there on your sheets the
roll reversals, mach numbers for the
rolls, thafd be mach
^-

?ni
?? m^is^"^^^
iJi?d ?s 3 7'

.^"^

l??'^'

the confusion here.
Have to apoloqize for
I ''^^"•t get to preparftoo
will
velocities! you can call
^^'^^"^ i« 8.1 aad ?he

Let's see, we had a run of that.

CRAIG COVAULT

rou

PTI 11,

i

think is the one,

"^^^

reversal.

happened before the second

SSf tnTV'^K

^"'^ ^^^"^
thing here.
Again, I
°tt'' auto versus
auto guidancl on the wl? dowJ,
bSJ ta?k?nn^^^%H^^
^^^y told ^that
p5's 1oSJ;L'?o nv'SC whn?»%K-''°"""'
'^^^"^ manually once he gets on
To^h!HAC
HAC.
IS that how you !
have been predominantly assuming it?

L ^

COEN

CRAIG COVAULT

Yes,

then,

like

I

say it's his option.

Okay, thanks.

Ib?ahamson, LA^Jfm^s!'"'''

'

9° «head and take Rudy

4
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Was there some conversation

fh<«,

PAGE

5

think it was Pa^?
and

"^^^^^^^ that -

m^ybe'^^rT"

-

r

Oavid Lee, Discovery
Magazir-

GARY COEN

Thar^

«t. but

DAVID LEE
occassions?
GAHY COEN

»,

ao know „e.„e done

I

5

..neuvet^ - !

n'/i

"'^^'^e

i

think so.

you wanted to be
on all

5

yes,

^'^^

Okay back here on
the aisle.
MIKE WILLIAMSON
(KJOJ pmi

GARY COEN

Well

we don't think
we

if

"^""^^

win

"father fof
JomjrroS^ou'irb/!;'"'''"

"

to ,0

^«

at Edwardc<

if

of

^'ActJ ILTIV"""'

"orthtupf^/i,"!

to

=t'"

™,„,,,„
^^^^^^

DEBORA LYNIAR fr^hi. „

Erq^.%So~^^^^^^
'urnatouna
another 'fu'^Jt'ul

our list of

fo,

Sonlhs'"

GARY CORN
^«
WpII
worked on Columbia 't w^^^'''"^ Challenger to Colui^bi.

-

_

^^'^

.

k

t'h=„

T
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Challenger is much cleaner. My own opinion
On
'.^''j"' ^^"^^ Columbia was built, the'^peopj;
lltna
the 'testing have
'"^ .''^
?ea?ned I Seek
^""^ ""^'^ ^
"'O'^e °" how to build the
^•Mntf
T
^ ''^'u^ '"'"^ experience base that was picked up in
r^fn^i^
Columbia reasonably
explains the differences tha? we're taJJing

fw^^^h

^

u^^^*^

L

L off
O'^^y-

^'^^

Ol^ay-

^c^z
tt^i

nr.

St

further, one row further back there.

Very back row back there.

^;^L«s?sr;:ight^?^?^ijjjar

'

--^y'

i9o;c;?\s^:^^^
'"'^

over on the side!'*

—

^"-^

^^^'^'^

^^^V

««y

(National Space Institute)
^S^LfT'^fP
change in the estimated time of touchdown Has there been any
anything more about their EVA activities. and have you hea?d

GARY COBN

Yes.

There has been a change and I'm sorry
that

I

couple of questions, what we asked was
^^^^ °' ^he blankerthat's up
oJ Se'o^^^Lr'^f
.^^^y ^^^'^ ^^^y couldn't elaborate any more on
^Ll
that.
They saw it again, of course, on their
EVA.
0?he? thaS
specific comments from the crew on the
°^
ml I'm sure '^i"*^
EVA.
they thought it was great.
°u!L^°^!!^

^sl^ed a

^

'

Craig Covault, Aviation Week,
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That's right Craig.

Sn^rf

GARY COEN

•"'^

'^-^

^ '^^^"^^ ^^"^^ I g"«S3 about 2 weeks

We came - - we decided after we realized

needed that opportunity and1hat?S
Paiil

have """it..

3:30

.

Shy'L .^vl?

It

hha*.

Sp!""'

Recer, Associated Pross,

r

^^^'^

f"^"-"

the forecast we

nL^-we^r^%^iSg"°f^ ge"t\"c??J^\\^:a?^^^^^^-'

L^"^he^?f?e c?^^s^S?no-s^r^^^

- -

--"'^

constraints in numbers for us

GARY COEN
What we're carrying for
subject to change and review, but what STS-7, everythina is
we're carJySg ?iqht now
for the cross wind constraint
for 7 is 15
knots.

we°il go to KSc!'"

^^"^

^'""^ "^"^^^

Bergman and then
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have another question

^'rr''expect that at engines, i-m an entry guy
would
we have gained a lot from our
experience with Challenger on the engines.
Tthink weWe learned
^^""^^
nork^ow wSa?
to'look ?or'°
^
investigation that occurred at
tSe ^^oe
i;
^f?"^^"^
^^^'^^ the leaks vere and it
was
«L
'° ^^^"'^ ""'^
instrumentation system Jo go
o??'aJr2o thL
know better wha?
to
?o look
loSk for so
So in
,-n that
.tlr respect, ^I would expectwe that
the next
certainly benefit. Now who knows, i?'s kind
o? a Lv^?^''^^ r^^^
P'^°9ran, and there may be some other
^ove that we
?Lrn
''"^'^
^-'^^
^
'"^^^ ^^"^
rtaL^n«I!
right
now.

T
I

ltZVe'T6\Tl.rUsT.

JULES BERGMAN

Second question. Are vou familiar with the
°' Engineering Report' cecommendfSg ieefiJg up
thr?2nJ^f ^''rS^^
""^^ "osegear, saying that it will
wear down tlo
ioLi*^^^"^'

GARY COEN

No.

T
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BERGMAN
...Second question.
Are you familiar with the
National Academy Engineering Report recommending
beefing up the
landing, the nose gear.
Saying that it will wear down too soon?
COEN
No.

you're an entry guy I thought I'd ask you
vw^^"'^^
that.
But- my ^'"f®
real question was, since you say you're not
^
^ '^^^^"^ ''''

irSJnndl'oSS'kerorShaJf

braking test is based on speed.
The crew
they'll put the brakes on
fill for^^hn.^.^f J""**"^
And ^E^^'^
those are all rough things, you
knii he
hi might
m?
know,
put it on at 138 and 4 seconds but that's
^

t^^^L squared
second

MUes'^r

Then he brakes below that to about 8 feet
per
deceleration.
That's the planned test!

m

hour?'^"''"'^''

^^^^"-^

'

That's the deceleration, well that's really
your
r2f!!i=..
K
regular change
in velocity that's like a, you can
equate reec
«4u<ate
feet per
second squared to g's if you will.

BERGMAN

No, but not according...

COEN

If he...

applies full brakes at 140 knots for 6
.
V,
seconds, what
is the resultant loss in speed?
After 6 seconds
-^90,Oo5 plund HmTiI?
Til"
iLVf 1o?'%ou'muJJ^'''^'^
yo?
You must have some idea.

COEN
one Jule

I've got an idea but

BERGMAN

Well, tell us.

COEN

Oh,

BERGMAN

Okay.

I

I

don't think

I

have a good

You're not being held to it.

guess maybe 80 knots.
Now, you say he then tries it again?

seconds, or my

®
rough estimate 80
h.^i,=°;^/L^'^u"*',
°"
^^^^^^ to a level of about 8 feet per
indicator there in the cockpit ^It
?ens him
tells
hfm"^^!
A
""^f
the deceleration
that he's apolying to the vehicle
«;o
""''^'^ '° aboStlo'Jnojf and'^hef
'°
oacKS
^Lk^Jf?
ott tot'ftT'^'
to 8 feet per second squared.

Kot^

= 2^^^; ^

T
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Let's go to KSC now for questions.
^^^^^ "^^^^^ °f ^i^^^^^
you
Save ?^tirSJ^;f"K^^^'^:^
^"""^ °^
^^"^ consummables have been used.
Are you
rfo^/ K

^^^'^ "^^^ ""^^ consununables
We have
S^^fl-i^^^
^^^^ ''^ ^^^^ enough extra RCS and OMS
f
^^-^^^ ''^ ^^^^'^
^^-"^ detailed test objectives and
?n
'° ^° todays flight plan.
That extra tes?
ohif^?^
estimated to have taken about 80 pounds,
°'
?n^f^n^ ? believe that test
objective is being accompli^ed
no
^^"t it when ! lefHhe control
?^n;.r^L-"^
Center.
This was an added deadband test to see
how much
propellant we would u.e in a certain mode
?t's calTed an aft
<=°"trol
only the aft ^ets and turn the forward attitude for a whfL with
jets off.
Most all of fh«
"^^^
I Senttoief tSat
oS:';j::'Se'har:n'excL';
excess to the degree that we thought
that we
fw
could do another
test objective.
Hydrogen, which is the

T

eSouah extra

^

.

oAeliler^L'S? fuel
ceJrSe' ^"ficates
JJSLlt Ttt'l'
that we can go past the normal entry
n?^r;r,on^
d^v2"!^„H K^^'^l?'*^^^"^"""^^^ additional days in orbit. Two of those
'""^

^ f

"
^^^^1 «"<a the other 2 days we'd
ttll .Til
^"^"^
^ ^i"^^ ''i* to make the 4 days.
So should
something occur that makes us want to stay
up
the?;
an
extra Hm.
we have the consummables.
i-m only giving ySu those Summers to
demonstrate that we have a PAD over ?he
conSSmmabJel r?g^rnow?

Anymore questions to ask?

COEN

dS^ir^f^n

DOOLING

Oh,

.r.r.^'"^

I'm sorry.
^1^°!,

^" a<3«3itional objective that was added a

The hydraulic accumulator leak.

T
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particular, that particular signature
?^ onorbit cooling and thermal
probably still there but it was pretty
s^^i^i^^
•^u"''
with
and takes a long time to measure and
some of
IhI Lll ^l^""
^"'^ pressures

harh»«n

"^^^^

m

^''k^-

have changed and we can't prSve

JJf^

'

'

aL>ut';fc;umL"':arlte?:

(Reuters News Agency)
i guess
is an entry-type
question. How many U. S. Flaqs are stuff this
in vh^ll
^^Zl
u
'"^^^
they touch down on tomorrow morning?

^

a?l%or aules/ It";%S?°^S^ghte^)!^^^^
Tor Jhl'd^LiL^rSCrn?""^^^^^^^'

Sfl'.

sorry

Td^S^^^^Sn-J
^'^^y.

^^^^"^^^ ^^^^

'

^

'

coordinates

SS^; ij.'^^^

^°

'"^'^^

Understand Dryden has one question.

BOB FUSS (UPI Radio Network)
Could you tell me first of an if
«hen Challenger will cross the coasfaJd
rj:J"T
'^"'^'"^
'^^^ ^''^aSSf the
oSI SurS's^S^duled o
'^^^"^^

^

think it's fairly firm,

Etionsi ^?sEF"ir'
back iS jules

•

i

think within

3

-F-"--- -------'11
"""^'^^

^'^^^

or d

go

I'™ not sure that this falls
area of crew health or not.
But the
P^-'^^^t^e Of course was to get the nitrogen out reason
o?
tZir system
t
their
so they wouldn't have bubbles forming
in ioints
indication that you all can diLlss'pJf
con

?!^^^
?n^o°f»,^^'^'^^
into the prescribed

oftS^rLtn??'""
COEN

Not to my knowledge

T

j» -

-

^^^^^^^^^

ye,,

that's .bout standard
to ,el i„to
Thank you.

Zo.^

°"

„'LV"""

MIKE MEECHO (Ganettel

-it-id'-

-

B«„.„.

wh

o£lCTi«S^^
witn different
"P

numbers.

T
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MEECHO

What's the extra 4 minutes for on your touchdown?
Is there some particular reason why they're
a little bit later?

GARY COEN
The only explanation I have for you is that the
orbit that was given to you for the original
prediction didn't
match the one that we're computing right now. what
determines
that IS really the altitude that the vehicle's in
and that
determines the period of the orbit, the lower the altitude,
the
caster Period, the faster the vehicle goes around
the Earth.
Of
course, the Earth turns so that time gets changed
deoending on
differences m altitudes, so if you end up in an altitude
that
you earner computed, you could end up with
different numbers.

"'^

not because the ship itself has changed orbits
- * ^'^^
-^-^ vou had

fjp:o?ed"tt'?o be^r^'^'

GARY COEN
No.
Just slight differences in the profile that we
flew versus the profile that we predicted the
first time
on.

Anyone else.
END OF TAPE

Okay.

Thank you very much.

POST-LANDING PRESS CONFERENCE 4/9/83 AT
DRYDEN PRC /,

afternoon ladies and gentlemen.
This is the
f^"™ NASA Dryden Flight
Res^arcJ fa
1?
anouncements.
'
fI s
the sis 6^6rhulr^/^ "'r" ^ Conference
is scheduled for
•Oo'ai Paclfi^
?t.L
H^^'*"'
Pacific standard Time tomorrow, Sunday
April
10th
nL.lJ
Another an estimated 100,000 visitors
have gathered here todav
of the Challenger and our ST -6
c ew
Fo lowing today's press
conference, the flight crew iiu'be
we corned in a ceremony at the
Dryden Flight Research Fciitv
STS-6%rew who will S
J
remarks
ma
"fs
as will
JiirNA^A"^"'^NASA Administrator, James M.
Beqqs
Californi;,
Dukemagien. and the Air Fo^ce
ght Tes;
CentL"°'M '"'r^'
^"9^^^Witl^
today for the
^?
fpncf^r
^.^'''V
STS-6
Post Landing
Press Conference is Lt. General James A
Abra amson
NASA Associate Administrator for
Space Fli? t
and
s??

fi

P.O.

,

^?

IV

Tfew

1

n^ui'^z
GENERAL JAMES ABRAHAMSON

^ir'; "''''rl'^'^

.--sJir.'jjst
Well how was that for
^^e. The crew wa
t a

mi.. ion.

^
1

'

?

yVe
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^ L

^
indicator of "just how iv^ui-.iit:
ro t r
.une ^
mission was and ^^^^
this:
a
good striT,\lT^c.Tr.V'^l':!
strong
^JJl^'.'^'A
ndicator
It's nnp
I

is

.

^

,

i

,

working overnioht to rhtnnl

checkllstrfor

fL^T

PRC /.

tv.l

other
-

"

and
'

.

"'eant that a gound crew
was
sequence or to send up new
t

trained and able to wo?k tooeJ Hp^.
^^ ' ^"''^ ^'"''"9 "^^e" ^^11
that worked across the couStrJ Ln ?.
^^""9 ^eam
'
9°ing to talk to you
about just what tha
was ??L
k
"'^^''^
^l^e to summarize
that a little bit
'

'

I

rout^n^^^ ,ou?'^pr;t III'' 'l^^lV^'r °'
''V ""^^
get to that:
'
^'^^"S^
In Sarticuiar as lit r
this mission, express
^y'd",?rat?on
.nH°'"""
the crew and 'al ] 'of '?he%eop
n the
i
^^h^M''^

T

before

I

fo''

^""^

''^'''^
Challenge^ani\;e"cau; fa%"
h^^^e^'?^^^^^
truly moving towards being
step towards operations and operational svsJI^
another
'
soiethiJa th^t ? ^"^ particularly
interested in because I worked
^*^^
fn
f^f
^° ^^''^ ^" Housto^ in
the Apollo progrSr s uJ
evA
Fvi J^I
^'"^ ^'"""''^ ^"^ I'm
Slad to see the STS Program
bick .n ullV'
group down at Houston aJS
^to'S aJS Son rf^'/"/^^ '"^ ^^^^
JO..
And that's going to IVl.^/lt
SoJd^?:;^ fhf ;r"?g?-^;e?Th:

r

T
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both the near term and the long
term.
We had a problem after
loy.ent rem the. from the Challenger
on the seco
b ^
of
'"""'^^
Abrahamson
'"''^'^
s
ad 'fee
IT'i .ll^t
;eso
thal^^^Y- --f^-""^-^^^^^^^
d

:

back to

a

point of hard, considered woJ

everywhere and ov^r

a

to iha

^e do

fror"

way that we were abl e i neSJf'abiur.^Er
happened i
the 2 .spacecraft,
fI
^
the spacecraft
separated from the lUS
apt
on towards what
^^^^ ""o
need to dJ tn^lJ'-^'!*
got the spacecraft i n
* *2 °P^^n^'°"^lO^^^e w
a n
ner
^mLl
t fa
in_^p1ace to
1.0 uo
''•'-^u, tne team
do tnat.
that, our contrflrtn»-c
^eam
I
iSn^Jl
^
"I'^^'^i
lo^°
and TRW and the eng
^P^""""
neers from the^"'^^^^
ave been working constantly
since ?haf tf J^?"/^ ^9^^ Center a

per

d

a

P

L

i

1

^

•

way that we want
to and at 74
our time in doing
that
t
initiate thft'a'c i,,?;

"P^^-^^e
dM'^^^'f
"^^^"^^^^ longitude.

L

^Jl'

fue

to

hold the

orbU tJ

ti:?f„rt5:rsj::tf;ni
(Applause).

^

•

'wTd'n

w

^^^f"

^

're'?;"'-.

i:?

the system the
We will tfr.
this'po";
,e

"^'[^ "^'"9 littlTo

Fo-v^-^^
and thanks Abe for

a

good ride.

for t,e
P^^^^^
Please. -cropS;L'L?;N;e°:tifiV:,"sS?ran'r^*^'°"^
y yourself and your
affiliation
i-VNN

SHERR (ABC News)

Abe
^''e.

fir.t nquestion
f,rst
is how long do
you

no

.
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think the repair of the blanket insulation will take.
What will
it add to the turnaround time and the second part, it may
be
glasses time again, but could you give us the schedule for the
next mission please?

ABRAHAMSON
(Laughter).
I
understand that you want to make
reservations at the Cape right? Actually, the repair of the
blankets.
I
was looking at the 103 vehicle last night down at
Downey or, I'm sorry, at Palmdale here and we're putting on those
blankets.
We can put on maybe 10 or 12 a day very easily so it
Just won't add any turnaround time at all. We'll probably take
our time about it though because we'd like to understand just
exactly why it is that it came off but it won't add any time and
then it's a matter of just a day or two.
Okay.
Next launch.
We're planning an early June, as I mentioned, and we're not
picking an absolute date at this point In time because we would
like to see '-st how quickly we can turnaround the spacecraft
here and get it back to Kennedy and we're just tentatively
about
the second week in June at this point.
Pardon me.
SHERR

How about 8?

ABRAHAMSON
August

8.

PAO

Gentlemen over there please.

We're tentatively about the first week in

GARY KAUL
(KTU Oakland}
The satellite correction program, what
kind of orbit do you hope to put it in?
Will it be the orbit
that was planned for it when your finished?

S^^L'E
Yes sir, we expect to have it in geosynchronous
orbit, our location that we desire is 74 degrees to continue our
checkout, actually we have initiated our checkout now.
We plan
to go to geosynchronous.
LEE OUMBART (L.A. Times)
Abe, what about
TDRSS problems effect that at all now?

Spacelab?

Will

the

ABRAHAMSON
Well, we do have some relay tests decisions to make
as we go through the summer, of course.
The investigation effort
just an accelerated investigation effort by joint team
K
MAcl^
by NASA and the Air Force on the lUS. will determine
whether or
not we can quickly find out, number one, what the
problem was and
develop a fix that we can have confidence in, until we do
that,
we won't commit another lUS with another TDRSS so
that gate we
have to get through prior to the time we launch the
second TDRSS
spacecraft.
Now, just in case something goes wrong with that
and
we can t make that by that first week in August
time frame, we
are working on a backup plan and that backup plan is
to use a
single TDRSS to support the Spacelab mission.
And that's lookinq
favorable, however, we have several things we have
to go through
with that as well.
We have a greet number of scientific
customers on the Spacelab, as well as the Europeon
Space Agency,

T
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^"^'^

/5

f^^^'^P^'"
nr'nnf"'!c'''
or
not we indeed
need a sufficient

^'''^

determined whether
number of the science
determine th.
fro. a scSence point
o?'vf
of
view as well as a 'c''^
Spacelab checkout point of view that that's
"^'^^ 9° ahead! 'Soi
h
Splc' lh^tt'?:'
"-^^'^t^i" that 30 September
?aunrh
'c
'!:"'°'"*'Kr
problem the real question is will we be able
'
tn nfJ%^
science return that we're after.
And as
say that'
l.rl f
"'''^
^^r-o^^h that backup plan eveS
IVfl

'Ul

^

•

1

?a'n3inI;.^"^^?fM*''^^^

^"seles)
''''

FfSnSIJ-orliseih^rer'""'

What about future shuttle
'''''''''

^°

''''

ce weather
n
Florida, we're planning at the Cape.
Now
there
11 be some limits and we have to have
something that we'cn
crosswind more than around 1? tS lS
^
kSo?s 'and tL" 'f"'"^
^'"^^ decision has yet to be made.
And in the
i.^n^ time frame
f
June
we don't think that'll be a problem.
However we
are concerned about the weather at
that point.
The^e are Juite a
«^ ^'^'^ to be alu to p?ei ct
a fuff% nr""'""
hours or so prior to the landing.
So, we'll look ver^
"'''^'^
like'pHm Ji ; from J
thun.^^.^
thunderstorm
viewpoint, we don't want to land through
thunderstorms.
But the plan is to go to the Cape.
n

w

^

aL

~iandinrsfl2r^'^^^^^^'"-^^^
ABRAHAMSON

No.

will

no longer be the

we'll

alternate back and forth.
The eighth
scheduled, will oe a S ght
9° '^'''^
V.U'lo ^"V'/l:^
'^""^
^° t*^is "t "ight. we'd like to
It.t J'^ ^^^^
^i"'*
''"""^
provided the L e
^ n^?l becomes
h!'''
i^'*^
finaly
a dry Lake again like it
ought
to be. well then
we 11 come back here on the eighth
flight.
So it will a ternate
^o-ne of ou? Objectives liJ
irS?
0/
S: 'l?;
our
imits
ts%o
for a period of
time.
But, our objective is to aPt
^
routinely to the Cape as quickly as possible
^°

astronauts experienced any significant space
sickness?
ABRAHAMSON
No. that's not our plan.
The
we were
approaching this from a policy viewpo nt is way
and thorP-. . n.^A
reason for this, and I'd like to g^fe
Jou jus? a
ttfe b t'??
the background.
We determined that in fac
we were
fol JiSo a
freedom of act information for the
astronauts and bv the wav
astronauts kinda fall in two categories!
oSe category thejve
just not worried about it at all and
they don t care about
'^"^
^'"l
talking about 1? that s
nJnJJhi
probably the category of some of our
president? who do 't mfnS
.

^L

'

'

;-6
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Showing their scars on TV or something
like that.

/

There is

Keep that

to themselves and keep that between
their doctor and
emselyes. so that's the basis for the
policy
and that's why
what we've really done is we've shifted
the responsib li y to the'
^^'-^^ ^? ^''^ however, that there s n
oi J t^n^;
with NASA's long tern, tradition here
?he
tnere? is °ani
rp!?"'?^
any real
mission impact, any real possibility of of if
a
mission impact, that we'll tell that
to you
And that's inf^rr^n
in the policy itself.
So, if for example SecauJe someone
ieJe
significant way, or perhaps one of our
objectives were
questionable well than we'll summarize that
Ad ?et you know
t

^

"^^^ concerned because I think ?hJ
forn. I'k
focus
thatr*/""^
the press was making on this and
makina such

information,

if it

indeed

is

goinj to have aS e?^e?t Jn thP

Sa"ra"minSrvimii/^""^%*^'
PAO

Frank.

^"'"^

9°'" SeaSlcSrorh

en to
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What about a worst case
'^"Sf^^s Daily News)
scener 0 for Spacelab if this second TDRS: is
not sent up?
And
this alternate plan doesn't meet your needs
for your various
'''''''''
''''''
io^^fSTp^eniJh'JSaE?^' '

l/H

-

ABRAHAMSON
That's a tough decision we'd have to make.
And I
couldn't make that alone.
I'd have to make it in colabaration
with our Europeon partners in the Spacelab program
Their
preference at this point provided we can get an
acceptable
lev
e vel
of science is to hold to that 30 oe^i-emDer
September aaiie.
date.
If It's
IT
it's for
fo
""'Y
4-k„,..
someI" rpn^nri
reason s1irvna<H
slipped in*-^
into the winter period, then the science
would be impacted another way.
We would not have the right time
of the year, and some of the lunar conditions
that we want in
order, again, to get good science.
So, it could be a
significance that this happened.
We're doing our best to avoid
(garble)

significance be

a

year or ..?

t^shuttie's ?;;i?s?ii?y^s;^s:i!5'aEfr?rpj?
^;?^?;nr?;to
SId

problems yoi've

iitS'tMs"''

ABRAHAMSON

don't think so.
We've continued to sign up
throughout the time we were on the ground
!!!^
prior to the flight, and even another one during
the flight
So
Idon't think so. Now, surely there is, and I don't
want to
*° goodness problem with
^"
I

^.1-

UTTuV

IkUT.^l''"'

I'"'",'

i2'i!'?inS'?f :;d'::M;%:iv"e

^^'^^

PAO

Okay.

ABRAHAMSON

Remember, most of the payloads. particularly
the

point in time, the lUS is only going to put
^^''y
°^
NASA payloads! those
.r'^r.^^e" satellite.
And for the Department of Defense,
1^^^
if t^*'security payloads.
So outside of that rathe^
MT^fll
limited community the lUS problem should
not cittccx
affect tne
the .nuttie
'buttle',s
overall system capabilities.
un

^n%[J

'"""^

LI

PAO

Please remember to identify yourself.

Susan (garble)
Question goes to Mr. Smylie.
Given the need to
use onboard fuel to correct the TDRSS
orbit, unless redujfno the
amount Of fuel available for station keeping,
by how JucS J?! 1
the life time of the Spacecraft be
reduced?' 'And qSJsUon limber
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^^^^^

specifically effi^ct rrissions to

sJpJSrt?'^^

First, at this point wr dnn't havp a TDRSS
failure
the proper orbit.
We have sor
of ^
^LSn:;?n?/''^"rf
"""^"^"9 the fuel, that the amoun of
^Se? that we
w^k'^*"'*/""
fuel
have onboard. 1300 pounds was there primarily
for
some very precise station keeping re<,uired
for the coSIerclal
^^^^^ Progrm which actually would have
h^pn
f""'"."!"*
satellite to be launched.
Back in the fall of
fL% IJ.
commercial part of the program was eliminated
lllLll I .
ourselves and the contractor,
So
we dn Jn? h'^'^fr"*requirement
for the precise station
ke^ninn f.^fhJ commercial service
anymore.
And the requirement
for'^Jh^ ?npJ service for the
NASA payloads is much less.
So.
Ar the
fl! iS^^
for
10 year period that we would design the
satellite
we
don t need all that fuel.
So s erend i pi tous ly we have the'flel

^"^M^

,

L

OnM^

correction.
ot^eV de o
'^'i'
decision to remove that fuel pre'
"f^"
it in there.
Somewhat for this reason that
^
ty of a short burn on an
^
1
per
^
sJaae
available to make that last
co??ect?on f vn^n'
We never expected to make this large
!! do have
a correction.
cSrJei?ion ^Rut
But we
the fuel, so it will not effert the'
satellite for ifs intended use at
is point
flrWf'f'
payloads are concerend,
when we get the satellite
!hL» %r"K'r'
where
t belongs, we are in the
process of checking it o t now.
so we are not losing checkout time
s ubs tanti onally
If we'Je

Th'V'

lllVl'.ll ll
laSSch
InH we left
punch and

L

i

L

.

:?;e%j°o;^?:E:rr^a;fs:3?/^^^^^^^^

-

^^^-^ ^^-^

General Abrahamson, what can you tell
^^"9^^^^
th. cifthe
safing procedures on STS-6 so far, the
gas testina
the astronaut egress, and what unusual
or interesting things

is^about
us
about

ABRAHAMSON

^

Actually it's gone very well.

I

only have

I'm^or

a

about
°^
really do look good
Obviously we're curious about those systems
places where the advanJd
blankets, what we'call a?'
" ome
t
^
r""?
procedures do look good.
We
did
have
an
ulbil r^
launch, we
SucJJe Id f at^'hSl""
^^'l."' P^""* t^^t
^^^'^^
separates and stays there
^
w th fhl 1,
11

lr''rll"'^'''^:.J^^'

'

y

T
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space, br,„g

th„

,

that

exacting way Jnd had

. enttoned

ht

a

e^

Essentunr.h ^^e'';:e^tn.r

organization

is

tLI

that the

5:;r's::s::n-~;;:l
progra.
downstream.

^"""1"; p"Sl™f

back »,tbout an,

ABRAHA«SON

AnJ

w'e

the number of anonalies.

"r^:, L"

uj? t,

1

tMnk

LT'

oi'j s"','j:,:e%°^^':'?f']',„

J/

id

•

^"^^^1* *°

lop

if you measure operafJoSal
I'm very confident that

by
he P
?1
we can oo IhlVri

solve.
In fact if WP dfnn.f V'"^^^
would be boriSg llsUetl
'

other

'

count?;L%\Se^-J?r?He

^

TJrlV"'''

est

La

t^e space shuttle

Mnf tJ'^
'^-^

'°

?^

'"^^

problem you have to
*°

this

JSf Je^ Uaf^s^^f ^y^n^:""^"^^

^op?nTtTmai^t^in^r?^:^?L'!^^^^ fj^^
first European

-

'''''''
astronaut'
J strata %'o'!"''i
country, your country is
^°
'^"'"e
now struJol
can best select an
is that you
astronaut tl
"L"'^*"
ar. invitation
P'='"^°"ally too,
to yoJr country Ld
wc'r
H"?- ul
going to go ahead.
you're
So when t hlf i
t a, c.'^
l^as we expect to see
^"
an JJsf Jjl
[l:%^Jf::r:;:;ia^?rlr2i;;^'"
'

T
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that.
And there will
very far away.
f-^NG

...

be others

too as we go ahead,

Discovery and Atlantis,

flight.

ABRAHAMSON

The 0V1Q3 our next Discovery Spacecraft is scheduled
come out on September and then we go through an
extended
checkout period at the Cape just to ensure that it's ready
we'll
do another flight ready firing as we did this time
and we expect
the first flight of that will be in the Spring then
of 1984.
The
Atlantis is about a year after that.
to

DEBRA MANNING (KCRP TV News. Los Angeles)
You had a spectacular
glamorous flight.
The EVA was just spectacular.
What are you
going to give us for an encore in terms of very specific
things
in terms of EVA and what have you that
the public can look
forward to.
Old you plant that question, Abe?

ABRAHAMSON
Well, the real objective if the program Is not to
have a series of circuses, you know that.
But we like'to do
things that are exciting for all of us and
that lead to the
operational capability of the system.
Let me try to pSt in
^
^°
On the
^" exciting year.
npl't^ni^^f*
next flight, on ^^I"''
the seventh, or course we'll put up two
communications satellites, but following in the context
of the
EVA and getting ready to demonstrate our ability
to repair
^''^^ ^'"^y astronaut will operate our
rf^fJ
V'^t',^''
'^'^^
^°
^^^'^1 t^^e ^ German payload.
..^ VJ^
international flavor to that.
She'll ta e a
r^l.^
German payload, an exciting one called Spaus,
and
think I
'^""^^
outboard with the
Shu?'fl"p%^H"i^M?
^^f'^''J
Shuttle
and it'll fly and keep formation with the
Shuttle and
we
kind of move around and do that.
But we'll really test our
ab 1 ty to reach out with this Canadian
arm, grapple another
satel ite, all right, with different rates
and small errors
''''
P"*
And
^^ywe'JS]; Ih^l'^
important thing to demonstrate.
Next, in
*u f
the »i
eleventh
ight
downstream, we'll demonstrate the man
«3tronauts wil? not
Sairtn'L"^^^!'; fi:' IKI""'^
^^''y'^^ 9° scooting around
1°
oltlill
fL
t
outside the - outside the bay In order to demonstrate

H"'

1

1

^''^ ^^'^

^"^^^^
the space
itself.
And of course
work up to the
th
late in the spring of 84 and
??^
fSI?'!
'"'^ "^"^^ '•^P^i^ ^ wounded satellite.
ttfcni!^^" "^^l
^^^""^ t^^t's a «ho1e series of
'
5Efn«f
tLr.'
^^^^V'!"'
things that have got to catch the
pubUc imagination. It
catches ours, but the Important thing is
we're
^n^J^! i^'
'*^P conservative fashion to ensure
'r.' '*'P
capability to do it and to do it wefl
a^S
that'ss kkind nf%J^'
that
of the sequence as we go through the
next year.
Now
^nd wnr^'fl

L

L

^^'^

'P^" r"""*^
Shuttle
by. step process to
tJ^t^
"^'^^
scheduled

.

T
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in addition or course,
we're putting up some verv exritin*,
payloads and having a series of i-^pSrtant
and scfenUf
experiments as well.
And I don't want

^

to m

PAO

Okay, we'll

«hen?

n

i

m5

t

hos

e

now go to Johnson Space Center for
questions

And after ,o„ answer that I'll ask

JSJes'J'S^thaJ'aJ^?;'! ".'k'"!
J

i

Sm,He Us q.est"„.
=«"9ra.u1

'

a t

ion.

^%?^?^-^L.^-!:s^sr^^^:^::e^;roV^r

p,? Jers^:^

\ %

.

?i:r:r.ir:?,;j

ivttvii^L

i-'^" «"V""':i.":."'»:f;rs%e„.
£-v-'
;jjt"3 .:n54r.?fis!\%f;"Ta%-'j!-

; p'?o%'
behind
J
us and then at the t1n,e of the
failure jou can
ee ?!at if
the p u.e pushes off In another
direction and yl° I" III ,J,

;eSESefE%;TJ:','-sE?;a;;„r:.',f5-?ri
e
a

a

EE'If}

p?o;yr?;;h?'dj:„-:r;?:diL%\'r/t\r5a£^n

real

challenge.

BERGMANN

I

And therefore.

I

can't predict it jSles.

gather your doomsdate snerio here is not
findinn

s;a^^yaV;i?^?-^r;h^^nol nrtiiir' "^"^""^
ABRAHAMSON

^° ^°

That was the worst case but as that's
has

:t ;o"L;;';n%»;;i'SJa";\:c%:r.:d":r^.j,-

«;j;o.i??-s't^:e;rh-e'i

riii

r

indicated
j

".v"«

i^;'-j^^^jri:~Ani\:'

thorough,, analyzed the opt i Ijs "'f
J?%^;„;»?h?s"''hf Se^'^jSeJs't'o'od

T
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the strategy for doing it and reviewed it with
us and then
not
t^'^". wil^ we start that.
That could be sometime w.cn,n
the next week, it might be longer.
There is no h^rry
we'll
do It when we're ready.
.

BER6MANN

What

is

your rough guess Ed?

^"y-'E^
Well. I don't even have a rough guess right
now
because the people that are working the JrobJeJ
%re
'"^
^^'^^
I'"" going to
^?lrt r^^'
start
talking to them about this on Monday to establish
exactly
sequence will be.
You know, if I had my druthers, we'd
hi
sometime next week, but
don't know if it Is going
fl fVJ^
I
""^
'° \
P^^^^'^t '"ight "ov/ because
U s Iff
got fl
to IJ^
be reviewed among all those organizations
before we
proceed.
I
think we have In place one of ?he best
roups of
precaution people in the country workino
^M^nJnh^^ri"] f""*
^° t^^--^ wo^k
then c5me
t. k ?^ S
!h
^''f"!.*"
^^'^
'^""^ ^"'l when.
I've
f^LnJ^o
"^'Z
forgotten the second part of your question now.
Jules.
Ju es

L

I

^

BERGMANN

don't think there was

I

^"^-lE

You ask

a

second part there. Ed.

how long the burn would take.

'

(GARBLE)

'fSJ'ibout 14

BERGMANN

'

dij:."''™''"
I

have

a

second part now.

rTtoTli
restore
Jo'th'"*
it to
the proper orbit.

It
"'^"^ ''y'

^"^-^^

Al'O"*

PAG

Craig Covault (AV Week)

2

ABRAHAMSON

wasn't how lona the
it will tJke t?

weeks after we start the burns.

^RAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)

Je?iS:ir;

'''''

I've got two questions for Abe.

a;%f;;?jr:r^?ro;%f;;:ts-roJ°iS^?rjei°m°Jre

We

have looked at that Craig and find
that the
and therefor; iVus
h d'to
y%X5t"1r?s'tJe'^-'l;f ^f^^"*«9es

?h5t liU
lrlliM° rfS""^ opportunity TDRSS flight on 8.
in additional payload weigSt
and

COVAULT

Men. that really

gets into my second question.
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9«t

^
SnuiH LI^
*°
J:9;s/s;.:f;i;e;''°'

'

t^ie

/j^

lUS issue resolved'

-^^^^

^^^^^

-

Craig
we're looking at several different
alternatives and we just haven't made those
decl sions yet.
PAO

Down front there.

Just to a clarification General
^^.t^l^^'^on Ne^t)
nil you
lll^r
Did
say that you lost 3 blankets in all
or 3 frSm eacSpod?

ABRAHAMSON

We

lost, well

no.

There are

3

that are

^^t. lets see. on the port side, the left hand
de
u^firl
a
bit about the Navy.
LJu;htJ^V And on the right little
(Laughter).
hand starboard side we lost 3.

s

PAO

e'

Back here please.

"V'

aSS•:?^e^;:^^fr"w^';T-

q"estl„„s.

^
The first for Hr.
'
?^i;itf"5Jf'''^'""-"'y "e were told that TDRSS »as excer
Sir.
ienci n«

(n

spacecraft )n fact continue to experience
these problens?

wJen'Je ca.e

oil'

of'tKricnS'.'SlJ.o'r^T

-^-"i::^o^£"

H

^""r"

'=

P"l'l'y

\

eclipses In that
with great succeSs
come back into the sun withSe cnm2
deadband when we
system at all. So we
°^
attitude control
th
?hJ'*'°!!
control now and so that
"""P'^tely
s'not
"a't'?M.'J%*
problem
terms of the operation
' significant
perarion we
we'J^
re doing now. but
it is part
-node

m

%

VXr
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the tea.s are going
through nol to

ll\r/lo°lel'Vin' iVA

/.^

''''

llll\ou have 3S.^;st%a?:d1peJull;faJ%"- "''^ ^^^^^^
does this give you a level
°^
Challenger
of c^nflJfn.o".'"'?
*° P^^" things that
before this mission vmi riiHn-f 2
the c^^.i^ence to%lan
looking doin Jey
8%"
i
'"^ '""^ °^ *^°se things
that you can no^ realist^callv f'^'"
J^Irt *° accomplish
this you couldn't?
that before

f

^

^

ABRAHAMSON

I
Think there'.; a ho*f
had plans which
^'^^^
tej uj and
aJe oJ mn^:'^'.^''"^
we go on through that
^^f^^^"!* challenges as
and what's IL.l.

success that confirms that inLL
each
what we had hajpe
^^""^ P'^"^'
So.
J i 'jar
cu Jr ^^-^h"'
have a whole new horizon
"^^'^
*
SJened
uS
?%t?n!:'
'Vt'
we had both some dreamers
= "
^^^^
aJd Dl^n;»r.J ^
dreamers and planners a?e
'^-"'-^ '"^
1."."'
fiJdllo
that
away fro. the dreams intj
'''''' ''''
t'Js';:?! f fro?M;i

Jfa'SId!

SJe°st1ons

now/"

to send a

fifth crewman

"^"'^^

"""^^

*°

*^e""edy Space

Center for

/I^^^Jj/rjJr S:;t^r:i HSoL^r

^

""^

ABRAHAMSON

Well
1t hacn-f k»
think it was only.'i thiSk
"'PO''tance
I
it
m^^r'*^"^
a matter
of perception
particularly in the nr^.i^
«
interested fn solvlnrtJe SJohf.^rf'^ '°
^^'''e very
>^any reasons.
don't want to have aLh^n
One, we
have thL a solu Ulfope
to
?t?;rrt°rh'^'
good and enjoying the
^"^^"^^"9
s
on'a
Mn"a"s
%'/l'?r"
to conduct it carefully
''^^"9 '^^^ ^
and well
rL^ff,^*"°ther
want to solve this problem
reason that we
aJd
Jf!!^
that I had.
earlier question
Soon, we are aoino Jo h^*"
wUh much less tr i^inrandwe^wLt
^^'^
so^ng "P
*° broaden the base of people
that go up.
We're qoiL ?o hL«
J
and there's gofn^ t?
flights'^
J^jJ^t oL .n^T'/^^S*
and we sure d'on'? want
'°
t
mak
t em si
Vo T'^t 't''
very much if we do that.
So we arS vit«i" i „ ? "Z^" * '=^^'9^ them
the problem, but you
1^ interested in solving^
mustn't rLJn!.
^'''t we're
interested and thft we have dortnrc
'"'^
protocol of tests that weVe mn!?nn
^^^^ ^ medical
that it's some k5nd o
a barrie
to o-'l!
'''J'''
space shuttle in a routine
'''^^ ^° oP^rate the
effecfi^S L^i"^
feel that way about it.
ill iVll^lV^^
^

.

J

"

U

f.^^S^"

'I'to^te't.i'llX^^

^"^^t STS-7.
m view
of'^lVlll °Z
this"L^^vu^^'
*° p^-^ °"
J. ore
you likely to introduce
e';oVfike?rtoTf"s'

th'e'siccess

with

an EVA on that

of
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j

ic

mission
ABRAHAMSON
we have a very full mission associated
with the other objectives.
Jurf!If!!th.."^;i^5'*r''
And some of those objectives
of
part Of this plan to d
op th s high
llnfill.rl

EvVs"^s?!jr:;%;:? ;a%r?c":far^%;:^^

ii'i^iiii...

(Spacebook Magazine)
Were there any computer
DSnhiJif."
problems
during entry and. also, this may be a
repetition but
what if any damage was done to the tile
especialiron
the riSht
^
side of the nose and how much braking
was done?
"deed the, one of the, one of the general
purpose
to accept several commands starting
t S o' fock
fasrifnht ''i'''
''"'•'"9 the night and
l.ll
It healed itself durina the night
and about
3 a m
:rh^ ^ "°
problems,
wi don't ^articularir
?^
lik; ;h^t
t'"^
"^r*
like
that because that's kind of an unknown.
Therefore du?fnj
rlllJ:

i

IJ^\

3° ^^^^^ ^^ter on in the flight.
I
am not
l^l.l or ]\
aware,
I
haven't had an opportunity to see some
of the ^can TV
or pictures on the right hand side
of the vehicle so I rL-^
'^'^ particular siSe 0?%
pr Slem
Now you
ltlTL°\'V'l°'
' '^'"^^^"9 protocol
this time that"^
slid that
fJl''^"^said
tSa?" after
^M:"'
you put the nose down at I think it was 160 knnt^
^° *°
conJ tio a
rry
tilt siJi'l'\rV'
thai
down to 80 knots and then he would
go and try to maintain
about a 6 to 8 feet per second deceleration
rate Jfertha
And

Remember this time we had

a

heads up display and what thai

front of him and he's able to look
out
IhrouSh it. 'i^S^h^"
through
And he was able to have a very easily
followed
'''''
weJt ah^lJ a
sr
sllVlLV.lll

i

<;

i.

r

'"^^^ t° Marshall.
We'll
fjfinu, up„ question
follow
at KSC and then move tc Marshall.

have

a

expected return date to KSC for the

Sfbiter?

ABRAHAMSON

'm

I

should know that.

I

believe we're talking about.
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Sh'aragJf;?'^"''*'^^
Ol^ay-

'

''''

We'll

^""^

^

now move to Marshall.

ABRAHAMSON
I
think it'^ i„ct
»
i
first have to eUlul
t Ty Vt ll
that's still subject to
investigation!
will

"estions.

^av. to go looR at

to

.

Sat°thr*
^

°"

»r,den for J„s,

'''A'

2

„.,e
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th^f*!^^"^*/''f^
«

°^ ^ problem that we have.
I
don't think
or useful to fn fact go ahead and
talk a o t

""'"^

"'^^^^'^n^d that mission 8
i?ff'ha've"a''!lil;;'i'°^;''^^ n
°°
"^""^
t^^* ^ef'i^le will be
V
visible
bfe from the coast perhaps from the
glow of the tiles?

ABRAHAMSON

(Laughter).

That's one I'll

have to. we'll

have to

9°"^" infrared pictures
LLlfitS nfn'!^"*
""^
spacecraft just as it comes

of the
that's a
^^'^ requires an infrared camerl and
rius? din'/in" ^'l
l^'^'''
"^'^
^^'^ "^'^e'^ eye- But I'll
So
chlcl.

cn^^Il

I.IPh

in and

f

Ladies and Gentlemen

I

want to thank you all

very

MSA-JSC
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Okay.
Good afternoon and welcome to the STS-6 Post
.
Flight Press Conference.
I
think you remember these
before we get started into that I'd like to say we do ouys and
have a
recent status report on the TORS satellite.
There are 2 pages to
that and
will be available in the news room for you after the
press conference and we also have a telephone number for
the
Goddard Space Flight Center where you can get regular updates
and
tnat s available also in the newsroom.
Okay.
I'll just
introduce the crew.
Commander Paul Weitz. to my immediate right.
Karol Bobko, Story Musgrave and Don Peterson and
without
further delay I'll go ahead and turn it over to Paul to any
pick ud
give you a little status of what happened in the last
couple
weeks.
.

.

U

PAUL WEITZ
What we'd like to do and it's, what is apparently
the most nominal flight of the series so far which
is very
gratifying from everyone's standpoint is Bo will talk to
you a
little bit about the ascent.
We have some slides to use as
supportive material for our presentation such as it is.
Don will
talk about the lUS deploy.
Story will cover the EVA activities
talk about the entry a little bit. Then we'll show
^
our
L
quick-look
film and following that then we'll have some time for
questions and answers.
So, over to you for ascent.
•

KAROL BOBKO
As you probably know we went down to KSC one
day
earlier.
We had the luxury of having a little time to do
that
and It gave us a little more flexibility in
scheduling our
aircraft flights down there.
And as It turned out there was a
front that was moving through KSC and that we did cancel
one
flight and went a little later with that one.
I
don't know if
other crews will have that flexibility but it was nice for
us.
I
won t go ahead. I won't try to describe every feeling
that we had
during ascent just soiiie of the things that were a little
bit
different to us.
First, perhaps because we had been
preconditioned, the solid rocket boosters didn't have as
vibration and weren't quite as much of a shock when they much
lit as
the other crews had indicated.
We both, we all thought they were
less than expected and we got off to a nice smooth
ride
Of
course the Earth goes down awfully fast.
After about a'minute
into the flight we all heard a crack in the cabin.
We certainly
don t know exactly what it was but 3 days into the
flight we
found out that a bracket that was bonded on the wall
of the cabin
That bracket held the CCTV monitors and that
.!L^°T^
seems like the most likely suspect.
I
know my eyes got pretty
w de when
heard the large crack and I'm sure everybody else's
did as well.
Then it settled down and at SRB separation the
vehicle was engulfed in the fire which results from
the
separation rockets that push the SRB's away from
the stack
Tiring.
We had all heard about them but it was still
a
'

cockpit when that happens and it's really quite
something.
tnink It was PJ that commented over the radio when

I

he saw those

T
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left on the

motors.
After the SRB's left us
pl^J^tM^^
t:
'"^ ^'""^^ J"^*
"^^^ °ther crews
Save^o
nave toldd^r'
us.
A little later on when we got up
to a higher a'5^' surprised me'was the fact tha
?here
ias' quite
was
u?;e' a
ThlrnJ'i"^^
bit of force forcing you out of the seat
along with
we wenf Ip to
M cS aL^'tM 'c' Started
l^thappening quicker.
Of course, you're
n^?«in^
Vll
^''"'•"^ approaching MECO when
?oi'JS^r3°o J'' 'I t
shutdown was absolutely nominal and the
riinht! I t
show ng that the tank had departed from the
LlJ^l
vehicle.
There was a little bit of a surprise;
One of us must
downmoded fro/an automatic sequence
Jjd
.i°Hs;'^/t'
'^^l^
and we didn-t transition into the mode for
firing the OMS engines
as we had expected and the ground asked
us to do so and we dfd so
-11 looking over the s?de of
; r^^M^i^
l"'^^""^'
the
vehicle to
see whether or not the tank in fact did
go awav
''''
wasn't
"iTA't'l""
because what is there out there
*
t! ntJ! T n.f!
° 5low off of something and I don't
Jhin there
thi.^^f"
^"i"..^'"**there
think
s anything
that is to be seen!
Once the OMS
engines ignited they were rock solid.
Of course, after the SRB
rnain engine thrust the ?ittie OMS
e
fnes
Jr
or whit%"'
what seemed to 't'
be little OMS engines at that tims.
weren't
much of anything.
You hardly noticed the thrust.
Then we
settled down to wait the time between OMS-1
and ^MS-2 and. unlike
0^ emergencies that
^'^ ^ ^"'^ ' '^°1e
tlL'h-H^?*
""f'.**!during
they had injected
the ascent and so we had a very
time and could, could get ready for the
OMS-2 and Don
InI'^t«I^
1° set out of there seats and we started to get
r.fw. for our onorbit
ready
activities.
The OMS-2 was. we were read?
relaxed.
The engines could be felt but again
tlL li^Jl
]''^'
^'^^
tf'^'-e Into the
volt ilt.rtdl^l^'V
wh.ch also was very nominal.
The door opening was
.hit «f
operated much smoother than^
eveJvbodv eul'h
l^l'^
tf'eir
experiences to us.
The doors
ll/i.
t"f'"'"^*^'^
^^^^ ^^'^ °P^"^^ beautlfuny and smooth and
thi
°"
mission in the same manner.
"
From the
fffLfl"'^*ftoff until we got through
the post insertion, it wa
on
"<""<"«1. « few'small ex?Sptions
Je'thf Ln^°rJjr'T^'^^:?
"'l
?^ ^'^^'^^ ' mentioned and we were ready to ^get startea
started
II the
fh! tnc
on
lUS checkout and deployment

"

IT^U

"

d

^^^'^'^

B08K0

The

Right.

Not

a

large crack

crack

in

being

a

noise,

any structure.

photos 50 far for the tank folks on ET
SEP.

They'd like to see
^^^-^ ^''^t as'soon as ll
°; '!:%''"' '°
ot
nto Spf
into
OPS 10%"'
104, which is a post ET SEP mode of the
general ouroose
computers.
would thrust forward to try to get
th!t cove? Jeo?
the tank.
I
don't remember doing it but I wSs tSe
onSronJ^hS
'
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translation hand controller to do
12''*' *° 9'* ^" position in order
to give
S ve them
th^m'thrr'f
^{'Z"
the good pictures
of the tank I interrupted the

JJ^lSt^'fr."^"""

""^

a'^pologized publicly to those folks.
It was a
nr^hn., ?i
requires any change on my p rt nor
"°
111? ?t Jio.n>r
i"
'^^''"'''^^y change
to any hardware or onboard procedures.
nil
Don.
do you want to pick up and talk
about the lUS deploy?,

2

the back window to give you some Idea
^'^
fi^I If *
"'f''®
11%'??""".!°°'^''',^^'^^
^"^ ^^^^O'-e I sta'rt d?ing that I
!anJ
*^^*
t° address the lUS/TDRS
nfnL
through the time that it essentially departed
Jhf orbiter
ni^M^l for a couple of
the
reasons.
Number i, that's
essentially where the crew and the crbiter's support
for the
''''
command
a'Jd cSJtJo" %^nJK?!^? "'"'J
°^ course, some things happened to
?? l^?^J^L»"^'^i^^*^:;
h^vBr^'t had time to become real ij
I JiMtr
fJh "^^^If^^l^
'^''P'-^^^d by that because in the
colJ I 'f I^J'io^*'''"'' °'" '° °" °'"'^^t before
the time we deployed
^?
1? wi
^^t's see, about a half a dozen
Jn.r
A: 'ff" none ^^r*
minor anomalies
of which we thought in anyway affected the
*° ^° ^'^^^^ •5°''
when we
^"-^
5eS?nvI2'f/'
«e were concerned it had a clean bill of
?h LI
delighted with it.
Let me jump into the first
sfide
"ri'i
"^'^
1°°*^' ^^^^ °"t the back window and
1
lull^ tt/'r.
things I. ought to point out.
Number 1 up in
thrfeft JLJh^'^ c ^ 9^°^t image. You'M
see that in a lot of
lltl
^^t^
the windows on the orbiter
! ^^t
Sfe '^rf'^S'??;^^"''^
w^ntJow
has 3 panes of glass.
It's 3 panes
I
u^!
'*
'5"
' reflection between or amongst the
l.ll.
^''^t kind of ghost image on a lot of
fhi.L^ ll'"
*° ^'""^ ^t here are first of all the
"
5?'"^
^fl^^ This
TK^* payload's 46. 45-46 feet long.
size.
It occupies most of
^'fs stowed aft so th
haSe
lLl°".?J'
f°''S
P°^"t you might notice ij
Jhe Mttl/.rf.^fK^"
the
.Ittle drum shaped things along the side
here
Those are the canisters that house the
Getaway Special and we'll
perhaps.
This is the tly il firll
Id tVflLl^°V
?°t to Orbit. It's latched down at the
frnnt f
t?
mechanism at the back. Go to the
^1'
next
Jeu slide.
stJde
Thl." ?is the 'f"^'
This
elevation at 29 degrees. We essentiallv
released the front latches, which you cant'
Je very well but
there in this dark area right here! on
each side dJiJe he aft
*°,^^ degrees, we stopped there io; a Jouple of
^IlLJf
reasons
number 1 , we have an umbilical that
supplies power to
the payload. and you can't see it very
clearly in this D?cture
better later on.
And i? we go hig e
aS
J ^e
h^v
n'.'f
^^'^ "l-bilical and we want to keep the iSs
TdII on ^^Mt"""*
P?*''''
"^'"^e through checking it out. so we
?h«
K^fr
The'reason fo? eleSat^g i?
29.
an^^ th,"?^^^"^'""''''^
need to get the antennas up out of
the payload bay
so tl!.
that we can check them o.t.
In doing all of this, and 1 guess

J
oLT

f

J

T
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picture which shows that at the next
Vt.nl li f?
l^g'-ees.
And now if you loo
cfosllv tln'r?!!:
^^lli'cal attachment right
the umbil
here as
d^rnlnl.^Sx
orbiter. or disconnected from the lUS TDRS.
Jl^h^r
?n -i,""^**^!
°^
operations, I think we were impressed b;
I rr,l^^. If IVthings. ^^'t^^
Number one. the checkouts went very
LnJVi °r
with the satellite was very smooth,
^SSri Iri ;''?JO""J""1"t1on
°P^'-«tions
to drive latches, and drive
the tiU t.h »
operated faster than the
chLk
Jl!*,3 In ^"V^
^^'^ motions were extremely
""'^
^io^th
i/'''""^^^ h^""
*
""^ evidence of any kind of
!?hrJt\\n
vibration „or ratcheting or any other kind of
uneven motion, it
"^^y
operation.
Let's look at the ^ext
rt^'^r^
"""^^ clearer picture that shows, this is
the
liJVi.
f
umb
Ileal\
t took to the orbiter that brings
orbiter power to the
payload.
It normally hooks up in this area, and
you can see verS
c early that is detached.
In the course of this Elevation
we
obviously watched the thing visually out the back
window
We
mounted at the four corners of the payload bay.
^„H°fEr*
and
the two"r*"*^
in the aft corner, there's one there,
there's one

?

^

A A

ike

protractor scale, it's mounted on the tilt table,
allows
'"^le of the tilting, and 1 think late? on
^'fff'
iTfll 2tt
"^""^ ''"le to tell exactly what
Innfl we
.r'^*'
angle
were at and everything proceeded very, very
smoothly.
As we came down across Hawaii In
the last pass prior to
ground had done their checks, they gave us the
'
?nr H-!?
checked everything on board and it all looked ^go
"5
n^L to us.
°r and we deployed. Next slide.
good
I
guess this is the
^
the
highligh
hi*
0?
liUV.V^
v"'^
^''n^
mission.
You can see that the satellite has
essentially
cleared
this mounting structure In the back there,
and it's startinqto
a

M

occurred,

I

guess we expected some reaction

in th!
the rK^?^'
orbiter. we expected the orbiter to rotate
expected to feel something or hear something,

a

bit. we

and it was
absolutely quiet and absolutely motionless.
We didn't get any
°'
indication, except visual that
this Sas'LlinJn?!!
I^S''^
happening.
And
as a matter of fact. Story had punched
thi K
' ^Pl^t second I wasn't sure
.j!thin^°hJ°/'^"'5
looking at this NOSL when it was down below
there and seeing it
"^'^ deploying.
And that's h?w
smo^^hl/?^^ r"^^ °f/°"'-se.
continued
to
watch
it as it
d^n?i5I^ iL^tV^f*
satellite combined with the motion
oJ^lSrorbiJe^ r.:^Ur-5V'''
carried it first up over the overhead windows
and
?Ln
'
^'t out the f?ont
iiSdoSs anJ
windows
ffn^"?
and finally as we maneuvered for our
burn it went off to
Side window
'
Se haS
visual
sua'
andd';,L%'
photographic contact with it for a long time
And I
guess the most spectacular part of the
deployment! neJt slide

^

infn ^..J
into
sunlight.

!,

We were,

looked like when it first went
1
darkness as we

the orbiter was still

r,
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came across the terminator, and it lit up literally
like a
magnesium flare, so bright that you could hardly look
at it
We
5^°ot'"9 at
daylight, but I guess we
r^^?rHiH!?r'^
"^u'"'
really didn't have them set properly for that much light.
But we
got a couple of pictures and it was really
spectacular.
As I
said before. I can't really discuss post deployment,
and
don't
think I should try here.
But at the point that we released it.
we felt so good. Story and I were rummaging
around for the
mission whiskey.
I

MUSGRAVE
I'll discuss the extravehlcle activity or the
spacewalk.
The thing we wanted to test and evaluate there was
our ability to do construction type work repair type
work in the
environment of the Shuttle orbiter. We wanted to checkout
our
support systems on the back that we call
^.
run
EMUS.
We wanted to evaluate how we checked them out before
we
take them Into the airlock and depress and take them
outside.
We
did have three suits onboard.
We wanted to look at our ability
to move about in the payload bay. up and down the
longerons, or
up and down the long distance of the payload bay,
and of course
the bulkheads, fore and aft.
We wanted to look at our safety
tether dynamics, the safety tether we wear to be sure
that we
stay connected to the orbiter.
We wanted to exercise various
tools, winches.
And, in summary, our basic ability to do work
""epair type work in the envi ronment 'of
'Uf*^^* ^l^^
the orbiter.
Now the suits, or EMUs
performed extraordinarily
well, all the checkout we did.
And after flight 5, as you
remember, we added on some additional checks to be
absolutely
sure, some very aggressive checks of all the suits
to be sure
that they would operate long before we decided to
commit
ourselves to the spacewalk, they all checked out extremely
well.
We wanted to exercise the airlock operation of
depressurizing the airlock and getting outside. That went
extraordinarily well.
And the EVA accomplished all the
^°
stayed on the timeline, the
?
total EVA took about, right almost to the minute
that amount of
time that we thought it would.
And we can get the lights down
first slide, please.
These slides will demonstrate
.'^ cfL?L
as samples, sample data, some of the things
that we exercised.
Here Don Peterson there traversing the payload
bay.
You can see
the handholds here, one hand on the handholds,
and the other hand
on the slide wire.
We exercised translations, up and down the
payload bay.
We also exercised translations across handholds,
which you can't see particularly well there.
In this particular
Slide. I am routing a winch rope from a winch
here, across here,
and connecting it to, this is called airborne
support equipment
that s where the payload rested.
In case we were unable to stow
that by the normal means, we were exercising
a contingency task
tension on the rope
'
"""P^'
till ^L"? ^k"* "5
P^""* ^"'^ j"^* exercise
fl\f
f** l^^
a bunch of tethers, this is
ci?L»^^
^f!:^
slightly confusing slide,
but if you look at everything that you
^^^"9 away from you.
That's the farh,nt^!%'\J
bulkhead, the Ifar wall of the payload bay, except for
this one
.

^

T
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sHdewire is really on the bulkhead or
payload bay that is near to you.
All of the
rest
the structure that you can see is that part
of the bay
away from you. J\nd I'm hanging out here between
the two walls.
I
m in the middle here and I'm exercising
tether dynamics.
You
can see my safety tether right here.
Thire's a reel and a cable
slide wire that runs up and down in the
Jj!iJ2^!
on

%
of

if

°!

slidewire. and the slide mechanism
Jpri ![iJ
f"'^,!.^^'
de up and down.
^ that to s
So as
move up and down
fh! bay.
h
in the
a slide will move up and down with
me.
And as I go
I

tether dynamics was to study the dynamics of that
1
reel, and also to study if you ever got off
of the
floating, the dynamics as I am here,
IrSr^iM^J'rL'^'^M!^'* f""!'
'"""'^ tether. SO I have total
'
rlnfrnf
control.
My ^^^f^fiu^
safety tether here and another tether here.
I
added
'^"''^
dynamics of grabbing a
?PtI51'.^f"r?
I ""l'^
*^"e tethers and then
i.!if?L
w"?
^
can see parts of
P°<"^fhl
I
the suit
structure in here, we evaluated the suit mobility
How
far you can reach, how far you could exercise
all the joints.
knee joints here, the hip joints we have here,
and
th»
the uf'various bearings.
There's bearings in the thigh here
there s bearings in the shoulder, bearings in
the arm
We
exercised all of those things to establish in
0-grav1ty
what the
mob lity. reach and stability is. Next slide
please.
You can see
various components of the suit here.
Here's the helmet of
mounted lights here, there's the button
JSr?u;r,?n„%L^fl'"^*
^'5*^^^ °"' t''«'-e's actually four lights, two on
I?fhlr
u
e
ther side.
We evaluated the lighting, in both sunlight,
in
^^9^^^ °^ ^''e orbitlr.'and
fLVJ]"'lt'^ were P'^^"''^
III.
extremely effective.
Here's the backpack
till' It t ^i^^*?
'''^^S^"- ''^'^^ pressurizes the'^
P'-^l'''^*^^
suit' ?t h^rf^^K?

l/fL
safety

^

^

d?;xid;%J:: Ilt'a'Jo^nJj'^''"''^

'''''

sublimator which evaporates water and that's the
"o^^n?- So the life support system that we
Ise for rnl?r
oxygen, taking out the carbon
dioxIdP
t'le ^I""!''^"?
backpack °J
here.
This is the
rlJlJ
i"
control module here that we run. our extravehiculardisplay and
mobility
unit.
All the -"...wM^^
switches and the
,.„c light
iiyni einixxing
emitting aiooe
diode
here to ttell
Nc
i.,h
=
r
us what the status of our tuit
=
suit, twn
the estatus
of our ij^.
life support
station, a mSn
'
wor^ St
t'ion^Jn'^g^^''''"';
work
station
in which we tether ourselves or tether
tools. It i
"^'^'^
slidewire
and
here's
the
h!^'"i-^.^^r!:
'""^
the payload bay
"P
as ?I LnHL!5'K^'^^^"T!°''
mentioned before.
The next slide please.
Here's another
task we looked at it. and that is transferring
massive article. This is a bunch of centerlini what we called a
latch ?o"s tha?
'° ^'^'^ "P
center! ine of the payloal
bav^Hn'n^
""^"^^ to do them in the Jsual
J^^h?^n
fashion, .^k"'^^^
we have several tools in here.
But for this
demonstration, it just provided a very heavy
article that we

!^?u,f\^^K?"

*.
:

r

^

T

'-eP-ir type work

in the

orbUe?

'° constructive and
conjijge.cy

WEITZ
Wo 1
*
talk about
boat next'i^"::
next if
III L!f\L"^^^^"ta_l
J "'^
•

photos
P^-^to^

that we can
We wound

iiiiaiits
illiiiiiiff
Clothesline, about
8 or

9

Inh.,

\

^^"^^

a

piece of

iBlSillB.

^i"!!

tnat has occured

in

the
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?HH^?^:^^^H•:l7:^^^:::FiJH•rr

of that area, which we
did? 5e Sfdn't
came out very well
beca.i^P thf.f

pictures
tMn^
^""^ Jk'^^^.^'*pictures

%Lr%"r

^^^h cloud cover, but
they seem toVeasonabW
weH
looked at them say Jes
Pf""^*
thll'have L^n ^Jf
^'"'^ *° see some of the
oil, but I'm afrairf th,% T
f!^
having some douE 'in
without
Jw"m" Jd't^h."; !^ '"l '°
Next slide please
ihVs Z< ?I r.-w'^/n"" ^''^ol^tely correct.
Gulf, and you can see tanked, th.t
Persian
°^
offshore watting
for cargosf
The s rSrisina th?n«
naked e;e. you JnoJ y'o' '
''''
a? s a"fir ers\?oc'ir'
snips wakes or contrails,
P.J. looks for ship wakes
Tin«iL
But we were
surprised that th s one tooJ l lLll' ""tf^i
'^^'^^ P'"^*is a picture of some
This
o? the M.rr.n
"^'"'^^ ^'•^ t^e
mountains In Iran and Pakistan
place where cont"n"ts are
^nd it's a
? °" '"1°
Earth, and these ^"0"; a n"
°
''''''
v
?ed 'iL'tZ
there's some rather
spectacular swirls in the Earth's
cJust^nH '"0""tains which
resulted from this colliriftn
!
tL
the junction of tSe ShUe
P'"^^"
SJd bIu. n??* V^^.l
it's up in this area
And tSesl arJ JhJ." JJ' ^^f'? '""^ Kartoum.
they grow the long staple
el ds . where
cottoS
?^'-P''ising how much you
can see from orbit
And
a? von'. 11
quite do the scene just?ce
pictures never
it°c
'""l^"'
your naked eye
Se
s
le se
'i^LJ'""" a *2dust storm in «^th
Mexico, and it's in northern J M^^tr^
Chihuahua and tL Un
^"
'''''
Ue^States s°*o\-n"?h'"'l^'"?
background.
that was interesting and
But
it III iLlt,^
^^t
surprising how much of the
Earth's surface the Jnrn,
!
took th1s"J[;fu%r5e
'
:
:
rjls'pre??;' but
lll'U''''''there was a low sun
angle and good shadows
and thr^hl^^^'
Of these thunders orS
^''^
' t ^as taken
a
roh^M^ over
''^'''t
probably
However, there is Pnm.Ah
Africa,
^" the atmosphere
that's Cery diff?cuU tS mill
two of theie. so it makes
have
a sterpo'n'f-'^^ l^f'
^"""""^ ^°°^^<i «t
them in stereo, but
1,^
TundeJsLnS
?hf! really
stand out in stereo
viewing.
Next slide
nlf!!!
l^^^
Floridl ove?\\r fSama' '
rthf;^rnJr;Ar'"''\^beautiful
islands. Elutbra. that's
JSrse tLn%hf
the wind has caused a
^ee how
b!nd J? rfJ^Hc

Lr

^

Personal standpoint, how
Plelsed I^as";?Jh'?h; 1'°'?
crew woulV LfoJm'.'l
^^"^
^
f
'''i'''frankly not because of ^S'^^rr "s^r'v^t I
^^''^''^l^any sjeci? c iJ5 cation""*

before they shut ?he

1

ine^^n""^h:^%^^"^^tra^^°^fm^:^^ew
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^"/'"^ '''' everything works right,
F?ankW 5
inn^^^
my own mind, mentally prepared.
didn't tell
mv ?^ Lj/!'; cohorts that, but
I
was mentally prepared to
infill
suffer the disappointment of coming back
after 2 or 3 days due to
-nalperformance. whatever Jou San
?r n r"'lnd ^
""^
"""^^ ^'"'"t this vehicle
»
ihirh Lihc/
which
demonstrates
to me the maturity of the entire Shuttle
^^«"^P°'-tation lyste..
Uedl obSu sly
b:?f;';ih! fJ'!:!^'
"^"o^
to test and
I

r

r

check them out.
It
f
'^^^'^^^^
this particular case
iJt f thiSJ UbI 1-nd^i'hr
""^^
^^"^ ^t definitely was
mold
it
tl also
J., shows
t ^^l."^
wortH It.
It
the maturity of our operating
required contact with the ground
lu^riliir;
^'^VJ They were
just
went super smooth.
on top of everything bJt aSain
that's because we had such super smooth vehicle.
I'm surrvoS're
aware of the significant anomalies. We had
an a
bay faS
aJ
indications of clogged flow altSJugh
J^;; "fJilM'thL''* '''I
performed nominally. We had
cirltit
circuit I«
on *
a hifSh"""*
himidlty separator on flight day 1. That was a short
''''
inJ-pJotec'd the
v^'Mcu1nS'tS;''^¥l%'r%''"electrical system and we got by on our redundant
flight.
°'
We had a CO p ;
0f otlU f!„'«nJ°i 'r.'.'' pressure
control system demonstrate
fLe
s««e anwalies.
JnLanS
111
.iVl^
We think we understand those.
We know how to
°f ihe fllgS; our most
""11 2"
sTSJi'flJLJ'?!',
failure which
was a failure of the general purpose
rnl««n^
co«„uter Rumber 2 which just took off.
headed south and departed
°" ^^1°"''
that still is n" fJny
"
uS;e«tnL"si"'''"
understood because, as I'm sure you're aware,
we powered It back
' redundant'set tSrJiJt 5aJ
"'^
^
So'*ur't"?fL''- r^"'"*
9^°""*^ "^^^^a taken the appropriate
.J
tS pJJJorm In
the"*; ?"we ?ar?'t? %%M
'V'''' ^"nctloSs'
assignments,
that is, the functions
tSat are
mat
Jre performed
nerforlln t«
ll^
to the various computers which we can irmnie
''^
^'^''^ the tfme we brough 'it
up the morning
nf
of entry day until the GPC's were
powered down
Yes
t hung right in there and did
Its right thing so
doJ't
really understand what happened there.
Probably
it was a
computer hardware problem but that is not
?ully u de?stood or
Anything
overlooked o t ?? ft was
a'c'om'flrffM!* vehicle.
'V-^^'^'tWe think the
control was a
Httle better on this than It Is on temperature
102.
We kept sett no ?he
^
%s
Jr^e t'or'lJriT^°r'"°^^\^^'^^ compumed
^r^- aSd'^a'Jm^rs^Jt'l
about how hot they got
Tn ?he cahi-n I^^n^'^"'^''
during entry so we made sure when we
got up on entrv
iL tw,*
'

f

"

I

?

temperature c?n{rSl'le a
°"
sho'rtwMt^'
iVt we
shortly
after that
started
adding layers of
;Vnth<„^ i
^"
"""v^es when we got out of the
fliln
^^'^'•ts on and it reall! does
'Vr'^
Inl^^r,"^
'''''''
^^^^^^
^ ^^"^^ °"
?San' ^e'ioo'So";'
t

at

t

at

J

r

9°'"9 to expand a little about the GPC
Wp
had the Ifailure and we did our
checklist procedures
We knel!
1^,^/*^

5

a
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ground station pass coming up In about 5
station pass was 6 minutes long. I think. 6
m nu^^^llong.
JI^ Kl"""^
minutes
They must have been very surprised as we were
^erv
surprised when the GPC went down and before the
end o? that 6
"f-at we were going to do and had a
n ,1! Lf'"/?
plan
set out for^""tu
the night. We did 2 more, we did a dump of
the
^PC' ""^ essentially went to bed with
fKL^f""!^* °^ ^^t ^''^^"^
'^/ormticn. So it was. I though?. hanSie!
n ;
uni^h'ft K-'''
"^'^
'^'^ comfortable with what
?"
h^nJ»H
P^""d
«'th the tremendous response we got
from fhf n t T^^T
^^"^
taken care of
Ind when
wJin !I
and
we got up ^IJ
the next morning we tried it and it worked.
And it worked all the way through entry.
a

/

about an hour into our sleep
and I could just see it while Bo and I
had already gone through the malfunction
procedures for GPC
failure in that situation and were waiting to
consult with the
ground
And I was mumbling at least to myself if
Sot oil uTd
about here we go we're going to spend 2 or
3 hours playing with
this damn machine trying to get it to work
right and t?yiL

^IIVa

J

/ff^\last "f""*
mght

U

^^°''t ^ Pe'-^o^ of time, in a
llri^l I/a
""i!"^
^^^"^ "^^^ tf'fi "ews of what
hfnl»J»2 J.? "."^"•/r"?',*^'
totally put together a. the control center
J^^^^t^^Lr*^^ P^'"
^''t" e<^f"tJ" that 6 minutes
fhL c5?J^*'.'
^^'""^
the morning. And
IhJ
tA^'
that was a very pleasant surprise.
Well we arose on time on
everything went per the checklist on
ri' deorbit
f""
burn was smooth as advertised.
We did notice
nIr;hJ„
one
thing.
We're going to recommend a change in procedures
is
^''S-l which Is the launch, the
hrLrn5r%?""/^
computer software we have Jhat's
callSS thP
5t^<=k downmode capability in which
case if you're
nlitn
flying on the autopilot I can knock down
the autopilot and fly
controller, the hand controner oJt
^rdplli^ti^'i
"""^^ l^'
^^^^
inadvertently bumped the stick
hltff!
between us .u"^*'^
the two of us at least 5 or 6 times. I would
guess,
wh e we re sitting waiting for it was mainly
^ost deorbiJburn
ueoroii
ourn
while we're sitting waiting for EI.

surprising things or one of the things that
h?nnLc
°J
happens
when
you're in 0 g your arms naturally go to a
j s«
position about like that.
WEITZ
And your body tends to straighten out
to you're ride
higher in the seat then you sit in 1
g.

BOBKO

And your hands are out in front of you.
I
know oerhaos
Indications I had that we r'eaily had sta'rtSd'to
irck°L'^J/'7A
"""^ ''"k ^"to the
' "^^^^
looked down and found that my hands were in atmosphere was
my lap.
I
mean they
weren't up here like this you know and
think it just makSs
a
lot easier to bump the stick when your hands
are in Sk nd of an

VAL/a^

I

I

U

T
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unaccustomed place.
WEITZ

yea,

well

think 1f

I
was bumping it, it was with mv
power from the hand controllers InA
that'fixid U^^'w/L^^r^^
^^'^
°" the fly and note to our entry
\i
J] . at^'the appropriate
checklist
time t^ turn the hand controHer
powers back on
the flight controller powers, and t
at too
care
«?V9°?d. Golly, it was just such a smooth
ride an
?ide
^1 the
thi iL'r"
way down I don't know what to say except
that iu<;t
before we came into sunrise we could
start o serthe ion sheath
^^^"9 that sur Mse me
'
wa
UTt i::r,"°lt' '°
^^nl^ght, and Don reminds
^"'2
Je or
me
of what
SJat ?s
on
f'""
is an5nn
going
from a physics standpoint and he's
correct
''^'^^ surprised me, is that even in bright
Sail ohriV'^'i^
^^^-"Pl^' I forget whether^t
iaf inn the
was
Jhe Trlt
k!\°"'
first bank
or V.'"'
the second, after the second reversal
I
^" ^"11 bright suJligErbut
illll
in the cl'w^
shadow of the orbiter I could still see
the pink alow of
I

"^'5
opportunity to see
sf 5 d?d !Ln"Jh^
t
"".ade, when
they encountered the
^tmocni;:":
«^f" ^^^y
9'-adual.
Subjectively, it
?e?? lfkpM%J"'^"w"'
felt
like on the order of 40 to 502 more
g's then we actualiv
California coast as we cLe uj o ft at
Jbo'St";
J'
•5'°"
wfien you're coming in a 40
5- .1^"
^JnnLc
'''''' slowing^own
Jo2'r%"s?a"?
fno 1°
to'J^r'
take energy out of the vehicle but the
^^^^^^"a
^rr/il
acceleration

Jhn

J

vector is

essentially upward so you're pressed down
into your seat.
As we got slower, as I'm surfmost
of vou are
aware, we decreased the angle of
attack, pitch oSer more aSd as
are reaiiy s, owing down.
You can just feel the acceleratlnn
vector go from essentially straight down!
You caS feel i{
""""^ forward and as you do you are just pulling

flrwJJ.!!^-

>t the t(»«

in

t

u

.as

kind Of

,

ih I

t

1*9

J;

d

"

Lf

autopilot turned us on to the heading
alignment cfrcles
r.s?"istrj?;s'si:
jl-sic

drd- tV L

^::r^drtT:;^^s"L^-d^»-r„^rr^/.^^;

?
J

""^ ^° "'^^^ ""^'"^^
still a dry
lakebed efor^ J^k'
became a seaside resort, have a triangle
rfrt,^„i
or a
rectangle or whatever, was painted at
6500 feet
We 1
tha?'.
there. And wSeJ'we c ie
J
e
HAC.
H;c"a;jTlooL^tJ'*
and I looked throughout
"t'''' through the HUD.
had been looking

\

I
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outside the window up till that point and it just surprised me
because the HUD runway was overlayed as near as I could tell,
precisely on the real world runway.
But the aim point didn't
seemed to be in the right place.
Well the HUD gets its inputs
from guidance and it ought to know where we we're going, so that
precipitated a conversation between Bo and I as to where guidance
was taking us.
And it turned out that he had total confidence, I
wasn't sure and he was right.
So it was taking it to the right
place, but that is th", it's the little things that kind of cause
you to depart from your planned sequence of events, that was the
time at which I had intended to return control of the vehicle
back to the auto system so that the flight control folks could
get some time in auto on the outer glideslope and frankly I just
forgot about it while I was flying it manually, while we were
talking about where we were going.
The HUD was a tremendous
asset, I feel, toward making that subjectively from an operator's
point of view, I thought was a relatively smooth approach and
landing.
And the HUD really helped a lot. It, in conjunction
with what you're seeing on the outside world, you still
crosscheck inside.
Don Peterson, both on ascent and entry is
sitting, you know I sit on the left side, and Bo on the right and
Don sits behind the center console in the middle, and it's his
job to keep us out of trouble, which he did obviously a very good
job of.
But once we get below about 5000 feet, as Don starts
feeding me, just In case, well both of us, in the event that Bo
would have to take over, information over the intercom loop on
altitude, airspeed, and you put this all together, but the HUD
still helped, it helps a lot.
So we got good indications on the
HUD, the things were set up.
We felt a little turbulence, one
gust on final, on the final approach that my impression was that
a
gust came along and said, I'm going to get you, orbiter, and
the orbiter just went in one side and out the other, and said you
know, take that, you can't do much, because you know it's a 95
ton machine that's moving down there at a significant number of
miles an hour and it just sailed right through it with no crew
response necessary.
The touchdown was nominal from my stancfpoint
anyway, relatively smooth, and derotatlon,
I
didn't sense any
drift until we got the nose on the runway, at which time I then
sensed a little drift to the right, but it was not remarkable or
alarming from my standpoint, I didn't hear any gasps, so you guys
might have been holding your breath or something.
But I think we
did give the brake and tire folks a reasonably good shot at their
DTO, their Detailed Test Objective.
You may know, we have had
seme mixed and not very good results from the brakes.
Unfortunately we have not had a chance to talk to the brakes
folks, but from an operators point of view, is you couldn't have
asked for anything more. There was not pull off of the brakes one
way or the other. I applied max braking from 140 knots ground
speed down to 90 knots and moderate braking after that.
And
during the moderate braking phase, then used differential braking
to steer us back to the centerline, because we had to look good
for the post flight photos to have the orbiter near the
centerline anyway, and that all worked well.
Also the, since
everything was relatively nominal, the communications was.

T
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think we got the vehicle ready for
and that doesn't say anything
again it's just because the maturity of
could have, what I'll do. we got onJ more
that we'll go iSto
it looked like out the window, the
about what it is reasonable to expect in
I

'-"O'-d.titne.

JL^rnr^i!
about us in particular,
the program. Yes. if we
tll movie.
]! ''%H'r.''^°r
the
That's what
question has been asked

'^""^'^

^f^^t

ask a
if^JnTLLfS-"/'"^'"^'"'^
mission
specialist, or anyone in the back end to do and Story
was
^^^'^ pUUre out over Bo's shoulder,
''^'^
and
,
""^^ °"
through most of the
^ntL
"^^^
'"^'^-9 loading got to.
I
°^
suspect
t. didn't
A^A„<t have
t
^"^^l
we
muchI wind
at altitude. I'd bt surprised if it aot
over a g and 1/2. 1.6 g. in there somewhere,
so you can

L

!i

see it
"^^^ ^""'^
P^''* ^*
f°"o">
part of
fll
ti^rtni
tl"'
the window there is where the water is still
laying on the lake
bed
So when we can. if we can cut the slide
a?id ,o to the
movie.
This is the ascent, liftoff, for those of
fortunate enough to be there, very fortunate from Jou who weren't
Jur standpoint,
°"
one of t e
9'-°""'^'
c^LLr iV'^'''^
we've every had in Florida.
When the solids get a
IJ/t,
"^"^^^ ^""''•^ ^''^"S "^^'^ those solids
tVJ ft
^'k^'
^^"^ ^^^} something keeps them pointed in the
riaJt
right Sir^;t?«
direction, ^k"
because you're on your way.
The roll, as
reported before, was not disconcerting or confusing
in anyway
' ^° ^"S'"" -""'^
as
so?n
as yJI ? ear
III
^^""^ °^ prepared for more shaking
Inl
rlJ;toJL^°
and clattering and vibration than we actually
had.

5S?c?»,*prospective.

^^'^

interesting to look at it from this

approaching SRB SEP here. You can see tailThere are"^cTI;
SEP motors and as I say. those cause it to fall
away in the right direction at the right rate,
and those are what
deposited the most gunk o^ the ifSdow
Js
Don'nS
Don
pointed out to you before, this is another view
of the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite in the bay.
This is since we
were elevating it from the stowed position
to the Is degrSe
checkout position.
It moved, phase I used earlier in
the with
''^"9 J"^*
majesli al ; 'i^ s
^u'l-etlT^sif^'tf'
quietly, silently, as a''''
matter of fact, and almost inexerahlv
was'movtlru tllllY'tll'
''''
??n:/a?SuJ;e
degrees, you can see on our protractor that
*-^* 'V."'.'
nin
elevation an le
oSce
TtKl"li P^r^"""'^^:/^^
everything else was okay, that thinq was
r,^^
go ng. whether we got to 58 or not.
Now that's the nozzle of the
the instant of separation! As
Do! J.^-h"''* ""^fr- f"^
^^"^'."^^heck the television view from
tMs
o^crtr.'l^tthat It was in fact, had
deployed.
Absolutely
^cIlJ^*^! 1*^°
f-^'^'P^"^"""*' "-echanically it came straight out of the aIe
+
^ates.'just that again at
•s
/'fro"? lTol[\''''
second, whichI' isn't all that fast.
And now
It about
at
abou! .a Iin„f«
minute after deploy, as we thrust backward
toward it.
SlfJ^^
off.

T.,

L

\V
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and you're not sure the thing is really clear of the orbiter, but
that does cause you to pitch down also, or away from the thing.
But it never lets it gets its attention when you're thrusting
back toward a 17 or 18-ton piece of metal in the sky.
The white
part is the JUS, the Inertia! Upper Stage.
Here's where we
started to thrust toward it and pitch down.
This was later on
flight day 3, I guess, whatever it was. This is the FCS flight
control system checkout, we do it every flight on the vehicle.
And that is Story operating the camera to take data for the
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System experiment. This is the
one that's a joint venture between McDonnell Douglas and Johnson
and Johnson, which they have every confidence is going to have
direct earthborne aplicatlon very shortly.
He was taking some
photos of the streams up there and down here, he's getting ready
to changeout some samples,
Don was basically, he was the
housekeeper, and you can see that he kept a nice, neat ship down
here. Not a lot of trash and equipment and items hanging on
the lockers and on the bulkhead and that really helped a lot.
And this was flight day 2 here while Bo was telling the world
about the getaway specials.
As Don mentioned previously, they
were mounted in those three canisters. We did an antenna test
which necessitated us getting crossways to our velocity vector
and then rolling at 2 degress a second.
We took some pictures of
it and I'll tell you it was a little more impressive from onboard
than it is here.
But nevertheless, it was a welcome diversion
from just going around the world with the payload bay facing the
earth all the time.
This is on EVA day that's Story and Don in
the airlock beginning their prebreathe.
You know requires 3 and
a half hours of prebreathe on lOOX oxygen to make sure or to have
better assurances that we've flushed nitrogen out of the system
so folks don't get the bends when they're exposed to the lower
pressures In the suit.
Bo was cleaning up the airlock and making
sure that everything was ready for them.
This photo was taken
through a, no this is from the aft TV cameras.
That's the
airlock hatch being opened in preparation for airlock egress.
And this is Story.
Okay, a butterfly coming out of its crysallls
I
guess except he ain't near as pretty.
But he has to come out
and hook up the safety tether which he mentioned before and these
are some translations I guess, is that you Story, going back
along the starboard handrail, along the starboard lounger on
toward the aft end of the vehicle.
And these are both folks.
Story in the foreground was moving back and Don was preparing
some equipment up at the forward end.
You see the two windows up
there In the aft bulkhead through which Bo and I were able to
keep tabs on what was going on.
We were in constant radio
communications with the two EVA crewmen as they were with each
other.
So we had a duplex com loop set up there and the ground
when we were over ground stations could talk to any and all of us
also.
Don here Is back at the IDS tilt table.
This is in the
aft end.
He's using a ratchet wrench here to reposition some
equipment.
Story mentioned before their practice run through of
the IDS tilt table restow mechanism for which we have an EVA
procedure.
That's just kind of a gee whiz thing.
I
tell you,
this thing really does have a Star Wars effect.
65 feet is a

T
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long way back and that's a big vehicle and It still surprises
you.
You look back, you're in orbit, you're in a spacecraft and
the damn thing's got wings and a tail.
I
just seems innocuous
and when those guys were in the back end of the vehicle they were
far enough away and everything just absolutely silent.
You know
you re gliding over the earth due to some fortunate magic and
they're back there having a heck of a good time in this case and
it really does have, it's more Star Warsy than Star Wars I
think.
Except Star War spaceships have wings also.
This is as
we were going down. We were fortunate here.
That's the west
coast of Mexico just below Guadalajara where it kind of bends
from the southeast to the east southeast so we were zinging right
along the Mexican coast which has no significance except I think
it makes for a nicer looking picture than if you had nothing
down
there.
Vou notice on the fin the rudder is offset to the left a
little bit up there.
That kind of surprised me.
It turns out in
talking to folks afterward that the flight control system
checkout leaves tuif rudder parked to the left and it's nothing to
be concerned about.
That's just what it does.
Now those were
all daylight scenes.
Here are some with, the film compensates
for the lack of overall illumination in the cargo bay.
think
I
Story mentioned that the helmet mounted lights were for all
practical purposes essential and that the payload bay flood
lighting was not adequate to do your task.
So here he's using
the EVA winch that Is utilized for several different tasks.
This
is on the forward bulkhead and it's routed down to, he
just
pointed to an exergenie down there which is used only to provide
a load on the, on the line that we use.
Here we're doing some
suit mobility checks, kind of reach envelop determinations, suit
stability and mobility evaluations.
Seeing if there were any
objectionable lockups in the, in any of the bearings.
See if you
could put it in one position where you wanted it, keep it there
so-called neutral point.
Performance of the EHU's was just like
the performance of the vehicle.
There was. we've had some bad
starts but they all, they both worked like champs in this
particular evolution.
And we're very gratified by that also
This is getting back into the airlock.
Turns out we have a
little work to do on, the term Story used as choreographing this
evolution and that's a very good term I think is that, as far as
our procedures for getting out of and into the airlock.
This is
on the last day of the flight when we had our impromptu
conversation with the Vice President. We decided, we were
notified during the flight that we had the dubious distinction of
being the, in average age the oldest crew to ever fly anytime
anywhere.
But these were taken from the TV photo chase on return
to Edwards.
You can see the weather was as good out there for
w^^at^" Florida for the launch.
This is through
![!*7.,n^
the
HUD. 11
through the head up display.
This is a third or fourth
order conversion of this and I'm sorry it just doesn't show
up as
well as It does on the original.
You can see that those green
symbology, the green symbology is displayed on the HUO.
Here we
are in the flare.
Preparation for landing.
This almost counts
as a carrier landing as you'll see in the next
photo by an over
water approach here.
(Laughter)
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Edward's dry lake bed.

WEITZ
flight, the former, Edwards, former dry lake
bed
Speed
brakes are starting open.
Our standard procedure as soon as the
mam gear are ondeck I call speed brakes open and Bo manually
opens the speed brakes to help impart some drag to it.
Some
the runway said they could see a
^{
V'^^
t?!t?/Kh*^r"*
little bit of smoke
coming off the tires during the max braking
part of the test but I only heard that from one
folk I think.
don t know If that was actually so or not.
But anyway
it's
starting to come together, folks.
The whole system is
I
think
we re on our way. It did feel good to be back on
the ground again
even though
was a tremendously exhilarating experience.
But
that IS just such a huge, impressive vehicle especially
when It's
sitting on the ground.
Our postflight walk around such as we
were permitted to do.
We couldn't get around the aft end of the
vehicle because of the, they were making sure that
the
propellants for the OHS and RCS were all secured.
But it looked
n, 1n just absolutely super shape and I
don't know, what is the
last count on tiles that have to be replaced?
I
think it's like
Just 30?
Something like that.
mean obviously there's a
concern where that new insulation on the OHS pod was
severely
eroded on the forward edge, leading edge of the
pods and
obviously as you can see from the onorbit stuff is it,
they were
deorbit.
So it happened sometime during
IItrv^nI!
l^^:l^<^
entry
and we don't really, as best I know we don't really
know
when.
Anything else before we throw it open to the floor.
You
guys want ti add to that?
I

U

I

*'°"]^
^^^"9 that, that the quality of the
I
thinkL doesn't
show the quality that we observed in the
master copies of some of this stuff, but some of
the master
copies are really sharp and clear of some of the
VTR sequences

Jflf'^^
film.

don

t

I

call

O^^y. we'll go to questions here dt JSC, and if
by name, please state your name and your

on you

I

hii;^;;n??ons"? oiiie'T^if;^
^''^
to how they
SiuMJir^t^^'n'
"^t 5° it a little
felt
about it and you described
bit, but I would like
Story and Don please, to sort of share with us
please some of
your emotions that you felt when you walked
out. or however you

Iff

lui^f f;ro^b?tt-^^^

11^-/^'^^^^^^^^^^
Hir
said, doggone
Lv ;/5?^

?roJ?^;?igjrc:s?foi

it, while he was

out in the cargo
J"st look at the Earth we've been looking
aJ^foJ
at
tJl^^
for three days, he wanted to see some of
the stars.
So they
were kind enough to oblige us on that, so
on one pass the?e
wJ
just went to inertial attitude hold at local
noon, and
hat kJpt

5/r\*°

T
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In the same attitude inertially, so as we
got to the other
side, the dark side of the Earth, our cargo bay
was facing toward
the sky.
And they gave us a better view, I think it made for
some better pictures, a little gee whizzy, it wasn't
necessary
for the test, but I think it gave Bo and I a little
better view,
while these guys were conducting in their perfect EVA.
us

MUSGRAVE
I
think that change of attitude would certainly
encourage some different kinds of feelings, or different
perspective of the universe, and of the Earth.
I
was looking for
some, I don t know, some kind of existential experience,
or some
being, or some kind of physical phenomenon to, you know,
to
really grab me and tell me I'm not still in the water tank
I
know just what you're asking for, and I was sure looking
for
It.
There s no question, the view out there Is absolutely
fantastic and the amount you can see of the Earth, we didn't
see
any stars, I didn't see any stars.
And the Earth Is really going
by fast, even though you're up between a 150, 170
miles, you can
see an awful lot and the Earth is going by really
fast.
For
there was no concept of falling, and the Earth was not down me
either.
We looked down. I would see the Earth but It
wasn't
down, and if subjectively you could hand me something,
and you
know I would take It out and drop it like that,
I
would not

?
fall.

^^^^
let 90 of things
^
gravity had already, you know,
grabbed me for some period of time.
So there was no
falling or if I dropped something, that it would fall,concept of
really just stay right there. And likewise a separationit would
phenomenon of separating from the Earth, really the orbiter
was
that was the perspective, and the payload bay
was the
Jpr!;J??
perspective.
And In terms of the operation out there, in terms
of the translation,
terms of the feeling and all, the
extrapolation from all '.he training and preparation down here
to
out there, it really worked, as it has in the
Skylab program that
P.J. flew on. and the J missions Apollo, where
you were in zero
gravity atEVAs. that extrapolation really worked.
But the view
IS fantastic, it's going by very
fast, but on the other hand for
me, the Earth wasn't necessarily down. Neither
did I have any
tailing or separation phenomenon, and really the
orbiter Itself
was my frame of reference.

?h^r5
iS
that I II
would

•

'^''^

^
ru
The zero

m

^^^1^ ^ ^a*"^^ "^'^^ ""ost of that.
felt very
^flf^^^^i
}
comfortable, along
from time to time, and
hope there are no
I

I

psychologists and psychiatrists listening. I have
I
m flying, not in an airplane, just flying.
And

dream that
think EVA
I
^i'-st climbed out
'
l7tL'rj\'^':^ ?
you won't probably another
"P °" top
"^^'I'^?''
?Lm tJf J5;ik
"'""^^ of the payload bay.
'
°"
And
frl^'fJiL
from
there, ?1
the door was open down on one side and the
cabin
was
curved back this way.
You can look out through there, there's
absolutely nothing in front of you except
t^p"LM^°
the Earth and3'?["c.°^
the Sky.
And that's kind of an awesome view, and I
^"'^
"'y- «^^t Story said was (rJe.
le asked
we
I Ld"fnrSh
for this maneuver so we could look out and
I
thought.
a
I
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"

' '"^I^^O" stars, it ought to really be
there's enough light in the payload
/""^
Lv that your eyes ^V"^
bay
don't get dark adapted verj well,
gueis.
^".^h^-'^ddle of the payload bay. and lo^Jk o t
at t . Jl^oht*'?''
'
J'O" cannot see stars.
If
you got up in a corner, like I managed to do
a couple of tim^s
the'some n ibe 'of
stars
s?;rs'o"n'oJbiJ%'K\
on orbit that you ^"/'"'''"'^^
do from the ground.
I
think that's
'''' ^Sree that I had no. Jrom
abSJJ'thffJJ^t'^^'^^-.
^ n>^nistes after we cut the main engines off.
I
nlllr .Lin hf^
"P,- ^own reference in terms of any
fnstinr??^ ,t^^T'^
°t
^ef1^"9S about falling or dropping anything.
YoL
fiL thH
'"^'P* ^^""^ quickly^o the concept
of 0 S hd ? ^^'"^
hlT'^
moves with you.
You
ll^n'f^L 2iA*
^°"r
^'fr °^youreference
visually,
don't have a sense of up.
^"
rf^!n
down, ll
the way you do from holding yourself
erect in a
P'-^sure on your body or anything. And
llVi'
pleasant sort of feeling, and a secure
'
lin! of aI feeling.
fioifll
t""^
kind
I
never once worried about separating from
Snd losing my
g?fp oM'a SIn5J!if'''?%%-°^
I
think r':''"^
I
just went about the work in ki^d
If I hn.tnifc 1?!
'''^ '
t^i"9S. we did
SJt
not nave
haJl a lot of
If%,-^!^J°"time to just play around.
But when I did aet a
""^'^ ^*°P' ^ ^^''^^ J'd have to say most
^
If whir?'' '^'f*^
S'""* ''"I
pleasure and just f?om
iLklnS it t'^r^'""^
things and seeing the Earth In different
perspect ves
InS pfi^i
« ^ff ere t
perspec v'e

h^Lti^.,?^
•

I

^

•

1^5%*

r

"

MUSGRAVE
The sun goes up and down in a matter
of a few
seconds.
YOU know.* It 's like
'"^ someone turned the light out,
out.'. it
.
H«^cnTZ
.u
1 ;^
doesn't take
Ike 1/2 an hour for
fnr the
tho c.,„
j
r.
sun to go down
or come uo the
""'^"9 "P0"%0". no^IiSe at a'l
the
'

Tu'n

ut!:

Hn!n

cXy

:?;ch^f?o:t"^:;:nj/?t?rf;Ei

-^-^i

-oi^e things are unexciting, however,
and that is
Ifh!!^
that, you know during the Apollo program
ar.
thereabouts
we came
to refer to the Earth as a blue planet,
and .ven during Sky?ab
wh ch was 11 relatively short. years ago.
mak ng a comment postflight. that the sky is that I remlmber
is blue
whether vou
.

'

becoming a gray
fiL'^r^"'^'!^'
apalling
to
^••^r'^ly
me.
to see how di?ty the
atmosphere ?is over nearly every part of the
world that
h^H tL
o

L!t

other human being.

And Dick says that he can tell

the
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fference. he can show you pictures of the same area
side by
side, over the last few years, in which our
environment,
apparently anyway, is just flat going down hill. And 1
don't
know what the message is. but I think that it is
not all related
to dust storms and volcanoes, because it has
a blue haze to it
and looks to me like smoke.
What's the message, I don't know '
we re fouling our nest some way.
d

'

PAO

John Getter in the back,

I
have two questions. To start with, it's a follow^^^P"
w .
on
to what
you just said. Mr. Weitz.
Would you compare as best
^^^"^ wars and that sort
'
^!f"fh?
r",!''^''^*'
of
thing.
Would you compare flying the Apollo capsule up
to an
^° ^^^^'"9
space Shuttle' up ?nto
sna^i the feeling of it. the advancements
space,
that you've made and
Just the emotion of it, how does it compare?

You have the feeling, I would anyway, if you were
aUII fh»
doing
the tK*
thing with an orblter. that you've got a vehicle with
a
capability.
It's a bigger, more impressive vehicle,
T
the thing is done, you probably have a greater sense
if
or self-satisfaction, because you're maneuvering
something that
weighs, on orbit we weighed 235.000 pounds or there
abouts. as
opposed to a command service module with a total weight
of 35.000
pounds, something on th^t order.
Some historian will have to
correct me. maybe 50.000 at the most, you know the
task really
from a piloting point of view is essentially
the same.
We have,
the Apollo for Its day was a very, had a lot of
capability, very
flex ble system and we have basically that now.
So I guess it'd
be all be subjective. I think the task is relatively
easy
We
understand the mechanics of rendezvous and close-in control
and
we re going to find out what we don't know
about it here with a
couple missions very shortly starting with. ..when
does SPAS fly'
Seven.
That's on the next one.
Did that answer your question?
»!^I^^,h«

,

Second question for Dr. Musgrave and anybody

J""""
"^""^^ 3
unsteady on
voir
^K*""*
run^iy out there coming down the ramp.
Did this
i^oiT*!
!
?u
relate to the experiments you were doing that were
trying to gain
'P'" adaptation syndrome and as an MD can you
^ffL'"'^^?^

*°

offer any insights now that you've been through

a

mission?

get back
^^9^
^2" ^''^ ? ^^"^^
warned
us coming down the chute there that you're
going
to feel heavier and as he alluded to when you
start pullinq the
heavier.
g s there you do feel
You feel like maybe you weigh 180
pounds instead of 150 or something like that.
The g's! ?f you're
reading g s on the meter and they're .8 maybe
they feel like 1.2
or i.i
so, I don t think any experimentation... but
you know in
terms of my sea
egs and all of our sea legs getting back home
that probably relates to adaptation back to Ig from
the 5 days of
Og and whatever aerobatics and things I did
in the Og environment
but I had sea legs coming back for about
a day or so.
The day
III!m•'''^^^
home.
PJ
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after, I played some racquetball and went running and was played
about as good a game as I did the night before I left so that's
maybe about a 24-hour phenomenon.

WEIT2
I
think. If I can interject, that frankly I was
surprised that of the subjective sense of how great an
acceleration field you're in after only 5 days.
It wasn't as
marked as it was on Skylab after 28 days but I expected that.
I
just frankly did not expect it here and
mentioned what It felt
like during the entry.
But when it came time to bail out and Bo
had a couple tasks to do and I think he looked around for some
help once and he was all alone on the flight deck.
The rest of
us, we were ready to get out.
But as I stood up out of the seat
to step over the center console it just aboslutely flabbergasted
me as to what my sensation was as I raised up out of the seat I
was immediately subjectively in a 2g field.
And I think that
what the sea legs as Story put it which is a very good way to put
it.
You know you don't have that sensation if you just stand
even though you're still standing if you stand stock still.
And,
but it's as soon as you move your head or actually it's not only
your head it's you limbs, but I really think it's your brain,
your total system got used to working for several days. In this
case 5, without any sensible acceleration environment.
And now
we put Ig on top of that and I frankly think that you get cross
coupling, it's just like procession of a gyro.
You're internal
gyro if you stand still doesn't bother you.
As soon as you move
your head this way, and as a matter of fact I did it in the post
flight physical, you could see if you close your eyes and move
your head rapidly your gyro precesses a little bit and you tend
to wobble because you're getting a false impression.
But as
Story said, I think it was still noticeable the morning of the
next day but by the end of the day after landing that it wasn't
there.
I

PAO

Okay.

Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
For Story and Don.
I
noticed
when you were outside that your feet seemed to always be floating
above your head.
Is this just something of the nature of the
suit or of the activities?
Is there a reason for it?
Were you
bothered by it, did is hamper you?

PETERSON
I
think the answer is that that has to do with the
way the pressure in the suit and your natural body position
positions you when you're hanging onto something with your
hand.
But no, I didn't, as a matter of fact when I looked at
some of the films that you just saw for the first time I was
surprised that my feet were as, at the angle they were.
I
really
felt that my feet and body were more a right angles to my arm and
when I look at the pictures I realize they're probably 20, 3D or
maybe even 40 degrees up from there and at the time it happened I
did not realize that at the time it was going on.
WEITZ

Well

let me say one thing.

These guys were
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operating down along the handrails along the threshold as anytime
their feet got down there level as Bo and I would say "watch the
radiators".
So we were on them whenever they got, cause we don't
want to kick holes in our radiators obviously or that certainly
would've shortened the mission.

MUSGRAVE
But, of course, you know the feet, the feet are not
up and even the slides we showed you here are upside down.
Most
of the slides are upside down you'll notice the earth is
up there
and so really the feet aren't up In (lauflhter).
Me are in
contact with the vehicle with our hands.'
^^'^'^^

tendency.

Well, was it task oriented as opposed to any
Was it a tendency or...

PETERSON

I
think it's just that when you grab something in
that suit instead of your body staying at right angles
your body
tends to, your feet tend to angle out further behind you rather
than up or down.

"^IT^Z
As a matter of fact during the EVA, I mentioned to
Bo, you watch these guys and this has gone since Ed White's
EVA.
You see guys move around except on the moon as long as
they re in Og, you know they're moving around, they're doing all
kinds of things with their hands and their opper torso and their
legs are sticking straight out.
I
told Bo I said "you know if
you re a professional EVAer you'd probably have your legs cut off
because they don't serve any purpose when you're out there.

BYARS
Let me ask you about the suits.
These were a
relatively low pressure suit but how would, how are you qoino to
»
^
feel about going to the 8 psi suit?
3

MUSGRAVE
If they give us the same mobility, stability and
dexterity obviously that'll be an advancement.
^^^^^
suit Story?

Well, do you have any experience with the 8 psi
*^

MUSGRAVE
I
do have experience in 8 psi suits but not, not In
a water tank or not in a Og environment.
Just you know a Ig
evaluation.
It's a tougher job because you have to make, you
have to make a joint insensitive to pressure.
It's like
it's
like taking a bread bag which Is totally krinkly,
you can do
anything you want with it and blow a little bit of pressure in
that bread bag and It becomes pretty, pretty tough even though
know a little celophane bag.
And so the more pressure you put in
the stiffer it becomes and so all joints are somewhat
sensitive
to pressure and it's really state of the art to make a
joint,
even a little finger joint or an elbow joint, which is totally
insensitive to pressure.
Meaning the force it takes to bend
it.
How senstive is that to pressure.
And especially when you
get down to joints that are this small, it's difficult to design
a joint which is pressure insensitive.
So that's what they're up
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against going from our 4.3 up to 8.
Okay, we'll take one more here before we go to
questions at the other centers.
Paul Recer.
Then we'll come
back here a little bit later.
PAUL RECER (AP)
After you're doing your EVA. have you concluded
that the suit is In fact ready now for use on the MMU on
down the
line.
Has the suit proven itself sufficient for that?

PETERSON
Yes sir.
Based on you know you're taking a data
point with only 2 real samples but based on what we saw.
yes.
PAD

Okay.

that's all we can say, Paul.
You know they
"^i^^
.
f"**
peformed^ just
like the vehicle did and performed well so we have
no basis to say that they won't, but personally
I
would like to
see a little more time on them before we say that they're
100%
ready to go in all respects.
''^O

Okay.

^

questions and we'll
to

f

1ni sh

PAO {HQ)

up,

We'll go down to NASA Headquarters for
hit the other centers and then come back here

This is NASA Headquarters.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
I've got an EVA question for both
PJ and Don.
Paul, allow me to play devil's advocate a little
bit
Towards the end of the EVA the ground called up permission,
in fact, volunteered its approval for a 1
hour extension.
What
was your reasoning onboard at the time to call them
back in and
not carry on with that extension?
"^^^ ^^^^
again equivalent of a
first flight on an airplane and to me I used the same
rationale
that I used for stating that I felt that we ought to target
the
landing if all other considerations were equal to a lake
bed
And I just felt that I frankly didn't like some
things I saw on the characteristics of the airlock
hatch when we
concerns, I just wanted to get through
fh^fK^!^'
i
U^''.[I°
r!?^
the thing and do the things we wanted to and keep
any surprises
for later.
In case we did run Into a surprise. I didn't
want it
to be to where we had to hurry up.
And basically it was just, to
me it was another engineering test flight.
We fulfilled the
objectives of that particular test.
And I just wanted to get it
done, and we can start expanding the envelope some
more on the
r.ext time we do it.
But I had no particular concern at all,
Craig
The guys were obviously performing well, you know the
vehicle was going well and I just wanted to get it
done

PETERSON
And if I could talk in the point of view
the
folks outside, we felt great, and felt like staying
out,
But at
the same time, you really can't argue with the
logic P .J, just
"
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used.
We d been out the prescribed amount of time, we've
everything we were supposed to do, and it was reasonable. done
I
think, to stop.
But there was no immediate physical reason to
stop. We were both in good shape and at that point,
both having
^

good time.

Okay, we couldn't hear any of that
Washington, but I'm sure it was good.
WEITZ

What can

I

a

in

say?

COVAULT
I
might have P.J. pursue just very briefly the EVA
hatch issue he raised there, then I do have
another question for
Well, and Story and I were both party years
JEITZ
ago to
the decision as to what type of hatch design we
could come up.
Can you hear this one. Craig?
Hello. Washington.

COVAULT

We've got you now.

^^'O^^
^^'^^y^"'^
way it does, the hatch
just* hinge at the bottom and swing in. nor at the
top, or
have to make more room inside t e
! Jf^^'tn
airlock
to getJ'^'i^'
folks out of the way. We were going for. what
at
the time, we termed minimum sweat volume.
So it's kind of on a
yoke arrangement, much like we had in the MOA
hatches, or the
airlock module hatches in Skylab. so that it
opens up off the
"'"^ °^
way«^
And
??'f
;h^"^^^'"
the geometry ofV't^'
that thing doesn't lend itself to
,,c^
you wouH grab a hold a door in your house and
unlatch
it
i
f
^^'"^
thing needs some work, it's
^
llttit
'^^"gerous.
I
just think it's a thing that needs
ISprovemeS?!

doesn

•

t

•

^

^°^AULT

Okay, and for Don, I understand your heart rate
about 130 there during part of the EVA. about
double
rllut "wK^?
'
curious if that was task
'^"^
nrfil^-.f'^
V':^^'^ "Ponentied
or what pushed
you to that level?
i-uupie OT ximes in the EVA.
°
My basic
support
what Story was doing in the way of
!
t^.t
nn
tho
testing the suit and testing the mobility.
And there were a
''^"9^ ^^^"'t ^^'^
we expect d them
V'k'I'"" '''^
trouble adjusting one of the foot restraints,
^''t^'°''^
we had ftrouble
with one of the winches and a couple of other
things
And what that did. was threw us behind and
also required
me
0 do some tasks that I hadn't planned on doing.
And U JuJ
^'^'"'^
timeline, because Story was for
examnlTL^ ti^"";
*° get something done and so I was working
5ast«i fhfn
"n^
r,?' ^""^-^
""'""^
^'ave been.
And there were a couple
|y
If
?K I
working pretty hard.
I
don't
?hiJi
?
«
think I ever reached a point where I felt
fatigued or where I
i;^K

rwA

.

to

TV"*^
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^°

^o'^ld suspect that the
'
matter
of work load, a higher
i Ej^c^'"!
^"
^"'^ t^^fs about all
I
can say until
l.Zlh^
I'??
somebody te s n,e more about exactly where
they, what theJ
correlate with in terms of time or activity.

''V^'''^
rates
were just

a

did you guys, did you see the movie
^''^'J'
did you see
that job he was doing with the ratchet
wrench down on the EVA tilt table, or
on the IU5 tilt table?

^fr^ioh*an
right,

CRAIG

Yes

sir.

Boeing folks and our DOD friends also have
a
^^^y
any marks, dings, they

*

Iffll^cf
cii/n'l

^"

"'^ 9uys to touch thei?. what-s
thP .n'""^
spreader beam,^^n'
they feel that that thing must Remain
JJiJ;,-Ji
turned around in time bopefuH? o
fly 0
Sfs 8°
A /Jh'r
limited

tltt

Don's availability, the
^own trying to do
inh
the time when he was
JJwna %;
LL^^t^t
that we got the high 02 use alarm from
his
IcH
\Ia
DCM
And ?^
it may turn out to have been
a transducer funny, a
shift, temporary shift to low.
But I tell you f rankl v i t d?dn

ai^il^hili^^^/^

^K^w'^^^'"^^^
T'''"^^°^^^f°'

'

near the radiators.

And

he was

just working very h°rd?

^

heavy, they weigh about 400. 450
f"'*^
them.
P^'""
I
was trying to hold on
^^nJ^! K
position with one hand and work a ratchet
wrench
^^?Jh^i" ^".t^
"'"^ ^^^""^
^ considerable torque load on
tIp r.Jrh°J^""
'°
^^'^ experienced in
JJainfn
Tr'"'^:."'°'?
nation of that just required a lot of
hanginc,
InJ a!'ilotJ*'^"""'!
on and
of cranking with your arms, and it's
fairlv hard
Dn!n5c°Ilh.„

.

suit, and maybe faster than I needed
to be.
trying to keep us on the timeline.

But

I

was just

^''^'^ two comments on the day the Vice
^JJ^iJfnf^^ l^/V «^thi!' you
folks.
He asked someone in ! ss

Con rol

if

K

n

-mentioned that
trying to make himself sick
privacy rules
I
was U,lt
"'"'"^"t on those' two JeLrk 't a? ^e'
oVctiy':.l
It and confirm or deny?
picked up on

wheJllorl was Slino
aoain
again.

^^'^^

/r^K?^

^t^^''
? f-*"""*!^'
Without violating
the medical

^

'"'^

cannot, frankly with our policy as it
was
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^!f

Lmi^'

t,-""""^

easier today

DoS?"
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^'3^^ a clear understanding of.
adaptation syndrome, is that it is
"""^

'^^'^

^""^

^Debriefed the managers this morning, and I said.
I
^fo^' people got the idea, you turn green and have o^en
Inll.
sores,
and that sort of thing.
And that's not really what
^"'^ previously flights and
thfr^^;t nf^Jh-"
'^'^
'^^y
as bad as being
Lh I?^understand
it., and I'm not a
^"^^^
I"/"*
dortor
f"""!
doctor,
and I don't pretend
to.
But I think maybe we have
perhaps by not talking more about it. we
have given the
Is something that we're really
worried about
i-n%'!^^c°!!f\^S*
individual, and I think that's
^^^"^^
"^11
."
1*"
int the
fh! concern.
not
The only real concern is that if you've
got a
guy who doesn't feel very good for awhile,
somebody else has got
^
""""^ ^"'^ ""^^^
better.
And that's
really .1!''
the only concern we have.
.

'

/

thll^e're

on

i

L^^fh,
"""f
^^^^to
"P^ "^^^

behind .nH t.l t*°
-1°"
RMMch

^" environmental condition
earn to understand the mechanism
for the same reason that
'

how to take care of scurvy and rickets,
sea sickness.
We're working on it. we,

and the modern day one is
the agency is workino on
a^better understanding of the mechanism and
lllll Jan Seai it
^^^"^"^^

Ue

Alright, one other quick question for vou

::;iom''j^g:;5?n5\%:;r"'

Were

^ion you received from

°'

"^""'^

to put down our friends at
Obviously we had an interest i n TORS
Our
ommunicat^on association however, was more d1
rectly with the
lUS.
You know, we carried the lUS up, and In
this case it iJst
happened that that lUS had a TORS on top of
it.
t could ha e
disappointed to h^ar th
Ob ems,
irs"t?rrh':\^ 'Vlcompletely briefed on what the status, the
sftL on
In ?cs.
T.''""
situat
I.'m
sure you are all aware is that there is an
underway to look Into what happened, not some
luch
n'n?J:irJ;°"
^l^-^e-but as to understand the mechanism
ke any o?Ser
IrrVA
airplane accident investigation^
unS!rc%LI"'^'r?'*'°"'
understand what happened, so we can head it
off again.
At the
^^'"^ *° ^^'"^ ^3^^ so-^e mo?e information
llrh.l *^°T^^^
gave you all the reasoSs JE;
^
"""^ ' ^^'^^ P^^"
hear
for the
?DRS
a d wln^J'^H^'.^^^'^'
to get up there and perform.
But
for
the^ituf
Jnn
the
situation, at the time, is that
felt the information was
and story had a little closer assTcIltioJ
^i th
Itr!;d"so
and so did
d d'o^;'
Don. maybe you guys don't feel that
way.
l^llll
GoddardA

^

e
andA Spacecom.

J

1

I

i

T
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^^'"^ ".^
information we needed.
^cl
II had
h . done
our job and we could wait, we had to get
on
:?th the rest of the
with
flight plan and we coiild get the rlst of the
details once we got back home.

)ll]Ln
^^J^^
feeling th,f
that i^.^/
information

question asked. Does someone have the
being withheld from us?

was

"^"^
^^^^ Lisson, I represent Argus
^
Jrn^th African
«f.^
South
Newspapers and I'd like to take you
back, Mr. Weitz, if you would to the
rather gloomy pollution
P'"°blem more Soticeabfe f
some
a
areasrthi:^^?^"*''than others or was it a rather universal
problem?
It was pretty much univeral,
fH^^
it's universal because of the extent of it.

but

I
would say that
don't see how vou
keep that thing from spreading over land
masses, but what
^"/o""* /^'^t
tend to think of as developing
rnnnflifc
ll
can only assume that it's due to. and
1
n^rhl^c^n/? *^«'^ff°';e some
insight into this, due primari
^^"^
to
fJI burning
hor.fl^'' of5"
the
wood primarily whether it be for heat and y
^"^""^^ '""^ probably as in some conversations with
hfr'"! 1°"/
^'^'^ segements of the world were doing slash,
r Lr'^'K*^'
operations.
But to me it had a heavy blue quality
th!r,
that I would associate with wood smoke.
Now. Dick also telU me
"''^.'^
'^"^ *° tf^^ burning of "oft coaH
iut'^t^fr*' ?I pervasive I mean it was in
Indonesia we saw
"'r*^
*'
"^^^^
tend to think of as
r^^t?!.
'"Z^."
unexp ored jungles, in South America, in Mexico.
nhlf^cf^
the deteriora? on of
i
i'h/?,!r^"""''"^r''r'
^^^^"9 ^•"°""<^
T-38S.
The crud level
iJfl ILI
normally
operate
arounS
40 OoS fS t' and
uncommon to feel that you are not out of
* ^
thl^
the crudI flayer yet at 40.000 feet at
sometime.
I

T

ROB NAVIOUS (UP! Radio)
For Story.
Based on the performance of
you and Don dur ng the EVA. any reason to
believe that tSe s"ar
°" ''''''
'''''
^

Tuicitni^ :;er;?s"er''

^'^^^
that need
gone through that exercise
''''''^yso. I think we Jeed
0 look
at'^'If? Jhl Tl'' '"'''.T
"1^"ted not only our own experiences there
h^t 11. ^
t^t
excellent closed-circuit TV and that
^
kind of thing.
We still don't have a total analysis of
our
performance out there and also for me to answer
that question I'd
requirements were on the system
t^°iperson''l'^^^
and on the
to accomplish that.

to^bl'^lL.
to
be done thpJ/''!?;^
there, neither have

r

/

^''^'^

Urixpected.
MUSGRAVE

I

No

surprises.

"° ^"'•P'-is^s-

The suit performed as

r
i
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qJestions.

to

9°

RICE WAGNER (Spaceworld K^n^,i
Challenger hlnd?ed
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the Kennedy Space
Center for

s

the

onVe"ntrr";ould'°"'\'^'^'"9

- --?^^^a;r?or^^^5?;^•--

s^?s-;?

the Cape and whether

BOBKO
^^^-^

U's ao?n^

n#
1t.

?"^^bility

to land OV

99 at

9^ven the day and all
that «e had to

FRANK YOSENOA (Today
Coco.^
t^.^
you.
directed to the four of
Following this fliSht u;hJ '
gfing to do uM'r^l o'J^^'
tSin'ry^Cf.e
n?\%^^Sirj^^}f.Jo you '"^'^
l^fe in anyway or
changed your Jfans in
•

anJwayS
PETERSON
r
don't ni
conferences,
1"^'^°^^ Press
(laughter)
No"
soon after the f i
^
"'''•^ too
g%"t fi,
'L
tr
try
to answer that.
in the midst of
We're still
trvino tn nf*
from What we fou
Center deErieJeJ
time I think most d^JroJ^gaJ' llKl'^''
'^"^ point fn
of us a?e reJliriL'^-"'^'"^
the engineers and
the fliSht contrJ? ""'"^ forward to talking to
ground and finding
out w ft thef
the'°
^15
1

-..e

after that we-ll
sJa^f fSJJi n^^ll^^^f f

H'r?
;t nn„5,„„

tfcat

J-?- H

^o'ijrL^';"
"Efr<"«.
"7" '
'though
thoJcS I i;,d\.»;^ad'l.
„:"„.;!?
I

to contributing
to the jfogJam

'°

i.,
I
'

think

attention back
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questions from Marshall

r^"^

^^-^^^ ^ tods

compare to the simulations you've
doJe in^tSrwit^r J^nks?

Og^Sa^^^celle^t*''°y^^^n^" ^^^--fPol^tion from the water tank to
o2t

^he?r:;;^:^re^^r;1^;^^sI^e^^^^ oTi^JSH^es!^^

?MaJf;e;Hifsr-^

f

d

£"

^^

;L^KlV^:a:r-r'-

s?c:x:nh?ri::

T

look was excplion*

DOOLING

"^'^^

COOLING

okav

a«H

,

Larger amount than
we launched with^
No
th
|«o, .h.n
.,3 e,per,e„ce .,th
pre„„„3 c.e.s.

COOLING

MUSGRAVE

DOOLING

-

No

h.,t

.

T
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No, it was something Story did on the spur of the
But no one said any quarrel with him, up to this point.

PETERSON

No that we've pointed

it

out.

WEITZ
We debriefed management up through and including
General Abrahamson and Mr. Weeks this morning, and were straight
forward on that.
They know what happened, we showed them the
same snde of the runway taken from the window,
^O'^'-ING

Thank you, no further from Marshall.

Okay, we'll come back here to JSC, if we have any
further question to wrap up, David Lee.

DAVID LEE

(DISCOVER MAGAZINE)
Back to the suits, would you
us, give us some idea of how constraining they are, if
at
and how easy it was to handle the tools.
For example could
you do a backyard tune up job on my old jalopy wearing one
of
tell
all.

these suits?

PETERSON

How long would you give me to work on it?

•-^E

As

long as

I

take, which is several

days.

PETERSON
I
think any tool that you use in the suit takes
more time.
Ideally, what I think what we ought to strive for in
the future is tools that can be used one hand.
That is, tools
that don't require two hands to operate.
For example, I used a
set of vice grips on orbit, and you simply can't use
a set of
vice grips one hand, because you need one hand to hold
them, and
the other hand to make the adjustment.
Once you get them clamped
in place, you can start using them one hand.
But I think unless
you re going to provide foot restraints all over the
vehicle so
that the person can anchor himself, you need one hand
to hold
position with, and that says you have one hand remaining
to work
with the tool.
And a lot of our tools are not, certainly
optimized for one handed operation, and that's something
we might
look at in the future.
On the other hand, what we have is a
standard set of tools that I think almost anybody in this
program
IS familiar with and knows how to use on
the ground, and there's
some trade-off in that.
These tools didn't requ-ire any special
design to amount to anything, and you can use them.
We had a
coup e of cases on orbit this last time where I did
things that I
really had not spent any great amount of time practicing,
and
although it took a little more exertion and a little
more time.
It was certainly do-able.
And I think that's about the best
answer I can give you.
It's hard to say that a particular tool
is 70 percent more difficult in space, or
in the suit, than it is
on the ground.
We haven't done that kind of evaluation. I don't
t hi n k

WEITZ
I
think a lot of it depends on the task you're
trying to do with the tool.
Given that the gloves are bulky and

T
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cumbersome, it's kind of the best I can come with, is let's
take
a
pair of snowmobile mittens, is probably a poor example
for down
here, but heavy gauntlets.
But a screwdriver, for example, given
a task you re trying to do in a cargo bay.
may in fact not be a
one handed tool.
It just isn't you don't have the dexterity in
order to use a screwdriver with that pressurized glove
you do in
Shirt sleeves in your backyard.
As a matter of fact, I would say
for instance, pliers and screwdrivers which we think
of as one
handed tools, probably don't meet that classification for
EVA
appl ications.
things stand now, do you feel you're
,
^,
capable
of, doing actual satellite maintenance and repair?
.

PETERSON
I
think you can, and I think that for two
reasons.
Number 1, I think we will learn better how to use the
tools we have.
And I also think that If we run into in the
training and the development, a situation that requires
special
tool or a special technique, we'll develop the tool
or the
technique as we go along.
I
have every confidence that we won't
send people out to do a job that they're not prepared
to do.
'^"^^
^^5* thing, P.J., could you describe for
handling characteristics of Challenger as an airplane,
and
what would you compare them to, and were they different
than

^^^^u
us
the

u

Col umbi

a ?

too

^'ve got no basis to compare it to Columbia,
Columbia drivers have a basis to compare it
'"^ °^

How would you describe them, just...

Solid, absolutely solid.
I
mean it's a good,
tight, control system with a solid machine.
It is so much, the
STA is in the shuttle training aircraft is an invaluable
traininq
tool.
As a matter of fact, in listening to some tapes
of the
landing
of the descent and landing is, one of my first comments
the wheels stopped on the runway, was that if you
can do it
?
in !r
the STA, you can do it in the real world.
Because the STA is
an airplane of its own right, even though it's
a
flying
simulator, it does respond in Its own way to gusts in
particular.
And that's why I mentioned that when we flew through
a
gust is that that thing just chunged right through it
and with
no upset of the vehicle, you could feel it.
But 1 just can't say
too much about It, which is the same thing I've understood
from
the guys who flew the first five flights, and I
don't remember
about 101, what their particular evaluation of that
was. but it's
a good solid, tight vehicle.

"^IP

PETERSON
From a third seaters point of view, I was only
standing up a couple of times during entry where I had
to reach
something, or wanted to reach something.
But the vehicle felt
more stable to me under a g and a half than it normally
feels

if
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you stand up on an ai-llner.

^'^^

O'^^J'-

Paul

T'l'Vno

way"?:

*i,

Recer. you had

Se'sald that wl^o:i%'l!sc\\'f

experiments you rSj?

There wa^
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a

question.

—

fll.

e.

""^^rave, did you get any Insights
from the

Uo^tl Hi SaT"'"^^'

the. experiments

.

that

T
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Paul.

MUSGRAVE
It's looking at the relationship between head
motion and eye motion and eyes tracking a static target or
tracking a target that's attached to the thing.
All that data
went into the OPS recorders and was dumped down.
So on board,
there was no real data.
If you're asking my technical opinion, I
think the sensory conflict theory is, in my own mind, 1 favor
that theory.
In other words the organism senses that this is the
down and then either visually or by some other mechanism,
vestibular stimulation or any of the other sensory's, there's a
conflict.
There's a down and yet you look out the window and the
Earth is down there and you relate to the Earth as being down,
and there's that conflict.
So technically, physiologically,
that's the theory that I would favor.
RECER
by the visual

Is

this

a

visual

conflict, or

a

conflict caused

perception?

MUSGRAVE
From any of the sensors.
You can have a visual
perception, we train all the time with the bird in the horizontal
position. We also go vertical with it, we spend more time in the
horizontal position.
And you get the feeling that the floor
ought to be down and the ceiling be up.
Or that the Earth is
down or that you know, away from the Earth is up.
And you have
also bodily sensors, such as the vestibular system or what we
call the appropri acepti ve system.
Even the cardiovascular
system, you know, when you jump out of bed in the morn, you're
lying like this, and you go up like this, you got lower blood
pressure going to the head, you have a shift of fluid down into
the legs. It's possible even the cardiovascular system makes
inputs to the brain as to where is up and where is down or cm I
rotating or not.
And that's, so technically that would be the
theory that I favor.
PAD

Carlos Byars, right here.

BYARS
Paul, on some of the other missions at the
conclusion of the mission the members of the crew have had some
comments not too complimentary about various things where they
were they felt they were surprised to find by the way various
things worked.
In one case the crew expressed surprise and
distinct unhappiness that they had not been told about how
insects were going to be mixed.
They expected to find them in
separate compartments and they were mixed and this created some
unhappiness on the part of the crew.
You've commented about
having to break out, or Don had to break out a new tool, a pair
of vice grips to work on something.
What else about this
particular mission has disturbed you in that fashion and is it
possible that the crews are just getting a little bit picky.
WEITZ
I
think there's a lot to the latter theory.
Frankly, we feel, obligated as engineers and some folks still
consider themselves test pilots, that you have to find some

T
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th.ngs wrong and we did have some, what was
that expression you
used Carlos concerns or worries.
I
didn't have that.
There JSre
a coup e of annoyances.
One was along the very
complained about it. but you know this is puttinglines, and ve've
together aSd we
"-"Pl^^^ted mixes of thing's that are goilg
fn^heJ.Jot'Ti
in there not only major experiments
but minor experiments that on
''''' '''''' "'^'"^^'^ Tmpact w
u? u'in'' S^f/'th°"*'^'
"^^^^ t^en you get a surprise and as I mentioned
llVrl I
"P ""^ °^ ^'"^ t^'-"*
the best one was we
InJr'"'''"
had another
experiment called, or the best example of an
°^^"J'th1"9 else to me was we had a Monodisperse
fr?prpL%fr' "^'^^""^^
t^'^t is but we call it the MLR and
it
nfirfpH f^'^"'
^"'^
information
avfilJbirtn''?!?^ '""r^'!'./"**
^^^^
experiment derived DC utility power
*°
from o2 sources in the orbiter and the rest
of the world did toJ
but we weren't smart enought and the folks
who werS! dn'
tJfSk
training, but sure enough we got on
oJjft
^
^ available outlets down in the lid deck
2
of tLr*^
them were °V
already taken up the MLR.
And that's an annoyance
.

r

*°

m"?Se\%f:jr?;j:?;
PETERSON

^

what'd%o"rp?s:

There's all, there's

a variety of thfnas that use
the habit of whe
needed
Soor.n"''
to hook
one of those things up you went to the
nearest DC utiltiv
and if someth ng Sa
'
SlIoLS"?1n 'Jh"''''
plugged
there you disconnected that and plugged in
whatever
you were using at the time.
And you learn to do thit over a year
f^"** it's like, it's^
5^^°"
like oMI«^^t''
''^'^'-oo"' and wanting to plug in
your reading
lltl lll^
"^^''^
plugs full anS not ify
Aat shf
that
she doesn't want you to move anything.
And that's bad
to^^ove anjth n anJ
v«u"L'-.f"'
'J
fj-^eady moved it then you really feel bad about it.
And
situation wf were in.
It's not a majo;. i?'s
not a major problem or
a major grievance it's just
that you
ike
-'^"^^ in advance primarily beJS e"^? u
iou'caraJsof.'ti
^''^°^"tely rum somebody's experiment that
he spent a
lllr^r
year
or 2 years or 5 years getting ready
to fly bv turninn off
the power to it when you shouldn't
have anS yoJ're l?Ie w'tS do
that If you don't understand that you
just see this wire that
bulkhead and goes somewherl aJd maybe you
^'"°"?!!
Jon
'»°r
don t even know that which experiment
that wire goes to i f yoJ
'
°' thing yo
wJ
to
a 0 d"

^"

%u

.

0^

"not'°it''''

rr^^d^Si^dij

r^''!'"^

:;o%i:ro:tM'r?jaj^i::?rrfiabie
^-^-^ .i^tiv.iu'

;nv;^:ld^^^^^rf iiiiiiiv.
'^^'''^

against there is our approach to the
'°
the training t"e
feoSivJd t„ nn"fi'''
3° ^^^.^ mission and therefore we're going to reduce
fh»
is ^ c'omllnSab e
'
oal
I •m
lifVl'?
m I
justt not
certain we're there yet.
And until we put together.
^r^llll.n,

V.

^^^^

*°
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U

you know,
takes time and it takes people in order to
have 100%
faithful replicat on in a siniulator while
you're trai ing o? what
you're going to fly with especially if the same
simulato? in J
has to serve 4 different crews with 4
different
^^nfil" ^J"""
^^'^
^
"
^<*"9
to pare
Snwn nn
training requirements to make the preparations for
Jhrf??nJJ!
the
flights from our standpoint cheaper is we're
not goino to
come up against more of these surprises but
the pitfall and Don
put it very wel
it's not that it's there so much it's
just the
fact, the surprise, it's something new. it
causes a little
discussion, there goes 5 or 10 more minutes of
time plus the risk
of frankly screwing up an experiment as he
put it that and you
feel personally responsible when you do
that.

"

"

MUSGRAVE
Mission productivity is inversely related to
the
number of surprises.
Almost by definition if Jou don't have
timeline, the mission got
H«i;r!K!J
done what II
It was supposed to get done.
1° "^'^^ ^^'^
IVlLt
we
want to n.„\"J
pay to get IL^^'''
lOOX productivity,

against how much

MUSGRAVE
The magic of this mission was there were
very darn
few surprises either vehicles experiment
or anything else'^

Toff,

^"^

van Hac'JJt{i:%;rbacrh:r;!

'''''

VAN HACKETT
The news deparment has been bombarded by
a number
of questions in the media in Lexington.
Kentucky for StorJ
Musgrave.
They want to know what the highlight of the
mission
was for you and what do you think its most
important
accomplishment was.

Delivering the lUS TDRS and the EVA. the space
walk
experiment.
I
think those are some of my
personal highlights and bringing the Chal
enger back ?n iLt
in fantastic shape and'there
hould
a
UiX^'iL'-;'''''
fairly
rapid turnaround for that vehicle.
.
!'!lH^''^^^
and electrophoresis

1

right.
!i?<n
again we Ado uhave copies

ne;S"5oSms!

°"

'

Thank you very much for coming and
hope of the status report, latest
Tracking Data Relay Satel i'te out i n the
I

1
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Okay.
Good afternoon and welcome to the STS-6 Post
Flight Press Conference.
think you remember these guys and
before we get started into that I'd like to say we do have a
recent status report on the TDRS satellite.
There are 2 pages to
that and
will be available in the news room for you after the
press conference and we also have a telephone number for the
Goddard Space Flight Center where you can get regular updates and
that s available also in the newsroom.
Okay.
I'll just
introduce the crew.
Commander Paul Weitz. to my immediate right,
Karol Bobko, Story Musgrave and Don Peterson and without
any
further delay I'll go ahead and turn it over to Paul to pick
up,
give you a little status of what happened in the last
couple
weeks.
I

u

PAUL WEITZ
What we'd like to do and it's, what is apparently
the most nominal flight of the series so far which is very
gratifying from everyone's standpoint is Bo will talk to you
a
little bit about the ascent.
We have some slides to use as
pportive material for our presentation such as it is.
Don will
talk about the lUS deploy.
Story will cover the EVA activities
and I
talk about the entry a little bit. Then we'll show our
1
quick-look film and following that then we'll have some time for
questions and answers.
So, over to you for ascent.

KAROL BOBKO
As you probably know we went down to KSC one day
earlier.
We had the luxury of having a little time to do that
and It gave us a little more flexibility in scheduling
our
aircraft flights down there.
And as it turned out there was a
front that was moving through KSC and that we did cancel one
flight and went a little later with that one.
I
don't know if
other crews will have that flexibility but it was nice for
us
I
won t go ahead, I won't try to describe every feeling
that we had
during ascent just some of the things that were a little
bit
different to us.
First, perhaps because we had been
preconditioned, the solid rocket boosters didn't have as much
vibration and weren't quite as much of a shock when they lit
as
the other crews had indicated.
We both, we all thought they were
less than expected and we got off to a nice smooth ride
Of
course the Earth goes down awfully fast.
After about a minute
into the flight we all heard a crack in the cabin.
We certainly
don t know exactly what it was but 3 days into the flight
we
round out that a bracket that was bonded on the wall of
the cabin
had come locse.
That bracket held the CCTV monitors and that
seems like the most likely suspect.
I
know my eyes got pretty
wide when I heard the large crack and I'm sure everybody
else's
did as well.
Then it s.ntled down and at SRB separation the
vehicle was engulfed in the fire which results from the
separation rockets that push the SRB's away from the stack
firing.
We had all heard about them but it was still a
surprise.
There really is a lot of orange flame around the
cockpit when that happens and it's really quite something.
I
think It was PJ that commented over the radio when he
saw those
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.
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^

f'^Sher
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'^'^
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'"^

'

us

g-

was the fact that there
the seat along with

quicker.

Of course, you're

absolutely nominal
L t?L*!'^^P^^^"^
n.
had deponed from

!.3c

.-^n,,
f,

der.)sUs left or. thp
After the SRB's l.ft

^"^^l"'^'

ft

alVnina .lV.rV: ^^f'*^^
1
-i^J wcr?
vMicle; ^IJerr

f

h

PAG

and thf

e

ground asked us to do %o ard we did
so
'"'""^ ^'^
looking over the side of

"'^

'"y

sidf-

and I'm sure it w.isn't

the ascent and so we hsd

a

the

vprv

ready for our o.orbft activities.
Th. oS
i s! w
fr ad?
!^9in^s could be felt bJt again
tSey S^dn^t ^L''^"*'^
which also was very nominal.
The door openino wds
rh,t\^f

"^^^^
BOBKO

The

Right.

Mot

a

large crack being

a

noise.

crack in any structure.
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It

uld have because
but in my. apparently
tf;°Sr:/:f:!?!:°"
in ni/h.cfl

"ill

it

oJy

up

throLh

:^r:Er

"°

3

controller

""""

require jn, change ?o a„!'hl''!'

deploy,-.enf

.

PAGE

°"

">'

to

P^t

do

"or

^^^^^'ess the lUS/TDRS

fho

S^^^^

L

lat.r t^at
happened to
frllUy J"aven
en'!t had time to become
really
fa«u1fdr with
t-h
„t
'''' because'in the
^oarse of o r
C
u
'o r s o 'o'n ^rbf^K";
t^'-^e we deployed
't we had seen less
than
llu V.f l'
^""^t ^ half a dozen
* nor aro«al.*s nine
'^lA
tl
capability Of th^ IIS anS TDRS tn Ho fh^-'"-'"^^'^ affected the
when we
deployed it as f>r 1- !p wl
°
"ea'lth and we
''''' ''''
m
hLd
.u!'?["'
slide.
Okay.
the first
""^ ^"""^
Thi' >e , hat it i^.J
M
I
guess theroupli'th^nSs
^''^
^^"''o^
-"^^Ss^ ought? to point
n^^%°'*
out.
trie left insldP
Number 1 up in
r

'

I

^i

?

.

1

things.
Size'

Jht main Doinf^

7

TUi,%:i{ir'l%lXr^\llXlo'''%V'''

t-. to%^%;i.o\";'tV.,saw
thirg .ner we oot

t^

the poload,
caJ:t
roo'M „. it tetter l|?er

«,e

to

als.or,»ect tha?

,_a„

^^^^^^^

n'°"?SaSJ'

a

lot of

°'

-'^^
fi'-st

nrhi

Power to
ee"?! JlrJ '^"'''.i"
Picture,
9o h.gher than that ,e
"

LW,

on
uib?!,-,.? ,„h

.':l^ru,rr;r^^LA'r"t"t

"

on

'"^^^e

r'^.^^

.

/"^"-^^^^^^

.ne:.\\e'ro.'?! •;:^"„"?^,".^

rj/jhf s'!
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Tt.lTli

disconnected' ?ro" ?he lUS TOPS,

rSf'jE
?f,!n5:."s-.°r:;r,%"Se

S'a

CO

ie ^

4

the next picture which shows that
at the next

f?

"''^
a

PAGE

^hLn:Jtr.:s;%:;;—

was ver^s.ooth.
?;e?e ?e
^o^Sr^ntf operations tosatellite
drive latches, and driv^
the tilt t.h »

wis

i^^?

.

^^

L

°' '"^
'^""^

of uneven motion
it
Let's look at the next

^^'"d

operation.

window.
This is what thP ^hinn i! l'/J'-T^ ^ 9^°^* ^""^96 in the
into s..-.,.t.'s.":j^,!i.r-,Mr/:L'sE?,n;

in

k

T
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i-i-r
ana it nt up literally like a
bright that you could hardly look at
it
We
in daylight, but I guess we
really didn t have them set properly
Jeair/didn-t^'h/'V!"'
for that much light
But we
got a couple of pictures and it was
really spectacula?
As I
deployment, a^d Id n't
"4:1/'''''.
k
Jo^l
7.^''^^^^ «e released it.
we fel! L^l^H
rummaging around for the
'
JslVol lliUVy'.
•

t.". ...o

,

50

V"''

extravehicle activity or the
r/'ll'^'''''^^
spacewa k.
The thing we wanted to test and
evaluate there wa.
our ability to do construction type
work repa r tSpe worl iT^he'
''''''''
s
i'ls'^ald'" hflJJ' support
''"'"'t systems on the back tS'c'hec 0 t ou
that we call
Imil
ut
I t
evaluate how we checked them out before we
taJe'thL 1.f/i/" airlock and depress
and take them outside
We
JiS
three suits onboard.
We wanted to look at our abif ty
tl Jr,
P^yoad bay. up and down the longeron
,0
or
distance of the payload bay. and of course
th/K
i^r"/^'J°"5
the bulkheads, fore and aft.
We wanted to look at our safety
tether dynamics, the safety tether we
wear to be sure that we

\

sure,

some very aggressive checks of all

the suits to be sure

ourselves to the spacewalk, tney all
checked out extremely
We wanted to exercise the airlock
operation of
depressurizing the airlock and getting outside.
That went
ex raordinar ly well.
And the EVA ac?omplIs!e
af
t!e
'
'''''' °"
timeline, the
0 a
v^toSrabour' °"l/\'°well.

%Vu9^?'-"o-"^°-^-^v;e%"?hr?fg;;rd"Lr
tSe handKn?J''H°"

that

'''''' "^'^'^'^'^^ the

payload lay,

ou

;

by the

n

see

normal means, we were exercising a
co nt i n gene y ta s
tension
P^t
e
I t
witn
thee winch,
wine ''.^H
and the next slide, please, and
just exercise
typical task.
Here you can see a bunch of tS hers
t
s
is
'
everythin 'tJa y^
'iS%"Mrs?i^
slide, as k'"'
being away from you.
That's the far!
s 11,! ^. \u
bulkhead,
the far wall of the payload bay.%xcept
for this one

tt

IV

oTt^

.
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s^dewire is really on the bulkhead or
ol ^h^w^f of\K^° Payload bay that
is near to you.
All
rest of/fl
the °r
structure that you can see is that Jar of theof the
bay
°"t here between' the two walls.
m Tn the middle here and I'm
exercising tether dynamics
iou
^^9ht here.
Thlre's a ree SiS a c ble
tL\'on/''
''''I'
that
goes over to a slide wire that runs up
and down in the
'° ''''
'''' ^" ^"S out
iov
a
hf' distance away this
further
slidewire. and the slide mechanism
'
So as I move up and Sown
^"^
j?"
?n thf
I

^^'^

^^"'^

'eel
out:
dynamics
of that
sa?^v
! H^'i^'^^f"^"
^'^
^° '^"""^
ever got off of the
h^nrfJniH where
I'
handhold
you were free floating, the dynamics as
am here
the tether.
have a second tether, so
have ?otal
rlnr'?^'"2
con
rol.
My safety tether here and another
te her he e
I
dded
'^''^ ^"^^ dynamics of grabbing a
?et er nH^nM
I '''V
"^^"9 these tethers and then
^'^^
D^ll^nr,
?
'
P°^"tYou can see parts of
?hl suit structure in here,
the
we evaluated the suit mobilitv
How
""^^ exercise al J e o nU
surh'^L" It"
"^^J°'"tM;ere. the hip joints we have here, a d
he V ri^J! bearings.
There's bearings in the thigh here
tJLl'c
K
there s bearings in the shoulder, bearings
in the arm
Ue
exercised all of those things to establish
in 0-qr lity ihat the
mob lity, reach and stability is. Next
slide please.
Yorcan ee
'''^
"^^^'^
heimet Sf
cou ?e
nnT^K*!
^'5'*^
button
fo^ u;n?;o he ^^9hts
f nh c'''
on. "'^r'"^
there's actually four lights, two on
lVfi.l/AJ
u

t\V"^^/''^:

Part If

^° ^'"''y t'^e

rlSf

I

I

I

wav'«;^rh!!L
u

e

Jxide
2o;^;S5
d

t

«
^

?or

"f-"^ "^l^^
So

lu^\. fLV'l'^'"!

is
d

;

evaporates water and that's the
system that we
out the carbon

the life support

V

i^r^^hSrirjin:-- eif^ivihiji^r-ini^r

""^
IL
the .tJ"'^'^/'
status nf nur
<:

i]

1

th^

emitting diode here to
.

s;rrwor\.°su;i' n,\:T:i

m

:jrr:t;?i:r?n^\^^%^^^^work
station
which we tet her oursel ves or tether
tool
slidewire and here's thr
^ulVrWV''i^\^^'^^:

tFt'^"-"
we use

If we

ever had to latrh

fashion, we have several tools
demonstration, it Just provided

JfcMo?M.jp

the 'entrr'-r.P

in

hero.
But
very heavy

a

-

f

n-

i

for this

arUn.

tt^d!

we

"

T
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maneuvering around in the nayload bay.
And the
In summary, we had a very
aoqressive DTOtn
''''''' ''''' ouTnto\%e Sa5 cad
bay
baT%study
udJ how
ho T.''
'''I
they perform.
They performed extraordinarily
constructive and contingency
?eniir\~?E-r?hr^;b7LJ!"

Unltc^"^?*^'^
lights, please.

J^fst
if we

a few incidental
9 t
photos that we can
can have the next slide, please
We wound
"''J-'^t^t^'at would disappear or Chang
oca

taU^hoMt
taU
about

next

SJoks

P-"^at

^Js s^JSj

le-Sis^-s ::5.^°?-e^;:fn git

11

lltP

urvive reentry in that condition,
so I just wJnJed the ["'"^.o"
foSls on
the ground to get as good a look
at it f,i wo rn.in
the event they weren'? there
SSen'^e' 0?%^
o
iTg^vi^a
ttle
nsight into the failure mode.
But you car see
he
wo

k"^

1

there

s

piece of insulating,

a

it

looks

like

a piece of
protruding out from
the portion of the
M^L that isn't there anymore, so That's
blanket
suspect
that that Jooe is
ong gone also.
Next slide is something we never
qottirJd of
coking at
this is a fairly good photo of a
sunse? or IsMnjfse

dl

^'^'^

'
n^I^r- section' of the
blanket.
f

I

L

re er

nf'i'

t

JxJer^meit

Z
In

r/t7,:tVe;
a°SJSe
tape about
a

?

^l"''

'

'^^^^

of us

^^^^^^

^^^^^

lightning
pr?nicipaS

,

^°

Jh^le^fo^^::^^

^"""^
^'"'"''^ ^"'^ '"^'^^ comments into
'
lightning that we observed, and we took
think 5 or
'

i

I

result.

Jl
w

.."'^^

hSt

^^'^^

rl

ave

/

'

^"''J

^"^^
haven't heard any of the
"'ce photographs.
Next slide
"^^'^ '^'^'^
^'^^^
flew 0 e
A^d
^'^^

:eeV,:^th/.!eu:%r;jaj;?^g^:r;^mr;:e:ir""^

j:i;:ior;-trrwj[[:-

;°orLr-i^^f"v^
period of days,

that

it

was

relatively cloud free.

^''^ ^''^ °^ ^^^^
^^'^ ^'•'•a just
th. M*"'*r'""'
pictures of thai, bu
a
aiways
iL cloud cover when wp were "^'^
passing over.
This is
and BHhr...|r.. and the oil spill
that has ocrured ,n the

''~f

u'f

V
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direction. And as we
uSS^r^.Sri it.
ff
understand
gumming up some of the desalination
plants that
prov de fresh water, and so we were
asked to try to et pictures
'
W« didn't think thit thrpic Sres
rLl out
came
very well, because there was some high
cloud coSe?
but

P"Ple tHat ; He
^'^^ *°
°f tf^e
I
can't point it out to vou without
mind that I'm absofutefy Correct
Sexrfnnr
f°"'''
Next
s
ide please.
This was in Gulf of Oman near the
Persian
Gulf, and you can see tankers that
are sitting offshore iat?na
looked at th.rr°"'^^^
J°?
o.t.
bu
Dut
rmm afraid
I
af? fd\'L'/
that

rpr
TS

a

°^

chat this one took a photo.
Next slide p ease
This
cture of some of the Macran Mountains
which are thP
ed

p

area.

4-h„

,

And these are the cotton

fields

whprp

underneath in the atmosphere,
tJat's CeJ
d?ff . rr^^ ^'f^
''''^^^ ^^^^^
We have
two 0? '^""e.
tSese
so ?t
It LJp.""^%°"*
makes a stereo pair.
I
haven't looked at

t

;.;^^:„r:?%f:;;s's:/;::•c!^^-^sr,^:„r

;

P^.oto9raphs.

WEITZ

I

OH,,

can ,e have the lights please.

cannot say, from my own personal

standooini,

how

-o?J'?5e, ?s»T?hffr„r.^-"?h:rjr;^?°:?tSV=?«f:„r.'e.

T
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'^^^
^° "'"'^^ ^"'•^ everything works right
my own mind. mentaUy prepared.
didn't tell
was'..entany prepared to
^
sufL^%"j!
suffer
the disappointment of coming back after
2 or 3 davs due to
°
-"^IP^rformance. whSte e ^ u Ln
!n t""\'nH
^"^
^"^^
say too much about this vehicle
t ]
maturity of the entire h tt e
P
af \°hr.'h'ft%'°-"''
transportation System.
We can obviously
!
bl??d Jehtcfes better,
we know how to test and check
them out

Fr^n^Sy
Frank

?I

,c
was

i

n

J

r

^

Tt

t'r

i^k

i-^dsiohr

^
shows

''''''''

^" ''''

partJcIl^^case

definitely was
of our operatino
°' ^^^"^'^'^ contacT;?Jr?he ground
jist^ieJrsupe^rsIjJEl'
smooth. IS
They were on top of everything
but aoain
thif.. K
I'^ sure yoJv
al
e'oJ'ursio^i
't''anomalies.
'"'Vsignificant
We had an av bay fan
an
f!?n«<^r K
save indications of clogged flow a thouqh
^nl?hl '/'^-^'"u*^"*
performed nominally.
We had a
hort
-l on a \"
^^'J
circuit
humidity
separator on flight
wJrth
wortfi

it
It.

tJ
It

also

L"'
the maturity

^

day

^''^

1

That was
c?
the

^nd-prS;
cfe^nd^h^^l'^'''^'''=•
h:;;5]?y%"ep:j:to^ % rj; iiiiifru^hni''
s:
v'e

'^'^'^r'

some anomalies.

We think we understand those.
We know how to
of ihe flfgT o ? m'o°st
'^^^,'^^9^^
ni?]
bjgniTicant
nr?anu?e
failure which
til
was a failure of the aenprai n„rnnc<.
^-^^^ s^u^tTlnS"
ted
Tor
parts unknown 0^!?'
u7llVtsTnlZ.l
on its own for a reason that <;tin
c
ii

V

i

%^r;rg!t'?r;;?;

-

;':^-re you'rp;aJS!^r;ovle;:d"ff

a"

^

redundant set the next day to
thino !ith
^''''^^
appropriate
Sre aStJS s%o nJ,
T"!!"^'"^ critical
functions to perform in
fir wnat? we call
ine,
th^I string
?
can the
assignments, that is, the functions

1

its

up the morning of entry day until

computer hardware problem but that

U
t

?he caSin rf^rinl

in^

nn^

E?5^fh.
had
the

is

not

fully understood or

^o-^P^ai^ed about how hot thiy got

I

^"

tK

the GPC's were powered down

""^^^'^^

«hen we got ou

of the

J"st going to expand a little about
the GPC
We
and we did our checklist procedures
We knel

I
failure

:-6

i?nitiJ^'"%h''
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station pass coming up in about

going to do an

Vun leVllt^i 'T. '"''V

5

'

'-^^"VLVl^lSL''n .ill
put

Ume

together

a

plan and put

r.LjVl'

U

in?o ef?ect*

n

IhA'^

^^^'•ything went per the checklist on

ad

a

T
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unaccustomed place.

V.VL

we

"'^^

^

^^'"^

""-^Pi^g

^

the Shadow Of the orblter

e

so

I

ca'uid

lluV'l
^
5Lf

''',eV.:\ll

i

about mach

it

was

with mv

to see the Jon

n^.r

oSt

in

J"'

h

5

You

fro. es enJiafly'^Jra?

'

e^

i

"''^

h'^p

^

s

elth

^

ijj^

ie^-^Slli;*

"

^^""^

"P O"

it

°"

h^dLI^^

::'=!^'s;»s;Si--E-i;?£'-:F:;i^
rectangle or whatever, was pa?n ed

a

esSo

eet

'

We

h.?'.'

at
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^'^^ ^^'^
it J""st surprised me
llllltt JSf mm*^""
was overlayed as near as I could
tell!
Precisely on Jh/lir?^
precisely
the real world runway.
But the

aim ooint

rfiHn-t

from guidance and it ought to know
where we we're aoina
conversation between Bo a nS'l^a's
;
i
was tak ng us
Jas'la'^JS''/
And
turned out that he had total confidence
wasn t sure and he was right.
So it was takino it
thi
^*

\r;L^

u

<

feeding me. just in case, well

J??Uu5e''%5rsiL'H
sti

1

Jpinfn

both of us. in the event thaifi.°
i"^°'-'"^tion over'the fSte? coi 1
o
P"* ^^'^
together, but the HUD

^^-'^

i»J-^"!:r:as°t"Sat
I'.i said.
and
iirJ I'm going to get you
orbitfr ^nH
'
''''
out'the'othe?
rsa d you
Know,
oVt';
takeftSa?'
^'".r.^
that, you can't
do much, because you know it's I

ir^si\:i:'Uoi:
a'oig
*k

Jus \;

'J;.:'.

*°

'°

""^^

e
I

T
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control center were good.
I
think we got the vehicle ready for
record time
and that doesn't say anything'
aboJrur?^!
about us in nL?,-"^f
particular, again it's just because the maturity
of
the program. Yes. if we could have, what
I'll do. we got one Sore
'^''^^
then from th^t we'll go inJi
til movie
the
That's what it looked like out the window,
the
''^'^
"^'^
reasonable t^ expect in
?hr!;iL\
mission specialist, or anyone in the back
end to do and Storv was
^°
'''' '''''''
as a :a"?tSf o!'?.?t 'll'
" 'Joulderf Tnd
^'^^ through most of the
°"
entrv
Snrf ? H.n'^
t
""ax-g loading got to,
suspect
we J:
didn't have much wind at altitude, I'd be
Sot
over a g and 1/2. 1.6 g. in there somewhere, surprised if
so you can see i
P^^t^t the bottom' ar of
til iZlt
the
window till:
there is where the water is still laying
on the lake
So when we can. if we can cut the slide
and go to the
inJ;»
movie.
This is the ascent, liftoff, for those
of you who weren't
fortuna e enough to be there, very fortunate
from olr stanSpJ nt!
ground, it was one of
e
c eaJerSav
clearer
days we'veT"""
every had in Florida. When the solids get
a
"^""^
''^''^ those solids
Ian? to an" VJ '
^t".
^'^'^ ^°<^^thing keeps them pointed in the
r Sht 3i?ect?n2
''^^^"se you're on your way.
The roll, as
Iir * i ! r
"^%"°t disconcerting or confusing in anyway.
yl^ knit AlV'V
there as soon as you clear
thP n^S
5
«
"'H* ^ ^° ^^9'"
^^"'^ °^ prepared for more shak ng
a!d clattering
and
cUtt.rLl\'V'^\''\'''''
and vibration than we actually had.

^

"

^

I

U

'

p?o'spective.

T.r.T

''''

^"^^^^^ting to look at it from this

approaching SRB SEP here. You can see tailTh.
There are"^cr^
SEP motors and as I say, those cause it
to fjll
direction at the rig^i r.tl, and th e re i
1^5'
at
subjectively I feel deposited the most gunk
on the windows
As
Don pointed out to you before, this is
another view o? tie"
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite in the bay.
This is siSce we
the stowed position to the 29 degree
rhL%^
r'*'-?-'*
checkout position.
It moved, phase I used earlier in
the
with
'''"^ ^"^t moved majesti
1
Jt'iJ
:;re??r\'if°'?('
quietly, silently, as a matter of fact,
and almost inexerablv
nioving u
''''
JoSar t
Vilh'.lutlll
^ttituds, 'ii'r
45 degrees, you can see on our protractor
that
Don had mentioned previously, was
our minimum elevatio
an le
everything else was okay, that t i ! was
go nn^
ng. whether we got to 58 or not.
Now that'
the nozzll Tf the

nf^^
off.

^

2.1

L

at

about

a

minute after deploy, as we thrust bac kwa
rd

to wa

r d

i

?!
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night day
control

to
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really clear of the orbit-r

guess, whatever it was.
3,
system checkout, we do it every
I

This
f

1

i

g

the FCS flioht

is
o n

t

but

t

he

v

eh

e

changeout some samples.

Don was basicalW. he was the
''^p ^o..
''''
'^'^ ^
herr'SoT:'l^"'ortra:h
^"'^ equipment and items hanging
^^^^^
on
fll
I
the lockers and on the bulkhead and
that really helped a iSt
^^%^l'9^t day 2 here while Bo was tef i ng ?he
wo?l d
.iLf the
II
about
getaway specials.
As Don mentioned previously
they
were mounted in those three canisters.
We did an aJtenJa test
to our velo
tlJe ?oJ
rnnShf'?]^'^'^ 2 ^^9ress crossways
a second.
We
tool
som
Ji ?u es of
II? 'I
a d J'n'
1

ftji^^i:

lirull

t.,

^s:t^;e-?t;e!::^:%r::s^r:n::-

"

""eras.

h~

That's the

;:'?s?3^?5%\„'-:'Sfr.':.f?if?fr;::<:r.j;^Jr?trj^j-„n

»;i?n?:„?:jtr;hr;-?;. cJi.:eTJ"tS^r:

procedure.
That's just kind of a qee whiz thinn
this thing really does have a Stt
rV.rl'

IhlVu'

'

6

i'% 1

s\let

I'
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long way back and that's a big vehicle and it still surprises
you.
You look back, you're in orbit, you're in a spacecraft and
the damn thing's got wings and a tail.
I
just seems innocuous
and when those guys were in the back end of the vehicle they were
far enough away and everything just absolutely silent.
You know
you're gliding over the earth due to some fortunate magic and
they're back there having a heck of a good time in this case and
it really does have, it's more Star Warsy than Star Wars
think.
Except Star War spaceships have wings also.
This is as
we were going down. Wc were fortunate here.
That's the west
coast of Mexico just below Guadalajara where it kind of bends
from the southeast to the east southeast so we were zinging right
along the Mexican coast which has no significance except
think
it makes for a nicer looking picture than if you had nothing down
there.
You notice on the fin the rudder is offset to the left a
little bit up there.
That kind of surprised me.
It turns out in
talking to folks afterward that the flight control system
checkout leaves the rudder parked to the left and it's nothing to
be concerned about.
That's just what it does.
Now those were
all daylight scenes.
Here are some with, the film compensates
for the lack of overall illumination in the cargo bay.
I
think
Story mentioned that the helmet mounted lights were for all
I

I

practical purposes essential and that the payload bay flood
lighting was not adequate to do your task.
So here he's using
the EVA winch that is utilized for several different tasks.
This
is on the forward bulkhead and it's routed down to, he just
pointed to an exergenie down there which is used only to provide
a
load on the, on the line that we use.
Here we're doing some
suit mobility checks, kind of reach envelop determinations, suit
stability and mobility evaluations.
Seeing if there were any
objectionable lockups in the, in any of the bearings.
See if you
could put it in one position where you wanted it, keep it there,
so-called neutra! point.
Performance of the EMU's was just like
the performance of the vehicle.
There was, we've had some bad
starts but they all, they both worked like champs in this
particular evolution.
And we're very gratified by that also.
This is getting back into the airlock.
Turns out we have a
little work to do on, the term Story used as choreographing this
evolution and that's a very good term
think Is that, as far as
our procedures for getting out of and into the airlock.
This is
on the last day of the flight when we had our impromptu
conversation with the Vice President. We decided, we were
notified during the flight that we had the dubious distinction of
being the, in average age the oldest crew to ever fly anytime,
anywhere.
But these were taken from the TV photo chase on return
to Edwards.
You can see the weather was as good out there for
entry as it was at, in Florida for the launch.
This is through
the HUD, through the head up display.
This is a third or fourth
order conversion of this and I'm sorry it just doesn't show up as
well as it does on the original.
You can see that those green
symbology, the green symbology is displayed on the HUD.
Here we
are in the flare.
Preparation for landing.
This almost counts
as a carrier landing as you'll see in the next photo by an over
water approach here.
(Laughter)
I
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Edward's dry lake bed.
former

Edwards, former dry lake bed.
Speed
standard procedure as soon as the
ma
main
near are
.
i ondeck
gear
call speed brakes open and Bo manually
opens the speed brakes to help impart
some'drag to
t
Soil'
°'
^""^^^ said'they could see a
"
^(
(uJ
.r'^"'°^'^/o'"^"5
off the tires during the max braHng
L'l
rJ rf' ^"^^'^'^t
only heard that from one folk
think
.
f
'''^
actually so or not.
"'^
But aSyway,
's
sL^

brakL arr^';1';fiJ'

I

.

i-

I

I

i

i

^^^^
the ground again
ven t'Suorir,^'
5
r
""'^-''^'^'^'"''^"9 experience.
B^t
t.a?
V
.dt -h. ^us.
2 . .jch
;,'h aa%huge, impressive vehicle
especiallv when it'^
sitting on tne ground.
Our postflight walk around such Ts
5et around t he" a JS^nr orthe
V
veni,
hr-rr-^e
e Dc^duse
.'^sc'of'^he
ot the, "f,"^'^"'t
they were making sure that the
^-'-^
^^'^
it looked
l%o''l'''
^""'^
^'^^t is the
last Jo'-nt on M^P. tL
'.^"u
t° ''^ replaced?
think it's like
u^t 30. %^L.
f" i'u"*^
ju.t
Sometfunrj l,ke
that.
mean obviously there's a
insulation on the OMS pod was severe!
lrn.l7 *^r:' '/'^
'v
''''''''
'"'''"^
°f
pods a :
Ob
sf^
onorbit stuff is it, they were
finl'i!^
deorbit.
'
So it happened soI^tJ;
e
y^
g
l-l'Ll^^
^on't really know
when
When.
Anvrhi.
^
t
Anvfhing else before we throw it
open to the floor.
floor
Vr.,,
You
guys want to add to that?

L

'

I

i

I

T

^

'

''^'^^
questions here at JSC. and if
don't r.n nn S^n^K
't^*^
1""^'
P^^''^
"^-^e and your
affili.t in Lh
{
"^'^^ *°
*°
°°
hi:r;S:^??ons? 0?]Je'°TaM;!
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?eft'ab'o'it''i.^"'i^

^°
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''''
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I

-

^'^'^ ^^1"ded to how
""'^ they
i-'iey
'^"
iiffi^ k^*
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to thP otho.

was

reaUv

iLkTnn

fast

f.

far J.

necessarily down. Neither did

I
have any
the orbiter ?E?elf

w:r;rfr:;e%%^MJ^;eVS:"°^^"°"'

Pj^JSble, aJoSSV": ?f;e"tr?f.:!%^ri^^S; tJer^^r^-J

;s^ia?ti^°„ '?;rikr 'SnS'?;:!r/;?:;%%'"
reall, enjoyed
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And h. Ij; I.

i"
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and
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boy you ought to see a million stars, it ought to really
be
beautiful.
And it turns out there's enough light in the payload
bay, that your eyes don't get dark adapted very well,
I
guess
and If you stand in the middle of the payload bay,
and look out
at the mght sky, it's looks black, but you cannot
see stars.
If
you got up in a corner, like
managed to do a couple of times
you can see stars.
And you probably see about the same number'of
stars on orbit that you do from the ground.
I
think that's
because of the lights.
But I also agree that I had no. from
about the first 5 minutec after we cut the main engines
off I
never again had much of an up. down reference in terms of
any
instinctive feelings about falling or dropping anything.
You
find that, or I found that you adapt very quickly
to the concept
ot a-g. and
think your frame of reference moves with you
You
adapt to what you see visually, you don't have a sense
of up,
down, the way you do from holding yourself erect in
a
gravitational field, or pressure on your body or anything.
And
was all in all a very pleasant sort of feeling, and
a secure
kind of a feeling.
never once worried about separating from
the ship, or the tethers not working or slipping
and losing my
grip on a handrail.
I
think
just went about the work in kind
of a business like fashion, and we did a lot of
things, we did
not have a lot of time to just play around.
But when
did get a
few minutes ahead and I could stop, I think I'd
have to say most
of what I experienced was a great deal of
pleasure and just from
looking at things and seeing the Earth in different
perspectives
and seeing the colors and looking at the orbiter
from a different
I

I

U

I

I

I

perspective.

MUSGRAVE
The sun goes up and down in a matter of a few
seconds.
You know, it's like someone turned the light out.
It
doesn t take 1/2 an hour for the sun to go down or come
up the
way It does here.
When it's coming upon you, no time at all, the
sun IS down or it's up.
The sublimator is putting out these
little chips of ice which float away and it's like
twinkling
stars here and there right up close to you.
The things like that
that are really exciting.
Some things are unexciting, however, and that is
that, you know during the Apollo program and
thereabouts, we came
to refer to the Earth as a blue planet, and
even during Skylab
which was 11 relatively shcrt years ago. is that
I
remember
making a comment postflight, that the sky is blue,
whether you
look down through it or up through it, and it was
a blue
Unfortunately, this world is fast becoming a gray
P anet.
planet
And it was frankly apalling to me, to see how dirty
the
atmosphere is over nearly every part of the world that we
had the
opportunity to see. And that included some parts of the
oceans
where they're close to the continents.
But just take a look, if
''^^ °^
thunderstorms
\"
that'^rt^nl
that Bo took, and i^r.""^^
that's over land, folks, that was over
Africa.
And Dick Unaerwood, over here in the corner has
looked
at more photos, good photos taken from space
than probably any
other human being.
And Dick says that he can tell the
,
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difference, he can show you pictures of the same area side by
side, over the last few years, in which our environment,
apparently anyway, is just flat going down hill.
And
don't
know what the message is, but
think that it is not all related
to dust storms and volcanoes, because it has a blue haze to it,
and looks to me like smoke.
What's the message,
don't know,
we're fouling our nest some way.
I

I

I

PAD

GETTER

John Getter in the back.

have two questions. To start with, it's a followjust said, Mr. Weitz.
Would you compare as best
you could, you talked a little bit about star wars and that sort
of thing.
Would you compare flying the Apollo capsule up to an
orbiting Spacelab, or Skylab, to flying the space Shuttle up into
space, the feeling of it, the advancements that you've made and
just the emotion of it, how does it compare?
I

on to what you

WEITZ
You have the feeling, I would anyway, if you were
doing the thing with an orbiter, that you've got a vehicle with a
little more capability.
It's a bigger, more impressive vehicle,
I
think once the thing is done, you probably have a greater sense
of self-satisfaction, because you're maneuvering something that
weighs, on orbit we weighed 235,000 pounds or there abouts, as
opposed to a command service module with a total weight of 35,000
pounds, something on that order.
Some historian will have to
correct me, maybe 50,000 at the most. You know the task really
from a piloting point of view is essentially the same.
We have,
the Apollo for its day was a very, had a lot of capability, very
flexible system and we have basically that now.
So I guess it'd
be all be subjective. I think the task is relatively easy.
We
understand the mechanics of rendezvous and close-in control and
we're going to find out what we don't know about it here with a
couple missions very shortly starting with. ..when does SPAS fly?
Seven.
That's on the next one.
Did that answer your question?
GETTER
Yeah.
Second question for Dr. Musgrave and anybody
esle who might want to jump in.
You seemed a little unsteady on
your feet on the runway out there coming down the ramp.
Did this
relate to the experiments you were doing that were trying to gain
some insight into space adaptation syndrome and as an MD can you
offer any insights now that you've been through a mission?

MUSGRAVE

You have a little sea legs when you get back
home.
PJ warned us coming down the chute there that you're going
to feel heavier and as he alluded to when you start pulling the
g's there you do feel heavier.
You feel like maybe you weigh 180
pounds instead of 150 or something like that.
The g's. if you're
reading g's on the meter and they're .8 maybe they feel like 1.2
or 1.3.
So, I don't think any experimentation... but you know in
terms of my sea legs and all of our sea legs getting back home
that probably relates to adaptation back to Ig from the 5 days of
Og and whatever aerobatics and things I did In the Og environment
but I had sea legs coming back for about a day or so.
The day

1

T
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PACf

after,
played some racquetball and went running ,inrt wi« r,]avv'<
about as good a game as
did llie night before
left so%hat'/
maybe about a 24-hour phenomenon.
1

I

!

^^^^^
think, if
can interject, that frdnMy
wd'
surprised that of the subjective sense of how grt^^t an
acceleration field you're in after only
days
It wasn't
marked as it was on Skylab after ?8 days but
expected that'
just frankly did not expect it here and
mentioned what it felt
like during the entry.
But when it came time to bail out and Ho
had a couple tastes to do and
think he looked around for some
help once and he was all alone on the flight deck
The rc't'of
us, we were ready to get out.
But as
stood up out of the seat
to step over the center console it just aboslutely
f
a b be rn<is t e
me as to what my sensation was as
raised up out of the seat
was immediately subjectively in a ?g field.
And
think that
what the sea legs as Story put it which is a very
good way to put
It.
You know you don't have that sensation if you
just Uand
even though you're still standing if you stand stock
still.
And
but It s as soon as you move your head or actually
it's not onw'
your head It's you limbs, but
really think it's your brain,
your total system got used to working for several day
case 5, without any sensible acceleration environment.
And now
we put Ig on top of that and
frankly think that you get cros'
coupling, it's just like procession of a gyro.
You
nterna
gyro if you stand still doesn't bother you.
As soon as you raovp
your head this way. and as a matter of fact
did it in the post
flight physical, you could see if you close your
eyes and movp
your head rapidly your gyro precesses a little bit
and you tend
to wobble because you're getting a false impression.
But as
Story said,
think it was still noticeable the mornino of the
""^^
'^'^'^'"9 t^^^
wasn't
thJJe
I

i

'

I

;

i

1

I

1

I

I

!

I

I

'

i

I

I

Okay.

Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
For Story and Don
noticed
when you were outside that your feet seemed to
always be floatinq
above your had.
Is this just something of the nature of the
suit or of the activities?
Is there a reason for if
Were vou
bothered by it, did is hamper you?
I

PETERSON
think the answer 1s that that has to do with the
way the pressure in the suit and your natural body
position
positions you when you're hanging onto something with
your
hand.
But no. I didn't, as a matter of fact when
looked at
some of the films that you Just saw for the first
time I was
surprised that my feet were as, at the angle they were.
really
""^^^ "^'^ ^ ""^^ht angles to my arm and
nil I] look
^.
when
atl^tl
the pictures I realize they're probably 20
30 or
maybe even 40 degrees up from there and at the time
it happened I
did not realize that at the time it was going
on.
I

I

I

r

^^^"^^

Well

let me say one thing.
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amount of time, we've done
we'd been out the prescribed

used

"ip

we
good time.

po,»t, both ha.ing
bot' in good sh.pe snd at that

a

that in
Okay, we couldn't hear any of
CovAULT
Washington, but I'm sure it was good.

What can

yEITZ

I

say?

might have P.J. pursue just very t^^-i^^ly
I
COVAULT
do have another question for
hatcS issue he raised there, then
I

Don

were both P^rty years ago to
well, and Story and
WEITZ
^ ""-^
hatch
fhe decision as to'what type of
Washington.
Hello.
Can you hear this one. Craig?
I

We've got you now.

COVAULT

Okay.

WEITZ

And you

know the way it does,

t^'e

hatch

'ka!%he::ir.r„L:::;tar;;,::r^so;?r^

iust

i

like you would grab

a

hold

a

door in your house and un atch

mpr ovement

level?
orientied or what pushed you to that
PETERSON

too

I

still

it
haven't debriefed as to exactly when

one of the foot
we had some trouble adjust ng

Of times that I realized
think I ever reached a point where
I

I

^"Jjj^"/^'

whe?e
"L^rJ^^SSeS'or
felt fatigued or wnere

I
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^

correlate with in terms of time or activity.
S!irJinhf

^""^'9.

w/^^-

:«;„^;j
CRAIG

ni
Yes

did you guys, did you see the
movie

????

^:s,J!:;-°;jir-;ftcj5Sr

sir.

Boeing folks and our OOD friends
also have a
'''' ''''
marks
d?
ey
e^e^
IV.Vll
even want
these guys, the EVA guys to touch their s,
what'.;
*

d

d^dn

t

shift, temporary shift to low.

near the radiators.

me suit.
JomeiSiL'Jr'y
worK in

And he .as

But

I

tell

you franklv ^t'^f^n.f

And there were

a couple of other timoc fh^t t
'
Situation where I was
'
" ^1°^^-" P^<=«- woul??!? ?e<,uire
"V^^"^

mSch ef?orJ

uM^ro

trying to keep us on the timeline.

i^/V

"^^^^

No.
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Just .orking «er' hard'

.
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comments on the day the Vice

cannot, frankly with our policy as

i

t
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^^'^

perhaps by not talking more
about it
l"^
n-pression that this
s
sJmeth?Ja tilt iJ "' ^'rf"
1-n
terms of the well being of
EI fnd .^H„If '"'1^1
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S^nro m ' ^
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^°^^<^ ^ave
We wer^ If.Ln
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^^"^ status, the
situation is.
I'm sire vJu .ri .fi
investigation u derwaj tr oo[ iSJo
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TJf\'' ^''l
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as to u!derst.n/th! ^^PP^'^f'^' ""t some much
accident investigation, an
aiJo an^ Jr^""^^^"^''" ^^^^ ^"^ °ther
investigation,
understand what happened so we can
time. I thought we hair
^he
ed to Save haH^^o-^e
because as I say even thouah
fore information,
I
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HUSGRAVE

I
think
too.
We had done our inh fn^^"
information we needPrf
with the rest
t^^V fi'^.^tun IT^' '
o
e
details once we got
the rist of the
back^Le.

--n,

sx,'int..^ri~

....
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Kennedy Space Center for

Magazine)
Considering the way the
?Ja?i^Jopr"h^^^?^'"°'"''^
Cha
lenger handled on reentry, would you have
felt confident
co.ing into KSC and does it still look good
for lan5;ngSe;e
"^l^"^

going into KSC.
.

At

f

JJe Caie'!

?Sat stands?

for

^^^^ hindsight I'd have 1002 confidenrf^ of
the tin,e I wouldn't have but Sol
s
saf
abi
ty to fJn
D
ll\t
"
^'

1

^

'

B08K0
land It.

Of

i

programatic decision.
lurse given

I

don't know where

the day and all

that we had to

FRANK YOSENOA (Today. Cocoa)
This is directed to the four of
this flight what essentially do you
thinrioS're
iJ:.
°^ "^'"^
the flight^hanged y^Sr
l?ip^•in J°
''""I
life
anyway or changed your plans in anyway?

PETERSON

don't plan to have anymore press
'"''^
^hink we're too
'°
^
sSon If?er%h.^}r'!;^'^'
t° try to answer that.
We're still
in th!
?H !''%^J'5^t
everybody on the Center debriefed
^'J':^ ^°
fr.i
«hat we've learned and at some point in
fill
time 1 tL^l
think n,ost of us are really looking
forward to talk nq to
controllers Ind the peopU ol'[V°
;;:,.L"^::r.^L^^f.^^^^^^9ht
ground and finding out what t^ey iea n%
cause
a
e ^
we've
've re
real ly
get a couple of weeks
^"""^
appearances'to So
do and
V/.te tfLl
maybe
ri:i'""Ul'
after that
we'll start looking at what's going
to ha ppen
I

'

'

V

I

1

""59rave here.
don't think it's changed my life
tlJn'^Jr^'^^^""^ht to fruition something thJt
've
een lor ino':;I^^\ 'I''°"
least 16 years and I'm Just
iHtin^ forward
JI^ A {to going again ^tsoon
looking
as I can.
I

BOBKO

think it certainly was a great experience
I'm
f
^^^^
t"£a" I^Mnk
??nI?oT;Sari'?^"^
^thoughJ^^^had imagined everything that could
be see in^rhL K
^1°*-" °^er the
time that ? hln JL^'^^'"'"!
that's certainly not true
It's
hl^Mf^y 1
beautiful,
it's great, I'm hoping to be able
to go back ^omeJime.

r

^

[

I

taking ojrdiy^:ra";?:::

tt':i:iiXt^r^it ;je^;?o;?ai!

J

iriu^ti urir^'h^'^'^
'^--^

- -----

-

T
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"''^^

'°

Flight Center.
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questions fro. Marshall

^"
^^'^
^-^
"^^"9 t'^e different tools
I^a'^'^.V
that you used,
the winch. and the ratchet wrench, how did
the use
of those tools and how difficult it
was to use it. how did that
compare to the siniulations you've done in the
water tankJ?

MUSGRAVE
thought our extrapolation from the water tank
to
was excellent.
I
think we felt very familiar in the operat
°P^^^^^°"
out there and we really didn't have any
Og surprises
I

Og

^^y^^

"° °9 surprises but as
.^iV^'
T"'''^
some job
surprises and
think once again this is
minor because we know how to cope with it. But,'
thin/fl K^^^
°^ having man along and that Don h d
l.l.r really
Lifr'practiced
'^t^^'^Jli^y
never
that ratched wrench exercise in the water
' locking device on a set of foot
^P^;.iL f.'^r
^^^^'^
-^-^
flight were over-torqued
.nH^h
and the decision was made so that we
wouldn't endanger the
payload anymore that we'd leave it like it was
and we'd fly a
'•esponsible for that loosen it
Mn
uln^^i
"^'^
^°
t° 90 to the tool
nil
I
''^"^ S^'^'P^ ^^'^
^'^d"'*
spent a lot of
fill
TL?"*-' ''-.P^
time practicing
with and I think that, that is typical of
our EVA
Story's right in one way and yet in the otSSJ
thar^rn?; """^
against some surprises only because they were
InJ.lLi i
^"^^ ^^'^ ^^'y
'
"'y^ to cope with them
.nH
c°r-'r"
satisfactorily and Don did finally get that damp
loSse?

JsIIl
usual

wp
we

h.rf
had

I

I

^nL

nearly as

big factor as

just operating in the suit
The suit
''^^^-'<i to your io k s at o
'°
an
lo" t''' '''I'''
^"
""^'^ tank are the big
?actor and not the face tl
ractors
that you're in Og.
a

'

DAVE OOOLING
Jilnf'JeSt

(Huntsville Times)
I'd like for either Peterson or
' ^^ttle bit about how the el e^t ropEores s
i

So far as we know they went very well.
We got a
report this morning that said they had some
shifts and some pump
or flow rates within there and we countered
that essentially
Software.
We went Into the contro
program
anS'rJL'ni;^
and
changed some operating parameters.
Onorbit it ran very
anything that was other than those
unexpected.
I
understand
a?so that
th«f tltf
^^'l ^'^r^
also
post flight we somehow
inadvertently someone in
powering down the vehicle after we'd gotten
out
refrigerator in which the samples are kept for powered down the
some%lriod of
'•^^11^ ^^'^ "°t damage any of the
.IrmL fL^f
samples
that they think everything came out about
as well as
could be expected.
And the onorbit results based on the quick

.
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look was exceUent.
They said they had fewer problems with
bubbles.
They understand more about the stability of the flow
than they ever did before and they think the results
are goinq to
be as good as can be expected and I think they're
looking forward
to moving into mayoe a prototype production
type set of
equipment.

DOOLING
For Karol Bobko.
Did
understand you correctly
when you were talking about ascent that you had
during the main
engine burn you had a slight eyeballs-up feeling as
well as
eyeballs-back?
I

Yes, the thrust vector of the engines.
Yes, the
thrust vector of the engine goes down towards the bottom
of the
vehicle so that you get pushed up in your seat and
that's
noticeable once you get above about 2g's.

DOOLING
Okay
And also the dirt on the window comment that
Commander Weitz made at booster separation.
Did you really come
oack with a significantly larger amount of crud on
the window or
was It just lighting angle or whatever it seemed
like more at the
moment ?
_

^^^"^^

Larger amount than we launched with?

POOLING

No,

than was experience with

previous crews.

"^^^^
don't know.
^
We can't really compare it.
I
can't
answer that question.
There was a lot more than
expected.
I

DOOLING
Okay, and finally for Story.
Did I understand
correctly you were standing up in the aft flight deck
during
landing and if so is that accepted procedure?

MUSGRAVE

Through most of the entry

DOOLING

That's not normal

fn^fh?!^
in which

t

predi eta

bl e

I

was standing up.

procedure though

is

it?

evolving
"^'r^ smoothly, into an operational vehicle,
flies extremely
the outcome is totally
4.1-°*

'^^
mentioned before, one of the questions that we
^
,
did want to answer was how reasonable, I think Don
eluded to this
before, was how reasonable is it in the event of an
emergency or
an off-nominal situation to send someone down, if
you had to
to
the middeck, for example to close the circuit breaker,
or throw a
switch.
And this was our first insight into evaluating
that,
"
anyway.
*

DOOLING
Okay, so this is something you agreed on
beforehand and not something that Story did on the
spur of the
moment.

STS-6 POST-FLIGHT CREW
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PETERSON

No

that w.'.e pointed

AbrahainsoS'a'jj'Ir'

out.

it

IL^tfthiJ

^

forward on that.
They klo^ lltt
sa.. Slide Of the
run'Jai^n.^^JrJrfSrJi
^'^^"k you.

no
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^"'^
t""^

including
straight
'''''

nS^w!

further from Marshall,

'richer questloS'^o Ira
J^rSaJJS 'lSI" '°

'

^"^

^° the suits, would you
teU^'s'^^ll'l's^^^^^^^^^^
t*^^^
and ho^ easy
s
Jo hand^'/^h'^''^"'"9
you do a backyard Junruo
^'<^"'Ple ""Id
?ob
nn ""^ °^<^ jalopy
^
°"
wearing one of
these suits?

an,

^

PETERSON
LEE

L

How long would you give me
to work on it?
As long as I take,
which is several days.

PETERSON

llll'ul.

Idean'^^wK

the future is too

s

that can JI .^c^^^

takes
\"
we ought to strive for in

that the person can anchor
tf'e/ehicle so
position with, and that sayshiLelf Jou nlL""'"
5"^ ^^'^'^ *°
Jou havp o
•'^"•aining to work
with the tool.
And a lot ?f cur f^J.
"'^^^"ly
optimized for one handeS oSeratLr
I d'th T?'*
look at in the future.
-"^9^*
orthe oJE^r h.nJ '^H'."""^*'^"^
standard set of tools that T th?«?
"^ "^^^^
a
^^"^
is familiar with'aJd
''''
kn'S;
o^
o us ^"n the"^'°'^
J" and there's
ground,
some trade-off in that
Thesp t«oic w-^
require any special
design to amount to an^hino
*
and in,,
couple of cases on o?Sf thfs
'
ut/tLl'\"'^ ^
really had not spent any
*^^"9^
t^^t
I
amLi ff\^f''
time practicing, and
although it took a I1ttl» great
I^^I
""^'^ time,
it was'certa?; y'
' Tn',
o^
'l'^'' ^^"^
'"""^
answer I can give you
^est
it's hJd
c
^^tl^
is 70 percent'more'^Siffi
particular tool
ui
n space
or' n'.^
oj^.-e ground.
We haven't dolS llll^Z
l"f
^riJon^ J^diJ

^

/

TV^'Tt^t'

M

'r^i.

to do

w!tr;:^ iiv.

liJJnW.rgf:--^--,,,

T
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cumbersome,
ta

a

k

ifs

kind of the best

you-rr?rJ?Sr;o'

I

can come with

c^ll^ttril;

do

PAGE

i.

ipf. t.^.

^fa^rSl? "bl^^^"

things stand now, do you feel vou'^p
rll.ht
J
capable
ofr doing
actual satellite maintenance^and
repai?"
•

and

"^^

STA

«0"1<1 you

describe them, just...

is

tool

in

thP^TA

".ore

f,«

stopped on the runway, was that if
you can do it

stable to me under

a

g

and

a

half than

it

normally feefl if
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you stand up on an airliner.
There was less motion, there was
less turbulence, there was less vibration.
It's essentianT
solid as rock, and I think Story stood
up essentially a? the way
""^^ confident that^o
wo fd^'t
Jave anrnr^M'/"^ ^
^^^^^^
^^^-^^^"^
^°
iiii u7ino;^:annd^rjf;L%'°""

th!;^ that the;;;i??:;: i^^i^n
hertz oscillation, the lateral

;^l^5:^f j^rtj^^^:-?:?'

'

oscillation tharoccurs Ihire
soniewhere in therl
Anyway
''''''
''''
we di! Jot
S
t
as'l'SSdeJsJInd'r.^H35,' ""oerstand I think no crew has. so far is what
i«hn c!
John
saysc
And then we got. while we were
prepared for
^ra.ssorU buffet as we went through 'gs mach1? we
doJn
to
to.
and ?t
it was gone by the time we came
below .92.
^•'^^^ *° ^'

s^fahtlvSn""''

Oi^ay.

IV^l^^iri

^"

th.f

Paul

Recer. you had
'^'""ahamson's

a

question.

April

9th news conference

''^"^^ ^'^^ " ' statistical way. iT^Se
lay he
way
c°"n
Se put
out it.
t"' So
I've got a statistical
question.
What
percentage of the crew experienced SAS
on this
^"

flight?

P^""* °^ the general statistics
pJ,V
K think we have
Paul, and IT really
to put this into context Ind
that's going to be handled by, we're
urginq the folkswhn lit
"-^^ical asp'eJ?
S pu ^og!
Ser a
^°3""er
story on it. so *r?^
it's not considered a bugaboo.

ITolVZW''

^^"^
experiments on board
llV'rl
vn„ were ""^^i'
Which you
exploring some elements of the SAS did tho^P in
experiments give you any insight?
'

wEat th«r™f:nc°^:

""pln.ents you
BUSGRJVE

r.°:?

9°°'^

^^3*^

I

S"

Not so much the e<perlments,

an,

don't know

.eights fro« the

the enperl.ents

motion and being able to track single
target with thleyls

that

.

.

,

1
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It's

not subjective at

all,
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Paul.

relationship between head
UotfJ^Lrf
motion
and ..Jl'l^'^°°^'''J
eye motion and eyes tracking a static
taroet or

carin is oown there and you relate to thp Pa»>th
*^^%^^'^that conflict.
So techJ?c ny ' hjs
y^
that's the theory that I would favor.

Sft"

^^'"^^

visual

°^

perJ^pt'fonT*

MUSGRAVE

From any of the sensors.

j
>

o 10
lo gi

ca
ca'nr*
y
i

i

'^-^^^

^

You can have

a

visual

And you get the feeling that th.
or
nu^h?
ought to Kbe down and the celling be
up.
Or that the
-h^c
the E;rtS is u5.
And "'ou
ave
a
so bodily sensors, such as the
vestibular system or what we
call the appropnaceptive system.
Even the cardiovLr^l^r
i

"

/hLr

?I ?u 1 ao n
to'2
the leSs
It'.^ Jnccfhii"^'

mo?;"?hS[ rj^vof?^

-^?u

^^^^'^^

'I''
^^"^

^°

?

sot lowe; b?ood
°^
down Into

tecfnicaiiy%x;^o^:r;

?Se^

Carlos Byars, right here.

^'^'^

Paul, on some of the other
conclusion of, the mission the members of missions at thP
the c?ew have
^^^"^^

tJ?:g^; e ft eT
SeJrjJL^feu'^hr''^^''"^"^^^^
"^""^ surprised to find by the
^ l^l^ In one
way variois
thfLc
tings worked.
case the crew expressed
sur!?fse

a

S

disturbed you In that fashion and is
it
hi"! ih:!
posc.ble
that !i
the crews are just getting a little
bit picky.
think there's a lot to the latter
theorv
Obligated as engineers and some folks
si 1 1
:i
consider themselves test pilots, that
you haveJo find sSme
^clllL

I

X

^"

T
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things wrong and we did have some, what

put

It

wa«i
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that ovn.»c.<

well, then you get a surprise and
as I mentlnnprt
"P
°^ you time and the best one Jas we
.'L^hr"'^"'
had another
experiment caned, or the best example
of an
to me was we
Jd a 5rno isperse
trtl'.T.lT'
Latex Reactor whatever that Is but
we call It the Mi R «nH
'now.M\:5%!; 'i
/"'^
tion
b?rto'?rn ^°"tTt^^^^^
experiment derived DC utilltv oower
frni 9 !sources In
from
2
the orbiter and the rest of the
woJld did ton
'"°"9ht and the folks who wire d dn'
'
tMnk
in.

:"n
t

at*'?t

Jo!^3e?e us?na at'^Jh. M^r"'^!^
of training
tr^inin; and you getJ^""^'
Of
on orbit

is;

^"'^

^^"99^^

and you find it's

si£;«r3=-:si;:K:wi-

,A„l

J"

^riSJa. .....

^"

"

whatever
a year

to do that over

y""

J"t

see

like

it'/

.^^^

tEL

, re that

:^^^^;;?„s^r^;r^o'^l;„^:^:^tr^f:?:'^r

-6

aifcnrui
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replication

a

simulator

vyh

le

you're traininn of wh^*

has

to serve 4 different crews with
4 different
and I'm not sure that as long as
we trv trnr;*
requirements to make the pr^ a atloSs'foJ
from our standpoint cheaper is we're
not oninn 1/

r«nfill^r°"
configurations
the flights

in
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y^"^^

"rpj^aff^^^^

^^^i^^;?r;ef^u's°^o^?L^^^^?^^T

''''' ' °' ^° "-"'^
°^
the risk
P
of frankly
?
0
screwing up an experiment as he out
It that and ^vo,,
feel personally responsible when
you do that

NUSSSAVE
The .<glc of tMs ulssion aas there
were ver»
few surprises efther vehicles
e.perl.ent or ."thflg else''

rf.r„

j?m:"?i:s .^^hr::.;^;:•^":,;:^„^!^;r:n„^'?.^rr•'"

^n^etL'.rophoJ^llr^^lSfrtSlni'''

VllTtl^.L"''

f"?frr.;f/;;;;:a'r;:„;%."r".';i;';e^?c'fi."^
js^^jn .e

^^-'^

h,;:^;;?:^, ::;rorjhrsL;:^v:°p:rr";:?e^r

hej^'roo"?!"

s,tei7r?;'i„;irt'he

•
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